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INTRODUCTION
New Light on Religion
John Andersen
[John Andersen, Ph.D., was principal at New Hampton High School from
1985-86 to June, 2001, is Chair of the St. Joseph Community School and
Chair of the St. John School of Religion—all located in New Hampton, IA.
He currently is Assistant Professor of Education at Upper Iowa University.]
Looking for some light reading? This book is neither intended to
be nor is a light read, even though it is about light.* Sylvester Steffen
compresses 50-plus years of thinking and writing and reflection into his
latest book, GREEN RELIGION. His work requires close and skeptical
and faithful reading. Trust that Steffen knows where he has come from
and where he’s going.
The reading ahead is dense. It is as though one is moving
through a thick jungle of intertwined ideas. One must move thoughtfully
to disentangle these complex arrangements of ideas in order to get all the
way through, in order to break into the light. Almost every sentence
offers one or more propositions to be evaluated. Give Steffen’s
distinctive way of assembling his various and sometimes seemingly
disconnected thoughts an opportunity to be carefully considered and
digested. Allow him freedom to use his apparently esoteric definitions.
Be open to new points of view. Be willing to consider new connections.
There are rewards. Steffen has found that his lifelong effort to reconcile
science and religion through faith and reason is paying off. Others too
are beginning to “feel the light” even if they cannot quite yet see it
clearly.
Steffen’s work is challenging because he is breaking new ground
and uncovering new thoughts as he discovers linkages between various
ideas and perspectives that haven’t been identified before. Perhaps
because he’s not expressing the “same old thoughts,” his language may
seem unconventional, his phraseology surprising. Consider seriously the
method Steffen suggests for reading his work. Doing so requires one to
go slowly and almost implicitly calls one to “go back” before one can
“go forward” very far at any given time.
Steffen talks about his quest to reconcile faith and reason,
religion and science. My view is that he succeeds in using his knowledge
of science and his powers of reasoning to give new meaning to
fundamental religious understandings. To do this requires firm grounding
in science and faithful belief in religious truth. Steffen not only can “talk
the talk” of science and religion, but he validates the “talk” by the way
he lives his life—in other words, by the way he “walks” the “talk.” I
know he is at peace with himself, others, and the world in which we live.
His own faith and his ability to reason scientifically provide the
foundation for hope in the existence and reality of God as love and light.
__________
*For Sylvester Steffen, religion is “conscious light”; he has written two
trilogies on religion. Book two of the SECOND ENLIGHTENMENT

Trilogy is “Quantum Religion, the Good News of Rising Consciousness”
and book three of the CONSCIOUS LIGHT Trilogy is “Green Religion:
Inside the Cultural Spectrum”.
Steffen sees Einstein’s insights into light as a quantum leap in religious
insight. In his poem, “Light After 1905”, he writes: Until Einstein light
was sunshine / waving, warm but without substance. / After Einstein light
is seen differently / the dot matrix holding together consciousness / in
point-of-fact matter. / Liquid light conceives insight inside darkness /
births water outside hardness. / Myths are about faith enlightenment /
and so is Einstein. / Faith like sunshine is more than a smiley face.
The CONSCIOUS LIGHT Trilogy, Book I, “The Possible Journey”, pg xiii

AUTHOR’S INTRODUCTION
The Genesis Creation Story has God creating the universe and all
life in Seven Days. Seven days a week, we are individually God’s
ongoing creation. It is good to reflect each day of the week how we are a
credit or discredit to God’s creation, how we are a credit or discredit to
our inheritance and ourselves.
The book structure corresponds to seven-day-creation with dayto-day readings that put us in touch with all that affects us and with how
we affect others. We find in natural order the intelligence and wisdom of
divinity, a symbiotic order we do well to know and emulate.
This book is about fidelity to intelligence/ wisdom, about where
we have strayed, about the consequences of infidelity, and what we need
to do to return to fidelity and live in harmony with ourselves, nature and
God.
The Story is never ending. Our journey continues the journey of
all who have gone before us, and we are leaders into the journey for
those who come after us. Take seriously the opportunity and obligation
of fidelity to intelligence/ wisdom. It is a lasting legacy, like no other.
The “Naturalis Sacramentum Ordinis”
(The Sacrament of Natural Order)
To be adult means to assume responsibilities in life, for oneself
and for others who depend on us. Adult consciousness compels us to
exercise the virtue of prudence in anticipating (provisioning) common
needs and in marshalling resources to provide (provision) for needs.
Prevision and provision are what adults do to live authentically, i.e., they
anticipate and provide for life by way of Ecology/ Economy/ Eucharist.
This book challenges adult religious consciousness, in the work
of previsioning/ provisioning in Ecology/ Economy/ Eucharist — the
Naturalis Sacramentum Ordinis,
The WORD/ LIGHT Trilogies
The gestation of this and my other books has been ongoing in me
for more than fifty years. Their conception originated in my sense of the
hurtful alienation between faith and reason as has been advanced in the
religious/ cultural conflicts of fideism and rationalism, of religion and
science. I set out to expose publicly what to me is a cultural fraud, that is,
that science and religion are in conflict. The books chronicle my coming
to the light. The labor has been a lifetime “groaning”.
My writings (available POD at www.authorhouse.com) reveal
my awakening as I’ve come to a new consciousness. The products of my
enlightenment are the books of the WORD/ LIGHT trilogies, which are,
The Second Enlightenment Trilogy, the Conscious Light Trilogy, and the
POETREE Trologies.

The Second Enlightenment Trilogy
PRIMARY SCRIPTURE, Cosmic Religion’s First Lessons”, book
one, presents Natural Law as its starting principle, and the evolving
cosmos as the first and continuing scripture, the place of contact with
divinity. We are hearers of the word and writers of scriptures.
Book two, QUANTUM RELIGION, the Good News of Rising
Consciousness”, sees reason, faith and purpose as dynamics of intelligent
design in the life we inherit and pass on. The “trinity” of reason/ faith/
purpose is a dynamic that characterizes the vital processes of symbiosis,
the reflective way of Godlikeness.
RELIGION & CIVILITY, the Primacy of Conscience”, book three,
is a retrospective on how religion and culture have co-evolved in rational
and irrational ways, and how we inherit the conflicts of irreligion and
incivility.
The Conscious Light Trilogy
The first book THE POSSIBLE JOURNEY, Uncompromised
Trust”, begins with the fresh insights of Vatican II, on evolution, and
insights how faith and reason have been and are yet being breached by
inauthentic culture. Distrust blights all cultures. The book is designed for
and intended to facilitate study and faith-sharing in the matters of the
conflicted inheritance we own.
The second book WHAT SELF-DONATION IS, kenosis, Eucharist
and Green Religion”, is organized for group faith-sharing discussion. It is
structured for Lenten faith-sharing and it connects traditional rites and
rituals, Sacraments, Gifts of the Holy Spirit, Mysteries of the Rosary and
Stations of the Cross in ways that enlighten cosmic connections.
The third book GREEN RELIGION inside the Cultural Spectrum”,
goes more in depth into updated theological and scientific insights that
go beyond those of the other five books. GREEN RELIGION is meant to
be used in two ways, personally, for daily reading and reflection, and as a
resource for group study and faith-sharing.
New Consciousness Emerging
Vatican II is a marker event of epochal change in the life of the
Church. The damages that have happened and that are still happening
reach beyond and make over cultures, philosophies and religions as well
environments and ecologies. These are interconnected in their effects
from one epoch’s ending to another’s beginning.
The religious/ social historian Thomas Berry identifies this time
as the beginning of a new era, what he calls the “ecozoic” era, a time in
which human awareness is forcibly sensitized to the existential necessity
and inter-relatedness of ecology (ecos) and zoology. Only a few times in
life’s long evolution has there been such a die-off of species as is now
happening. Our times are perhaps unparalleled for the impact of one
species on the economies and ecologies of all others.
The Cenozoic Era (just ending) was the era in which the great
flowering of diverse life occurred, which we so much enjoy and from
which we come. What makes the future so uncertain is the extent of
unraveling that will yet occur from human meddling with life’s linkages.

Human consciousness is becoming only partially aware of what
it has done and is doing to trash ecozoic systems. The full consequences
of humankind’s impact are just beginning to surface, in the extremes of
weather, in the biotic unsettling of oceans, in the radical transformations
of ancient geological structures and systems, and in the poisoning and
changing of tested genetics in micro-macro organic systems.
To give one example: discovered in 2007 was the global die-off
of honeybees; what is missing is an understanding of the cumulus of
interacting factors causing it. Honeybees are essential pollinators for
flowering plants which provide up to 70% of the food we eat. There is
nothing more “religious” and more moral than consciousness of the
mortal threat we are to nature and to life upon which we depend.
The outburst of terminal threats changes everything. The new
great work (Father Berry’s term) now compelling humankind is to wake
up to the unraveling, to mitigate human causes and to salvage and restore
the vital interdependencies of environment and biology.
The purpose of The Conscious Light Trilogy and specifically, of
“Green Religion” is to stir up serious thought and attention to the tasks of
“The Great Work”. The reward for a lifetime committed to life’s urgent
and necessary tasks is personally and socially rewarding.
Religion that is insensitive to life’s irreplaceable necessities is
petty and morally defective. Challenging as the situation is, we can take
courage in knowing that every ending is a new beginning. We can end
our personal infidelity to our symbiotic inheritance and know that the
best is yet to come for us collectively and personally, if we change.
How to read GREEN RELIGION—an “Apple a Day”
If you are like the most of us you probably have a multi-faceted
worldview based on one set of understandings that controls your spiritual
(religious) life and one set that operates in your material (secular) life.
We are cultured to live in separate realms of consciousness, one
spiritual, one material. When we go to church we are occupied with a set
of principles different than we use in our work-a-day world, whether we
are parents, farmers, lawyers, teachers, laborers, etc.
However, awareness of science, economics, and perhaps more
than the others, awareness of environmental/ ecological degradation, are
challenging the split-world of religious consciousness by which we live.
This book hopes to bring some clarity to religious conflicts most
of us have; conflicted culture contributes to the inner conflicts we harbor
individually and impose on others and nature. Unreconciled conflicts are
sour apples.
Something so profoundly entrenched in our psyche as worldview
doesn’t easily change. A reading of this book isn’t likely to bring about a
sudden change. However, occupying ourselves in an ongoing way with
ideas offered here may over time have an effect of lighting unlighted
corners of uncertainty. So the book’s content is presented not to blind as
with a bright light but to brighten the night with a little starlight.
The book is arranged in seven sections to correspond with the
seven days of the week. May I suggest reading something daily from the
section of the book corresponding to the day of the week? For example,
on Monday, day one of the week, read from section one, OVERVIEW, on

Tuesday read from section two, etc; come Sunday, read from section
seven. Think of your daily “faith study read” as an-apple-a-day.
When all is said and done, each of us is very much the same in
terms of world worries that confront us and of realities from which we
arise, which oblige us, and to which we must return.
I’ve spent more years in school than I remember and I’ve studied
many different subject matters. I developed a learning technique I still
use, even in reading a book. First I preview the book, read its table of
contents, its preface, introduction, forward, then, I read the conclusion,
the afterward, etc. From the outset I want to have a sense of the whole
book and the author’s wrap-up. Then I proceed to read the book. While
reading, I connect my previewed sense of the book in context with the
author’s development. I review and adjust my preview as I read. When I
finish I focus on the conclusions and values that stand out, acquiring
them in my own consciousness and making them available for further
reference. The importance of repeat-reviewing can hardly be exaggerated
if one wants to “own” the material and be able to access new learning
that serves one’s conscious prevision.
A much overlooked process underlying consciousness is the coworking of faith and reason, grace and nature. Faith and reason are cut of
common cloth. To question which comes first, faith or reason, is to ask
which comes first, the hen or the egg. Consciousness is a continuous
spiritual process of previewing, reviewing and pro-viewing.
Suggested here is a practical way of looking at consciousness, of
occupying ourselves in the processes of previewing, reviewing and proviewing personal living. The outcomes of these, prevision, revision and
provision, process together by way of communication, consciousness and
conscience — what is the process of rationality, of maturity, the
edification of faith and the acquisition of wisdom.
The practical sense of this is that in real world terms prevision
means to rightly anticipate need; revision means to accommodate needs
in the sparing use of resources at hand; and provision manages resource
usage in ways that accommodate in an equitable manner all having need,
while preserving FOR ALL life’s resource-base.
If you were to ask how to read this book, I would suggest, first
read the Introductions, the Foreword, the Afterword, and after that, from
beginning to end an essay-a-day corresponding with the day of the week.

FOREWORD
The Golden Rule: Do unto others as you would have others do unto you.
Not by “faith alone” but by faith and reason; we are brought up
cultured in the imperial faith expectation of trusting institutional Church
implicitly, absolutely. However, communitarian trust lives by faith and
reason, the openness of adult intelligence by which to challenge the fixed
and irrelevant assumptions of out-of-touch institutions. Good and evil are
daily fare, we cn’t avoid dealing with both
From our earliest years we are well served to know and live the
truth that religion is “green” — the “supposition” of faith, of the Natural
Sacrament of Order” Vital to wellbeing, to personal, self-fulfilled living,
is the answer to the question “How is RELIGION Green?”
The light spectrum is the cultural spectrum, the enlightenment of
social edification, substantiated and empowered in/ by wave-lengths of
electromagnetism, i.e., wave-lengths of infrared, visible light, radio, and
broad-band, which energize communication/ consciousness/ conscience.
Substance and soul, photosynthesis and self-reflection, intension and
intention, working and thinking, life is qualified in/ by wave/ particle
physics/ chemistry.
Self-reflective consciousness is capable of right reason and of
choosing relationships that serve wellbeing—what maturity does.
Informing right reason and choosing informed understandings are what
reason, moral consciousness and religion are about.
It is the affirmative experience of culture that the sharing of faith
and knowledge advance wellbeing, personal and social, what is the
authentic sense and basis of essential, universal religion and civility.
Faith-sharing is about expanding and extending understandings of self,
family, community, Earth and Cosmos in shared interests of well-being.
RELIGION is moral relationship, informed and accountable:

R is for Relationship
E is for Ecology/ Economy/ Environment/ Eucharist
L is for Love, Light — conscionable commitment
I is for Intelligence — Informed faith
G is for Gift, God, self-donation
I is for Intensional, Intentional — Inherence/ coherence
O is for Organic/ Outcome (means/ end)
N is for Nature/ Nurture, divine/ human hypostasis
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SECTION I

MONDAY READINGS

OVERVIEW
Emergent Cosmos, Emergent Earth, Emergent Life

From where do we come? Whither do we go?
Growing in wisdom, age and grace

Religion is about God, intentional and committed relationship;
about Word, Light and Love, understanding “Heaven”.

Culture is the changing spectrum of social insight;
The mindful means of intentional life.
1. God and Creation
The picture I have of the creationist god is of a grand puppeteer
frantically pulling strings to control everything. Now, however, since
Einstein illumined the science-world in 1905 with his understanding of
light and its role in assembling matter and informing relationships,
humanity is offered a more satisfying and perceptive sense of cosmic
continuity and divine insight.
Light is cosmic energy, the origin of matter and the continuity of
spiritual consciousness. This understanding is eminently compatible with
ancient understandings of God as Light, of Light as Word (made flesh),
and of evolution’s emergent energy/ matter.
It is Einstein who opens spirituality/ materiality, religious and
secular consciousness, to an ever emerging sense of enlightenment. Light
is the common energy of faith and reason, of religion and science. Light
is natural focus of grace representing divine presence in all Earth/ human
relationships. "Let there be Light!"

2. The Quantum-Electric Universe
(How Eucharist works in Nature)
Ben Franklin’s kite experiment in the middle of a thunderstorm
pretty well established the reality that we live in an electric universe. An
Iowa thunderstorm dramatizes the fact. The reality is revealed in other
ways also. When I sleep on my reclining chair I have by my side a
fluorescent lamp, and when I move under the blanket it generates static
electricity and causes the light to flicker.
A battery of electrical energy exists when pools of opposing
electrical charges accumulate. Charged potentials of electricity are
agencies of change. A lightning flash is an instantaneous and intense
discharge of accumulated electrical potential. Electrical energy can be
harnessed by controlling the grounding of the discharge. The controlled
discharging of electron energy happens when a light bulb is turned on,
when an electrical motor runs. Science tells us that all brain activity is
about neurally controlled harnessing of electric messaging. We are part
and parcel of the quantum-electric universe.
The energy spectrum of the universe is electromagnetic, particle
and wave. Particles are distinguished in electrical potential, positive and
negative. The strong force attraction of particles, that is, of opposite
charges attracting each other, contributes to magnetic inherency and the
particulate structuring of least particles, photons, electrons (negatively
charged), in cooperation with the atomic nucleus (positive-charged).
The strong-force attraction binding positive energy in the atomic
nucleus gives stability and inner motivation to molecules with respect to

engaging electrons and opening their potentials of transformation and
diversification.
Satellite particles around atomic nuclei (electrons) move at light
speeds; the atomic nucleus has a defining effect on them. Depending on
the valence-strength of magnetic attraction, electrons may be shared
within clusters of atoms and even be taken by one atom (molecule) from
another. The further away an electron is from the nucleus, the more it is
available to be shared or appropriated. Electron sharing and exchange,
molecular formations are governed by laws of particle-physics that
determine transformational outcomes.
Because of quantum-electric nature, the inherency/ coherency of
subatomic particles are of a kind as molecular substance sensitivity and
reactivity. Vibration, resonance, radiation are wave-characteristic of
quantum-electric energy; frequency and intensity of waves vary and
qualify differently the structures and potentials of molecules.
Einstein’s E in his equation can be understood as the sum total of
all cosmic energy as it is disposed throughout the universe, as dark
energy and light (wave) energy, quantum-differentiated in molecules. His
M is matter, substance-energy; his C² is tension-energy tied in quantumsubstance. (The C is the first letter of the Latin word “Celeritas”,
meaning swiftness, speed, as in the “speed of light”.) The substances of
the universe, molecular structures, are inherently/coherently charged
systems of electrical potential.
What is different about living creatures is that their inherent/
coherent energy is not only “intensional” but also “intentional”, that is,
capable of sensation and response in anticipation of outcomes, what is
“mindfulness”. Self- reflective consciousness is capable of acting in selfinterest. What is unique about human beings is the self-sense of personal/
social interest, which, while it is of a piece with cosmic substantiation,
can, within the laws of nature, choose roles in other relationships which
may or may not be sustainable.
The above is a round-about way of getting to a real and really
important truth: if we believe in Intelligent Design in nature, in Divine
Instance (presence) in the cosmos, then we must believe in the sacred
grace of natural dependency, the Eucharistic Grace of natural economy.
The economics of ecology is Natural Eucharist, the basis for
natural connection. By our fidelity to Natural Law we affirm Eucharist,
memorialize the Sacrament of Natural Order and raise consciousness.
Intelligence compels conscience.

3. The Science of Conscious Light
God communicates by creating. We are “Godlike” when we are
creative, for creation is “intensionally” bonded and inventive. In learning
about God, about Creation, about personal potentials, we learn about
intentional creation, invention; in this we have only just begun.
Albert Einstein’s lasting contribution to cultures for all times,
specifically, to religion for all times, is his mind-changing insight that all
substance, including conscious life, are constructs of light, what is also
the energy complex (soul) defining the unique “spirituality” of substance.

This insight seems so significant that it may come to be recognized as the
beginning of Postmodernity, Second Enlightenment.
The science of conscious light calls for an adequate “philosophy
of conscious light” upon which might be edified a consensus on religion
and civility. What this writing seeks to do is to advance an awareness of
the religious meaning of “intentional light” — Second Enlightenment,
and the essential insights of organic relationship and self-reflectivity.
Religious traditions customarily link life and light with insights
of divine creativity. In contemporary understanding self-reflectivity is
harmonic, transmissible, transformational and driven by responsiveness
to Word-Light-Love.
The process of Trinity, the harmony of Word-Light-Love, is the
ongoing process of illuminating the human person. In the face of life’s
ambiguities, choices in the process of coming to harmony are not always
transparent. Reason and faith are conflicted in their competition to
accommodate self-reflectivity with nature. But perhaps now, with the
greater convergence of knowledge and experience-based intuition (faith),
conflicted consciousness can become more settled.
The thing about conflicted consciousness is that it registers in all
facets of human relationships and gives rise to ideological conflicts that
unsettle individuals, families, communities and nations. The price of
ideological conflict throughout history is tallied in the consequences of
interpersonal and societal conflict. The corruptive and wasteful outcomes
of the many and continuing conflicts are now universal catastrophes,
especially destructive to the fragile webs of global flora and fauna upon
which humankind and all life interdepend.
Now is already too late to rescue some valued relationships and
life-forms. Serious common effort is needed to stay the tide of selfundoing and global havoc.

4. Only Just Begun
There is something about fathers, mothers and their first child.
Somehow the trials and urgencies of first parenting get unloaded on the
first child; and somehow younger siblings get the idea that parents give
the oldest child preferential treatment — even as the oldest child thinks
she’s the one being “dumped on”. Both points of view are probably true.
Our first child Monica received the “preferential treatment” of
being “dumped on”. Through the years she submissively, if sometimes
grudgingly, read my writings and talked with me about them. I still
admire her artistry, sense of poetry, and quickness of mind.
From time to time I suggested to her that she should write. But
she was very good at not letting me push her harder than she allowed;
she would say, “I haven’t earned the right to write yet.” Of course, as a
father who thought otherwise, I’d say, “You earn the right by writing”.
And so it went, and so it goes, I suppose.
From hindsight I better understand now what she was telling me,
that my writing was unfinished. She reversed on me what I was trying to
put on her; she would say, “You have a lot of writing to do, Dad.” She is
right, and so I write. After fifty years, I’m beginning to question myself

if I have yet earned the right to write. Even though I write I’m not as
bold about my ideas and words anymore. Everything has become more
fluid. I found the harder I tried the less satisfied I wasam with what I
wrote. So I stopped forcing myself; instead I collected things in my mind
and let them marinate in the amniotic waters of consciousness until they
matured on their own.
I talk more now to my daughter Monica, who has ultimately
earned the right to write. I tell her now “Your work is just begun; I will
write what you tell me to write.” So now I wait… for ideas and words to
come to me, and when they do, I write. Sometimes I believe that it isn’t
really me writing but deep intuitional nature seeking exposure through
me. I think this is what natural consciousness expects from all of us—to
open ourselves to be conduits of understanding to one another. Dear
reader, your work, your journey is just begun. Kindle the powers of your
soul and let your light shine, and let divine intuition shine through you.
Faith information is wisdom, the unfolding mindfulness of life. It
begins with trust and flourishes in trust. Mindfulness weaves hard-earned
experience into memory-webs. The enduring lessons of experience are
self-renewing complexes of emotional/ rational intelligence, what is
enlightenment, “gnosis”.
The tides of change wash away the obsolete and reveal new
certainties that arise with new experience. The wells of amniotic
consciousness treasure wisdom, the lessons of pain and joy, and pass
them on in baptismal experience. It’s what trust and faith do persistently,
patiently.

5. On Being Less Than Fully Human
To be fully human is to affect in one's lifetime the convergence
of faith and reason and to emerge ever renewed.
While knowing past dynamics may be enlightening to the way
forward, more to the point perhaps is coming to know the conscionable
necessities of authentic living. Faith and reason mutually inform us in
these matters.
Humankind, personally and communally, is conditioned by
nature (genetics) and by culture (nurture). Going forward, we know that
we condition the future (genetics and memetics) by the way we correlate
with each other and nature.
The Gospel of Jesus Christ is for Christians the Way, the Truth
and the Life (Light). Faith and reason together compel us to conscionable
behavior, to love's symbiotic fidelity.
The "Naturalis Sacramentum Ordinis" is "sign" and "grace",
nature and nurture, intention and intuition. Reason tells us, "grace
supposes nature", i.e., culture supposes nature; and faith tells us "nature
supposes grace", i.e., nature supposes culture.
The fullness of Sacramental living requires the reciprocation of
sign/ grace, nature/ nurture, reason/ faith, and intention/ intuition. Faith
needs reason, reason needs faith; intuition needs intention, intention
needs intuition; religion needs science, science needs religion. Faith's

motive of love supposes reason's motive of symbiosis; reason's motive of
symbiosis supposes faith's motive of love.
Intentional consciousness (conscience) is a two-cylinder engine.
When only one cylinder fires, life comes to fulfillment with greater
difficulty. To be fully human means to enable faith (belief) with reason
(knowledge), and to enable reason with faith. Human living lacks full
integration if/ when faith demeans reason and reason demeans faith.
Rationalism (First Enlightenment) eschews fideism (imperially
imposed belief) and fideism (imperial belief) eschews rationalism.
Second Enlightenment (conscionable rationality, rational conscience)
eschews both rationalism and fideism in favor of faith’s and reason’s
mutuality.

6. What is Enlightenment? What is Religion?
Background: in conjunction with and after the Thirty Years Wars
of Religions (1618-1648), faith and reason were set against each other
and were irreconcilably divided; on the one side Imperial Religion, on
the other, Scientific Enlightenment. We experience the consequences of
their schism, namely, in the continuing mean-mindedness of fideistic
religion and rationalistic science toward each other in our time. Vatican
II pointed to the way out from under the heavy load of cultured angst —
and that is by updating and evaluating failures of faith/ reason, the causes
of their division, and updating and reconciling consciousness in light of
the mutual necessities of faith and reason.
In pursuing truth, wellbeing, Enlightenment and Religion find
common ground. Universal (catholic) religion is a universal calling — a
vocation. The universal call for every person, for every community is to
become Godlike, i.e., to be harmonious (symbiotic) in all relationships.
How do we become Godlike? By owning Godlike virtues, FAITH
(fidelity); HOPE (confidence in things unknown); LOVE (altruism, selfdonation, Eucharist). The opportunity for exercising these is present in
every waking hour.
In Christian tradition, for example, God is WORD (the Trustful
Communicator); God is LIGHT (informed in all things); and God is
LOVE (Total Self-Donation, Eucharist). By TRIMORPHIC RESONANCE,
by trustful communication, by informed consciousness, and by altruistic
conscience, we grow into Godlikeness, moment-by-moment, day-by-day.
For Christians, Godlikeness is THE NEW DISPENSATION! Not
an institutional ideology, but personal quest of the Way, the Truth, and
the Life, as nature equips consciousness to enter into Divine Presence,
into harmonious relationship, the HYPOSTASIS of divinity/ humanity in
Natural Ascendancy, in Natural Sacrament.
By individual coming to Godlikeness, by owning “trimorphic
resonance”, i.e., by trustful communication, by informed consciousness
and altruistic conscience, Enlightenment and Religion, reason and faith
accommodate in us personally, communally.
Nature equips us to grow out of small-world culture and closed
faith ideology by opening us to our commonalities and individualities; by
their accommodation, Enlightenment and Religion affirm consciousness

and symbiotic purpose. Symbiotic living is based on the realization that
belief and reason, faith and science, and religion and civility are
inseparably essential to each other in the joined unfolding (evolution) of
religious, civil behavior.
In short, we need to recognize the essential supposition of faith
and reason in nature (primary scripture), and update our worldview from
the informed insights of quantum-electric consciousness so we discover
continuity in the new "analysis and synthesis" called for by Vatican II.
There are a lot more questions that need asking and answering.
The many centuries of neglected updating have put us in a nearly
overwhelmed circumstance, but neglect to deal with them now is not an
option because the outcome of neglect is too high a price to pay. It's
going to take a lot of serious and committed effort.

7. Emergent Creation and Symbiotic Evolution
To our introverted way of thinking, humankind is the highest
perfection of symbiotic evolution. The question is whether humankind
can survive its own intelligence and stop the lethal degradation of Earthlife. The continued sustainability of human life and web-life is the lifeand-death issue of this time, of all time. Religious fixation, presumptions
of exclusive divine election and wars for dominion and control feed the
global violence that puts the sustainability of complex life at risk. We
must ask ourselves “what changes of consciousness need to happen if we
would desist from self-destructive violence?”
Sustainability is an issue bigger than personal claim of individual
right of ownership over the use of land/ air/ water. There simply is not
enough land to allow everyone a piece of it even though all depend on
the produce of the land. The “ownership” of land is not exclusive but
inclusive because of life’s universal dependency on nature.
“Inclusive ownership” recognizes the trust obligation of caretaking to sustain the land’s capacity to provide for common, future
needs. Land ecology is specific to the bioregion and requires regional
sensitivity. Regional ecologies are an evolutionary trust of symbiosis and
they cannot be violated with impunity. The destruction of the food
capacity of land is ultimately sin against humanity.
The sustainability of land’s capacity to produce in perpetuity
requires “economic” balance, that is, the preservation of the land’s
capital, its vitality; economic balance preserves the land’s productive and
organic health. The plundering of land is sin against its capital, the basis
of life’s renewal and sustainability.
The removed capital of the land needs to be restored to the extent
that it can in order to maintain the land’s sustainability. There are
fundamentals of reality and morality that coincide and impose on all. The
destruction of land productivity by chemical poisoning, the pollution of
land and water, are religious (moral) issues for they directly infringe on
the needs and rights of life. The degradation of ecologies and the breach
of life linkages violate nature’s economics and disdain the right-to-life
for future generations.

8. Symbiotic Nature and Elusive Truth
From the perspective of evolution and moral consciousness,
nature has put in place the successful model (paradigm) of symbiosis, by
which life-forms accommodate to each other and advance in openness to
different ways of interacting. The pursuit of inter-species wellbeing is
what symbioses are about.
In Church tradition, truth with a capital T, as in Absolute Truth,
is used in reference to God. It is one thing to say that “God is Absolute
Truth”, and another thing to say that only one Church knows Absolute
Truth. Insight into understanding God, Truth, is an open-ended process
that compels people and institutions to remain open to enlarge vision in
its understandings. Fixation in Absolute Truth, institutionally defined,
handed down and premised on a worldview consciousness that is more
than 2000 years old, doesn’t work for modern consciousness.
Truth-learning and truth-discerning are processes of connecting
knowledge and experience, both of which remain necessarily open to the
enlargement of understanding. Because knowledge and experience both
change, the matter of keeping up with understanding truth is complicated
and confusing. Reason helps us keep our knowledge truthful and up-todate. Communication opens reason to new sources and insights that are
open ended. Personal experience tells us that truth is elusive and that it
can open to new and surprising possibilities. A decision made at one time
in best judgment may have consequences that come back and bite one at
a later time. That’s what learning from experience means.
Truth, as it is implicated in evolutionary consciousness, is a trialand-error process of conscious nature advancing symbiotic successes.
The Intelligent Design of nature is an outcome of symbiotic evolution in
which new successes build on the results of prior successes. Struggle is
characteristic of all living processes—the pursuit of better choices in life.
We, humankind are the venue in which nature’s self-reflective struggle
for truth takes place.
Truth is not experienced simplistically nor is it a closed absolute.
Truth, with respect to choices, is open to multivalent outcomes, all of
which are not of equal merit. The greatest value, the optimal symbiotic
outcome, is the one that serves the greater common good. The pursuit of
higher truth is what consciousness and conscience are about; they are
personal rights and choices. It is well that we adopt for life the mantra:
“to the very end, always be true! (Et ad finem SEMPER VERUS.

9. How Words Undo Us
In his great big little book “Evening Thoughts” (2006, Sierra
Club Books) Thomas Berry exposes how humankind and Earth-life have
come to epochal crisis. He convincingly argues how we have come to the
end of the Cenozoic period by our mindless exploitation of life forms “in
such a scale that it could only be equaled by the extinctions at the end of

the Mesozoic period some 65 million years ago” [pg 27] Berry says our
predicament has happened because of the way humankind formulates
ideas, packages the ideas in words, and passes them on as fixed
formulae, sacred and unchanged from generation to generation. Father
Berry enumerates “six transcendences” that are not only doing us in but
are also doing in the webs of life in which we originate and depend.
Words, like ideas, are two-edged swords. They can help us cut
through the confusion of ignorance and/ or they can let us cut and paste
reality (relationships, DNA) in ambivalent ways that misconstrue reality.
Our “smarts” are at the same time doing and undoing reality. The
Original Sin Story has been interpreted in a way that blames first parents
for eating the forbidden fruit and excuses us from accountability.
Humankind continues the original sin of trashing the global Garden of
Eden.
What are “transcendences” and how are we doing ourselves in
by setting them up as untouchable idols? Transcendences are ideas (in
word forms) that are handed down as fixed beliefs (absolute truths) from
generation to generation. In short, they are mental constructs (entes
rationis), conclusions of experience/ belief (abstractions) that are made
“fixations” (religious absolutes), collectively controlling our thinking and
our behavior. These are Father Tom Berry’s “transcendences”:
1. Belief that there is “a transcendent, personal, monotheistic creative
deity”;
2. Insistence on the “spiritual nature of the human” apart from other life;
3. The primacy of human “belief in redemption”, of not belonging to this
world;
4. The “transcendence of mind” that disconnects spirituality from
materiality;
5. The cumulative dominance of humankind over nature in “our
transcendent technology”; and
6. That humankind self-disconnects from reality in its “transcendent
historical destiny”
These six ambivalent fixations can be wrapped up in a single
package and identified as the contemporary human predicament. Tom
Berry’s transcendences intertwine to form a single, “memetic” tangle of
culture that humankind weaves and unweaves. And that “single-package
transcendence” is the culture of patriarchal dominion that sets its mind in
the fixation of its own institutional inerrancy — the imperial culture of
dominion over nature — a hierarchy of corporate arrogance (religious,
political and educational) and of control by institutional dominion (fear,
guilt and violence); pride, before the fall.
We have fallen, big time. It’s time to confess our ignorance and
arrogance by which we defeat ourselves and nature. It’s time to undo the
“transcendences” of cultural fixation and discover “humility” (humus,
earth-origin) and the “reality” of total relational dependency in nature.

10. Putting God to the Test
The forty days fast of Jesus in the desert before entering his
public life is an account of Satan putting him (God) to the test. No person
or institution has the right or power to impose on God expectations for
easy answers to life’s burdens, sufferings and reversals. That prerogative
is personal, between God and the individual person
This personal sense originates in the reality that “grace supposes
nature” and “faith supposes reason”. Authentic religion avoids pretenses
that impose on and expect divine interventions outside the laws of nature.
A theology that preaches and expects divine interventions outside natural
processes is suspect on its face.
The pretense of imposing on God is a cultured placebo meant to
sweeten the sour realities of failed conscience that delay the day of being
held accountable for failures of personal obligation. Right reason judges
conscience, and faith does not let reason off the hook for irrational and
misguided behavior.
Abuses of nature, wasteful outcomes of ecological degradation,
of global warming and environmental pollution, for example, will not be
mitigated by divine intervention but by a return to conscionable behavior
and the restoration of trustful relationships. Churches have been blind to
and complicit in the cultural sin of exploitation, in putting God to the test
by the expectation of escape from consequences of human wrongdoing.

11. Justified Living
The politicized use of guilt and fear for purposes of manipulation
is wrongheaded and morally reprehensible. "Justified living", beyond the
traps of guilt and fear, is what authentic religion is about, as in the lived
example and teaching of Jesus Christ. It is well to reflect on history's
accounting of abusive relationships and injuries caused by pretense and
distrust. History documents habits of personal and institutional abuses
but does not justify manipulation for purposes of dominating people and
exploiting resources, as is happening even now.
Personal/ social consciousness is traumatized by the habituated
experience of physical and psychological abuse. Religious and political
despots continue to use guilt and fear for exploitive purposes. Such
religious/ political abuse is a culture of death; global genocides are
happening with greater irrationality than ever before. The challenge
confronting future generations is how to rise above the trauma and
calamity of distrust and overreach advanced by cultures of guilt and fear.
It seems clear that humankind is at a crossroads. The question is
"can humankind make the quantum leap from habits of physical/
psychological slavery and personal/ social/ ecological degradation to a
new way of egalitarian fidelity and the restoration of sanity to people,
societies and ecology? Can we learn from history and bring an end to
catastrophes caused by cultured habits of ignorance, arrogance and
greed, and the fatal idolatry of consumerism?”
Faith's power can correct or corrode. Misdirected faith corrodes,
but justified faith corrects. Our times suffer serious corrosions of faith.

The enthrallment of dominion theology corrodes, but the openness of
liberation theology corrects. Trust empowers openness.
It is well for us here to take notice of three recent books, which
inform us where we are, how we got here and what we need to do to
escape self-imposed ruin. These three books together expose the modern
conundrum in a powerfully revelatory way.
James Carroll’s “CONSTANTINE'S SWORD, the Church and the
Jews” (2001 Houghton Mifflin) tells how imperial Rome co-opted
Christianity by making it the official religion of the empire. This cooption effectively put the cross in the king's one hand and the sword in
the other, and made of them mutually serving weapons of guilt and fear
by which to subjugate people and resources to the will of authoritarian
ideologies/ politics.
The theology of the Roman Catholic Church in imperial Europe,
after the time of the Roman Caesars, also obtained an absolutist and
intolerant rationale of idolatrous daring that advanced a clerical culture
of dominion and discrimination against the laity, especially against
women. The cultural persistence of dominion theology/ politics has had
the effect of inflicting on people a traumatic schizophrenia. Imperial
Church/ State aggravated other breaches as well, including the breaches
between soul/ body, faith/ reason, and the religious/ secular.
David I. Kertzer’s “PRISONER OF THE VATICAN, the Pope's
Secret Plot to Capture Rome from the Italian State” (2004 Houghton
Mifflin Company) is about the last years of the Vatican State Monarchy
and the extreme effort of Pius IX to preserve it and his royal/ political
standing with the European monarchies. Notwithstanding the Second
Vatican Council, the First Vatican Council of Pope Pius IX (in which the
dogma of papal infallibility was declared) is still a repressive cloud that
tears at the Catholic psyche, hierarchical and lay. [It takes theological
gymnastics to reconcile the sainthood of John XXIII with Pius IX.] Pius
IX’s insistence on the declaration of his infallibility was driven by the
panic of the time. The lasting effect on the Church has not been salutary.
Catholic Faith is also a prisoner of the Vatican.
David C. Korten’s “THE GREAT TURNING from Empire to
Earth Community” (2006, co-published by the Kumarian Press, Inc.,
Bloomfield, CT, and Berret-Koehler Publishers, Inc., San Francisco, CA)
confronts humankind with history's lessons of wrong direction. The
twentieth century might be characterized as a time of violent social
transformation, of struggle over the polarities of dominion and liberation.
Unprecedented global violence has prevailed in the past century
following the colonial overreach of European Monarchies. Indigenous
people globally continue to react against the domination of religious/
political imperialism.
For reasons now apparent to world consciousness, global people
rightly opt for the liberating preference of public interest conscience over
the monarchical muscle of authoritarian suppression and exploitation.
The ongoing struggles for liberation from despotism and its waste of
people and resources make it clear that the old habits of resource
exploitation are unsustainable and morally intolerable. The 21st Century
might, we earnestly hope, become a New Age of Enlightenment in which

the accommodation of public conscience to the common interest engages
global people in the equitable usage and securing of global resources.
"The Great Turning" presents an alternative culture away from
the imperial impositions of guilt and fear to a culture of universal
respect, accommodation and collaboration by which societies can be
uplifted, ecologies secured and people personally enabled to experience
the harmonizing insight of conscionable mindfulness. "The Great
Turning" calls for a global political shift away from the economics of
elitist dominion to the communal commitment of holistic conscience.
Intentional Earth Communities represent global hope for they are
regionally specific and sensitive to evolution-justified ecologies/
economies.
The continuity lessons of these books illumine the way into a
future that parts with the discontinuity of past misdirection. The fidelity
of communities to bioregional authenticity is the symbiotic way out of
despotic ignorance, arrogance and greed. Fidelity supposes authentic
religion and authentic civility.

12. Triumphal Religion
It hurts people and society, and it hurts the credibility of all
religions when one religion points its finger at the others and says “My
Church is truthier than your church.”
In July of 2007 the Vatican chose specifically to put some
distance between itself and other Christian Churches. It made a public
statement to the point that other churches “suffer from defects”, as if the
Roman Catholic Church did (does) not. Obviously, the Vatican is still
confirmed in its counter-reform attitude—that it has no need to repent.
The long in-place culture of imperial theology and the engrained
habit of acting and speaking triumphantly are things not easily changed.
That’s just the way the culture of self-preferring institutions is. The
People Church of Vatican II is a new organism; it can and it must divest
itself of diseased mindsets of the past, that is, of agitating wars between
cultures for reasons of claimed right of divine preference over others.
The advice of Jesus still holds: before you point to the speck in the eye of
another, first remove the beam from your own eye.
In his opening address to the Second Vatican Council, Pope John
XXIII said: "The Spouse of Jesus Christ prefers to make use of the
medicine of mercy rather than that of severity. She considers that she
meets the needs of the present day by demonstrating the validity of her
teaching rather than by condemnations" (Richard P. McBrien, “Lives of
the Popes”, pg 372)
Even John Paul II in "Ut Unum Sint" (that all may be one)
acknowledged that the papal office is always subject to criticism and
improvement, notwithstanding the fact that it is an essential structure of
the Church. He specifically invited other churches to help him find ways
of better exercising the papal office in conforming faithfully to the
gospel.
The advice of these two venerable Popes well serves popes who
follow.

13. On Reading Scriptures
Based on a consensus of general precedent, Scriptural scholars of
all faiths have adopted procedures of good science in interpreting the
word and intent of original scriptural texts, put in context with the times
and the form of writing employed. The intent of authentic Scripture study
is to preserve original understandings “so that by hearing the message of
salvation the whole world may believe, by believing it may hope, and by
hoping it may love”. [Divino Afflante Spiritu]
The literary devices used by writers of Scriptures speak to the
intent of the authors and how the specific scripture should be understood.
The writing techniques used by writers are called literary “genres”, or
forms. Types of literary genres include: parables, allegories, fables, short
stories, problem stories, history, poetry and speech.
Pope Pius XII, “Divino Afflante Spiritu”:
“We ought to explain the original text which was written by an
inspired author himself and has more authority and greater weight
than any, even the very best, translation whether ancient or modern.
This can be done all the more easily and fruitfully if to the
knowledge be joined a real skill in literary criticism of the same
text… the sacred and apostolic work of interpreting the word of God
and of presenting it to the laity in translations as clear as the
difficulty of the matter and limitations of human knowledge
permit… Let all the sons of the Church bear in mind that the effort of
those resolute workers in the vineyard of the Lord should be judged
not only with equity and justice but also with the greatest charity; all
moreover should abhor that intemperate zeal which imagines that
whatever is new should for that reason be opposed or suspected…the
right understanding of the divinely given scriptures [may deepen and
awaken in readers] that piety by which it behooves us to be grateful
to the God of all providence, who from the throne of his majesty has
sent these books as so many personal letters to his own children”.
[St. Joseph Edition, THE NEW AMERICAN BIBLE, 1970, Catholic
Book Publishing Company, NY, pp. 22, 42, 46]
There has been a culture of Scripture reading which adheres to
the literal reading of texts, unaware of literary genres and their necessary
place in properly interpreting the Scriptures, and notwithstanding the
assault on reason and the credibility of Scripture that results.

14. Evolution’s Slant on Original Sin
This is a "non-conventional" analysis and synthesis of the
Original Sin Story. Though it is non-conventional, it is not irreverent or
antithetical to Scripture. It is not conventional because it sees sin as a
falling out with nature. Infidelity to nature is infidelity to God. God

speaks now as in the past in and through nature. Conversation, divine and
human, is natural.
The “natural” approach is in contrast to the accustomed “fideist”
approach that advances the ideologically purposeful theology of male
patriarchy and dominion theology. The fideist approach presumes a
literalist understanding of the story of creation and of God operating
TOTALLY OUTSIDE natural processing and experience-driven evolution/
consciousness; and that divinity operates by extra-natural interventions
(supernatural).
The thesis of the natural interpretation is that it is presumptuous
and arrogant for humans to impose on God by presuming to tell how God
operates (intervenes) in creation. Natural sense sees divinity functioning
by way of “instance” in every cosmic/ natural working. This faith claim
is based on the understanding: “grace supposes nature”.
Justification for the “natural” interpretation is found in the
hermeneutical instruction of Pope Pius XII in Divino Afflante Spiritu
(Divine Inspiration), and, the Second Vatican Council’s acquiescence in
evolution, Constitution IV, Gaudium et spes, Introduction, #5. Even
before Vatican II, Pope Pius XII endorsed the use of scientific methods
in interpreting scriptures. Vatican II understands cosmic nature to be “of
a piece”, that evolutionary consciousness is widely accepted, and that old
presumptions and misdirection based on misinformed presumptions
require new “analysis and synthesis”, updating.
Creation isn’t a disconnected process; nor is humankind outside
process-creation. The continuity of cosmic/ Earth evolution evidences
and authenticates intelligence, whereas, disconnection evidences
irrationality. Divine intelligence in nature is above the imperfection of
disconnection, discontinuity. Continuity saves past gains and passes them
on; but the past is forever lost to disconnection. The natural continuum
advances holistically the potentials and achievements of intelligence
implicated in nature. Divine consciousness is operative in all phases of
the creative process, in conformity with and in the laws of nature, not
outside them.
Self-awareness is a component of the process of cosmic
consciousness, and is conditioned experientially over the long stretches
of evolutionary time also by its manner of intentional interaction with
nature. Self-awareness is the introspective perfection of “natural”
intelligence; it is in constant process of testing and advancing. Scriptural
stories contain analyses and syntheses of updated self-consciousness,
experientially derived over time and based on evolving consciousness
occasioned by and within the natural, relational occurrences of complex,
interactive systems.
Original sin is an evolved insight in the real world sense that the
cautionary lessons contained in stories, myths and parables arise out of
actual human experience. Such experience is long in the acquisition. The
wasting of “the tree of life in the middle of the garden” is actual
experience of the cultural waste of local ecologies, and of the need for
people to leave trashed localities and relocate around the globe in search
of other “gardens” in which to live. America represents such a place to
Third World cultures.

The big question is how long will it take humankind to trash
America’s wealth if it (we) refuses to reduce demands on nature and its
fragile ecologies? Ecological collapses and desertification even now
represent the Angel with a fiery sword chasing people away from the
mess they’ve created.
The desecrated garden-experience is something global humanity
has to deal with now. Looking to escape Earth and fly off to another
planet is no solution. It's just a high-tech way of trying to hide from God.
We cannot escape from ourselves. But, we can learn to live with
ourselves if we put our minds to it. In fact this is the only realistic option
we have. Necessity, the Mother-Nature of invention is talking to us now.
It's time we respond to God’s asking "Where are you?"

15. Truth and the Culture of Distrust
The pursuit of trust, of truth is the persistent, consistent objective
of consciousness. The surprises of everyday life in contingent reality are
challenges to consciousness, to consistent living and to the understanding
of truth. Through it all, however, there is the continuity linkage of truth
and consistency. The truthfulness of things works for wellbeing when
wellbeing is pursued; the connections of truth to wellbeing need to be
made every day.
Religion, Church and consciousness have in common the pursuit
of truth and wellbeing. Truth is process, not an absolute. Not religion, not
Church, not consciousness, yet possess the fullness of truth. Consistency
and persistency enlighten the way. Insistency, however, as for example,
“my truth is truer than your truth”, easily fixates in obstinacy, intolerance
and closed mindedness, and stymies consciousness in its pursuit of truth.
Institutional self-interest too easily succumbs to the self-serving trap of
arrogance and fixations that impose on others and compromise trust.
Ecclesiology and theology in Roman Catholicism are of divided
minds, the mind of Trent and Vatican I, as opposed to the mind of
Vatican II. In flux now is the discernment of what is called “The Roman
Imposition” (The National Catholic Reporter, Vol. 41, No. 39, pp 7 & 8,
September 9, 2005), referred to by Arthur Jones as “the WojtylaRatzinger continuum”.
More recently COMMONWEAL, (Richard R. Gaillardetz,
“Between Reform & Rupture, The Council According to Benedict XVI”,
October 12, 2007, pp 16-21) updates the status of the unresolved minds
between Vatican I & II. Some see the differences of ecclesiology and
theology, prior to and after Vatican II, as starkly contrasting; the right
semantics to describe the differences are not yet worked out. What
matters are continuity and the fidelity of theology/ ecclesiology to openended truths. The status quo cannot obtain without hurt to Church and
public wellbeing.
Issues of ecclesiology/ theology do matter because they define
Church, in structure (form) and work (function). The conflict of structure
is whether Church will insist on its hierarchical, imperial structure (as
obtained pre-Vatican II) or if it will become in fact communal and
collegial in structure and function as put forth by Vatican II.

Politics and theology define ecclesiology and mission—function
follows form (spirituality is qualified by physicality). The relationship is
reciprocal: function supposes form as form supposes function; theology
supposes ecclesiology as ecclesiology supposes theology; truth supposes
consciousness as consciousness supposes truth; grace supposes nature as
nature supposes grace; faith supposes reason as reason supposes faith.
Church faces a truth-test right now.
It is my sense that truth, religion, and Church are GREEN, alive,
organic, still flowering. What say you? What is truth?

16. The Consensus of the Faithful
Immediately following Vatican II there was much hope and
excitement attached to the prospect of Church becoming more collegial
and less imperial. Pope Paul VI had called for lay input to an encyclical
that became “Humanae vitae”, only to ignore lay input in its final draft.
The encyclical had to do with population pressures and control.
It forbade “artificial” birth control means, but for whatever their reasons,
the lay public, including Catholics, have largely ignored the encyclical’s
proscription. This lay response has been very damaging to the Church
because of what the laity feels was a breach of trust. The fact is that
Earth cannot continue to abide the human population at its present level
of demand.
The politics of capitalism now operate globally. Corporate
capitalism presumes continual growth of consumerism and GDP (Gross
Domestic Product) as if global resources were unlimited. It is now clear
from ecological waste and environmental degradation that exploitation
based on endless growth and profit is doomed to failure. Ecological
resources are limited and they cannot survive the assumption that the
engines of profit will not run out of gas.
The survival of humankind demands that global societies adopt a
new rationality and move in a new direction. Such new direction includes
the realization that human populations have to reduce their demands on
nature to below present levels, and that nature’s resource bases have to
be stabilized, restored and sustained.
POPULATION AND MORALITY: human “right to life” is
violated and mortally breached when ecological “right to life” is mortally
breached. Religions need to teach the second mandate of the Genesis
Story “not to consume the tree in the middle of the garden” with equal
vigor as they teach the first, to "increase and multiply”.
PROFITEERING AND MORALITY: corporate feudalism and
corporate consumerism are the ethics and economics that prevail.
Because these ethics and economics are based on fraudulent premises,
humankind is a train rushing blindly down tracks that are dissolving.
RESTORATION AND EXPLOITATION: new and sustainable
ethics/ economics call for the hands-on work of people everywhere to
bring healing and restoration to nature, and in developing new and less
wasteful ways of living together justly, with mutual respect and purpose
— specifically, moving away from customary habits of ignorance,
arrogance and the obsession to possess in excess.

SCIENCE CONSTRAINS RELIGION: religion supposes theology;
theology supposes biology; biology supposes ecology; ecology supposes
consciousness; consciousness supposes science; and science supposes
religion. Authentic religion teaches the equivalent morality of personal
“right to life” and ecological “right to life”.

17. Trust Issues: Faith, Ecology, Natural Law
Stephen Kent who has been editor of archdiocesan newspapers
of Omaha and Seattle has a published editorial “Global Climate Change”
in the Dubuque, Iowa, archdiocesan newspaper The WITNESS, 8/12/07,
page 5, under the caption "Sign of the Times".
Kent is very much taken by the fact that ecology has become the
leading-edge moral imperative of the time. He first calls attention to New
York Times writer Thomas L. Friedman who sees fossil fuel dependency
as a situation that “calls for the ethic of stewardship… Stewardship is
what parents do for their kids: think about the long term so they can have
a better future. Our kids will only call us the Great Generation if we rise
to our challenges and become the greenest generation.” What happens in
parent-child communication is faith-formation.
He then cites the book “The Assault on Reason” in which author
Al Gore sees the overcoming of the carbon crisis as “a common moral
purpose compelling enough to lift us above our limitations… By rising to
meet the climate crisis, we will find the vision and moral authority to see
all these not as political problems but as moral imperatives."
But most compellingly perhaps, from the perspective of religion,
Pope Benedict XVI warns of the destruction of the world, not as one
might expect from nuclear threat and waste of war, but the greater
concern for the everyday abuse of nature and the gradual destruction of
the world. The Pope says: “Everyone today can see that man could
destroy the foundation of his existence — the earth — and therefore we
can no longer simply use this earth, this reality entrusted to us, to do
what we want or what appears useful and promising at the moment, but
we must respect the inherent laws of creation.”
He responded to a question how to educate children and inform
consciences: “I would propose a combination between a secular way and
a religious way, the way of faith.” The Pope made the telling observation
that secular morality, stewardship, ecology, teach that some things are
right and some things are wrong, and their lessons lead young people to
“the true voice of conscience.”

18. Trust: the Evolved Insight of Symbiosis
From personal experience we know that life originates within
and is sustained in the continuum of cosmic energy. At the same time we
experience that individual life in its organic phase is cyclical, that it
begins and it ends. Life's enduring success relies upon conditions that
sustain and enlarge life's organic phases, namely, that enable plants and

animals interdependently to reproduce their own kind and thrive under
conditions of accommodation.
Organic process is a communal process. In the complexity of
communal dependency it takes two to produce life and a community to
nourish life. The success of life is an enterprise of cosmic trust, trust in
the nature of organic processes and mutual trust on the part of individuals
in intentional communities. Trust accepts the necessity of the termination
and recycling of organic life. Life doesn't end with death rather death is a
part of the bettering of life. The wisdom of age realizes that death will
not be cheated no matter what extremes humans engage in their attempt
to beat it.
Conscious symbiosis succeeds when "uncompromised trust"
succeeds. Life's potentials are enlarged and realized in the intentional
purposes of trust, even when trust is abused by the deficits of ignorance,
arrogance and greed. The failures of individual life expose obstacles to
trust and to symbiotic wellbeing. Symbiosis relies on the communal
processing of cultural harmony whereby individual disharmony is
channeled in the direction of the communal.
In the admonition of Jesus Christ that we turn the other cheek
when others offend us, all are instructed to act trustfully even when it
means suffering hurt from the distrustful behavior of others. We are
faithful to trust and become trustworthy when we are trustful, personally
and socially.
Trust intends harmony. Trust engages harmonic accommodation
in securing the sense of symbiotic consciousness — personal and social
fidelity to life and to each other. For the sake of personal and social
wellbeing, trust compels for accommodation, intentional harmony, that
we communicate honestly, that we are open to learn from each other, and
that we act in the best interests of all. In the least, fidelity requires that
we cultivate the processes of trust and rationality.
Intentional violence is personally and socially destructive. When
we choose violence we act against the consciousness of good sense and
right order. The only word that rightly identifies actions of intentional
violence is sin. Violence destroys trust and frustrates symbiosis.
Good faith negotiations are rightfully and always the order of the
day. The good faith negotiation of trustful relationships is the basis of
symbiotic success and of civil accommodation. Good faith diplomacy
communicates trustfully in fair-minded accommodation. Good faith
diplomacy alone, whether in personal life or in public, overcomes the
deceptions and deficits of ignorance, arrogance and greed, the antitheses
to symbiotic harmony.

19. Another Word for the Breach of Trust
PROSTITUTION and what it stands for is so distasteful that one
stutters to speak the word. Uniquely, prostitution is male commerce,
profiteering on sexual favors. Earth's renewable resources are sexual
favors of female graces. We "righteous" ones think that prostitution is the
selling of sex as the profit venture of pimps who make women available
for male sexual gratification. Well, it's a whole lot more than that!

What was the Temptation of Jesus? Satan took Jesus to a high
place where he could see the profligate wealth of nature's resources.
Jesus rejected the Temple and its trade in prestige, its nickel-and-dime
peddling. In fact he got really mad and chased the peddlers out of the
Temple! He rejected opportunistic self-advantaging in high places and
joined the company of the impoverished people of the world. When a
crowd of righteous men accused a woman of prostitution, he responded
to the affront not with a word but with marking in the sand—no doubt
reminding them of their prostitution. Their self-righteousness withered at
this simple gesture. They knew he saw through them!
The "religious right" and the government crowd in Washington
DC need to have their arrogance withered in the face of blood in the
Middle East writing in the sand. The war of choice in Iraq harkens back
to the ancient sin of patriarchal lording and the ready male appetite for
eating yet again the forbidden fruit of the Middletree. The “promised
land” this time is the promise of oil in the sand.

20. Reviving Trust: Genetic Moorings
Beginning in the ovum, every human cell has three maternally
sourced strands of DNA; two are outside the cell-nucleus (in the cell
plasma) and one is within the nucleus. Plastids are outside the nucleus
and carry their own distinctive DNA; mitochondria are outside the
nucleus and carry their own distinctive DNA. The nuclear component of
genetic DNA is provided half from the nucleus of the ovum and the other
half from a single sperm. The only male contribution to embryonic cells
and the human person is the DNA component carried in the sperm; in the
main, life is maternally sourced.
Genetic moorings are expressive imprints encoded in DNA.
DNA intends and attends to the wholeness of evolving life forms.
Maternal DNA nurtures soul/ body integrity and keeps in genetic
memory what is sacred and worthy; this in-keeping by another word is
“Sacrament”, the instance of divinity in Nature/ Nurture.
Plastid DNA programs food synthesis, as in photosynthesis, by
means of chloroplasts; mitochondrial DNA regulates metabolic processes
in cells; and nuclear DNA expresses genotypical/ phenotypical character
and time-development, as in growth, aging and life’s staged processing.
Life’s capacity for using sunlight to change water and carbon
dioxide into starch (by way of chloroplasts and photosynthesis) is
“maternal”. Life’s capacity for recovering energy from starch (by way of
mitochondria) is “maternal”; and life’s capacity for intending systemic
integrity (nurture) is “maternal”.
The Sacrament of Eucharist is Intelligent Design, the “sacred
memory” of divinity, of self-unfolding in vital integrity. Individually, we
are expressions of Intelligent Design, of “sacred memory”, female/ male
characterized in intentional Sacrament, the expression of divinity in
humanity, of humanity in divinity.

21. Reviving Trust: Cultural Moorings
Culture has many different meanings. For purposes here it means
the values and practices of a society by which members acquire habits of
sustainable living (nurture) that enable personal self-fulfillment (justified
living) and common wellbeing. As genes pertain to life’s substanceprocessing (nature), so “memes” pertain to the life’s spiritual (cultural,
nurtural) processing. [“Mem” is the 13th letter of the Hebrew alphabet,
perhaps from the word mavim, water, the symbol of consciousness.]
Genes and memes together are about body/ soul memory, about life’s
self-reflective talent that stores and learns from helpful and hurtful
experiences. Experiences of outcomes imprint codes of consciousness in
nature/ nurture.
Outcome-experience qualifies understandings of conscience and
measures values, that is, as to what advances or diminishes wellbeing.
The evaluation of outcomes defines what culture considers moral.
Conscience and choice are about appealing to the best that is within us
and choosing the greater good. In religious/ cultural tradition, conscience
and wellbeing relate synergistically. Communal wellbeing shapes in
concert religious and cultural sense; cultural understandings, civility and
religious sensitivity shape worldview—the enduring understandings that
inform self and the place of self.
Culture and worldview have correspondence with the sacred
remembrances of past experience and outcome, and they ground selfauthentication and social sustainability in new contexts. Social
intelligence evolves; the common sense of the sacred and the every day
evolve together. Remembrance rituals (e.g., sacraments) should be
recognizable as expressions designed to inform and update social
intelligence. Personal wellbeing and social wellbeing are co-dependently
linked in social intelligence. The better the intelligence-base of faith, the
better and more sustainable life can be.
The graces of social wellbeing and personal fulfillment are
inseparable from natural relationships; thus, deeper insight into the
dictum “grace supposes nature” enables better informed living. For
example, understanding DNA as the mooring of sacrament gives
perspective on how grace and intelligent design advance vitality and
intentional living. Sacrament, that is, purposeful living based on
memoried experience, is the end/ means of intelligent design, of evolving
gene/ meme coding.
Genetics are about natural memory (experience) and memetics
are about nurtural memory (cultural codes). The rituals of sacrament
facilitate sacred remembrances and facilitate motives of worthy
purposes. Consciousness of “worthy purpose” shapes conscience. The
point and purpose of sacrament is intentional responsiveness to the
graces of wellbeing that enlighten judgment in decisions that advance the
common good. The better that the natural graces of wellbeing are
understood and facilitated the better living is justified and sustained.

Section II

TUESDAY READINGS

INTERVIEW
Communication as Catechesis

Faith:
The Grace of Trustworthy Communication

“Faith seeking understanding”

Communication as Catechesis: Civility & Intrinsic Order
Energetic communication enables existence and sustains vitality. The
pursuit of moral consciousness is about “catechesis”, about “faith seeking
understanding, understanding seeking faith”.
Grace supposes nature/ culture as nature and culture suppose the electromagnetic spectrum. The cultural spectrum is the continuing energy of all
consciousness, the subtlety of electromagnetism, as is intelligent design, the
intrinsic ordering of nature and self-aware life. Intelligent design is sensecommunication, soul-consciousness, and mindful-conscience.
Soul, the subtle energy of vitality is by way of sense communication and
intentional consciousness. Not only do we find it pleasurable to bask in the
sun, but, sun-exposure is also necessary for spiritual/ physical health. Like
bodily health, cultural civility is a natural product of communication,
consciousness and conscience. Culture-in-process is the intentional
Sacrament of Natural Order, of solar energy, the driving energy of intrinsic
order, of civil society.
1. The Evolving Universe
Louis Dupré in “The Enlightenment & Intellectual Foundations of
Modern Culture”, pg 17, states a principle at work in evolution, that
everything is end and means to everything else. Means and ends relate to
each other “reciprocally”, that is, every outcome is a means as well as an
end. Everything is connected by reason of common origin; everything is “of
a piece” and everything undergoes ongoing change.
Professor Daryl P. Domning, author of “Original Selfishness:
Original Sin and Evil in the Light of Evolution”, writes in The National
Catholic Reporter “Unfinished Business”, September 28, 2007, pg 13, how
evolution gives a better sense of Original Sin than does the literal reading of
the Garden of Eden Story in Genesis.
In a larger sense, I believe that A UNIVERSAL CONVERGENCE OF
SCIENCE AND RELIGION IS INEVITABLE WHEN THEY FUNCTION
AUTHENTICALLY AND ARE RIGHTLY CORRELATED.

The correlation of science and religion calls for depth psychology
that thinks connections through and works through thinking by "analysis
and synthesis" of reciprocal analogies and correlations; thus the observation
of “the method of evolution: cogitata perficiendo, cogitando sic perfecta”
(working thoughts through and thinking through the worked-through
thoughts). Evolution does not rush consciousness by jumping from topic to
topic without first connecting them by analysis and synthesis.
There is a deep aspect of evolution that has profound importance on
human socializing today and its impact on natural ecologies and human/

natural reciprocity. This consideration is important because of the
contradictory outcomes (good and bad) that come from the same “religious”
consciousness.
The thesis I propose here is this: the atavistic animal instinct to herd
and dominate, as has been brought forward by evolution in human male
consciousness, prejudices the human psyche, social relationships, and
ecology. The psychology of dominion theology, political imperialism and
patriarchal dominion, and the control and exploitation of global web-life,
are yet advanced from the early hard-wired coding of animal instincts.
Consider the Church/ State culture of dominion and colonial expansion, of
male-dominant clericalism and hierarchical self-electionism.
Theological absolutism evokes excess expressions of ecstasy and
depression, of elation and despair, of love and hate, of peace and violence.
The success of human dominion over other life is the outcome of human
evolution, but so is the violent and terminal wasting of web-ecologies.
Challenging humankind now is how to prevent our own self-destruction and
stem exploitive appetites that are bringing us closer to absolute “success”,
i.e., the ultimate overreach of web-life.
Our future lies less in our capacity for dominion than it does on our
capacity to collaborate and engage universal consciousness to reverse deadend habits of consumerism yet in place. The radical potentials of cortical
brain processing (reason) need to be invoked in universal effort to escape
the cultural traps of absolutism and dominion.
As the Second Vatican Council has recognized, and as public
thinking recognizes, ALL IS “OF A PIECE”. [Vat II, Cons. IV, “Gaudium et
spes”, Intro, #5] Evolutionary consciousness now knows that success and
failure are “of a piece”; ecstasy and depression are “of a piece”; elation and
desperation are “of a piece”; love and hate are “of a piece”; peace and
violence are “of a piece”. The correlated sense of religion and science needs
now to be made “of a piece”. Can we “think” our way out of this dilemma?
Thinking is the step that comes before action. We have to try. We can think
and we can make it work. Let’s do it.

2. God Consciousness — Evolution’s Rosetta Code
All consciousness, like all life, emerges from common ground. By
reason of evolving commonalities, the emergence of good faith is enabled.
Einstein's mind-expanding intuition that all matter is a construct of energy
(light) pushes human self-awareness to self-identify with nature's evolving
way of wave/ particle (electromagnetic) transformation. The processing of
wave/ particle transformation is by way of harmonic resonance and energy
attenuation. Insight into light energy speaks (1) to essential wave/ particle
intension and (2) to the evolution of self-aware purpose, mindfulness.
Walter Russell says, "To know the mechanics of the wave is to know the
entire secret of Nature."
The next educational quantum leap that human consciousness needs
to negotiate is the place and purpose of human mindfulness in selfconforming to natural in-place forms and processes (functions) of evolved
matter/ energy; specifically, to accommodate with and to secure and sustain
the essential web ecologies of vital interdependency.

All substantiation at the deep heart of matter is energetic (spiritual),
whose transformational mechanisms are activated by energetic connections,
"word-exchanges", communication. The bonding (inherency) of wordconnection is a process-product of light intension, intuitional consciousness.
In the processing of word (communication) and light (consciousness), selfreflectivity awakens to purpose, to intention and love (conscience). The
processing of word, light and love is the resonance of energy harmonics,
what religious sense characterizes in the consciousness of God as Word,
Light and Love.
In its purposeful quest for self-fulfillment, humankind responds by
way of evolution’s natural intension/ intention encoded in resonance. The
continuity of religious/ civil consciousness flows intelligently from the
essential continuity of evolutionary nature's forms and functions, designs
and purposes, which bring together the emotional/ rational wisdom of
personal/ communal harmony — "Trinitarian" in process and outcome.

3. The Evolution of Intelligence and the Survival of Life
Human awareness of design intelligence in unfolding Earth-life is,
on balance, a realization of privilege, opportunity and obligation, and of
challenge to fidelity! Life's repetitive and never-ending story retells, with
additions and deletions, themes that recur universally. A recurring challenge
in every life is how to remain faithful to trust.
The consequence of infidelity to personal authenticity and social
sustainability is a multi-faceted phenomenon of eco-social disintegration;
globally, the pre-eminent issue of the time. Personal self-realization and
social wellbeing compel us to ask personally "How can I live without
compromising trust?”
The enlightenment of intelligence informs personal authenticity and
social sustainability, two interdependent understandings that endure.
THE FUTURE OF LIFE ON EARTH — Intentional Intelligence: in
introducing this topic for group reflection/ comment, there are three related
items: (1) the Old/ New (Testament) Covenant of God/ Land/ Man
(Kabbalist tikkun olam) and hypostatic (God-become-man) Theology; (2)
"The Great Work" Project of Thomas Berry calling humankind to
conscionable entry into the "Ecozoic Era" in fidelity to Intelligent Design
(with deference to Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, SJ); and (3) THE POSSIBLE
JOURNEY, Uncompromised Trust” — the consideration of “universal” faith
formation and the formulation of a “universal” religious consciousness,
with deference to Thomas Berry and James N. Studer, OSB.
Questions seeking answers are: "How are we heirs to Intelligent
Design? How does religious/ rational enlightenment address covenantal
authenticity, personal responsibility, and conscionable behavior? What does
fidelity to essential female/ male intelligence mean?”

4. The Talking Brain
The human brain is designed to talk to the self and to dialog with
others. It has two halves that are in constant communication with each

other. The accumulation of information through the senses comes to
valuation and application in the brain-process. Reason collects, analyzes,
sorts, correlates, stores and transmits processed information. All of this is
purposeful and necessary to successful living.
Knowledge is cumulus intelligence, processed by reason. The
consciousness-complex stores and correlates processed information and
functions in guiding interpersonal behavior. Wisdom is about cumulative
“truth”, about the certitude of relationships upon which all rely; wisdom is
the awareness of faith, the awareness of relationships that endure and that
promote wellbeing.
Reason is intelligence; the Latin word for it is “intellectus”. Faith is
the “consciousness of certitude” distilled from cumulus intelligencewisdom. Faith is the complex of conscious certainty that secures us for life.
The Latin word for faith is “fides”. The great St. Anselm had a good sense
of the correlation of faith and reason. He understood that faith consciously
searches intelligence for understanding in order to come to truth, certitude,
wisdom, in the face of changing circumstances. His contribution to wisdom
consciousness is captured in the Latin phrase “fides quaerens intellectum”
(faith seeking understanding).
In today’s understanding of the cortical brain and its working, we
better understand the multi-dimensional processing of knowledge by the
communication of the two-brain halves with the body’s neural system. Each
half is characterized by its function, one of which is more characterized as
responsible for rational intelligence and the other for emotional intelligence.
Rational intelligence has been considered more male characteristic, and
emotional intelligence, more female. Thus, reason speaks to maleness and
faith speaks to femaleness by some conventions.
Modern psychology understands the reciprocal nature of St.
Anselm’s phrase, namely, that “reason seeks faith”. Individual reason
builds on the existing cumulus of certitude transmitted from generation to
generation. Individual life doesn’t begin with an empty slate; codes of
knowledge and process are written in the complex “scriptures” of DNA.
Intuitional wisdom is a well of insight pre-programmed in DNA. This
natural wisdom is the beginning of all wisdom, religious and secular. When
we ignore the essential co-dependencies of these two realms, faith/ reason,
spiritual/ secular, we do so with great peril to ourselves and each other.
Humankind is a true reflection, a high refinement of what the
cosmos, nature, is, does.

5. Grace Supposes Nature
This truism captures understandings of theological reasoning. It
locates theological understanding in intuitionally evolved consciousness.
What it says basically is that nature, cosmic and human, is the means/ end
of purposeful design. In "The DREAM of the EARTH", Thomas Berry puts
it this way:
"Professional education should be based on an awareness that Earth
is itself the primary physician, primary revelation of the divine,
primary scientist, primary technologist, primary commercial venture,
primary artist, primary educator, primary agent in whichever activity

we find human affairs." (Thomas Berry, “The DREAM of the
EARTH”, 1988, Sierra Club Books, San Francisco, CA)
Evolution's processing weaves conscious intuitions into the security
webs of faith and trust, and scripts them universally in the codes of life. The
reliability of faith's weave supposes the trustworthiness of symbiotic sense.
Authentic faith supposes the reliability of evolutionary consciousness as it
is script universally in the genetic texts encoded in DNA. The formation
and function of adult faith are precisely about being rooted in the ground of
symbiotic patterning and living faithfully to covenant, to natural Trust.
If what's been said here is true, then we must acknowledge that we
are personally compelled to grow into and live by the understanding that
faith-life and faith initiatives are authentic when they are based on and
faithful to the justified intuitions of symbiotic trust. HERE IS THE PREMISE
OF A NEW AND UNIVERSAL GUIDE TO ADULT FAITH EDUCATION
AND RESPONSIBLE LIVING. It is a universal principle upon which all

religions can rely and proceed for common purposes.

6. Religion/ Faith/ Reason/ Relationships
(Religion supposes Faith as Faith supposes Reason)
Organic complexity is a unity spiritual/ material dynamic within the
evolving cosmic continuum. In essential cosmic continuity "one thing leads
to another", that is: relationships of the moment originate in prior
relationships and qualify future relationships. Evolving consciousness gives
insight to the essential connections of the unitary complexity of energy/
matter.
Complexity consciousness evolves with/ in organic complexity in
such a manner that soul (spirituality) is qualified by and identified in
complexity. This consciousness conforms to Einstein's special theory of
relativity, E=MC².
Reason self-identifies in body-consciousness and concludes to the
essential connections of faith/ reason as "suppositions" of religious/ civil
rationality. From the perspective of personal/ social wellbeing the following
suppositions universally obtain: faith supposes trustworthy communication;
hope supposes transparent consciousness; and love supposes informed
conscience.
St. Anselm’s theological dictum, fides quaerens intellectum, (faith
seeking understanding) has throughout history been subjected to
interpretation, but it resonates especially well with quantum-conscious
evolution now gaining greater ascendancy in postmodern understanding.
Suppositions are retrospectives on cause-and-effect connections;
every outcome (effect) supposes prior causal connections. It is the universal
human experience that everything known to self-reflective consciousness
results from prior causes (Prior Cause). Proposed here is a "Rationality of
Suppositions" that might direct right reason and faith toward understanding
and resolving the cultured schisms that prevail between faith and
reason, religion and science, as well as their divisive outcomes.
When linked sequentially in their dependent relationships,
suppositions become premises of logical argument (syllogism). When

insights of sequential suppositions enlighten causal connections, one can
reach conclusions that compel informed understanding and personal
conduct (conscience). The challenge to intellectual honesty (faith and
reason) is to make linkages of suppositions/ understandings that lead to
confident conclusions — the weave of these is the ground of conscience,
faith's certitude.
By birth everyone is called to open fidelity to life's possibilities.
Life invites intentional effort to be Godlike. The open possibilities of godly
virtues faith, hope and love are realized in intentional correlations and in the
harmonic evolution of communication, consciousness and conscience.
For the edification of self-reflective consciousness, the following
suppositions are offered:
Matter supposes energy; Body supposes soul; Grace supposes nature;
Trust supposes conscience; Conscience supposes consciousness;
Consciousness supposes communication; Faith supposes reason;
Religion supposes science; Theology supposes philosophy; and Culture
supposes worldview.
From the above suppositions/ understandings, the conclusion can
be made that: if reason is lost to faith, culture loses its religious/ civil base
and is chaotically overrun by irreligion and incivility; the irrational option
of violence then prevails globally, including an opportunistic rush to lethal
conflicts, Armageddon, by which society and nature are trashed.

7. Axioms of Evolution
(The Continuity of Communication, Consciousness and Conscience)
1. Early occurrences in big bang wave-expansion recur more subtly in later
times in evolved energy/ structure complexities.
2. The energy/ substance of the cosmos, of conscious embodiment, derive
from and are qualified in/ by quantum (wave/ particle) relativity and
inherent uncertainties.
3. All matter retains potentials of inherent uncertainty and is ever subject/
object of/ to the vagaries of contingent necessity. The wave/ particle
characterization of energy/ matter, of exchange from masslessness to mass
and from mass to masslessness, is a gravitation phenomenon of
electromagnetism and matter maintenance.
4. From its origins, the cosmos transforms in and by the intensions/
intentions of "purpose", that is, in/ by the sustainable outcomes of
communication — thus, the “intelligent design” characterization of the
cosmos. Though human consciousness is subtly diversified and the pursuit
of knowledge is self-reflective, knowledge and consciousness derive from
and serve evolving cosmic purpose.
5. The reflex complexity of energetic resonance inheres in the tensional
dynamics of molecular structures and coheres with the consciousness of
self-reflective energy. Social coherency builds on the trustworthy bases of

proven intension (faith in things unknown) and intention (the rational
choosing of greater wellbeing).
6. In cosmic processing electrons are transformational messengers, the
carriers of light. With respect to self-reflectivity, light (the photon) is more
than metaphor, it is the agency of neural structure/ insight (conscience).
Light is to intelligence as intelligence is to conscience, as reason is to faith,
and as science is to religion, as nature is to grace.
7. Nature is the paradigmatic model of the continuity complexity that
implicates energy-resonance in sub-atomic, atomic and molecular synergy,
which accounts for the continuity of subtle forms that weave the strategies
of intentional human design. Organic evolution is a complex of natural
strategies. [A "paradigm" is an in-place model that characterizes a pattern or
patterns, for example, processes upon which nature evolves sustainably.]
8. The electromagnetic spectrum of star-glow waxes and wanes in its power
to illuminate. And so it is with dated consciousness and human institutions.
Except for resurrection and renewal, the light of human consciousness fades
and fails to illuminate. Consciousness in the light matrix is emotive,
feminine passion, the sustaining energy of the process of becoming —
Eucharist — the inherent/ coherent compulsion of transformational vitality.
9. The “General Theory of Quantum-electric Relationship” states that truth
and justice like cosmic gravitation (original centricity), are distributive, not
centrist, that is, that they are qualified and quantified in evolved
relationships and remain open to transubstantiation.
10. The special theory of quantum-electric relationship states the identity
(equivalency) of energy and matter, of spirituality and materiality, of soul
and substance, of the religious and the secular, of the heavenly and the
earthly. The cultural misconception of dividing spirit/ matter violates the
continuity of consciousness and confounds right-mindedness.

8. The Analogies of Cosmic Continuity
In the evolving universe, everything is “of a piece”, originated in
common from one source and expressed by way of riding the waves of
expansion, and arising from wave transformation and amplification.
First big bang expression occurred in the instantaneous outburst of
hot wave expansion. All continuing expansion is a continuum of wave
iterations. The analogies of cosmic amplification are iteration themes on
original wave energy.
The universal paradigm of cosmic continuity is representative in the
continuum of wave analogy/ reciprocity, as is the symbiotic paradigm of
life on Earth. The fabric of life, and life’s processes, are substance/ energy
expressions implicated in iterations of wave harmonics — the codes by
which life is sustained and amplified.
Wave analogs instruct self-reflection by way of communication.
They instruct in matters of relational codependency and essential mutuality

— in the interests of lifetime fulfillment and sustainability from generation
to generation.

9. The Analogs of Complementarity and Subsidiarity
Consciousness is about memory and remembrance, particularly in
matters of essential relationships governing individual and communal
sustainability. Every present generation is the link in time that brings
together the past and the future. All reality of matter/ energy exists in the
moment. Particulate energy, atoms and molecules, constantly sustain
processing, and moment-by-moment transform relationships. Reality is in
the now-moment of creation.
Sacrament means sacred awareness, sacred remembrance. The
celebration of sacrament intends that we attend to and celebrate this holy
instant, for it is the moment of grace, the bridge of the past to the future, the
moment of the working of “divine instance” in the intelligent designs of the
cosmos.
In the process of the moment working we are not just passive
receivers of grace but agencies determining future directions of life. In the
agency of grace we need to be informed and active for our intentional and
informed symbiotic effort is essential in matters of Earth/ human and
human-to-human interactions.
Informed consciousness is what intentional participation in life is
about. Informed faith lets us understand how we fit in, how we complement
life in cooperation with others and engage our unique gifts to the benefit of
all.

10. The Many Faces of Intelligence
What is intelligence? One way to understand intelligence is to see
its many faces. About faces: every face has two sides. On each side there is
an ear, an eye, a nostril, and half a mouth. Two-sidedness is a design of
two-sex personality and is prima facie evidence of two-sex biology. Except
for the joined two-sidedness of the face and body, face is a front, merely a
mask, an illusion. Every person is female/ male characterized, physically
(materially) and psychologically (spiritually). As everyone is female/ male
distinguished, so are the many faces of intelligence; for which reason there
is no justification in fact for males to self-arrogate dominion over females,
whether in religion or politics.
What is “face”? The face is the communication profile of the head.
The head is a container for the brain, the processor of all communication.
Features of the face are mechanisms of communication, ears, eyes, nostrils,
and mouth — emitters and receptors of messaging. The brain processes the
emitted and received messages. In concert, facial features express the
emotion and reason of messaging.
The brain also controls the manipulative and locomotive devices of
the body, arms and hands, legs and feet (fins and tail, wings and legs). The
face feeds the body, by which the whole system is powered in its processes.
The face is expressive precisely because of its functions. The face is

expressive of rationality and emotion, which are themselves complex
messaging. The face reflectively expresses its reaction to the communicated
impressions it receives, which signals back to the party communicating.
Whether in woman or man, no other human profile is more impressive and
expressive than the face — what reflects the creative potential of emotional/
rational intelligence.
Female intelligence is stereotypically identified as “emotional”, and
male intelligence is stereotypically identified as “rational”. The reality is
that the dispositions of intelligence, whether female or male, are defined,
characterized and processed in the cortical brain. As is evident from history
(Roman Catholic culture, for example) the male/ female stereotype can be
falsely characterized and carried to extremes that offend and harm.
So then, how might the emotional/ rational faces of intelligence be
seen and understood? One approach is to make a list of the many faces of
intelligence and explore them for the way they effect/ affect relationships;
for example: the intelligence of history; of story; of work; of play; of
trickery; of doubt; of belief; of persuasion; of deception; of logic; of
seduction; of encouragement; of goodness; of fair play; of honesty; of song;
of poetry; of debate; of humility; of pretense; of calmness; of faith; of hope;
of love; of desperation; of elation; of openness; of closedness, and the list
goes on. But you get the idea.
Personally, I don’t see that any one of these kinds of intelligence is
more characteristic of one sex or the other. All intelligence has a rational
component as well as an emotional one. So what is the sense of sexually
stereotyping intelligence, people? Stereotyping is a habit of putdown that is
used for pretentious and political purposes, namely, for self-advantage and
the belittling of another. Mostly it is a male artifice by which men persist in
instinctive domination over females (for sexual advantage).
In his syndicated column (THE WITNESS, Official Newspaper of
the Archdiocese of Dubuque, February 25, 2007, pg 4) Rev Ron Rolheiser,
OMI, reflects on “moral intelligence”. He speaks of five categories of
intelligence: emotional, rational, practical, aesthetic and moral. He refers
to intelligence as
“a depth or wisdom or character…a sensitivity to the deeper contours
within life…things which hold life together at its roots and which must
be respected so that life doesn’t go sour, unravel, disintegrate, and turn
against us. Moral intelligence intuits the imperatives innate within the
DNA of life itself… It lays bare the hard-wiring inside the mystery of
life and love…like other forms of intelligence, it is perhaps mainly a
natural endowment, a temperament, a grace given by God… I suspect
in most cases it is also the product of…a certain kind of suffering and
humiliation. What do I mean by that? If we…ask ourselves: What has
made us deep…has helped us to understand the deeper things in life
…we will have to admit that what made us deep were not our successes
or achievements [but] our inferiorities…some physical inadequacy…an
abuse inflicted upon us…our failure to achieve what we’d like to do in
life, a pain about our sexual orientation, an addiction we can’t master,
and in many, many other small and big wounds and bruises that helped
shape our souls.”

Except for the intelligent design of female/ male mutuality, we do
not experience the fullness of life’s purposes. At this juncture in the cosmic
journey of humankind, as we struggle to reform global life patterns and
move away from ecological/ environmental wasting, we need to reform first
our consciences to an adult faith mode which centers on the personal
identity of nature and self, of body and soul.
A conscience that is habituated in the exploitation and waste of
nature, naturally exploits self and other. The spirit/ matter schism that has
been “religiously” cultured between self and nature must first be bridged
and healed before humans can achieve the healing of self and nature. If we
would avoid being exploited we will desist from exploiting others. Natural
reciprocity is accommodated by fair mindedness and considerate action.
Curing the culture of trashing self and nature begins with us personally.

11. Of Two Minds: whither Education?
In the face of doubt it is sometimes said, “I am of two minds”. The
recognition of two minds enables communication and the discovery of
newness. With respect to beliefs we hold, two minds allow for doubt. And
that can be healthy for decisions based on belief can work two ways, that is,
with good outcomes and with bad. Perhaps most decisions we make are
ambivalent in outcome because reasoning behind them is often of two
minds or more, as are outcomes.
Dialog within the mind is a natural process of openness to reason,
openness to learn. Openness to learn supposes openness of mind to
differences and willingness to change when experience and better judgment
call for change. After all, a fence does have two sides to it and sometimes
we need to jump fences. It’s not always easy to know if we are inside the
fence or outside it.
So it is with worldview, with belief, and with education. Fixation in
old presumptions in any of these areas is irrational, counter-intuitional, and
even hurtful in outcome. Take worldview and the presumptions of beliefs
behind a discredited worldview: this is a real societal problem today for
human consciousness has largely moved from absolutism, centrism and
staticism, bases of dominion theology and imperial politics, to awareness of
evolutionary consciousness and openness to understandings of liberation
and transformation, whether in religion or politics.
Personally, I’ve been wrestling for fifty years in committed effort to
discover the common ground of belief and to reconcile faith and reason,
religion and science. Throughout this time, and even now, I am of two
minds in the journey-quest of truth, knowledge and fidelity. While the
rationality that has brought me to my worldview and belief system is
compelling to me it isn’t equally compelling to others. So, I am constantly
called to resolve my inner uncertainties; this I do by asking questions:
Is my truth understandable only to me?
Is the truth I find something others cannot find?
Will doubt prevail, and the despair of truth I seek?
Is the truth we find a matter of where we look for it?
Is truth different in different places?
Can two people be in the same place and come to conflicted truth?

Can truth differ within the same religion?
What is religion if not the affirmation of fulfilling relationships?
Can others not of my religion not understand my truth?
That it takes time to understand and come to truth, I understand, but
not coming to understanding, I don’t understand.
For fifty years I have pursued a new worldview more informed, and
I seem still to be very much alone with it. What is it others don’t get? Is this
a deception on my part, and if so how can I persist so long in it? Where is
the deception? Surely, others can uncover the deception for me? If it isn’t a
deception, what is it?
My sense tells me that cosmic awareness is the sense against which
to measure everything and which will not be gain-sayed, trivialized and
unsettled. I am convinced that every person possesses the instinct deep
down to pursue knowledge and truths. It is deep-down intuitional ground of
health and sanity by which faithfulness and authenticity are secured. It is
this conviction that holds consciousness to the task of reconciling faith and
reason, religion and science. Every one must pursue his/ her own truth.

12. One-Sidedness Challenged: a Sign of Hope
The hyped rationalism of Enlightenment is misplaced and so is the
hyped fideism of dominion theology. Faith and reason, religion and science
cannot arbitrarily be disconnected from each other without schizophrenic
consequences. The mono-polarity of one-sidedness is unhealthy and unreal,
as the global situation and history attest.
The dead ends of wars, exploitation and alienation appear ever
closer even as the bi-polarity of human intelligence is beginning to surface
and to self-assert. That is healthy and real. It might be added that it is high
time for it to happen for the manipulative ways of male dominion and
cultural alienation are being exposed for what they are, idolatrous egoism.
The bi-lobar cortical brain is remarkable as a spiritual instrument
whose materiality is structured in form and function to serve noble, spiritual
purposes. The brain is designed to be dialogical, that is, to be emotional and
rational, faithful and intelligent, and to evolve in wisdom. The interactive
communication of faith and reason puts all thought and all action to the test,
that is, to the test of justification, namely, by questioning what outcomes
serve wellbeing and what outcomes work against wellbeing.
The rationalism of dominion theology and the putdown of women
by male culture, premised in mistaken religious/ political presumptions, is
proving to be sacrilegious, i.e., wasteful of ecology, lethal to economics and
blind to the instance of divinity in the evolutionary processing of Eucharist.
Pope Benedict XVI is showing remarkable sensitivity for the crises
of the time, for womanly wisdom and openness and to allow correctives to
ancient cultural fixations: “I believe that women themselves, with their
energy and strength, with their superiority, with what I’d call their spiritual
power, will know how to make their own space. And we will have to try
and listen to God so as not to stand in their way.” [The National Catholic
Reporter, 8/25/06, page 3]
World and local governments, public institutions well-serve global
civility by turning a new page on history and opening themselves to the

intelligence of women, naturally ordained by God in unique female
personality, and accord to them their place in religious/ political discourse.
13. Intentional Intelligence: Mystery and Plan
The ambivalent experiences of transformation burdens even the
gradual unfolding of life’s mysteries. Experiences of good and evil
implicate the unfolding of the mystery and the plan of nature. Natural
ambivalence is based in evolutionary dynamics (electrical polarity)
something that must be dealt with on a continuing basis for it enters every
aspect of human relationships. But when relationships are motivated in
love, in mutual interest, they will find accommodation. The finding of
accommodation is faith’s mandate, the symbiotic option of intentional
intelligence. Faith reveals the requirements of love, the point of conscience.
The dialogue of Faith and Reason unveils over time the mystery and reveals
the plan by which intentional intelligence chooses accommodation.
Religious convictions can be and are used ambiguously for opposite
outcomes, that is, to motivate actions, both constructive and destructive.
Evil like good is an outcome of human thinking and doing. One’s religious
convictions generate with seemingly equal ease acts of terror or altruism.
Terrorism and altruism are construed by the doers as religiously motivated
and done in God’s name. This is a lesson of 9/11.
Faith-doubts are raised by the experience of 9/11, for how in God’s
name can people of good faith, religious people, intentionally inflict hurt
and terror in God’s name? What kind of God asks for that?
In the face of unexplainable events people often, dismissively and
with overtones of evasion, observe that “God has a plan for everything”. On
its face this belief (evasion?) hardly washes with the horror of willful
terrorism for it cannot credibly be an act of God. Corporate willfulness,
religious and secular, sometimes functions as an overwhelming force also
for evil; its energy is a tide that overpowers minds and behavior, whether
toward good or evil. Institutional America isn’t free of guilt for its massive
insensitivity to its global overreach and ecological spoiling.
Where is God? Where is God’s Plan? A credible answer may be in
the presence of divinity found in nature’s very transformative dynamics.
The plan is in us. In the Faith/ Reason dialogue, motivated in mutual love;
the insight of coming to knowledge of the difference between good and evil
is a process of intentional intelligence choosing the wellbeing of others as
well as one’s own. Fidelity and rationality are equally compelling even as
infidelity and irrationality are mutually abhorrent. The unending war being
waged in consciousness is to understand the difference between altruism
and violence. Blind faith and the neglect of reason are both ineffective and
counter-intuitional, not credibly attributed to God.
Intelligent design, the plan intending good outcomes is experienced
in the iterations of communication, consciousness and conscience. The
process of intentional intelligence produces outcomes of good when
communication is trustful, when consciousness is rightly informed and
when love for one another is motivated in the knowledge of the difference
between good and evil. The failure of these can misinform judgment and

lead to damaging outcomes. Terror, the inflicting of fear and hurt on others,
frustrates intentional symbiosis and is the doing of misguided intelligence.
The Plan calls for us humans, as a people of intelligence, to be a
people of communication-faith, consciousness-hope and conscience-love.
This symbiotic imperative is a mandate of religious authenticity. Terror is
not a justifiable choice; it accomplishes only hurt and destruction. Fidelity
and rationality require the rejection of evil for it originates in ignorance
(fixation), arrogance (egoism) and obsession (greed), the antitheses of faith,
hope and love. The design pattern of intentional intelligence (trimorphic
resonance) is the mystery; the pattern is the plan [see Sylvester L. Steffen,
Quantum Religion, pp. 20-24, www.authorhouse.com] The Failure of The
Plan is a human failure of trust, hope and love, a personal/ social failure.
Correctives to personal/ cultural misinformation are most reliably found in
the intelligent consensus of the public, even if slowly.

14. Personal Confession of Faith
“On October 31, 1517, the Augustinian Monk Martin Luther energized
protests against corruption in the Roman Catholic Church by nailing his 95
faith positions (confessional theses) to the door of the Palast Church in
Wittenberg, Germany. Christianity has continued to fragment ever since
because of confrontationally insisted ideologies.
“Is it possible for fixated Christian ideologues to mend their schisms and
for Christianity to come to the common ground of unconditional love
openly exemplified by Jesus? Christian hope has to believe that it is
possible. The hope for it to happen can begin with personal confession of
open faith. I have made my personal confessions and have “posted them at
the door of my Archdiocesan Cathedral Church.” [Mailed them to my
Archbishop] Personal faith reformation is a necessary and continuing
process in view of ongoing information processing.
“In the words of John the divine, God is Light. As wave and particle are
two aspects of light sustainability, so spirituality and materiality are two
aspects of cosmic trans-sustainability (C²). Light is the power of all life, the
spiritual/ material inherency of communication, consciousness and
conscience, of faith, hope and love. All life ‘owns’ the power of life.
“Jesus’ responses to Peter’s protests of love were, “Feed my lambs. Feed
my lambs. Feed my sheep”. In his testing of Peter, Jesus reveals to him the
expectation of mature intuition, of parental spirituality, namely, of
unconditional love, not ideological fixation.
“Notwithstanding the renewal (aggiornamento) formalized by Vatican II,
institutional Catholicism remains fixated in the counter-reformationalism of
the Councils of Trent and the First Vatican.
“The fixations evolved by and within centrist, absolutist theology, no longer
inform faith credibly. Quite to the contrary, they serve as confrontational
flashpoints of violence and havoc. The faith foundation common to all life

and to unfolding consciousness is the “essential continuity of cosmic
transformation” which now imposes on humans a consciousness of their
self-caused predicaments. If the pillars of vital consciousness are trashed by
a self-assertiveness that is blind to essential connections, then, the future for
humankind is bleak and in mortal peril.
“My confessional “theses” intend to affirm the universal Trinitarian pillars
common to the sustainability of humankind and all life. The resonant poles
of vital sustainability—of faith/ hope/ love—alone work as secure anchors
for transformational harmony, now and into the future.
Sylvester L. Steffen, September 15, 1998
[2000: Summary Prevision toward Global Revitalization]

15. Reason Changing Faith Needing Change
“Ratio Mutans Fidem Mutandam”
Open Letter to Pope Benedict XVI
Patriarchal Culture and Sexual Abuse, January 20, 2007]
WHERE DOES THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH STAND ON THE
JOINED
ISSUES
OF
PATRIARCHAL
DOMINION,
GENDER
EXPLOITATION, AND GLOBAL SPOILING?

Walter Brueggemann says these are linked: “Adam, that is, mankind, has a
partner and mate, adamah, land. Humankind and land are thus linked in a
covenantal relationship, analogous to the covenantal relationship between
man and woman…in our society we have terribly distorted relationships
between man and woman, between adam and adamah, distortions that
combine promiscuity and domination …Likely, we shall not correct one of
these deadly distortions unless we correct them both”.
In light of sexual abuses uncovered within the hierarchy of the
Roman Catholic Church, the meaning of “Dominion Theology” takes on a
new category of significance: bishops giving cover to abusive priests,
abusive priests using the secret confession to frighten children from
revealing abuse, and the Vatican giving cover to bishops are categories of
irreligion apart from all other. Crimes of sexual abuse are especially
pernicious because they pretend justification in God’s name, that is, in the
biblical culture of patriarchy.
Courts of Justice should deal with these crimes as it deals with the
crime of murder, that is, not to give escape to violators by allowing statutes
of time limits, without, however, depriving the accused his right of the
presumption of innocence until proven guilty.
The Gendered Persona — Homeostasis and Homophobia
GENDERING is Intelligent Design — DIVINE INSTANCE in Nature
INDIVIDUAL PERSONALITY is about the mystery of sex. Gender
confusion shouldn’t be surprising, so why the religious phobia over it?
Nature never ceases her trials of self-justification; this is true of gender

expression as it is of any other genetic trait. When gender mix is recognized
to be anomalous (and every individual is uniquely gendered) it is an
opportunity to learn from nature’s surprises. Problematic as gender mix
sometimes is, all confusion is subject to the justification of reason and evenhandedness.
All substance in cosmic evolution is characterized by the nature
(cosmos) from whence it comes, what is differentiated in/ by quantumelectric polarity (positive/ negative potential), a “divine” ordering.
Electrical potential effects charge-valence, energy acceleration and
deceleration, by which substance is energetically qualified and quantified.
Electrical polarity is the multivalent potential of cosmic energy, the means
of communication and of self-expressive intelligence.
Female/ male gender mixing reveals the consciousness of dialogic
polarity at its highest complexity. Intelligent Design is the means/ end of
intentional quantum-electric transformation. Psychical/ physical
transformation is the perpetual quest of quantum-electric dialog. Except for
female/ male polarity, intelligence and the overcoming of ignorance would
be closed to purposeful intention. The theological culture of mono-polar
patriarchy is a closed potential for it shuts out the dialogic possibilities of
gendered mutuality which seeks accommodation and balanced potential.
The gendered persona is a cosmic expression consistent with the
“axioms of evolution” (q.v. at www.acolyte.gather.com). The gendered
persona is the highest subtlety of Intelligent Design by which the selfexpressive person is informed and transformed in the process of
overcoming ignorance and coming to enlightenment (gnosis, knowledge).
Self-knowing is an ambivalent virtue, for, except for physical/ psychical
homeostasis, it is at risk of returning prematurely to chaos even as ordering
arises from chaos. Excessive ego-expression is a failing of mortal
consequence for it is a sin that alienates individuality from authentic selfexpression in the social context.
Cultural absolutism and patriarchal domination over the sexual
persona are not only obnoxious but are mortally noxious to the human
person individually and to social relationships. The sexual persona (female
and male) is an involved biological complex that seeks greater expression
of human potential. The evolved script for differentiation is genetic
codification. Genetic codification, like language, remains open and
expressive notwithstanding the distinction of female/ male sexuality. The
expression of “absolute” distinction between female and male does not
happen, physiologically or psychologically. In body and mind, every person
is widely varied in female and male qualities.
Homeostasis is about equilibrium in deep-energy processing. It’s
about nutrition and the nourishment of psychic intention. The purpose of
nutrition is the maintenance of energy balance throughout the body system.
Energy processing and balance involve quantum-electric processing at the
atomic and sub-atomic, wave-particle level, and energy regulation within
the deepest configurations of human physiology. [The Chinese have a word
for energy flow, balance and maintenance, and that word is ch’i.]
Homeostasis is about harmony of personal psychology / physiology
in a manner that best serves personal and social wellbeing within the widerange (non-absolute) of female/ male characteristics. Openness of mutual
accommodation fails except actual accommodation occurs. It is in the

nature of sexual difference to allow unexpected and unpredictable mixes
even if they confuse and confound stereotypes—with the caveat that the
imposition of self-serving expectations on others (the violation of trust) is
without justification.
The evolution of genetic coding is an outcome of the balance-quest.
Differentiation is part of the evolutionary quest which necessarily involves
quantum-electric polarity. Cell division is a function of intra-cellular
polarity which contributes to the replication of DNA and of cells. Cell
reproduction and genetic expression involve equilibrium processes that
energize physical/ psychical convergence and result in emergent outcomes.
[Cell division is a process of “intussusception”, of growth from within.]
Sexuality enables purposely-driven expression in the female and
male persona alike. Healthy sexuality is about psychic sensibility, as to who
we are personally and how we rightly express personal authenticity in the
social, interpersonal context. Variability in self-expression and openness to
others, enlarge potentials of mutual personality and communal wellbeing,
and sustains homeostasis.
Sexual differentiation is a complex phenomenon of physiology and
culture. While culture and physiology seek homeostasis, they also seek
differentiation. The ideal of an absolute expectation in the individual
characterization of sex is unreal, for genetics, familial and cultural mores,
health, hormones and other factors drive sexual expression in confusing and
conflicted directions, especially in the formative years of childhood, youth
and early adulthood. Genetic openness allows for mixing physical/
psychical differences, even if certain characteristics are stereotypically
categorized to be more of one sex than of the other. One person may have
an unmistakably male body but possess a kind, even tender temperament
more characteristic of females, while another may possess a stunningly
beautiful female body and a temperament that dominates even the most
macho male.
Intelligence is stymied when the mutual female/ male quest of
equilibrium is unbalanced. Fixation in gender imbalance frustrates the
awakening of intelligence from ignorance. The vitality of gender, of woman
“knowing” man and of man “knowing” woman, is “Middletree”
consciousness whose “fruit” must be preserved against consumption if
mortality and morality are to have a sustainable future. Homeostasis loses
its sustaining (saving) balance except the mutual intelligence of the sexes is
equivalently exercised.
Intellectual processing, consciousness and the sense of wellbeing
are all matters of homeostasis. This is equally true for the child as it is for
the oldster, for women as it is for men. It is at the heart of all harmonious
relationships. Healthy relationship is measured, quantified and determined
by balance. Critical cultural relationships rely on balanced person-to-person
relationships, whether female-to-female, male-to-male, female-to-male and
male-to-female, or group-to-group — what is intentional accommodation,
also called “diplomacy”.
The culture of alienation between the sexes and the domination of
one sex over the other is a culture of repression, suppression, and
depression that inflicts psychological unease and physiological disease on
individuals and on society. Patriarchal domination in family like theological
dominion in church cultures repressive unease and depressive disease. The

waste of Earth-life is an aggravated inheritance of dominion culture which
requires global movement to egalitarian consciousness and behavior, and
urgent remediation.

16. Educating for Life
As an involved observer I’ve come to believe that institutional
education like institutional food is commercial, bland and unhealthy. Kids
deserve better than canned education and junk food. The school setting has
become limiting, intimidating and even dangerous. And in the last few
years the politicizing of education has not worked for the better. An ancient
chariot bumper sticker (it’s a joke) in Latin says “Non pro schola, sed pro
vita discimus.” The priority of this wisdom has been set on its head in
America; under the present Administration “we study not for life but for
school.”
Understand I am not an education professional. I have indeed spent
a lot of time in classrooms and I’ve been much involved in the education of
my six daughters, and now with my grandchildren. So I am an engaged
observer. But of great value has been the education I’ve gained from my
wife who has advanced degrees and has taught almost uninterruptedly over
the past 54+ years. So the conclusions I’ve come to are not uneducated.
Education should be an enlivening experience, not a frustrating one.
When learning and experience find accommodation, life is enlivened; every
life is an individual thing that unfolds originally with personal experience,
and it shouldn’t be made to conform to a universal silly-putty mold. There
are stages to life that are common but also original. Emotional health is a
matter as urgent as physical health. Childhood and early youth is a time to
acquire healthy physical health as well as to develop emotional intelligence;
upon these, rational balance depends. The hyped emphasis on rationalism in
early childhood and the lack of purposeful physical exercise interfere with
healthy emotional development and rob children of their childhood.
As to lifetime habits of learning, what happens in the first 10-12
years of a child’s life are permanently determinative. The lasting lessons of
emotional intelligence are mostly learned at home. The institutional setting
of schools doesn’t have the equivalent stabilizing effect (normally) that the
home environment does — environment alone isn’t the whole picture,
parents of course have to be able and want to provide for their children’s
emotional/ learning needs. Educational institutions must understand that
their place is supplemental to parental teaching and they should encourage
parents to be the primary educators. As much as possible the first ten years
of learning should take place at home.
Children will be more ready to benefit from formal learning if they
are emotionally stable and have developed ready and matured habits of
learning. The high costs of formal education will be better accounted for
when children are ready to deal with the formal environment.
First learning should focus on three objectives: repetitive exercises
(memorization), connection, and self-motivation. Things appropriate for
memorization and making value connections include singing, learning to
play a musical instrument, play acting, hands-on craft skills, drawing,
calligraphy, painting — works that give a sense of accomplishment and

self-esteem motor control and eye-hand coordination. Social skills
involving service to others, doing things for each other on a daily basis at
home, chores, reading together things with lifetime value-lessons, such as
poems, proverbs, mythologies, stories of indigenous cultures, especially
stories of indigenous Americans—and talking about lessons—are important
to sensitivity and valuation beyond ego-focus.
When the child acquires facility in these learning objectives and
grows to own them in the first ten years of life, it is likely the child will
excel personally in life and be enabled to experience self-realization more
fully. Repetition (memorization) establishes habits of discipline and repeat
enjoyment in things committed to memory; connection stimulates
imagination to find meaning in all learning and the fun and challenge of
connecting things learned; and self-motivation helps one acquire zeal for
social relationships, eagerness for learning, being of service to others,
facing up to challenges and becoming a learner and teacher for life.
The intelligent life isn’t something that just happens or that depends
on genetic chance. Intelligence is a learned skill that comes from exercising
the personally unique, natural tools each is born with. As a society we are
not doing as well as we should in making the most of childhood learning,
that is, giving children the time they need to acquire emotional intelligence.
The engrained culture of patriarchal presumptions is a traumatizing
obstacle. The price society pays for the defect of pushing children into adult
expectations before they are emotionally stable is dysfunction and attendant
degrading consequences. A child is no more a mini adult than the male seed
is a full but miniature male human being (an old presumption of Thomistic
Scholasticism). The potential of a specific human being begins only when
the sperm joins an egg. And a child grows into a rationally intelligent
person only when intelligence matures in the solid grounding of emotional
health. The truth of this reality needs to be recognized and society needs to
prioritize values and strategies so that our children acquire the emotional
foundations they need to cope with the difficult societal circumstances of
change that surely will come their way all too soon.
In short, education and religion both need to understand the faith
basis of emotional intelligence, which is the sustainable basis of rational
intelligence and civil/ religious relationship.

17. Education: Means/ End of Self-Fulfillment
Individually, we are subjects/ objects of successful evolution,
outcomes of symbiosis. Symbiosis is a process of reason even as reason is a
process of symbiosis; they are end/ means to each other. What they have in
common is trust, the means/ end of faith, intelligence and mutuality, the
way of successful personality/ community. The mutuality and resonance of
these accommodate (harmonize) the relationships of civil/ religious
codependency, the Intelligent Design of “Trinitarian” personality/
community.
Symbiosis and reason underlie the evolutionary “wisdom” of
Intelligent Design. Evolutionary process is an outcome of mindfulness, of
intentional purpose. Evolutionary success, the subtle advancing of cosmic
energy/ matter, as far as human community is concerned, is measured in the

mutuality of religion and civility, the intentional accommodation of
intuitional sense (faith) and moral maturity (religion). The authenticity of
relationships (justified living) is edified in the codependency of intuitional
sense (word) and moral maturity (work), the end/ means of living
sacrament — sacred remembrance.
Consumerism, the “economics” of resource exploitation, is counterintuitive for it justifies ego-centrism and personal greed as acceptable
“moral” objectives, even though they subvert symbiosis, essential mutuality
and codependency, the necessary mechanisms of self-fulfillment and social
(civil) harmony. Such analysis as this might provide a new beginning for
rethinking and reformulating a new paradigm for education and for
accomplishing personal/ social “success”.
“Men of science and those of religion need to strive for a symbiosis
of the two institutions; the language barrier must be bridged so those who
seek to learn the truth may be taught the whole truth.” [Quoted from
Monica Steffen, “The Evolution of Symbiosis”, QUANTUM RELIGION,
117-123]

18. Owning Intelligence
If she’s said it once she’s said it a thousand times, about the
incomparable value of learning! At age 75 my wife Felicitas is a retired
teacher known to hundreds of her students as “Mrs. Happy”, and still a
favored substitute teacher in the New Hampton Elementary School system.
She exemplifies what her parents Dr. Gaudencio Garcia and Maria Paz
Angeles taught her, that there is no higher treasure in life than education for
“learning is something no one can take from you”.
There is a saying to the effect that possession is four-fifths (!?) of
ownership. To this day, my wife can play for hours piano pieces she learned
before she was a teenager; the same is true of poems she learned by heart as
a child. She learned early and practiced early the value of memorization, the
first tool of intentional learning. She and her nine siblings went on to get
advanced degrees, as doctors, educators, lawyers, and a Jesuit priest. Their
mother was a biology teacher and their father was a judge, professor and
textbook author of International Law, and first Commissioner of Elections
in the Philippines after World War Two.
Intelligence! We all have it, we are born with it, but do we come to
“own” it fully? In the two millennia since the birth of Christ, faith has come
to lord it over reason in repressive and destructive ways, and reason has not
yet recovered from the trauma of cultural suppression. An underlying
presumption of the putdown of reason has been fixation in the literal
reading of the Original Sin Story in the Bible. Many of us are still
uncomfortable with the notion of the primacy of conscience (a logical
derivative of intelligence) if not downright dismissive of it. We’ve been
taught to distrust intelligence, reason, and from experience we know that
the trauma of violated trust doesn’t heal easily.
Ownership comes with use. We come to own intelligence (reason)
more fully by exercising it, not just as kids but constantly, day in and day
out, for our lifetimes; the habit of repetition, intentional iteration, is how
learning is imprinted into our psyche and owned.

Nature teaches us what ownership of learning is for learning is both
the process and product of consciousness evolved in the natural substances
of living systems. Learning and memory are outcomes of iterations aware
and unaware, subtleties of electromagnetic wave/particle relationship in
subatomic nature. Energetic patterns of repetition and structural redundancy
are mechanisms by which remembrance and habits are established in
subatomic processing and genetic coding. This underlying fact-basis of
consciousness helps make sense of the great value of early memorization
and the development of lifetime habits of learning.
If the reader is familiar with my writings (s)he cannot but notice
how repetitiously I return to the same theme, over and over and over again,
namely, to what I call trimorphic resonance. Two reasons: the first is to
cause the reader (even if painfully) to be exposed to the process of
intelligence, communication/ consciousness/ conscience, so as to “own” an
understanding of it, and secondly, for her/ him to use the process habitually,
consciously, reflectively and constantly in her/ his everyday thoughtprocessing.
Intelligence, learning, is fundamental to civility, to harmonized
social living; and except global humankind as a people comes to own and
advance intelligence, in understanding AND IN PRACTICE, it is unlikely
that we will ever become intentionally civil toward one another. A next
paradigm-leap in evolving consciousness can be to love’s ascendancy over
violence and repression; and it may well be that this advance is the only
thing that can stay violence and save humankind from self-induced
destruction. Now is the educable moment. NOW is; seize the moment.

19. Faith and Fideism
Fideism is faux-faith. Faith evolved from a traditional culture of
guilt and fear is not the same faith that evolves from the history and culture
of trust and partnership in mutuality. The priestly, patriarchal god is largely
a god of prescript, of law, of Dominion Theology, whereas, the Yahwist
God is the God of compassion, love, and TRUST, evolved in open theology
and reciprocal partnership.
What does TRUST have to do with faith? We trust and believe in
people who are trustworthy and trust us. We distrust, have no faith in
people who are unreliable and untrustworthy. Cultured distrust imposes a
faith inspired in guilt, fear and distrust.
Political demagoguery, alienation, dominion, and institutional
overreach are factors of distrustful culture and history; the faith of this
culture/ history is not the faith of society that eschews demagoguery, and in
which religion equitably uplifts people, where all collaborate to overcome
alienation and overreach.
Christian culture is a mixed history and a mixed outcome of faith
and fideism. Because faith and fideism can be equally zealous and exercised
“in good faith”, it isn’t easy to distinguish one from the other. Is faith
premised in guilt and fear, “fideism”? Is confidence born out of the culture
of trust “authentic” faith? Isn’t fidelity, by definition, an issue of
“authentic” faith? Does fideism propagate infidelity?

Taking the turn down dead-end roads is personally and culturally
frustrating. It is certainly problematic, even counter-productive to return, for
example, to Tridentine absolutes that foment alienation, schism and
counter-reformation.
Truth and trust are better served by asking new questions. What do
we know about “salvation”? Where does salvation happen? How does it
happen? How does faith “save” us? What’s the role of “works of faith”? Is
“belief” efficacious even if it is misinformed? Is “salvation” found in
institutional faith? What do the requirements of love have to do with faith?
TRUST is suppressed in a culture of distrust, and faith is distorted
and disabled. Covenant healing requires the cultural restoration of TRUST
relationships. This I believe is the intent and purpose of Vatican II, of
Liberation Theology. This is also the desperate cry of the trashed global
ecology. The liberation of theology from institutional distortion is the
hopeful means of authentic faith, life and a sustainable future. Liberation
Theology (Vatican II) is a Church-culture shift favoring the mutuality of
faith/ reason and social sustainability.

20. Fideism: a Black Eye for God
From experience we know we are of many minds, some pursue the
nobler purposes of consciousness and some succumb to lesser ones. People
and institutions labor under multivalent tendencies. When people and
institutions arrogate divine prerogatives to themselves, God-consciousness
is distorted by their pretenses.
Time has a way of uncovering the pretenses and errors of personal
and institutional fixations. And when people and institutions fixate in their
pretenses they lose public credibility, and by implication so does their
institutionalized god. Arrogance and belief-fixation give God a black eye.
This damage to divine reputation happened big time with the
unfolding of imperial church/ state in Europe. With the corruption of the
imperial princes of church and state and their heavy-handed insistence on
public trust in the fixated propositions of faith, the credibility of divine
consciousness suffered. The princely successors in the Catholic Church,
popes, cardinals, and bishops have not yet come clean with the history they/
we have inherited. Divine credibility is still compromised by institutional
arrogation of divine prerogative.
Reformation philosophers, e.g., Nietzsche, who saw through the
princely-priestly pretense that was defective in service to God, vented
frustration against God (which was politically a little less risky) than
attacking authority figures. Their attack on God was an attack on the
“orthodoxies” of imperial institution. The attack challenged the falsity of
fixations and institutions which created them and justified themselves in
them. The problem is with the arrogance of faith fixation, not with God.
Institutional, despotic wrong-headedness, bad faith, is uncovered in the
arrogated usage of faith to alienate, control and exploit.
The rationality of the Supreme Good as an endpoint of emulation
and pursuit is still valid. The evidence of validity is in the intelligent design
of successfully evolved symbiosis. As beneficiaries of symbiosis,
humankind now possesses the intelligence of self-reflective consciousness,

which comes to the moral conviction that intentional, symbiotic outcomes
should be pursued in preference to parasitic and pathologic ones.
The ethical pursuit of the wellbeing of life is a divine pursuit that
can in principle be objectified and identified as God; but it necessarily does
not mean that divinity consciousness should suffer degradation from
constraints of time-stopped object-fixation. Even as consciousness remains
open to the correctives of experience so should understandings of divinity.
This is the point of evolutionary faith, of humility and of universal
morality-rationality.
Television commercials for drugs, cars, etc, scream “Trust me!”
Fideistic expectations are common ploys of the corporate, consumerist
culture even as they are in public institutions, church, government,
education, etc. All institutions, especially church and education, are morally
implicated in the responsibilities of social-ethical consciousness even
though they must negotiate the proclivities of their many minds. People and
institutions alike are compelled by common obligations to pursue the
greater good — the common good — The Summum Bonum, by another
name, GOD.

21. CREDon’ts and CREDos
The Mosaic Law includes some CREDon'ts that safeguard social
order. The "signs of the time" show failures of social order and abuses of
Mosaic Law. When the "signs" speak to us of violations of social order we
need seriously to ask ourselves what CREDos are needed to remedy failures.
Recently Pope Benedict was asked about the CREDo that is needed
to educate moral consciences (of the young), to which he replied, "I would
propose a combination between a secular way and a religious way, THE
WAY OF FAITH". (Emphasis added) He then specifically cited the moral
concerns surrounding "ecology" as matters that lead to the "true voice of
conscience". [Stephen Kent, "Climate Change", The WITNESS, "Signs of
the Times", 8/12/07, pg 5]
As to specific CREDos, I propose, alongside the Mosaic Law, 10
affirmative mandates of conscionable living toward remedying cultural
abuses: TEN TRUST COMMITMENTS for Accountable/ Sustainable Living.
[See “The Possible Journey”, pg 91]

Section III

WEDNESDAY READINGS

VIEWPOINT
Consciousness as Sacred Remembrance

Hope:
The Informed Insight of Confidence

1. Self-Reflective Consciousness
Faith requires consciousness to seek understanding, to discover
love’s requirements. Understanding requires consciousness to respond, to
be faithful as love requires. St. Anselm’s “Fides quaerens intellectum” is
faith’s call to intelligence. The answer of intelligence is “credo ut
intelligam” (I believe so I can understand). Reason’s answer is an appeal
to faith. Each, faith and reason, expects mutuality from the other,
namely, that together they carry out the obligation of intelligence and
fidelity — what is love. By seeking understanding, faith finds certainty,
and by fidelity, intelligence, consciousness finds authenticity. The grace
of informed faith is hope, confidence.
In consciousness is where the dialog of faith and reason does
their dance. The outcome of committed faithful dialog is informed
consciousness, wisdom, and the continued growth of faith and reason.
Wisdom is the crown jewel of authentic self-reflection; it is the light of
intelligence that illumines hope and brightens with the passing years.
Wisdom is that by which we learn of love, for life’s sake. Not
money, not fame, not self-indulgence compare to the confidence, peace
and joy of wisdom. It is wisdom that satisfies the soul and deepens the
harmony of purpose by which the self, the family, the community, the
society are empowered to grow in age and grace. Harmony begins with
mindfulness, intentional purpose, with an ear open to reason’s call and
faith’s answer. The voice of reason within is Spirit calling, we answer by
faithful action.

2. Substance/ Consciousness/ Suppositions
Faith supposes reason as grace supposes nature, as consciousness
supposes energy/ spirituality, as conscience supposes matter/ secularity.
In the evolutionary universe, everything is means/ end to everything else.
The denial of means/ end relationships denies and frustrates integrity,
personal, social and ecological. The frustration of integrity does violence
to faith and reason, religion and rationality, to authentic consciousness
and behavior.
Fixation in dominion theology and imperial politics violates
authentic self-understanding and interpersonal relationships. Historically,
as global circumstances at the present time testify, the prime victims of
cultural ignorance, alienation, and violent dominion are the marginalized,
women, children and nature. In the real and “religious” sense, violence is
a sacrilege, a direct offense against Intelligent Design.
Except human crises are recognized in their common causes, it is
unlikely that humans can remedy their self-induced predicaments. The
intent and purpose of Sabbath and Jubilee are to set aside specific times
for rest and recuperation, and/ or healing relationships, interpersonal and
eco-social. Set-aside time serves purposely to inform consciousness and
to correct for cultural misdirection and personal injury. It is urgent that

humankind, in its own interest, and people individually take the time
necessary for healing and restoration.

3. The Universal Analog
Analogies are important learning tools. They reveal likenesses
and the connections of things. It is by way of analogies that we come to
enlightenment. By uncovering similarities and making connections
knowledge is enlarged and amplified. [The word “analog” as used here
is the first expansion phenomenon of the big bang that recurs (iterates)
in many and varied forms in cosmic evolution.] Universal analogs are
iterative phenomena of cosmic communication, the wave phenomena of
first cosmic expression.
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (Jesuit priest and paleontologist)
deftly synthesizes the analogies of quantum science, evolution and
philosophy/ theology. His correlations of science and religion represent a
quantum leap in realizing the mutuality of science and religion.
“… [Chardin’s] thought can be interpreted in this sense: that at
different levels of existence we find analogies which reveal
certain resemblance. Teilhard thus isolates some general laws of
life; the law of complexification, the law of evolution, the law of
personalization, the law of socialization. The laws can be
verified at all levels. They therefore enable us to think in terms
of totality, to establish links. Metaphysics is precisely this.
[There is] no metaphysics without analogy. Modern thought too
often fails to recognize the value of analogies for gaining
knowledge.” (J. Daniélou)
[Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, HUMAN ENERGY, translated by
J.M. Cohen, 1969, William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd, London,
Introduction pg 14]
The question compelling Chardin’s pursuit of world unity is this:
“How can the two realms of experience, those of the outer and inner
world, be brought to a unity within the framework of an evolutionary
universe?” (ID: 11) His answer to the question doesn’t look to
philosophy, it looks to science. The coming together of the “within”, the
energy of matter and the “without”, the material of the world, is in the
evolution of complexity/ consciousness, by which the cosmos becomes
intelligible to understanding, and by which human understanding
represents cosmic intelligence.
Chardin weaves a unity rationale for cosmic consciousness and
the sense of “primary intuition”, the universal ocean of insight in which
all life swims and from which self-aware identification derives. Chardin
develops his philosophy/ science/ theology on the quantum wave/ energy
principle, namely, on cosmic preconditions underlying all qualifications
of energy/ matter.
The manifold complexities of nature preserve the analogical
characteristics of first cosmic qualifications. Cosmic potentials were
preconditioned in the “cosmic egg”, a dense core of energetic potential

highly compacted and gravity laden. The “hatching” of the cosmic egg
occurred when the inner gravity compacted beyond stability causing the
“egg” to expand explosively and set in motion the creative unfolding that
is still ongoing.
If we apply the analogy of electrical potential, we may imagine
that the cosmic egg is a concentration of mono-polarity, of “pluscharged” potential. From experience with electromagnetism it is well
known that like-charges repel while unlike charges attract. The big bang
dispersal of egg energy was nearly instantaneous in its spread of positive
potential into the vast negative void surrounding it.
The force-potential available for cosmic evolution/ formation,
then and now, were/ are the expanding electrical fields of positive/
negative potential. Set in motion then and continuing even now is energy
distribution in expanding waves. The wave/ energy potential available to
evolution is in three phases: divergent (the opposition force of likecharges); convergent (the attraction force of like and unlike charges);
emergent (assembly by forces of the harmonic correlation of opposing
and attracting forces).
With the big bang dispersion of egg-density, the potential of
cosmic evolution was set in motion and continues to characterize all
aspects of cosmic transformation. Wave/ energy is characterized in the
field-dispersion of electromagnetism. Substance is characterized in wave/
energy disposition/ interaction. Beginning communication (egg-potential
interpenetrating void-potential) initiated evolution, which continues in
wave/ particle qualifications. The poles of electrical potential are
receivers/ emitters of communication.
If we are to approach the central understanding of existence, of
all creativity and our own selves, we must return to the primordial instant
of creation in order to understand the underlying analog that reveals the
“why” of how everything is disposed and ordered. In wave/ particle
analogies we come to understand resonance-processing in divergence,
convergence and emergence.
The UNIVERSAL ANALOG is electromagnetic nature, qualified
and quantified in wave/ particle constructs. Communication is electromagnetic, and so are consciousness and conscience. All life derives from
and essentially belongs to the continuum of the quantum-electric
universe.
The dominant question of our time may well be: “How can the
universal analogies enlighten understanding so as to deter destructive and
mindless exploitation?” The Call of Consciousness is to be mindful, and
to act intentionally. Willfulness is ambivalent, it can opt darkness or
light. Intentionality, mindfulness, purpose can persuade willfulness; the
intentional purpose of fulfillment, opts enlightenment; mindlessness
chases madly, chaotically in the abyss of darkness.
The Analogies of Wisdom discern the assemblies of Light;
Sense is lost in the mindlessness of chaotic darkness;
Alienation chases aimlessly in the abyss of night
But the virtues of Light are intentional choices.
Choose Light. Choose purpose. Choose life.

The patterns of light are the edifications of cosmic evolution;
life’s patterned iterations are analogous complexes, variations on cosmic
themes and invitations to creativity, to transformation.

4. Relationships and Reciprocal Analogies
The Second Vatican Council challenges Church to analyze and
synthesize relationships and worldview as to direction, misdirection and
redirection. [Constitution IV, Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the
Modern World, “Gaudium et spes”, Introduction, #5]
Conscious experience suggests that there is correspondence in
nature of intelligent design and divine instance. With respect to personal,
communal relationships, the objectivity of persons becomes subjectivity,
that is, individuals are agents in community (doers of community) and
are products of community—the individual person is both doer and
outcome of communal doing. In the evolutionary universe, everything is
“of a piece”, everything is means/ end; subjectivity becomes objectivity
and objectivity becomes subjectivity; in the reciprocity of relationship
each is grace to the other.
In reciprocal mutuality, individuals in community suppose the
community as community supposes the individual; objectivity supposes
subjectivity as subjectivity supposes objectivity; grace supposes nature as
nature supposes grace; worldview supposes dogma as dogma supposes
worldview. The analogy of reciprocity is paradigmatic in nature.
The analogies of paradigm are instructive in the understanding of
Church, its ecclesiology (way of understanding itself) and its theology
(way of understanding God); ecclesiology supposes theology as theology
supposes ecclesiology. Cultural changes of experience/ knowledge are
layered upon each other as new experience/ knowledge is acquired. If the
assumptions underlying old experience/ knowledge are wrong, then the
layered accretions of derived knowledge are on unstable and doubtful
grounding that is inflexible to the requirements of new knowledge.
The static-centrist worldview (supposed in Scholasticism) is the
buried fault-line under Trent/ Vatican I ecclesiology/ theology. Vatican II
has introduced a consciousness that challenges Tridentine ecclesiology/
theology and the assumptions of the old worldview. And so, the rift in
the fault-line separating the two Vatican Councils is causing exposure
and discrediting to the old ecclesiological structure.
The earthquake happening with the fault-line shift is causing
structures to collapse and fixated faith to be questioned. The reliability of
assumptions, structural design and belief is at issue.
Vatican II began constructive effort to formulate approaches to a
new rationality that corrects for defects of the old ecclesiology/ theology
and updates understandings on premises that correspond with experience/
knowledge. The disarray in Church now is part of the struggle to work
through structural collapses. We individuals, whose worldview (notions
of ecclesiology, theology, grace, nature, faith, reason, etc) is premised in
the staticism/ centrism of pre-Vatican II, are now tortured in our faith
consciousness by old and discredited habits and beliefs. The worldview

mosaic of today cannot be credibly put together with the same pieces and
in the same way as the worldview of the past.
What really underlies Vatican II fundamentally is awareness of
the universal relationships of reciprocity in which we are personally and
communally subject/ object, cause/ effect, always in dependent process.
Individuals are responsible for work of divinity as divinity is responsible
for work of individuals/ community. Not to do our share of the work puts
God to the test. The instance of divinity and intelligent design permeates
the cosmos; in it, we are expressers and expressions of both. Personal
conscience compels personal reason and faith to stand up to the task. The
God of the universe is Self-invested in subject/ object transformation.
Our pride in ego-fixation deceives us and frustrates authenticity.
Old ecclesiology/ theology is a discredited paradigm to Postmodern
understandings of faith and reason.
The scramble of the faithful to adjust affects the whole Church
as well as individuals. Communities and individuals suppose the input of
each other. Object-fixated nature supposes a subject-fixated God, even as
the subject-fixated God supposes an object-fixated nature. But, we now
know that nature is not object-fixated because “everything is in process”.
So, we are challenged to seek a new understanding of “God in process”.
The really big change that is adding greater pressure to make
changes is the recent and spectacular way that nature is saying ENOUGH
ALREADY to our wrong-headed thinking and abuse of her. Our subject/
object fixation in culture has taken us down a dead-end road and all
nature is sorely hurting because of it.

5. The Letter Kills, the Spirit Gives Life
Reality is an arrow in time. We do not know specifically its
trajectory, nor do we anticipate interim targets. We are the consciousness
of the arrow. We direct the trajectory over time. We set targets. When we
ask “where are the churches” we speak to ourselves, for we are church.
As the self reflective consciousness of nature, we represent the
intelligence, the intention of reality. If we are a passive herd of sheep we
become someone else’s meat. If we are intentionally focused on common
wellbeing, we become Eucharist.
Secularity and spirituality are the oneness of the human reality.
Politics and religion reflect the social condition. The body politic is the
corporate community. There are power-brokers in Church/ State politics
who would manipulate the body politic, but only if the body politic lets
itself be manipulated. The powers of darkness are at work in the body
politic; as GWF Hegel says: “Minerva’s owl flies when daylight dies”.
Sobrius estote et vigilate — keep your wits about you and stay alert!
“Daylight” persists with enlightenment and integrity. The powerbrokers cannot deceive in “daylight”. Much darkness has been suffered
at the hands of darkness peddlers. The people are church. The people are
state. When the conscience and will of church and state are transparent
and true, the people will not be deceived.
The people need to confront power-brokers with the clarity of
conscience. Wellbeing prospers when people speak “cum scientia” (with

conscience, conscionably). Voting is about conscience. Voting calls for
truth — voting is a moment of truth. Truth is the light of conscience. The
arrow is true when conscience is enlightened. The compulsion of right
sense is to live informed by conscience, in the interests of wellbeing.

6. REALITY: What is Real!?
I confess that perhaps nobody in the world complicates simple
things as badly as I do. So you can rest assured that it is likely I will
make complex things even more complicated. I apologize for my
complexity-complex, nevertheless, I will soldier on.
Where to start? Two approaches present themselves: one, is to
approach reality from the surface of things, as our senses present them to
us, the sights we see; the sounds we hear; the tastes we savor; the
textures we feel; the aromas we sense; the memories we cherish.
On the other hand, we might take the depth-science, neurological
approach to the senses and plumb their intricacies. This latter approach
pursues energetic processes and relationships at the subatomic level. I’m
really not competent to go there, so we will be more superficial in our
approach.
From the micro-level approach we might resort to Einstein’s
elegant equation, E=MC², which says energy is matter, or in reverse,
matter is energy. This description is generally accepted as definitive of
all reality, of all relationship. In that regard it is elegantly complex even
as it is elegantly simple. It takes us into the complexities of reality.
My first exposure to the nature of the cosmos as substance and
process, to quantum relativity/ reality, was more graphic and less
mathematic. I was told to look at a newspaper picture, say, the face of a
person, and note the distinctive features of the person’s face. Look at the
picture with a magnifying glass and see how the features of the face are
distinguished by the ink on the page. See that the ink is put on the page
in forms of many little dots of different density, size, color, etc. Now,
enlarge a dot on the page with higher power magnification and you will
see that the dot is made up of smaller dots. Keep enlarging the enlarged
dots and eventually the dots become so small as to disappear.
What gives definition and qualification to visible things is the
relation of micro “dots”, and of energy that marshals the micro dots in
some manner of distinction, as for example, a seed, a tree, a frog, a flee,
an elephant. This is the quantum world of energetically managed dots
arranging the physical structures of life in the quantum-electric universe.
What is real is relationship, the enduring arrangements of
energetic constructs that are informed and conformed by and to dotrelationships. All relationships are conformed to some purposeful
rationality; all relationships are nature-arranged dot-conformations. The
matters and manners of purposeful relationships endure and secure habits
and associations that correlate.
Life in all its complexity of process reduces down to conforming
individual “dots”, micro-particles, to laws of natural transformation,
whether in structures large or small, as in a tree, in its leaves, in the cells
of the leaves, in the chlorophyll in the cells of the leaves.

Chlorophyll is the organic mechanism (molecule) that steals
sparks of light from the radiant energy of sunshine and uses it to
disassemble water and carbon dioxide molecules, and to reassemble their
parts, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon and nitrogen to create the carbon
structures that are the basic building blocks of all life. The process is
called “photosynthesis”. The complex molecules of diverse life are the
stuff of our own selves.
All life, all relationships are in and from the same cosmic cloth
and spun from the same threads of deep cosmic energy. The spinning of
vital cloth is always in process. The fabric ever changes, but is ever the
same. It is who we are, what we become, what we know: reality is
relationship. That is “reality”.
Then there is that what religion talks about, “Ultimate Reality”.
What is “ultimate”? One way to understand ultimate is to reduce things
down to least particles, which is the ultimate, least level of reduction,
that is, the wave/ particle interface of all relationship-reality.
Another way of understanding ultimate reality is to understand it
in the universal sense of material origin from and return to non-physical
energy, what is “spirituality”. The organized energy of living constructs
(bodies) is called “soul”, spirit — Spirit — that in which all has being
and which empowers all becoming, the beginning (Alpha) of all and the
return (Omega) of all, Whom/ what we call “God”.
The correlative of “ultimate” is “contingent”, that which is
always in flux, in process of changing relational forms. WE, all life,
belong to the order of “contingent reality”, always subject to relational
necessity. So, there you have it.
From the personal perspective, “ultimate reality” is fulfillment of
a lifetime of relationships. Transformational relationship is life’s ongoing
process by which the Unconditioned comes to be conditioned in human
potentials. The consciousness of being/ becoming is about understanding
relationships. Remembrance and re-membering are a conscious unity, the
continuity of reflective being and physical becoming. In being and
becoming, human consciousness shares the divine purposes of destiny in
the self-fulfilling processes of change.
The fulfillment of being is in the experiences of transformation
from means to end, from end to means. In the community, in common
relationships, higher purpose seeks higher wellbeing, the transformation
of intention from subject to object, from object to subject — the
hypostasis of the divine/ human, of the human/ divine. Paul Tillich says:
“Religion…is ultimate concern…religion is substance, the ground and
the depth of man’ spiritual life.” [Quoted in Robert W. Whalen’s
SACRED SPRING, pg 304]

7. MATURITY: What is Mature?
From personal experience in life we learn what maturity is about.
In our individual life cycle we know that it takes many years, many
seasons of growing to become mature. An apple, on the other hand, takes
only a single season to form, grow and mature (ripen).

Maturity like reality has two aspects, the physical-material and
the psychical-spiritual. Our understanding of “What is real” helps us
understand what maturity is. Maturity is a physical/ spiritual process of
advancing in wisdom, age, and grace. Growth into maturity is growth in
interactive relationships and personal change, what transform from lesser
complex to more complex thinking-being.
Moment by moment, at the deep particle level of every molecule
in every cell of our bodies, we are verily changing and being transformed
in soul/ body. Changing complexity is a process moving forward in time,
changing complexity, informing consciousness, in a word — maturing
— what happens from the moment of our conception to the eventual
disintegration of the “dots” of our substance — what is death.
Maturing is nature’s mode of sequential transformation in
relationships of durable structures and purposeful consciousness that
together process (progress) from lesser (immature) complexes to more
mature complexes.
Human consciousness is highly reflective of self, what is “introspection”, the ability to look within ourselves and connect personal
maturity and correlate with other life. We discern the causes and effects
of choices that bear on our relationships with others. We sense the need
to conform our choices and actions to that which serves wellbeing, the
wellbeing of others as well as our own. Being mindful of purpose and
behaving sensibly, sensitively, is characteristic of maturity.
Maturity is the habit of coming to know authentic relationships
and due diligence in fidelity to relationships that advance mutually those
things that advantage and sustain wellbeing. A mature person is a person
who is trustworthy, who is as sensitive to the wellbeing of others as to
self. Such manner and attitude of relating is what facilitates communal
responsibility with respect to resource usage and preservation of resource
necessity. Maturity is about purpose and process; purpose that mindfully
advances life’s open potentials of opportunity in personal relationships;
and process that puts in motion trains of interaction that advance
wellbeing and endure.

8. Godlikeness
To be Godlike is to seek to be, to do and think as God would.
We experience Godlikeness when we experience in others the virtues we
consider Godly. We experience Godlikeness when we are inspired to be
faithful, hopeful and loving. Reason compels us to right understandings,
to right living, to Godlikeness.
Christian wisdom-tradition tells us that God is Word, Light, and
Love. Word is about communication, about informative exchanges with
others. The exchange of words gives rise to the birth of ideas. Ideas are
about being creative, about newness, about developing personal potential
and becoming more than what we are.
God is Light; God is other-focused consciousness, concerned in
the interest of wellbeing. Natural circumstances give rise to conflicts and
disadvantaging. Godlikeness is sensitive to hurt and intends mitigation of
suffering, the healing of soul.

God is Love; love is what love does. To dwell in God is to be
committed to do good to cause love’s spread. Love, theology is about the
way we are to live; pursuing Godlikeness is doing theology. It is the
hunger of consciousness to do theology, to grow in Godlikeness. Love
isn’t an institutional thing, it is personal, and so is Godlikeness. No
endeavor in life is more satisfying and self-fulfilling than to do theology,
to love (agape and eros) and be loved.
Religion is about Godlikeness. Religion is personal. It is true to
informed consciousness. Religion is about the culture of Godlikeness, the
commitment to right reason and to growth in understanding, wisdom, age
and grace. To the extent that “science” (scientia) is the conformation of
intelligence to right reason, scientia controls belief, conscience and
behavior. Of course we cannot know everything but we still can have
faith in knowledge that is open to growth in right understandings and
right conduct. Rightly informed faith reveals the requirements of love.
Growth in Godlikeness is what happens in the cultural spectrum
when life is affirmatively ordered in symbiotic intention, that is, in the
reciprocity of faith, hope and love. Godlikeness is what inspires personal
harmony in families and communities. Civilization thrives on the social
pursuit of Godlikeness.
Jesus is the exemplar of what Godlikeness is, does. He is the way
the truth and the light. Godlikeness is not heavy as the rules of men are.
Committed governance and loving relations do not conflict; they work to
the same worthy purposes of Godlikeness. Natural laws safeguard love
and wholeness. Godlikeness is what self-giving is about, what Eucharist
is about. The point of sacrament, celebration and ritual is to be Godlike.

9. True Priesthood, True Religion
Already in deep history, social/ religious sense motivated people,
men and women, to serve communities in the capacity of “priests”. The
“religious” service of priests is in matters of deep consciousness, of the
mysteries of life, of spirituality, of “ultimate realities”, all of which are
matters “that pertain to God”.
The Latin word for priest is “sacerdos”, meaning “holy giver”, a
person who does sacred things for and on behalf of the people, the
community. Priestly work and priests have historically been respected
and valued because of the necessary good they do. However, in the
course of time, cultural ideologies have subverted priestly roles and sidetracked religions to serve ideological pretexts and purposes.
Such ideological subversion happened to early Christianity and
to its priesthood when Constantine formally invested Christianity as the
official religion of imperial Rome. Christianity took on the ideologies of
dominion culture advanced in/ by imperial Rome. Culture and worldview
of the time came to define radically religion and priesthood. European
history evolved on the ideology/ theology of dominion that subverted
nature’s essential paradigm of symbiosis biologically advanced in gene/
meme complexes. Intrinsic disordering happens when culture subverts
essential natural authenticity to the purposes of ideology.

After the model of Jesus Christ, all people, indiscriminately, are
called to be, and are, shared-givers of sacred things (priesthood). Such
calling is consistent with paradigmatic nature which requires all life to
self-express in processes of “self-donation”. We exist not for ourselves
apart from others, but for and by necessary relationship with other. “Selfdonation” is the universal work and call of priesthood, of “religious”
fidelity. Jesus instructs us, “As I have done, so also you should do”.
In the tradition of dominion culture, the Roman Catholic Priest is
primarily understood to be the agent of the imperial, institutional church,
a bureaucrat, who enforces and teaches the ideologies and objectives of
institutional church-culture. The bishop, episcopos, from the Greek word
meaning overseer, is appointed from the ranks of priests to serve as chief
priest who keeps other priests schooled in institutional protocol. Imperial
culture is in stark contrast to the example and teaching of Jesus Christ.
Jesus stood a child up before his disciples/ apostles and informed
them that there was no place for them in his kingdom except they were
childlike. We ask, “What does it mean, to be childlike?” Children are
innocent; they mean no harm and do no harm. Children are altruistic;
they give of themselves without measure and are accepting of each other.
Children are imaginative; their minds are open and eager to learn and to
search creative ways.
The “preferential option” of the Church of Vatican II reaffirms
the option of Jesus Christ, namely, for a servant priesthood which serves
the needy, the marginalized, the hungry, the sick, the “different”, the
social outcast. Jesus self-identified with the hurt of women and children.
Religion and authentic priests serve the urgent and specific needs
of the time. The enforcement of old and irrelevant ideologies of handeddown culture isn’t what religion or priesthood is about. Faith’s obligation
includes updating in context with contemporary urgencies.
The hierarchical bureaucracy of priesthood, as it works today, is
intrinsically disordered because it is fixated in imperial enthrallment.
True religion is not a party to institutional overreach and exploitation—
no matter the forms they take. The urgent matter at hand, for priests and
for the Church (The People) is how to reclaim religious authenticity in
the context of today’s social/ moral/ ecological urgencies.

10. Polarized Church
In his inimitable way, Fr. John F. Kavanaugh, SJ, “Christmasists, the atheists are onto something”, AMERICA Magazine, December,
18-25, 2006, credits the evolution-believing atheists over the Christmasbelieving consumerists. His style is a genius mark of Jesuit erudition in
the mold of the Master. Jesus himself (given the imperialism of the time)
was a “sign of contradiction”, a “voice set against” the imperial culture
of Rome, a culture that came to be theologized in Roman Catholicism.
The Protestant Reformation was a contradiction to the imperial
Roman Church-State culture. The Council of Trent, enthralled in the
imperialism of Old Rome, contradicted the Reformation in the interest of
defending its imperial tradition. Cardinal Robert Bellarmine, SJ, Head of

the Inquisition, justified the Council of Trent’s dominion theology/
ecclesiology. Vatican I later enlarged on Trent’s theology/ ecclesiology.
Along comes Pope John XXIII, who counters Trent and Vatican
I with a liberation theology and a people ecclesiology (Vatican II). The
last King-Pope, Pius IX (at Vatican I) had the Council declare him
infallible to reinforce the anathemas he pronounced on Modernism —
some of which Vatican II later accommodated, not the least of which is
evolution. [Gaudium et spes, Intro #5] Present day Vatican I apologists
deny and discredit the differences between the two Councils. It is still a
challenge to reconcile the two Councils and their popes.
How, for example, do Jesuits reconcile their oath of allegiance to
two such contradictory papacies and Councils? Specifically, how do they
reconcile the theology of evolution (Teilhard de Chardin, SJ) with the
static-centrist theology of Cardinal Robert Bellarmine, SJ? Can the
Society of Jesus credibly espouse both sides within the Church at the
same time? If they do, will they not by such contradiction put the Church
in an untenable position?
There are two distinctive kinds of Jesuits, what might be called
the objective, absolutist types, e.g., in the mold of Cardinal Bellarmine,
SJ, Inquisitor General for the Council of Trent; while his light suited the
times, perhaps, it now fails to illumine. These Jesuits are the "casuistry"
types.
Then there are the realists, the subjective, "open-universe" type
Jesuits, who are also visionaries, like Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, who are
in the ascendancy today if for no other reason than to witness an
alternative to the objectivists and their overreach — and importantly to
illumine evolutionary consciousness in quantum-electric awareness now
more in vogue. Chardin was/ is a luminary of Vatican II, and continues
to be in our time a counter-weight to the objectivists.
Open consciousness keeps dialog alive between the subjective
and objective. On this dialogue consciousness evolves, working toward
symbiotic outcomes, while the fixated consciousness stymies dialog.
Loss of credibility in Church today is largely attributable to the
irreconcilability of the worldview of imperial theology/ ecclesiology with
the worldview of evolution and the Vatican endorsement of it.
Just where authority resides in Church has been a contentious
issue for at least 1500 years. At issue are infallibilism/ imperialism and,
conciliarism/ collegiality. These are contentious issues in Church until
now. Given the crises in Church and society, it is reasonable to expect
some consensus in answering the question “who and what is driving
people to division and polarity, and challenging Church credibility?”
Infallibilism belongs to the worldview of imperial fixity. The
worldview of fixity no longer enjoys acceptance. Conciliarism is the way
of evolutionary openness. Whither the future? Weighty questions affect
religion and institutional credibility.
It is self-defeating for Church to require laity to stand with one
foot in the theology of Trent and the other in Vatican II, only because of
hierarchical ambiguity over power and control, and over the unresolved
worldviews of the two Vatican Councils. The polarization of the people
against the middle ground fuels public animus and internal discord.

Point of interest to the Church's predicament: isn't it curious that
the Italian Pope John XXIII is the "realist" and the Polish-German Popes
John Paul II and Benedict XVI are the Romanists? The realist knows the
reciprocal relationships of objectivity and subjectivity. The Romanists
are objectivists who equate subjectivity with relativism, with negative
implications toward relativity, as in quantum relativity.
Liberation Theology is the theology of realism while Dominion
Theology is the theology of objectivism/ absolutism. The alienation of
objectivism and subjectivism is as damaging as the alienation of fideism
and rationalism. Like faith and reason, objectivity and subjectivity are
relational as are faith and reason. Objectivity supposes subjectivity as
subjectivity supposes objectivity; faith supposes reason as grace
supposes nature.
Natural Law will certainly prevail; we disregard it at our peril.
Religion that doesn’t mature isn't credible. Liberation Theology will not
be suppressed even as Vatican II will not be reversed and the awakening
of consciousness cannot be stopped.

11. Worldview Dictates Dogma
(Changing Worldview, Changing Dogma)
What is worldview? It is a personal/ social sense of reality
governs belief and behavior. Briefly, worldview is a mental mosaic
formed from collected bits and pieces of personal/ social understanding.
Worldview is a continuously developing sense; worldview consciousness
dictates dogmas, the beliefs that inform personal living. Institutions have
their worldviews and dictate dogmas based on them. The disconnection
of personal, social, and institutional worldviews and their dogmas are a
problem. Conflicted worldviews and dogmas drive people apart and
create chaos. To shift humanity from its self-destructive culture of waste,
humanity and religion need to get on the same page with nature, not be
hostile toward it.
Authentic reason pursues truth, self-destiny, wellbeing and the
purposeful instincts of mindfulness. From the universal perspective,
religion is consciousness pursuing what is right and true. Religion and
theology understand that “grace supposes nature”, that spirituality and
consciousness belong to the natural order. Energetic change (evolution)
is the universal process involving the unified dynamics of energy/ matter.
Change is a step behind consciousness. To fix on a moving target
is more difficult than to fix on a standing target. Everything about life
and the world is moving, and, point-of-reference is lost except for the
enduring understandings that make up the basis of faith and worldview.
Change is the reason people have difficulty with evolution; change is
difficult to deal with it, especially when it takes one out of his/ her
comfort zone. But, neither least particles of subatomic matter nor larger
processes of the cosmos and life can be stopped from inevitable change;
fortunately, there are symbiotic patterns that help us.
Observant self-reflectivity makes connections all the time, at the
subconscious and conscious levels. The cosmos, stars, planets and life
are energetically interactive at the deep subatomic wave/ particle level.

Worldview is an interactive aspect of connection. The pursuit of truth is
pursuit of necessary and purposeful connections. As knowledge expands
it takes in more data that open consciousness and enlarge the awareness
of connections. Insights continue through life to weave connected strands
and put them “online” so they inform life’s menu of options. Worldview
is a menu script of natural necessities that enable personal destiny.
Worldview takes everything into consideration. It’s what we
believe. Its weave is never finished. The deeper we get into things the
fuller our sense of worldview. Worldview is our consciousness of world
inside and out. Knowledge we don’t own cannot be integrated as part of
our worldview. Worldview can shut down growth or it can keep us open
to growth. It can give answers or avoid questions. If we are mindfully
curious we work to enlarge our worldview. Active interest and time
together fill out worldview. The more threads we roll into the ball of
consciousness, the larger is our worldview.
What are “dogmas”? They are the “enduring understandings”
that give credibility to life, humanity to relationships, and morality to
living. Dogmas are those beliefs that define who we are. We cannot be
who we are except we “own” the understandings that authenticate the
dogmas of our personal lives. Dogmas are core beliefs; they are faith,
hope and love; other consciousness is peripheral to these. Changes occur
around these — but faith, hope and love endure; these are what make
religion authentic and civility real.
Dogmas mean to capture truth that confirms reality — bedrock
understanding that endures through all twists and turns. Dogmas are
distillations of insights that affirm certitude sourced in the authenticity of
experience and knowledge. Dogma operates to facilitate “grace” in the
order of nature. But we must realize, if dogmas are constructed on/ from
misinformation, they will misinform and misdirect. Rigid religionists
may believe that dogma dictates worldview and operates outside the
order of nature; not true, dogma operates in and corresponds with nature.
The connections that personally shape worldview are “dogmas”
that we personally own. The manner in which we assemble personal
faith/ dogma and worldview is the way of collective consciousness.
Insight into the deep energy/ matter of cosmic evolution is information
that mostly has come together within the last century.
Throughout history, social and religious cultures have developed
beliefs and theologies, and have transmitted them in myths, stories and
scriptures; in Western world experience, these are inherited traditions of
Abraham — Jewish, Christian and Islamic. Just as stories and scriptures
of one time derive from the worldview of the time so do dogmas and
beliefs. It needs to be kept in mind that the scriptures of the times are
very much in the context of the politics and culture of the times and that
scriptures contain a mix of prevailing theology and politics. This happens
in every culture, in every time. Think about American culture, what’s
been going on in US politics and churches over the last decade and more.
Theology (divine consciousness) and worldview (understanding
nature), the experience of nature, life, and each other, are handed down
in stories, as for example, in the Book of Genesis and the story of the
creation of the universe, man and woman. The Genesis account has God

first creating Adam (man) and then creating Eve (woman) from Adam’s
rib. The development of this story over time contains political lessons.
Even now, the political message of this account, that man is
superior and is woman’s link to God, is religiously held. Woman is
God’s after-thought; she is taken from man, therefore dependent from/on
man and subject to him. She is the property of man.
This understanding has morphed into the theology of dominion,
which we are heir to. From the biological history of human evolution,
modern insights are informed that the order of human creation, man and
woman, is in reverse of the Genesis account, that mothering preceded
male sex differentiation from female. And that truth lays bare the big
mistake under the dominion presumptions of religious/ political history.
As long as the old worldview (dogma), of woman’s subservient
relationship to man prevailed, the politics of male dominion worked. But,
now that the superior/ inferior view of the man/ woman relationship isn’t
factual, it no longer works and the presumptions of dominion theology
no longer work. That is where we are at today — religion and politics are
bedeviled by the cultural changes that are needed but are resisted.

12. The Method of Evolution
At the National Catholic Reporter (NCR) Conversation Table
website (ncrcafe.org “everything under the sun”) an interlocutor offered
in capsule form a definition of the method of evolution, “cogitando sic,
the method of evolution”
The sense of this invention is appreciated in the concordance of
the Sacrament of Natural Order with the natural mechanisms of evolving
symbioses. The NATURALIS SACRAMENTUM ORDINIS acknowledges
the physics (matter) of nature along with internal metaphysics (energy,
spirituality, consciousness). More recently Vatican II acknowledged the
worldview consciousness of evolution which accepts that the cosmos is
“of a piece”, that is, essentially continuous, common to the origination of
all, in substance (matter) and form (energy).
The theology of Sacrament speaks of matter (reality, structure)
and form (controlling energy) transforming all “from within” (ab intus
suscipere, intussusception). The implications of transformation involve
structural (forms) and energetic changes (function) in upward gradations
(quantum leaps) of perfecting. [From the Latin word perficere, meaning
to make ready, to finish; Cicero, “cogitata”, to accomplish, achieve]
The agencies of transformation are “physical”, driven by natural
laws governing structural relationships, and “metaphysical”, driven by
intentional consciousness. Intentional implication is “intelligent design”,
the power (grace) belonging to self-reflective consciousness; thus, the
perfecting of conscious grace and physical accommodation between and
within organisms are “of a piece” and subject to the intentions of human
judgment, which can override and control up to a point the in-tensioned
physics of matter.
The agencies of natural evolution, the sacrament-perfections of
matter/ form, are physically implicated, that is, ex opere operato
(controlled by the physical laws of nature), and are metaphysically

implicated, that is, ex opere operantis (modified according to the
motivation of intentional, self-reflective agents). By the power of selfreflection (“cogitando”, thinking), by discerning options of means, the
direction of evolution can be influenced toward higher, more perfected
outcomes — the “method” of intentional involvement in evolution.
I picked up from somewhere the Gnostic understanding of God:
“the perfection that absorbs.” The appeal of perfection is that it moves
consciousness to pursue higher wellbeing, Godlikeness. We are taken by
the appeal of perfection, which draws out of us what it means to become
more like what is conceived of as “ultimate” perfection — God.

13. Prevision/ Provision: Essential Cosmic Continuity
Viewed from the perspective of evolved continuity, intelligence
is what intelligence does. What intelligence does is preview and provide
for needs. Human consciousness, in order to be effective in prevision and
provision, needs to operate within patterns of universal intelligence and
observe sustainable boundaries.
“GREEN Religion” is about the mindfulness of relationships, of
universal needs, wellbeing and outcomes. Moral responsibility pertains
to secular needs, conserving and engaging natural potentials by means of
prevision and provision. Cultures have failed in prevision and provision.
Self-reflective consciousness attends to human relationships,
what religion is about. It is my sense that, if self-reflective consciousness
fails "prevision" and "provision", it fails religion. In my view, religions,
including Christianity, now fail because they disconnect psychologically
from natural prevision and provision.
That they fail seems evident from the fact of their fixation in a
worldview that is misinformed and irrelevant as to philosophical and
theological extrapolations on a faulty prevision. In short, the handeddown fideism of religion fails as does the handed-down rationalism of
culture, because in their isolation they alienate right thinking and natural
necessity. Faith divorced from the reason of natural necessity is
deceptive and ineffective, as is reason without the certitude grounding of
faith. In their mutual deception, rationalism and fideism have come to
dead ends and so have consumptive cultural ideologies premised in them.
Unless religion is regularly refreshed in necessary faith/ reason
mutuality, social/ ecological dysfunction reveals religion as a myths that
has lost its meaning.

14. The Parent God
Humankind struggles with the complexities of consciousness and
with envisioning God. It isn’t possible to comprehend God, and it is not
necessary to understand everything about God and still have a sensible
and workable understanding of divinity. It is likely to be true that the
more we think we have pinned down an understanding of God, the more
off-base we are. We should expect of ourselves the best of what is
humanly possible. Understanding family and the authentic function of

parenting also helps to understand God; parent understanding is perhaps
our best and most convincing window into God-understandin.
Every person possesses an individual intelligence capable of
imagining and reasoning out qualities that make for perfection. Such
qualities correspond to qualities that are associated with God. The
qualities “of light” that people see in each other derive from the Light
Source inside the cultural spectrum.
But to give in to proclivities of male over-lording and impose
dominion motives on God doesn’t make sense. Given the limitations of
human understanding and imperial culture, such understanding served a
purpose in another time; but to modern consciousness it doesn’t make
sense to attribute “superior” male qualities to God.
Based on self-knowledge, humans attach human foibles to God,
including exclusionary qualities favoring males. The cult of physical
prowess, hormonal influence and dominion calculus have given males
advantage in the power game but not in the intelligence game. In time,
arrogance engenders its own come-uppance.
Evolution from common origins, sharing common connections
and essential continuity, put life in parity relationships. Time sequencing
in the deep past puts femaleness ahead of maleness. There is no basis in
historical fact for males to claim “ontological” priority (a presumption of
prior “being”) over females.
In all honesty, women and men are mutually essential to each
other, in terms of their “being”, in terms of their personal valuation, and
in terms of rights and belonging in all aspects of social relationships. The
arbitrary alienation of women from some social activities by reason of
male pretense is antithetical to nature and to cultural integrity.
Humanity is male and female, in the image and likeness of God.
Every human comes into this world in the very same way, essentially
characterized in mixed female/ male gendering, open to the random
options of genetic mixing — what are basis for pluralism, diversification,
genetic openness, and openness to sexually characterized differences.

15. A Troubled Church/ Culture Marriage
The stormy relationship of faith and reason in Church speaks to
the troubled history of commonsense (wisdom) in dealing with theology
(belief) and politics (social authority). In the cultural context, family is a
microcosm of Church and society at-large.
The evolution of Churches and religions from heavy-handed
patriarchy and monarchy toward shared communal authority and equality
of person correlates to the evolution of churches as they understand
themselves (ecclesiology) in a theological consensus (worldview, dogma,
discipline, etc.) What brings about the evolution of consciousness in
Church is growth in better informed understandings of traditions, sacred
writings, how properly to read and interpret sacred scriptures, and how
the community/ Church understands its political and instructional place
in culture and in light of universal necessities.
We are all caught up in the divine/ human drama of religious
expression (Church) inside the constantly changing cultural spectrum. In

the pursuit of fidelity we find edification, and we are at the same time
humbled by our repeated failures of fidelity. The failure of fidelity occurs
at all levels of society, of Church. The need for updating and renewal is
constant; neglect of this need leads to personal and social catastrophe.
We are faced with the daunting cumulus of neglected updating
and renewal. How do we get a hold on the complex cumulus outcomes of
infidelity, neglected updating and renewal? Our personal problems are
intimately linked with social problems, Church problems. Since faith and
reason are linked to common problems, specifically, on how Church selfimposes in cultures, the approach here seeks to understand Church and
how it relates culturally to faith and reason.
Faith is pre-eminently what religions are about. Church culture
can perhaps best be understood by examining how it relates in different
time-periods to faith, reason and self-understanding. Christian Church
History is broken down here in essentially three eras; the era of faith; the
era of faith/ reason conflict; and the era of faith/ reason accommodation.
The first era corresponds roughly with the Middle Ages and the
Renaissance, the time of the Holy Roman Empire up to the Council of
Trent and the Thirty Years Wars of Religion; the second era
(Enlightenment) is the era of radical schism, of Reformation, of the
fragmentation of Christianity, of Church fixated in faith and intolerant of
Enlightenment Rationalism (Modernity) — including the First Vatican
Council up to the time of the Second Vatican Council; and the third era
is about twentieth century Postmodernity, the joining of enlightenment
science and religious insight into the essential co-dependency of faith/
reason. What it comes down to is the universal quest for an updated
worldview that is satisfying for all culture, for all religious sensitivity.
The troubled searching of global societies in this Postmodern Era
now puts the long in-place worldview of static-centrism in face-to-face
confrontation with the generally accepted worldview of evolution. In
brief, this outline sets the stage for our journey into the ascendant insight
of “GREEN Religion”.

16. Maturity and the Marriage Commitment
The developed capacity for committed living is the mark of
maturity. Maturity is a mark of real readiness for committed living, not in
words only but in persistent, consistent action. Maturity is the focus of
vowed service, what is the Sacrament of Confirmation. To mean something, action must be pertinent to real need. There are three aspects to
committed living, as pertain to need — mutuality, complementarity and
subsidiarity.
Mature behavior is effective to real need when we recognize
personally how we relate mutually to all life, and how to a certain extent
all life depends on the authenticity of our individual, personal living/
doing. We are effective in what we do when we recognize that personal
talents relate directly to effecting outcomes that are not likely to happen
except for the contribution and commitment we make personally. And
finally, maturity tells us that when we have a capacity for doing a certain
necessary work, here and now, that we do it here and now, and that we

don’t look for some other far away solution to the need, e.g., some
institution. This is what it means to live maturely and faithfully by the
principles of mutuality, complementarity and subsidiarity. It specifies
what "The People Church" is, does.
Marriage exemplifies what maturity is personally and socially. In
the “Naturalis Sacramentum Ordinis”, the nature of needed commitment
is multi-faceted. If “marriage” is understood in the sense of mature,
committed living, informed and focused on the social purposes of civil/
religious harmony, it can rightly be understood in a sense larger than the
husband/ wife relationship.
Religious living in same-sex commitments can surely be mature
and committed, and can in fact address more broadly the necessities of
mutuality, complementarity and subsidiarity, that is, to serve even more
inclusively the broader needs of social/ ecological symbiosis. It's what
religious communities of women and men are about! This larger sense of
mature commitment is equally religious, moral and necessary as is the
husband/ wife commitment. Procreation is important and necessary, but
so is committed living on behalf of the greater common good in the
world beyond the nuclear family setting.
Arguably and "obviously", the commitment to the common good
supposes husband/ wife commitment, and the husband/ wife commitment
supposes common-good commitment. The mutuality, complementarity
and subsidiarity of each of these commitments are reciprocally related
and open to many ways of personal/ social fulfillment. We are called to
affirm our own individuality for common wellbeing. It's the Gospel
message; it's the Christian Way.

17. At the Edge
Thinking as a loner and living as a loner are fraught with pitfalls.
In loneliness we more easily drift toward disconnection and beyond;
rationalizing at the edge evacuates sense from the middle. Conscious and
constant dwelling at the extremities is with psychological and physical
outcomes, of implosion and explosion. The hyped cultures of theistic
absolutism (objectivism) and egotistic absolutism (subjectivism) tend
toward disintegration, even if for different reasons.
Living lonely lets consciousness be drawn into the out-flowing
streams at the extremes. Where there’s family love working, the threeway processing of communal harmony (trimorphic protennoia) attends
the values of common purpose and wellbeing.
What makes for sense, wellbeing, rational values and purpose, or
for meaninglessness, valuelessness and nothingness? The answer to that
is probably also the reason why people mostly believe in God and in
something bigger than oneself in the vacuity of alienated thinking.
Valuation is the bonding of faith, hope and love—the “method of
evolution”; values belong to faith—believing; to hope—understanding;
and to love—accruing. “Credo ut intelligam, intellego ut credam” (I
believe so I may understand, I understand so I may believe.) Faith and
knowledge mutually depend as reciprocals to each other, and together
weave social harmony.

Except for trust there is no confidence in communication; except
for trust these is no certitude in hope; and except for trust there no
endurance in love — conscience. We all do well to be intentional and
purposeful in our personal contributions to life, to evolution, that is:
“perficiendo cogitate, cogitando sic perfecta” (working the thought-out
ideas and thinking-through the worked ideas). In faith, hope and love the
human community is “God-like”, that is, “theo-logical”. Absent equal
measures of faith, hope and love, human community and evolution are
“conscia defecta non perfecta”, defective and imperfect.

18. Confession of a Partisan
The joined offensive of dominion theology and imperial politics
is lethal. Indeed, by culture and genetic hard-wiring, male domination
continues to suppress, repress and depress personal/social wellbeing. The
aggressions of the Holy Roman Empire, prosecuted in God’s Name,
caused at least five schisms with traumatic effect that last to the present
time. An ancient and universal breach between men and women derives
in part from atavistic male instincts to dominate. Holy exuberance or
irrational terror, call it what you will, male-hyped activism is anti-social,
chaotic and entropic.
The early Christian world wars, which the Crusades were, were
waged under the auspices of imperial Roman theology/ politics. The
Crusades directly caused two schisms, the split of Christianity into the
Eastern Byzantine Church and the Western Roman Church, and the still
widening, intractable breach between Islam and Christianity. Also, there
was the schism of the papacy itself into two simultaneous papacies, the
Avignon Popes and their Curia, and the Roman Popes and theirs — and
the continuing divide of conciliarism and infallibilism.
Church/ State militarism in the Empire impoverished Europe and
fomented high corruption in Church and State. The Augustinian monk,
Martin Luther, and others in the Church challenged the corruption and
pretense of imperial Church, which came to a violent head at the Council
of Trent. It was the de Medici Pope Leo X who excommunicated Luther.
It was the same Pope who authorized the sale of indulgences to finance
the construction of St. Peter’s Church of Rome and other less worthy
ventures. The Council of Trent refused out-of-hand to consider the 95
theological propositions of Luther and plunged Europe into the Wars of
Religion (1618-1648). The outcome of the Thirty Years Wars was the
splintering of Church into warring kingdoms and competing ideologies.
The havoc of Christian fragmentation was further aggravated and
spread by the zealous and sometimes violent proselytizing of Christians
in colonized lands.
A fifth great schism now happening is within the Church of
Rome. It is the schism between the First Vatican Council and the Second
Vatican Council. The Church of Vatican I endorses and enlarges the
theology and ecclesiology of the Council of Trent. The Second Vatican
Council on the other hand, acknowledged the scandal of Church history
and the global desperation that descended on Europe and the world.
Overwhelmingly, Vatican II decreed a renewed ecclesiology and

theology; an ecclesiology of the “People Church of God” and a theology
of Liberation from historical dark enthrallment. Vatican II refocused on
the Christian mandate to promote peace and love not militant intolerance.
We Roman Catholics are yet complicit in the manner in which
Church history projects violently on present and future times. I confess
here my complicit sin in continuing wrongdoing in God’s Name. I am a
partisan Roman Catholic who is saddened, chagrined and frustrated
by violence against women, sexual abuses of clergy against children and
Church’s complicity in global violence and corporate consumerism. I am
sorry and I apologize for the Church’s continuing sins.
Responsive to the Gospel commission of Jesus Christ, I plead for
repentance, healing, humility and integrity. There is an alternative to
dominion, aggression and arrogance — the better way of Love that seeks
to enable peace. People of all faiths are invited to join the option of Love
and to abandon violence in all its forms.
Intentional symbiosis is intelligence by design, the supposition
and essence of religion, of civility. War and violence are the antitheses to
symbiosis and to the Christian mandate. All are called to symbiosis, to
the witness of love.

19. What’s wrong with Religion?
It’s lost its sense of rootedness in Earth connections. Religion
has turned from wisdom’s symbiotic way of energy/ matter continuity,
from knowledge, understanding, counsel, fortitude, piety and fear of the
Lord. Religion has set its face against evolving consciousness and stands
against nature’s organic authenticity. Male-dominated religion trashes
nature, ignores divine connections in nature, and ignores mutuality,
complementarity and subsidiarity. Church is commercially institutional,
prostitutional. It behaves distrustfully; its worldview is dysfunctional and
ineffective; its conscience is arbitrary, imperial and self-focused.
The intelligent design of the Sacrament of Natural Order reveals
its wisdom gradually in quantum unfolding. Religion has arrogated itself
above commonsense and prided itself above the belief that the anecdotes
of wisdom originate in the experiences of nature, and that wisdom
compels fidelity to nature. Wisdom is anecdotal, incremental — the
outcome of moral purpose, of evolutionary consciousness.
Institutional church, with other corporations, prostitutes nature
and exploits relationship. It usurps personal faith and fragments the One
Church. Institutional church is so self-obsessed that it has all but lost its
sense of human belonging in the “Sacrament of Natural Order”. The
wisdom of evolved consciousness is new wine in new wineskins;
amniotic wine is embrionic consciousness—Spirit, self-refreshed in the
iterations of communication, consciousness and conscience.
Nature is “Primary Scripture”, the authentic and primary teacher
of religion. Nature is universal Church, PRIMARY CHURCH. In The
DREAM of the EARTH, Father Tom Berry has this to say: “Professional
education should be based on an awareness that Earth is itself the
primary physician, primary revelation of the divine, primary scientist,
primary technologist, primary commercial venture, primary artist,

primary educator, primary agent in whichever activity we find human
affairs”.
Authentic religious sense “transfigures”. Jesus retreated to a high
place with Peter, James and John and clarified for them his insight of
divine sensitivity, his mission and message of universal love. This first
hierarchy of three glowed with excitement over the illumination of the
divine mission. Jesus made sense of the prophets of Jewish history, so
much so that it was as if the prophets were there on the spot with them.
But, even with that, what did Peter want to do? He wanted to build a
monument of stone on the spot to the memory of the prophets and to
their experience of the transfiguration of Jesus. But Jesus objected.
When Jesus died, it seems that the lesson of Transfiguration was
lost. The “hierarchy”, early Christianity gradually returned to structurebuilding instincts and began the process of institutionalizing the teaching
and mission of Jesus. Not, I think, what Jesus wanted or expected.
The problem with religion today is that it still fails to understand
that the illumination of the moment is a pebble stone to new insight, not
another rock to be cemented to other rocks in the walls of temples fixated
in and dedicated to memories. Religion is flesh-and-blood dedication of
people to right living.
Purely and simply, religion is about ever changing relationships,
which pertain to every aspect of the human condition in the contexts of
nature and each other. All relationship is local, which means, familial,
communal, and bioregional, but with global implications.
Religion obliges universal fidelity to the primacy of family,
community, and bioregion. The bio-regionally diverse webs of flora and
fauna are the sustainable means of food and fiber that humans need to
self-accommodate. Natural diversity is the singularly accessible resource
humans have for a sustainable future. Waste of species, of environment,
as with genetic modifications, hybridizing, etc, introduce cumulative and
risk laden alterations.

20. Faith Expectations of the People
“THE FAITHFUL RIGHTLY HOLDS CHURCH accountable to be rightly
informed. When Church membership accepts new fact-knowledge that
requires the updating of theological thinking, the membership expects its
theologians to correct out-dated theology premised in misinformed
“facts”. It seems obvious that if theology has its premises wrong, then,
conclusions based on them will go off in misinformed directions and will
misdirect. And, so it has happened and continues to happen. Fixations in
fact errors become pretexts of religious contention, wars, and internecine
violence…
“WHEN THE PRESENCE OF ONE SPECIES becomes so prolific that it
dominates all other life forms, it causes nature to lose its capacity to
maintain a sustainable balance for all species. Obviously, the excessively
dominant species must eventually suffer reversals when the fabric of life
in which it thrives is catastrophically shredded. Professionals and nonprofessionals now believe that a critical state of resource consumption

and ecological degradation has been reached and is tipping the scales of
balance toward out-of-control network collapses…
“DOING THEOLOGY AS USUAL seems, under the circumstances, to be
irrelevant so long as theology continues to operate conscionably
disconnected from the authentication of natural necessity.”
From QUANTUM RELIGION, Foreword, pp ix-xiii
Institutional arrogation and the appropriation of religion for selfaggrandizing purposes is a problem of corporate overreach. Each one of
us needs to engage personal consciousness and conscience, and awaken
to primary religion at hand, inspiriting family, community and church.
The integrity of these is what “transfigures” self and civilizations. As
locally faithful communities we form global networks of vital, authentic
communities. We need to be aware that what is wrong with religion is
corporate arrogation and over-reach that extends to inauthentic personal
consciousness and behavior.

21. The Cultural Spectrum & Intrinsic Order
The cultural spectrum is globally diversified life and the Earthcosmic environment that empowers and sustains. The cultural spectrum
is the universal biotic/ energetic continuum, the eco-environment upon
which all Earth-life depends. While the cultural spectrum is the
“constant” of life, it is always dynamic, always in process. Of great
moment to all life and to humankind, at this time, is the adverse impact
of cultural habits of thinking and doing that degrade cultures, violate life
and trash the biotic continuum.
The cultural spectrum has two aspects, the “physical” and the
“psychical”. Within the cultural spectrum, the human person is both
subject and object. The physical, objective aspect is qualified by “intension” as in molecular cohesion (syntropy), and the psychical,
subjective aspect qualifies culture by “intention”, by energy expenditure
(entropy). Experientially we know that the roles of persons within the
cultural spectrum are both active (as subject) and passive (as object). The
collective inputs and outputs of subjects qualify objective outputs and
transform the cultural spectrum, for better and for worse.
Conscience, what is unique to self-reflective consciousness,
pertains to the active, subjective, “intentional” aspect of human agency.
Collectively, people both qualify the cultural spectrum and are qualified
by it. What is of immediate importance to us now is how the cultural
spectrum has been adversely qualified by human agency and how
humans are irreversibly damaging themselves and the capacity of the
cultural spectrum to sustain them and other life.
Why does the cultural spectrum matter so much at this particular
time? Because globally the widespread loss of public confidence in the
presumptive economics of consumer-capitalism. The presumption of
unlimited natural resources and unbridled economic growth are flawed
and unreliable.

The “physical” and the “psychical” relate to each other as matter
relates to energy, that is, as aspects of the same reality. Matter and
energy cannot be disassociated from each other as physical in-tension
cannot be disassociated from psychical intention, as body cannot be
disassociated from soul, nor secularity from religion.
Religion, theology, and understandings of just, equitable and
sustainable relationships have to undergo conversion and deep-rooted
updating. Global life is of one consciousness; religion is a matter of
universal, conscious ethics; either we will discover this together and
thrive, or we will divide and self-destruct.

Section IV

THURSDAY READINGS

PURVIEW
Eucharist as Conscience

Love:
The Grace of Committed Intention

The process of renewing faith

What is the “Cultural Spectrum?”
The cultural spectrum is conscious energy in the socially evolved
complex of life on Earth. It is organic yarn spun by evolved vitality, light
spinning substance, Spirit enlightening consciousness. Culture is a
conscious weave held together by genetic codes and cultural imprints,
and advanced from generation to generation.
The cultural spectrum is dynamic; it changes with insights of reason
under pressures of experience. It moves in pursuit of well-being, however
uncertain and digressive the paths it may take. It is a huge collected
tangle of individually diversified consciousness rolled in one big ball.
In physe and in psyche, all life is spun from the same yarn. The yarn is
rainbow colored. Sometimes the sun shines on it, and it is brilliant; other
times the sun doesn’t shine and it is drab. Like it, we too are sometimes
bright, sometimes dull. The cultural spectrum is changing WORLDVIEW.

1. New Social Paradigm for Faithful Living
The prevailing high levels of global violence signal high levels
of social desperation. Violence and desperation are culturally endemic in
large part because cultured distrust and misdirection are. Is humankind
fated to experience increasing desperation and violence? No. These can
be reversed when there is a collective will. Authentic culture is a matter
of authentic values, authentic relationships, and authentic collaboration,
whose purview belongs to religion, education, church, and government.
THE MORAL CHALLENGE: trashed ecology trashes trust;
trashed trust trashes faith; trashed faith trashes hope; trashed hope seeds
desperation, violence; and trashes love.
THE MISSION of CHURCH: fundamentally, Church Mission is to
inform moral consciousness in trust relationships. The failed culture of
moral consciousness and trustful relationship is a root cause of trashed
life, ecology and environment. Reversing the trashing of ecology and
asphyxiation by pollution begins with a cultural change from bad habits
of distrust, violence and desperation to the good habits of trust, service
and hope.
PRINCIPLE: what happens locally has global effects, everything connects
CHOOSE ECOLOGICAL/ ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY:

A) Educate and exemplify locally how to reduce carbon emissions;
B) Restore local ecologies of flora and fauna, e.g., natural, local setasides;
C) Teach and exemplify justice in food production and use of vital
resources;
D) Work to hold manufacturers responsible in the re-use of the byproducts of manufacture.

Each of the above should be specified and applied in the bioregional context. It's a beginning. Form a local coalition involving
churches, schools and government. Develop coalition connections with
other communities and others working for these same outcomes. The
misdirection of culture can be reversed, must be reversed; it can begin
now. You have the power to begin the changes that matter to global life.
It’s something everyone deep down knows is right. Please respond to this
deep intuition.

2. The Electric Universe
Quantum electricity powers the universe, evolution. Electricity is
everywhere, distributed and stored in positive-negative potential.
Electrical power is fearsome as lightning and subtle as a neuronspark. It is harsh and all-controlling, it is pliant and subtle. It is straightline and hot, it is diffuse and cool. It is the ripple of a thought; it is the
shattered trunk of a lightning-struck tree. It is the contentious energy of
warfare and the gentleness of a mother’s cradle song. It is the hard-wired
power of instinct and the soft energy of sensation, of purpose, of love.
Electrical power is the energy of communication, consciousness
and conscience. It is the same energy of convergence, divergence and
emergence. By communication, ideas come together; in bringing ideas
together, understandings converge and diverge; and by the intelligence of
converging and diverging ideas, newness emerges. All of the above come
together in intentional consciousness, in purposeful living, in organic
symbiosis and evolution.
Organic life is quantum-electric. As in the universe so in the
neural system, some electricity is linear and hot (hard-wired) and some is
diffuse, parallel and “soft”. Hard-wiring is direct and high voltage, soft
power is diffuse and low-voltage. Soft circuits are easily zapped by highvoltage power — power surges mess up computers.
Thinking, like all processes of consciousness, involves diffuse,
low-voltage electricity. Some conscious responses are reflex, directly
responsive and unthinking (instincts), and some are reflective, thoughtful
and intentional. Hierarchical dominion is high-voltage, hard-wired.
Shared authority is parallel-wired, diffuse and equilibrating — what
makes for cool harmony. Reflective consciousness accommodates soft
messaging in the iterations of social harmony, as in intentional response
to naturally occurring contingencies. Institutional hard-wiring is less
sensitive to the soft impulses of diffuse circuitry.
Intelligence is what intelligence does. Intelligence is an evolving
design of diffuse energy at work in reflective consciousness.
In early evolution, the parceling of power was more direct and
less subtle. Early “wiring” was linear and direct, reflex and involuntary,
hot — what served survival needs in situations of high risk were “startle
responses” that called for “flight or fight”. In the category of survival
response are sex-linked reflexes. Aggressive and over-powering males
passed on survival genes of aggression and dominion.
In the course of evolution, as subtle accommodations came about
so did the substances (neural networks) and processes of consciousness.

Effectively, nerve networks throughout organic bodies link up with brain
centers and diversify the capabilities of energy potentials. Complexityconsciousness continually opens to greater complexity.
Humankind is not fated to be driven by the control instincts of
hard-wiring rather the equipment of human intelligence is open to engage
the subtleties of complexity-consciousness beyond the harsh limits of
hard-wired instinct. Males do not solely possess the pliant potentials of
consciousness. Mono-polarity is ineffective except in context of bi-polar
electrical potential represented in females and males together.
Communication, consciousness and conscience are about the
work of mutuality, complementarity and subsidiarity, and these are about
the work of convergence, divergence and emergence — what is the
intelligent design of evolving evolution — trimorphic resonance.
REFERENCES:
David Boudanis, “Electric Universe”
Antonio Damasio, “Descartes’ Error”
Daniel Goleman, “Emotional Intelligence”
Richard Restak, “The Modular Brain”
Carl Sagan, “Broca’s Brain”
Lewis Thomas, “The Lives of a Cell”
Lewis Thomas, “The Medusa and the Snail”
3. Cosmic Eucharist: Oneness from Two-ness
The two-ness of the human body reveals the essential polarity of
nature — the oneness spirituality of evolving life. Every human being is
characteristically female and male. Cellular polarity and DNA replication
account for cell division (meiosis and mitosis), organic development, and
function. The egg cannot function as a cell until it is activated by the full
polar content of DNA, which it receives from the sperm. When the full
complement of DNA is present, the new cell (the fertilized ovum—
zygote) divides and forms the embryo, the unborn child.
Every body testifies to the oneness of person in sexual two-ness.
The obvious two sides of the body of the male and female person shows
origin in two-ness for its faculties exist in pairs: two brain lobes; two
eyes; two ears; two nostrils; two arms; two breasts; two legs; two
ovaries; two testicles, but one umbilicus (navel), the point of maternal
connection and origin.
The Eucharistic transformation of life is a process of two-ness
functioning in oneness and the revelation of essential two-ness becoming
personal oneness — the Trinitarian basis of communal harmony. The
right brain lobe cannot say to the left brain lobe “I don’t need you”, nor
can the male say to the female “I don’t need you.”
Any human institution, whether of Church or State, is defective
and self-deceived when it ignores the Order of Natural Sacrament and
alienates itself from functional two-ness. Male isolation, alienation and
arrogation over females in institutional religion deceive, for they ignore
the co-essential Eucharistic necessity of two-ness in functional oneness.

We deny our own person when we deny one or the other side of
personal gendering. Such denial has traumatic consequences in interpersonal relationships. This fundamental denial gives rise to all manner
of other societal violence and the wreck of nature. The end of violence
begins with authentic self-understanding, self-respect and respect of
other.

4. The Place of Conscience in Evolution
Conscience is the means/ end of evolution’s intelligent design.
The lesson of the Original Sin Story is essentially about the consequence
of failed covenantal relationships in the “ordering” of Natural Sacrament.
Humankind is ordered to increase and multiply, but, is equally ordered
not to consume the “middletree” fruit, the Garden’s sustainable vitality.
All other truths relating to the Original Sin Story derive from the
fundamental truth: GRACE SUPPOSES NATURE. Original Sin speaks to
the collusive acts of humans in arrogating self-judgment over divine
judgment in matters of natural law, the law that sanctions against the
exploitation of nature. The scope of corporate violation of nature today is
in quantum magnitude above individual sin, given the ungodly deference
legally accorded to corporate overreach.
Corporations today are morphed structures of feudalism
intending profits foremost without regard for the damage done to nature
and people. Thus, the corporate “person” rationalizes and reinforces the
fraudulent “doctrine” of dominion right (male-corporate theology/
politics) over nature. The corporate exploitation of nature, yet and again,
is fraudulent collusion in “eating” the Apple of Vitality, the Life-Tree in
the “middle of the Garden”.
Reality is relationship. The symbiotic relational pattern in nature,
of the reciprocal and essential working of means/ end, is with outcomes
of transformation, what is evolution. Evolution is more than theory, or
speculation, as John Paul II has said. Evolution is the sustainable
mechanism of symbiosis by which humans might escape from their selfdestruction; transformational reciprocity is inherent in process-evolution.
The denial of evolution effectively denies the nature of reality
and relegates consciousness to a state of absurdity and meaninglessness,
which denies human cause/ effect in the order of nature. The denial of
evolution, of relegating it to the foggy category of “speculation”, facilely
and mistakenly takes humans off the hook from obligations of symbiotic
intelligence, and devalues the role of human judgment (reason) in the
causality of grace’s supposition of nature.
Our faith-fixations in static-centrist theology need to be rethought in the moral light of evolutionary consciousness. New analysis
and synthesis, the evolving process of “updating”, is the urgent message
of Vatican II, Gaudium et spes, Intro, #5.

5. Is Theology Beholden to Science?
The question “is theology obliged to science?” might be phrased
differently, e.g., “does theology suppose philosophy?” for science
belongs to philosophy. The relatedness of these two questions rests on
the science/ philosophy relationship. Their relationship is identity, in that
science, as science, whether as cumulative knowledge or as the “method
of science” which proves (tests) knowledge, is philosophy. Knowledge
acquired by the scientific method is no less “science” than knowledge
acquired by the logical connections of reasoning.
I now juxtapose on John Courtney Murray who juxtaposed on
the theological dictum “grace supposes nature”. Murray says “faith
supposes reason as grace supposes nature”. I expand on this: “theology
supposes philosophy, as religion supposes science, as faith supposes
reason, as grace supposes nature”. If these are truly reciprocal analogies
then the proposition that science constrains theology is true for theology
is suspect on its face when/ if it fails to correspond with philosophy,
science, reason, and nature.
The testy attitude between science and religion (at least from
Renaissance-Enlightenment times) replies with a firm “no”, that is, that
science and theology belong to different realms of consciousness in
which one cannot speak for, and/ or to, the other.
Quantum mechanics, ala Newton and Enlightenment, eschewed
metaphysics (the psychic/ spiritual dimension of nature) and promoted
the notion still very much held that evolution is “mechanistic”. The
mechanical/ metaphysical (physical/ spiritual) schism between science
and religion has effectively disassociated philosophy from its natural and
necessary role of communicating with and informing religion. By
eschewing science, religion effectively separates theology from (science)
philosophy, and removes Scholasticism from its ongoing need to update
religious/ scientific consciousness.
The mechanical/ spiritual animus (and the reconciliation of
science/ religion, philosophy/ theology) hinges on what the word
“science” means and how the two sides speak to each other. Religion
says that spiritual matters are outside the purview of science, because the
realm of science is the physical world and the realm of religion is the
spiritual world, distinctively different and disconnected (?) realms of
reality (natural and supernatural). For example, as to the question, “Can
the existence of God be proven?” No. There is no material test subject to
the scientific method that can “find” God and neither does science have a
method to prove God does not exist. Reason and experience tell that
everything comes from something; so reason and experience conclude
together to the existence of God.
For meaningful discussion, science and religion have to use the
term “science” in the same way. “Science” is usually understood to mean
the “scientific method”, that is, the procedure and discipline for testing a
hypotheses and marshalling evidence on either side of the proposition.
This narrowed meaning is a problem. Who defines the terms controls the
conversation and outcome, and both seem content in using a limited

definition; both seem content to live separately, in their own world and in
each other’s face.
“Science” has another meaning that seems much more to the
point, and that meaning goes to the root word “scientia”, the Latin word
for knowledge. Framing the discussions in the context of this meaning
facilitates conversation and opens to possibilities of convergence and
reconciliation.
Spiritual issues of consciousness are matters of reasoning, of
personal/ cultural intelligence, understanding, and knowledge. There is a
well-known philosophical/ theological dictum first illuminated by St.
Anselm: “fides quaerens intellectum”, “faith seeking understanding”.
From this understanding, faith is a certitude-outcome of reason’s proving
(testing). Science, cumulative knowledge (certitude), is the product of
“fides quaerens” (faith searching, testing). Faith is the imprinted web of
consciousness spun over time by the proving and testing of reason, vis-àvis communication. In this sense science “proves” faith.
Religion supposes faith, as faith supposes reason, as reason
supposes science. Science, as the knowledge-basis of faith, does indeed
“constrain, control” theology, religion. It is a phenomenon of intelligence
that science “constrains” theology even as it opens theology to new and
ever expanding horizons of intelligence—worldview.
Back to the matter of science being able or not being able to
prove the existence of God. There are branches of science that deal with
“spiritual” matters, that is, matters of culture and belief; for example, the
“social sciences”.
Surveys have been made as to the ratio of people who believe in
the existence of God compared to people who do not. The ratio runs
something like 9 to 1 in favor of belief in God. The intuitional wisdom of
public consensus is surely a statistic of significance as to truth and
certitude. Statistical method testing is a “scientific” method in that it is
productive of factual and purposeful information. When a statistical
consensus of 90% in favor of an issue exists, it hardly seems rational to
deny the scientific truthfulness of the conclusion. Ninety percent is a very
high degree of confidence.
The personal/ social value of science, as a method, is that it
enlightens the certitude of knowledge (scientia), spirituality (religion).
The mutuality of faith and reason reveals the mutuality of science and
religion, a fact-basis that compels accommodation and reconciliation.
What communication is about is the enabling of reason and faith in their
mutual affirmation of knowledge/ certainty — truth.
Based on faith’s certitude and the commonsense of reason/
knowledge, religious awareness recognizes the social value and need to
celebrate life’s verities in community, and by ritual celebrations, to keep
wisdom vital in self-reflective consciousness. The conscious presence of
the divine, of God, is the continuity experience of faith and reason—
what is Sacrament, the collective sense of “sacred remembrance”, and
motive for keeping whole and holding nature holy.

6. Conscience and Divine/ Human Hypostasis
[“Hypostasis” is the Greek word meaning understanding]
Reciprocity in the evolving universe is the transformational way
of means (agencies) and ends (outcomes), wherein the agency’s outcome
becomes new means that continue processing new ends. Faith, for
example, is a developed outcome of reason’s long processing of reality,
truth, and credibility. The outcomes of reason are reason’s means for
new outcomes. Faith and reason are inextricably intertwined.
The reciprocal relationship of science and religion is logically
derived from the reciprocal relationship of reason and faith. This is also
true of the derived reciprocity of the divine/ human in the Sacrament of
Natural Order, in which the Originator (Creator) is qualified in the
originated (creation). The Originator and the originated correlate in
ongoing transformations as means/ end to each other; this reciprocity
speaks directly to the correlation of divine instance (presence) and design
intelligence at work in nature—what is Eucharist.
The correlation of divine instance and intelligent design speaks
to the codependency of God/ man in outcomes of life’s ongoing agency
and the supposition of mutuality, complementarity and subsidiarity in the
divine/ human hypostasis
In the supposition of divine/ human reciprocity, the analogies of
divine/ human relationships are discerned, i.e., the processing of persons
in symbiotic relationship, in the correspondence with Word/ Light/ Love,
in faith formation/ information/ transformation, in communication-faith,
consciousness-hope, and conscience-love — what characterize family,
community, nation.

7. Modernity is Dead, God is Alive!
The dominion culture of church/ state imperialism is dead-ended.
This is Modernity’s lesson. Modernity’s death throes and its political/
theological pessimism, as played in Europe (Vienna) in the 1800s, came
at the end of a repressive and depressed era, but was also the birth of an
awakened sense of cosmic divinity and a hopeful future.
The book “Sacred Spring, God and the Birth of Modernism”,
(Robert Weldon Whalen, © 2007, Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
Grand Rapids, MI. 49505), is a hope-filled book that sees Modernity as
being precisely about religion and faith, even while it denied and
despaired of the received culture of religious belief. The imperial god of
the past may indeed be dead, but not the God of Word, Light and Love.
Vienna was a hub of European culture in the later nineteenth
century. It was there that culture testified to the death of the imperial era
(Habsburg Dynasty) and lamented the emptiness of fideism that was in
the service of royalty. The vacuous spirituality was dying and giving way
to something that promised to be more substantive and less depressive.
(See: Andrew Wheatcroft, “The Habsburgs”, The Folio Society, London,
2004)

This time-period also witnessed the end of the Imperial Vatican
States, the kingdom of the pope-kings. The Vatican States were wrested
from the King-Pope (Pius IX) even though he sought political help from
European nation-states to prevent it. The vigorous effort of the pope to
preserve his territorial kingdom ultimately failed. Leo XIII continued the
effort but unsuccessfully. (David I. Kertzer, “Prisoner of the Vatican”, ©
2004, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, New York)
Old Testament Scripture portrays God with two personalities, the
Priestly, patriarchal God of the Law, who instills in all emotions of guilt
and fear. Then there is Yahweh, the personally caring God who abounds
in love and compassion. Cultural history has pitted these human-like
views of God against each other and in so doing has contributed to a
schizophrenic mind torn by cultured ambiguity. (“The Possible Journey”,
The Two Gods of Scripture, pg 11)
The Gospel of Jesus affirms the personally caring God, not the
legalistic God. The law does not give life, nor does patriarchal theology
and dominion culture witness love and compassion.
The Gospel of Jesus is the promise of conscious light, the
primacy role of love and service. Stark reason (rational intelligence), the
heavy-handed affirmation of prescriptive patriarchy, is a dead Lucifer.
Emotional intelligence, the softer side of faith, is the Maternal Spirit of
Divinity. Without Emotional Intelligence, Rational Intelligence is selfalienating. If there is anything to be learned from the God-is-dead era of
Modernity it is that imperial politics and dominion theology lead to
socially repressive, suppressive, depressive outcomes.
Phoenix-like, religion in Postmodernity shows promise of rising
renewed from the burnt-out ashes of Enlightenment Rationalism and
ego-hyped Modernity. Notwithstanding the collapse of imperialism,
Rome as the center of Western Catholicism is not without authority,
albeit diminished.

8. Frozen in Time
There are some misinformed presumptions about God and nature
that misdirect self-understanding. These presumptions are permanent
fixtures that damage interpersonal relationships and frustrate cultural
openness and development. One of the more damaging of these ideas is
self-identification of maleness with Trinity (spirituality), and femaleness
with corruptible materiality. Wrongly presumed male superiority and
top-down hierarchy/ theology are socially deadening loads.
Knowledge of symbioses and the transformational adaptations of
organisms, of the evolution of sexuality, metagenesis, of the openness of
creation (genetic diversification) have hardly affected religious thinking.
The development of complex phenomena in organisms is ongoing in
nature and certainly affects the understandings of God and self.
Such knowledge challenges the old presumptions that make no
sense now in the light of new knowledge. Paramount in the strategy of
intelligent design is the mutuality, complementarity and subsidiarity of
male/ female relationships and genetic gendering. The hyped arrogance
of individuality, of one sex over the other, makes no sense whatsoever.

Quite to the contrary, it is obvious that such mistaken arrogance can only
aggravate frictions at all levels of social relationships.
The theology/ politics of dominion culture frustrate mutuality,
complementarity, and subsidiarity; it takes the harmony of these to keep
culture authentic. The working of faith and reason together necessarily
respects gender differences, honors and supports individuality.

9. The Enlargement of Love
The word “love” is flippantly tossed about. Love is trashed and
desecrated. But what does love really mean? Surely a life-style that
wastes life mindlessly isn’t a “loving” life-style. Where have we gone
wrong? How can we right the wrong?
In religious talk we are challenged to be “Godlike”. In the
tradition of Christian Trinitarian Theology, God is Word, Light and
Love. So, how do Christians be Godlike? By re-presenting God’s Word,
by reflecting God’s Light and by enlarging God’s Love. By trustworthy
communication we re-present the Divine Word; we reflect God’s Light
by informed consciousness; and, by conformed conscience we enlarge
upon God’s Love.
The webs of certainty, the convictions of faith by which we
believe and understand, are woven one thread at a time by trustful
communication; the complexes of consciousness are intentional patches
of faith that give reason hope in the future; and every act of conscience is
a choosing that enlarges love. In the harmonic living and understanding
of faith, hope and love, we come to discover that faith is not a contest of
who is more right and who is more wrong, rather it is about personally/
socially living more rightly and behaving less wrongly. Faith discerns
the requirements of Love and reveals Godlikeness.
In practical, political terms, the question is how do we live more
rightly and behave less wrongly, personally and publicly, and globally,
without being sanctimonious, imperious, violent and intolerant of one
another?

10. Eucharist as Conscience
Female sensitivity, the ground-state of vitality, empowers life
with the vision of conscionable necessity in interpersonal relationships.
Even as the graciousness of institutional church is compromised by the
small minded dominion of males, so female graciousness mitigates the
offense against Eucharist, and mediates Eucharistic graces. More than
ever, today’s people need the larger conscience of female sensitivity and
connection to Eucharistic grace and Sacrament.
Clerical insensitivity toward female graciousness now imposes
deep frustration on the Church and the people. In a sense, the narcissistic
withdrawal of hierarchy into male singularity has created a social crisis
of failed insight, and has forced the larger church to invoke cosmic
consciousness and universal conscience in order to see beyond cultured
short sight; to embrace universal Motherhood experienced in Nature, and

to seek in her embrace the inclusive grace of purposeful divinity at work
in intentional conscience.
What institutional fixation in clerical (male) narcissism has done
is frustrate Eucharistic conscience; the frustration can only be undone by
seeing beyond clerical short sight and acquiring a clearer vision of social
conscience — what is the consciousness of Love and the conscience of
divine/ human transformation.
The fixity of male-clericalism in denying female inclusion in
Church and priesthood compels the laity to find Eucharistic solution that
is inclusive, universal and holistic. Clericalism’s shrunken consciousness
can be offset by enlarged public consciousness. The vision correction of
clerical myopia is available in the universal sense of priesthood, of
Eucharist, of the necessities of nature/ nurture, of mother consciousness.
The grace inherent in conscious Sacrament is the moral sense of
universal Eucharist, which is the cosmic heart of transformational
processes celebrated in life incrementally in the advance of wisdom, age,
and grace — leading to the inevitable awareness of Ultimate Reality.
Love — Ultimate Reality — is Eucharist, the transforming process of
human ascendancy into greater Godlikeness, into higher perfections of
consciousness.
In this Seventh year of the Third Millennium it is appropriate to
return even a Seventh time and reflect on Ultimate Reality. In religious
lore, the number Seven suggests perfection. Fullness is represented in the
Seven days of the week, in the Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit, and in the
Seven Sacraments. The intentional Gifts of Holy Spirit daily motivate the
Graces of Sacrament.
Universal Sacrament groans ever more urgently to come to
greater conscience; greater conscience is the outcome and intention of
Eucharist. Eucharistic Conscience amplifies in female graciousness. The
frustration of female graciousness exposes nature/ life to mindlessness
and to the desecration of the God/ Land/ Human Covenant.
11. OPEN LETTER to Pope Benedict, 8 December 2006
EXPECTATION — Psychic Precondition of Ontogeny/ Cosmogeny

Dear Holy Father:
A PURPOSE to Every Season The Church Year begins with the Season
of Expectation celebrating the mutuality of the Divine/ Feminine
Supposition. The Church Year ends reflecting on Alpha/ Omega, Wordmade-flesh. Alpha/ Omega seamlessly transform the Cosmos in the
Expectations of Light — what is the Psychic Precondition of Communal
Harmony; what is Trinitarian Resonance in Ultimate Reality.
I. Evolving Consciousness
1. For five decades I’ve been struggling to develop an understanding and
theory of “ultimate reality” in a way compatible with Catholic Faith
Tradition and cosmic evolution. On the way I came to discover and have
grown with such visionaries as Thomas Berry (1) and David Toolan (4).
Everything in nature is essentially connected and dependent; by which

essential dependence all nature experiences infolding (implication) and
unfolding (explication).
2. The relationships of the individual to the whole (cosmos) and of the
whole to the individual have been the nuclear preoccupation of my
thinking, for these relationships are to me fundamental to understanding
Self (self), Religion and Eucharist. What religious and “Eucharistic”
thinking are about is: the relationship of the individual to the whole and
about mutuality and dependency in the becoming (genesis) of the
individual and the whole.
3. The many individual geneses, taken totally, are the expressive
dynamisms of the whole universe, of the cosmos. Individual genesis is
“ontogenesis”. The genesis of the universe is “cosmogenesis”. The
individual and the whole, the person and the cosmos, are means/ end
(alpha/ omega) to each other.
4. I have a theoretical sense that constellations of Psychic Precondition,
the superstring theory of everything (2), exist in infinite realms of
consciousness — what is “divine instance”. The calculus of superstring
theory allows for multiple universes, what are realms psychically open
and immaterial in character. This suggests that there are hierarchical
constellations of interactive harmonic energy, qualified psychically but
not necessarily physically — what are the precondition of reflective
consciousness and the post-condition after life.
5. Energy resonance preconditions cosmic substantiation (light energy),
the psychology of physical constructs and the energetic relationships
within and between them. The various hierarchies of psychic
consciousness function in multiple realms of rationality and may be
accessed by intentional focus, whether within or outside physical
constructs. An analog of hierarchical “precondition” may be suggested,
for example, in the signs of the zodiac under which insights into
predispositions of emotional/ rational intelligence and the indigenous
wisdom of ancient cultures have basis.
II. Relational Identity
1. Psychic Precondition invests a constellation theory of harmonic
complexity that functions in and across hierarchies of cosmic energy,
what are “possible universes”. Covenant trust is sustainable bonding
across barriers. Prior realms of harmonic resonance envelope the later
realm-complexes of energy/ matter — which is to say that evolving
energy/ matter supposes the prior realms of energetic resonance — the
Psychic Precondition.
2. The expanding potentials of cosmic amplification are actualized in
individuality; individuality capitulates actuality; thus the saying
“ontogeny capitulates phylogeny”. We cannot understand ourselves
except we understand how we belong to the cosmos, to nature.
“Belonging” is not obsessive possession rather “belonging” pertains to
the harmonic continuity of transformational relationship, of the self and

other, of selves “expanding into each other”. Being “Eucharist” is about
relating affirmatively to one another, but more than that, it is the
expenditure of self in other-interest. We are “in” each other as we are
“in” ourselves, whether we are obsessive and consumptive or whether
altruistic and giving.
3. When consumerist obsession drives predation, the soul of self and
other is trashed. The way to destruction and extinction is the way of outof-control consumption, predation. The messianic lesson of ontogenic/
cosmogenic fulfillment is the way of altruism, of Eucharist. When we
behave obsessively, consumptively, we are predatory and destructive of
each other; and when we are altruistic and giving we attend to each other
and the universe we co-inhabit. This is the lesson of divinity, of Light.
4. The lesson for humanity is that when we affirm divinity — Essential
Eucharist — we affirm higher consciousness and conscience; their
affirmation expands moral, social consciousness and harmonic
community. We affirm ourselves when we affirm each other. When we
are predatory we cause darkness to overcome light; we breach trust.
Excessive ego-affirmation overreaches, disorders self and the holy
continuity of the cosmos. Jesus Christ the universal Exemplar of
authentic divinity/ humanity embodies in/ for us true altruism and selfaffirmation.
5. Mutual implication and explication are of the essence of ontogenesis
and cosmogenesis. “Cosmogeny” is about the implicate potentials of the
expanding cosmos and “ontogeny’ is about the explicate actualizing of
the cosmos in individuality. Ontogeny and cosmogeny are essentially
codependent in the mutual expression of inherency/ coherency. The
individual supposes the cosmos as the cosmos supposes the individual.
The implication of individuality in the cosmos supposes the explication
of the cosmos as well as self-explication.
III. Covenant of Trust
1. Psychic Precondition (predisposition) permeates dark and light energy;
alterations and bondings of wave resonances weave complex patterns of
continuity and stability, more enduring than erratic physical bondings
that are subject to entropic degrading. Human soul, Earth-soul and
intentional consciousness are commonly stabilized and secured in faith
awareness, in the resonant compatibilities of preconditioned harmonics
accessible for attenuation.
2. Harmony is about affirmative relationship, about expanding one
another’s potential by energy attenuation. Implication/ explication is the
way of self-fulfillment, of fulfilling one another and of amplifying
cosmic potential. “Divine instance” is about enlargement of cosmic
potential and the amplification of Self in other. Divinity is the Word/
Work of cosmic amplification, of cosmic self extenuation and fulfillment
in divinity. In the principled correlation of divinity/ humanity,
humankind supposes divinity even as divinity supposes humankind. The

reconciliation of the divine and the human is necessarily ongoing and
changing, and by it human awareness grows.
3. Earth-life, for example, interactively builds on gradations of light
complexes which endure in phases of wave/ particle iterations. Selfreflectivity finds its grounding, its continuity, its subjectivity, its stability
and its amplification in preconditions of resonance. Intuitional
reflectivity communicates consciously and subconsciously with energetic
(spiritual) insights that are intentionally accessed. We personally
metamorphose from within the “sea of infinite substance” (St. John
Damascene’s description of God); we are nurtured in amniotic
consciousness and delivered purposely in/ from the Cosmic Womb.
4. The universal (cosmic) psyche of purposefully patterned resonances
(Intelligent Design) influences social (memetic) patterning and comes to
be culturally encoded. Gene-coding implicates resonance patterns in
psychological development. These patterns are rational complexes that
inform religious consciousness and form the faith-basis of moral
relationship. “Moral ordering” is a complex of evolving insights, woven
in patterns of purposeful, cultural consciousness and in communion with
the reflective resonances of Psychic Precondition; the evolution of
intelligence occurs by the process of “trimorphic resonance” (3) and by
implication in subatomic (wave/ particle) renewal.
5. The psychic connection between the living and the “non-living” is a
long celebrated awareness, recognized in Christian experience as the
“Communion of Saints”. The holiness of cosmic order characterizes the
holiness of the living person and the preconditioning of intentional faithlife. We, who have experienced the passing of a specially loved one,
experience a new closeness and “communion” of psychic awareness that
was not possible previous to the passing of the loved one. The holistic
journey of deep cosmic faith-life is real. Awaken to its possibilities. We
belong to it and we can own it consciously.
References:
(1) Thomas Berry, “Evening Thoughts, Reflecting on Earth as Sacred
Community”, Edited by Mary Evelyn Tucker, 2006, Sierra Club Books,
San Francisco
(2) Brian Greene, “The Fabric of the Cosmos. Space. Time. And the
Texture of Reality”, 2004, Vintage Books, A Division of Random House,
NY
(3) Sylvester Steffen, “The Possible Journey, Uncompromised Trust”,
2006, AuthorHouse
(4) David Toolan, “At Home in the Cosmos”, 2001, Orbis Books,
Maryknoll, NY

12. Conscience: the Requirement of Love
Hunger for authenticity compels reason to the “worthy purpose”
of intelligence, what faith seeks and what reason proves. As reason
enlarges the cumulus of insight, it expects faith to weave new certainty
into wisdom’s fabric, by which conscience can reform culture and serve
life’s purposes — what is growth in authenticity.
The root word of authenticity is “augere”, from the Latin
meaning “to increase”. We should not only pray for an increase of
wisdom, age and grace but we should do what it takes to make them
increase — challenge intelligence. We should open our minds to God’s
voice (conscience) speaking within, and in response we should choose
always the better option and course of action. The work of conscience is
to hold reason accountable to wisdom’s intuitions of commonsense.
Conscience is the means/ end of faith/ reason.
Our answer to faith’s scrutiny of reason is to assure faith that “I
believe so I can understand”. Because reason has worked to inform faith
authentically, reason continues to trust faith’s integrity by continuing to
enlarge faith’s common weave, the fabric of wisdom. Acting on wisdom
is what conscience does. If we are not trustworthy toward the intuitional
grounding of wisdom, that lets reason do its work with assurances of
certainty, we have scant hope of growing wholesomely into the wisdom
of personal/ communal harmony that comes with age and grace.
As we converse and work with each other daily our prayer
should be: “Oh God, give clarity to my understanding, lightness to my
words and fidelity to my actions so I may grow in authenticity along with
others who come into my presence”.

13. Female Conscience
Counteracting violence and greed is feminine conscience. While
we may look upon the life of Mother Theresa of Calcutta — tortured
throughout with doubt — with sadness and compassion, she is for all her
agony a more powerfully redemptive exemplar. Like men, women must
personally develop and follow their personal conscience. The feminine
conscience is a divine, mothering instinct, unique to the female person;
something males understand only imperfectly.
I have given a lot of thought to women and "ordination". My
reflections on the life of Mother Theresa have affected my thinking. I've
now come to the point of view that John Paul II (perhaps inadvertently
but not unintentionally) acknowledged the male defect of ordination as
practiced in the Roman Catholic Church, namely, the lack of clerical
competence to “ordain” women.
Because institutional Catholicism is cultured in male sexism, the
exclusivist male hierarchy does in fact lack competence in “ordering”
women. When Pope Benedict XVI observed that women must be given
room to find their way (in Church) he was speaking in awareness of male
incompetence. It is not for males to tell females their way with respect to
"ordination" and their roles in life, in Church; with respect to priesthood;
with respect to anything. It's for women to determine the forms their

"ordination" and priesthood must take, and they need on their own to
define these roles without the coercion of male imposition. Women can
do better than to contort authentic female intuition to conform to the
alienated model of the unenlightened, exclusionary male.
Female conscience is sensitively different than male. Females
come to it in personally original ways. As nurturer, female conscience is
inclined naturally to be more “green” than male. I think no pope is likely
to be so rash and irrational as to excommunicate women en masse for the
conscionable work of forming, informing and reforming of faith.
The present experience in Church of the steep decline of males
choosing priesthood as a way of life is creating the need for women to
come forward. The sex scandals of hierarchy are speeding the process
and deepening the field of need. It can be expected that communities will
more and more seek out female priests to serve — precisely because of
the demonstrated incompetence of male clerics.
I REALLY EXPECT AND HOPE TO SEE IN MY LIFETIME

women moving ahead on their own initiative as to the roles they need to
assume within the Church, and not being frightened off by the cultured
wizardry of males. Only by so doing will their voices acquire in equal
measure of necessary standing to bring healing to Church—to all people.
Church is destined to function ineffectively so long as it stymies
feminine authenticity and essential female expression within the human
family. I grieve over the lifelong suffering of Mother Theresa from male
clerical super-arrogation, and the suffering of the People of God from
sexist alienation.

14. Opportunistic and Promiscuous
In their sexual proclivities the males of animal species are hardwired to be opportunistic and promiscuous. The hard-wired defensemechanisms of fear and anger reinforce sexual proclivities. Tendency of
the human male to overlord is linked to aggressiveness and sexual
success. These proclivities reinforce each other and are suppressed with
difficulty. Competition and dominion have contributed to the survival
and ascendancy of the species in the context of the wilds, and the genetic
patterns of hard-wired instinct have in early evolution served humankind
in competing successfully. Today, however, species in the wild are
largely suppressed by human overreach. It is not the wild kingdom that
threatens humans but it is human dominion that threatens the wild.
Under this reversed circumstance, humankind needs a new
rationale toward inter-relational survival. Fortuitously, the human brain
has evolved cortical hemispheres that overlay the hard-wired avianreptilian brain (limbus-amygdala), which lets intelligence find “soft”
responses, optional, rational approaches to outside threats. Humans learn,
remember, make associations and come up with benign solutions that do
not threaten other species.
Femininity, the ground-state of social reflectivity, characterizes
that aspect of “soft” socializing that deals with conflicts in subtle, nonviolent ways. Familial and communal harmony is profoundly affected by
the nurturing and socializing roles of females in child rearing and in

providing for human needs by cultivating natural relationships. Personal
qualities of nurturing are predisposed in the female personality and
counterbalance the dominion proclivities of males. Intelligent processing
of the cortical brain is an effective shock absorber to hurtful and violent
predispositions, but not always totally effective against male aggressions
of alienation and dominion.
The complementary dynamics of females and males, sociality vs.
dominion, are affective/effective means when they correspond and affirm
one another. When male/ female powers and proclivities come to
symbiotic accommodation, they mitigate violence and destruction. Male
hard edges are softened by female sensitivity and female softness is
secured in male firmness.
By communication, mutuality, complementarity and subsidiarity,
the sexes together optimize human talents and achieve social objectives
without resorting to aggression. Intelligence recognizes the necessity of
behaving benignly within complex symbiotic systems. The natural order
of communal socializing depends on female/ male co-dependency.
What about male/male and female/female liaisons? In observing
other animal species there is a sense that same sex associations can be
beneficial, and harmful; beneficial when they affirm symbiotic outcomes
and social collaboration, but harmful when they reinforce hard-wired
proclivities. Female liaisons may serve to strengthen and enlighten
socializing instincts and support systems, whereas, male liaisons may
tend more to be aggressive, based on instinctual predisposition.
The origin and success of all-male and all-female communities
are from public service motivations of social works wellbeing. Authentic
community like authentic religion focuses on works of personal/ social
need, not on purposes of self-advantage, overreach and dominion.
Hegemony and behavior in families, churches, communities and
nations need to engage the complementary dispositions of males and
females, and base authority on competence, whether female or male. It is
destructive and anti-social for one or the other sex to dominate and
control the other. Females need to soften the destructive passions of
males, and males need to support the socializing talents of females.
By habits of social culture and natural design, it shouldn’t be
surprising that society understands the social bonding of a man and a
woman in purposes of originating and sustaining families and building
communities, to be unique and to have a special and precise meaning,
traditionally understood as the “marriage” of a man and woman.
The dynamic of the man/ woman relationship in marriage is not
the same as male/male or female/female dynamics in same-sex relations.
Because of the wide personality differences of males and females, it is
hardly deniable that there can be same-sex arrangements in which two
people of the same sex can be compatible in intention and collaboration.
Same-sex partnerships based on opportunistic and dominion proclivities
are hardly beneficial either to the partners or to the community.
Openness and sensitivity to people of good faith, in all their
relationships, is the Christian way and is to be encouraged, whether in
Church or other communities. Hurtful relationships in any setting are
unchristian and anti-social, and should be discouraged. The presumption
of trust and the culture of trust are right expectations in all relationships.

15. Sexuality Informs Conscience
Sexuality informs mutuality (other-concern); mutuality informs
conscience (the obligation of covenant). The cosmically ordered design
of sexuality opens to sensitivity and intelligence, by which the “gendered
persona” amplifies in emotional/ rational potential. Emotion and reason
are mutually sustaining qualities; the failure of their mutuality violates
intelligence and opens to other kinds of personal/ social dysfunction.
Conscience depends on relationships being emotional and rational, that
is, sensitive and informed.
The differentiation of female/ male sexuality is by the quantumelectric iterations of universal analogs. Personal potential advances in
complexity and finds expression in individual qualification, that is, in the
uniqueness of gendering, physical and psychical.
The distinctions and divisions of positive-negative energy and of
quantum-electric potential (divergence, convergence and emergence) are
aboriginal and sourced in big bang expansion. Occurrences of quantumelectric liaisons in the human body at any time are super-numerous; even
now, the manifold qualifications of sexual differences are analogies of
cosmic-electric energy, which amplify universal potentials of purposeful
creativity. Self-reflective intelligence is a dialogic expression of potential
and a product of quantum-electric polarity.
The enabling of quantum-electric polarity occurs from the first
big bang release and expansion of charged potentials. Gravitational
liberation from compressed fixity allows the expansion and separation of
force-differentials as well as the eventual combinations and mixings of
divergent, convergent and emergent potentials.
In every human body, whether female or male, individuality is
quantum-electrically differentiated and sustained. The specific sexual
character of the individual is script in the genetic codes contained in
parental gametes (egg and sperm). One-half of the chromosomes in the
nucleus of the zygote come from the egg and one-half from the sperm.
Genetic mixing characterizes the gendered persona, in whose
body the original genetic characterization is faithfully sustained by cell
division (mitosis). For one’s lifetime, each cell of the body carries within
it the unique genetic coding of the original fertilized egg. In a real sense,
we are replications not only of parents but of all life that precedes us.
The developmental potentials of personal intelligence are mixed
distinctions of emotional/ rational intelligence acquired from parental
genetic disposition (nature) and from the psychological conditioning that
occurs in family in the course of upbringing (nurture). Except for the
openness of genetic mixing and family socializing, the potentials of
human intelligence stagnate, and creativity is frustrated by fixation. The
hyper-culture of male dominion has brought forward a “religious”
culture of frustration, stagnation and fixation.
Female/ male sexual characterization sometimes manifests in
unambiguous and distinct definitions and sometimes manifests less
sharply and less distinctly, whether in the female or male persona. Sexual
attraction of people for one another occurs in a range of proclivities. In
early embryonic stages there is no distinction of sex. Even in childhood

years sexual distinctions are not greatly pronounced until the onset of
puberty and the production of sex-specific hormones. Psychological
factors of peer relationships and of parental persuasion affect gendered
psychology and one’s ultimate sexual disposition.
The “ordering” of personal gender reveals physical character and
one’s psychological proclivities toward others of the same sex or of the
other sex. Proclivities are socializing phenomena. Culture can mitigate or
aggravate less social traits. The effective functioning of the family, its
quality of function (or dysfunction) has great impact on children before
and during adolescence and in the development of personal sexual
characterization and behavior.
Sexual ordering and orientation isn’t the same in every person.
Quite to the contrary, the individual sexual persona may be “anomalous”
because of the wide variations that occur. By nature, everyone is
different and at the same time, the same. Prejudging individuals based on
“deviations” from some norm isn’t purposeful, sensitive or rational
because of widely varying factors, of nature and nurture.
Every person deserves to be respected and accepted for who they
are. The fact of the matter is that when it comes to the physical/
psychical disposition of a person there is no absolute; every person is
“humanly” characterized in person in the same way, namely, in the
variable and broad range of received female/ male characteristics; and
every person is female/ male characterized
The relativity of individual sexual characterization qualifies
behavioral proclivity and the preferred comfort zones of personal
socialization. Finding a purposeful role in life comes more easily for
some than for others. And so does socialization. The organization of
communities and communal harmony depends on social mores and
support systems that enable individuals to be socialized in relationships
that make them positive agents of communal wellbeing. Arrangements of
positive socializing can vary widely. But there have to prevail in social
arrangements certain denominators of common personal and social
wellbeing, no matter personal sexual proclivity.
The grouping of people, for purposes of personal, social support,
can be large and small, twos and threes, and more. Gender need not be
the qualifying denominator; interests and objectives should be. There are
all-male and all-female communities centered in motivesof good works
and spiritual wellbeing. Societal needs are large and different, localized,
regionalized and globalized; organization depends on group purposes.
Religions need to lead in openness to gender differences, to the
self-worth of every person regardless of gender differences. The measure
used by religious absolutism in disqualifying people from good work in
religious community based on sexual litmus-testing is inauthentic;
alienation and discrimination damage individuals and community.
Social conscience fails when personal conscience fails; personal
conscience fails when social conscience fails. Personal conscience and
social conscience depend mutually on each other as end and means. The
failure of personal/ social sensitivity and mindfulness is a failure of love,
of conscience.

16. Truth and Demagoguery
“Absolute” truth is an understanding people apply, and properly
so, to the sanctity of life and the obligation of everyone to be “pro” life.
Commonsense tells us that this is an “unconditional” truth, yes, but not a
“simple” truth.
Addressing the Swiss Bishops (November 2006) Pope Benedict
XVI observed that morality is “split in two”. The split is between justice/
ecology and the protection of human life. He said:
“I believe we must commit ourselves to reconnecting these two
parts of morality, and to making it clear that they must be
inseparably united. Only if human life from conception to death
is respected is the ethic of peace possible and credible; only then
may non-violence be expressed in every direction, only then can
we truly accept creation and only then can we achieve true
justice.”
How to “reconnect”?
“We must make an effort above all to listen to the Lord in
prayer, in deep interior participation in the sacraments, in
learning the sentiments of God in the faces and suffering of
others, in order to be infected by his joy, his zeal and love, and to
look at the world with him and starting from him. If we can
succeed in doing this, even in the midst of many no’s, we will
once again find people waiting for him who may perhaps be
odd—the parable clearly says so—but who are nevertheless
called to enter the hall.” [AMERICA Magazine, John Jay
Hughes, “Longing for a Pentecostal Church”, pp 23-26, Vol.
196, No. 10, Whole No. 4767, March 19, 2007]
Where is the disconnection? At face value, it is true that the
intentional abortion of a fetus violates life and is a sad and tragic failure
of morality and social justice. The dilemma of justice/ ecology vs. human
proliferation was/ is at issue in the “Humanae Vitae” Encyclical of Pope
Paul VI. The encyclical was undertaken with intentions of incorporating
lay input in it. But after reading the lay input the pope opted to exclude
it. The encyclical is now largely interpreted as a decision against family
planning. The “imperial” decision of unilateral action by Rome in the
matter of family planning continues to be a source of public frustration
and lay distrust of the Vatican. The Vatican is not yet seen as credible in
the matter of a “consistent life ethic”, what cardinal archbishop Joseph
Bernardin calls the “seamless garment” ethic.
The human population overreach over all the Earth, demands for
food, fiber, water, space and fuel are causing radical and irreversible
changes of climate, the mortal pollution of the environment, extinctions
of species and the abortion of vital ecologies.
The abortion of ecological life is massive and real, but has gotten
virtually no consideration by mainline religions as an issue of moral
urgency. This failure of justice/ ecology by church and society is a
disconnection Pope Benedict refers to. The credibility of righteous

church talk about abortion is challenged because of Church’s selective
blindness to the truth of ecological abortion.
“Absolute” truth, yes; “simple” truth, no; too often choices are
not between truth and falsity, good and evil, but between lesser falsity
and lesser evil — as with the population problem. The “Sacramentum
Caritatis”, in love and justice, addresses the re-formation of conscience
and the moral connection of ecology to justice.

17. Permanence in Change: the Constant of Love
Evolution changes everything. True. But in change are constants
that maintain identity, continuity and interdependency. The ultimate
constant is LOVE, the encompassing spirituality by which we come to
truth, self-discovery and the meaning of trust. The crises of our times
root in the failures of love and the failed accommodations of faith and
reason, of religion (spirituality) and enlightenment (secularity).
The wars between Enlightenment technology (rationalism) and
dominion theology (fideism) underlie antagonisms not only within
Christian denominations, but also between the Christian West and fringe
Islamic radicals. The hyped rationalism of secular technology needs to
temper its overreaching passions with the spirituality (metaphysics) of
Love, the empowering virtue of cosmic inherency and coherency. When
people fail in intentional pursuits of symbiotic coming-together in
justified living, love fails and terrors prevail.
Ordering the sub-atomic/ atomic heart of substance-relationships
are wave/ particle linkages (harmonics) which give form and function to
evolving changes. Inherency (internal continuity) and coherency
(subject-object codependency) account for the enduring sustainability of
evolution. Inherency is the glue of individuality, of community. The
scripture of life is coded in individual genetic texts of CTGA sequenced
uniquely in individual DNA helices. Coherency is love’s symbiotic
bonding of mindfulness, purpose. “Naturally”, the radiant fields of
inherency/ coherency are essentially, intelligently correlated, intentional
and purposeful, by which love is implicated more deeply.
Inherency and coherency are deep energy bondings that put
substances, subjectivities, in reciprocal relationships. In the energetic
process of communication, windows of connection (consciousness) open;
the opportunistic accommodations of energetic linkages serve sustainable
outcomes. For a person, who cultures the self-reflective intelligence, the
choosing of sustainable outcomes is an imperative of emotional/ rational
determination, the determination that safeguards love in the iterations of
communication-faith and consciousness-hope.
Civil harmony and symbiotic mutuality are victimized by egofixations, as are self-realization and economic/ ecologic sustainability.
These ethical issues are universal in character and rank above the
ideologies of adversarial religion and politics. These issues call for
universal good-faith on the part of all people. Crises of adult living
require a faith that is equal to the crisis.

18. On Priests and Presidents
The call of priest and president has much in common. Priest and
president both preside over people in affairs that are indivisibly spiritual
and secular. Religion that is authentic and statesmanship that is authentic
recognize the unity and continuity of the spiritual and the secular. Also,
priest and president have in common the same good-faith requisite,
namely, to above all else serve the spiritual/ material needs of the people.
The first obligation of both is to rise above the corporate lure of selfserving and institutional imposition.
In AMERICA, published by the Jesuits in the United States,
December 17, 2007, “God and Politics”, Matt Malone gives a religious
profile of each presidential candidate. The one promise that didn’t come
from any candidate was how (s)he would clean up corruption in
Washington. There was plenty demagoguery on peripheral issues, but the
issue that really matters, the candidate’s good faith commitment to
represent the public interest above all, was notably missing. The personal
good faith of the candidate is the prime religious issue. Commitment to
public wellbeing is the prime faith promise that every presidential
candidate (priest) should be ready and willing to make.
In the circumstances of this election cycle, the faith promise that
every candidate should be willing to make is this: “If you elect me, I
promise that the first bill I will request from both Houses is a bill that
prevents Senators and Representatives from ever becoming lobbyists for
a corporation. If they do not pass such a bill in the first two years of my
presidency, I will campaign only for the election and re-election of those
candidates who promise to vote out such a bill.”
A further good effect of cleaning up the lobby corruption culture
will be to stop the influx of corporate money into election campaigns. A
presidential candidate with the audacity of this resolve will earn public
confidence and likely will bring greater integrity into both chambers of
the Legislature.
Managing public affairs is a work that is profoundly religious
and of moral consequence. Only a person who is bold enough to hope
that good can win out over evil can assume such a responsibility, for
such is the high priestly call of commitment to serve.
The affairs of State cannot totally be separated from the affairs
of Church, even as the spiritual and material are inseparable in real life.
The leadership of people calls for the purest of motives, the candor of a
child, the humility of a saint, and the wisdom of a sage. A people well
led is a people inspired, within whom the Spirit of God illumines by
hope’s inspiration and thrives by love’s common candor.
The civil community is also the place of divinity no less than of
humanity, and except the “presider” is driven by the authentic faith of
tested person, (s)he will fail to stoke in people the love-power of divinity.
The election of a presider in Church requires discernment no less
altruistic than the election of a president. The people should consider
every election cycle as a spiritual and religious event, for out of it comes
the “priests” of State who preside over the affairs of people.

19. What Would Jesus Do?
Jesus lived in and was active in the real world in which he was
born; and so we must be. What he did, we as Christians seek to do in our
place and in our time. Jesus stood against the falsity of culture in his
time, against the falsity of religious culture and governmental dominion,
the “classic” culture of Imperial Rome.
There's a pietistic movement within Christianity that uses Jesus
as a filter in decision making. Perhaps Jesus is the best filter in guiding
us how to form our decision on how we vote. Voting wasn’t a possibility
in Jesus’ time, but one can be sure that if it were, he would have voted.
How would Jesus vote? I recall how Jesus publicly denounced
Temple leaders as "a brood of vipers" and "hypocrites". I recall how he
was angered by merchants who peddled their wares in the Temple and
how he kicked their tables over and chased them out of the Temple.
If government is about social sustainability, the sustainable use
of resources, concern for public interest, especially for the marginalized,
and educating the public toward cultural/ social sustainability, etc., then,
the public service of elected officials pertains to these issues, and, are not
these also moral issues of religious concern?

20. Childhood Confession and Conscience
From personal experience, I have an ambiguous attitude toward
Confession. I believe that Confession is a valuable and necessary part of
a person’s life, but not necessarily as it has been imposed for centuries.
My sense tells me that pretentious institutional purposes have corrupted
the Sacrament.
Confession has been for me personally a heavy and unreasonably
hurtful experience. My first associations toward it were feelings of guilt
and fear; guilt that I was blind to my sins, and fear that I might go to hell
because I couldn’t see them.
I took seriously the warning that everyone sins seven-timesseven daily. But for the life of me I could not come up with all the sins I
(must have) committed. I sweated my every confession.
I understand the psychological intent and purpose of confession.
My sense is that confession has to be informed from within, if it is to
mean anything. The routine of the institutional requirement of confession
is, it seems to me, ineffective and injurious because of the prejudiced
history of institutional intention to control by means of it, including and
intending the exposure of children to what is an adult sacrament.
The institutional (ideological) purposes that confession has been
put to by imperial Church/ State is a matter other than personal, spiritual
health. Imperial Church/ State used confession as a political device to
discover heresies, uncover sexual “deviancy”, and other, and to exact
mortal punishment on people for their failure to recant “heresies”, e.g., as
in cases of witch-hunts and the suppression of Knights Templar. [See:
Hugh Trevor-Roper, “THE CRISIS OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY:
Religion, the Reformation & Social Change”, © 1967, Chapter 3, “The

European Witch-hunt Craze”, pp 83-177; and Malcolm Barber, “The
Trial of the Templars”, The Folio Society, London, 2003, Copyright
Cambridge University Press, © 1978; also, “Religion & Civility”, ©
2004, pp 162, 173-175]
Fear of the outcome of confession was real because confessed
guilt could lead to burning at the stake under imperial auspices. The
deviancy of sex in the minds of male clerics was probably as real, if not
more real, than in the minds of ordinary folk. The misguided and hypedfocus of clerics on sex has transferred their paranoia on people by way of
the confessional.
It wasn’t until in my mid-twenties that I acquired a sensible
attitude toward confession. For eleven years in the seminary I went to
confession weekly. Since leaving the seminary in 1957 I have gone to
confession probably no more than 10 times. I’m not proud about it, nor
am I suggesting others do as I have done; to the contrary, I am sorry for
being deprived of acquiring a sensible attitude toward confession in my
tender years. I worry that the problem of Church overreach, i.e., purposes
of control over personal conscience, still attaches to the Sacrament.
Childhood confession, as traditionally practiced in the Roman
Catholic Church, is likely to be psychologically damaging and ill-advised
in the way it is put to children. Dominion theology and culture, subtly
and not so subtly, traumatize the sensitivity and undeveloped rationality
of children. Childhood confession, and its trauma, links psychologically
with other abuses, e.g., sexual, as occur in the dominion cult of Church
and male clerical authoritarianism.
Even with the settlements of sexual abuse lawsuits, the Church
has not put the cult of abuse behind it. Dominion culture preconditions
overreach. Confessional culture still works as a device of the emotional
crippling on unsuspecting children and especially on females.
The premature imposition of church orthodoxies on the child’s
conscience exposes the child to a sin-paranoia that blights thoughtprocessing and trivializes judgment in matters of conscience/ confession.
Such blighting carries over into adulthood and blinds conscience in
matters of “real” sin, such as the cultural sins of violence, of ecological
exploitation, corporate profiteering, gambling, and other complicit acts
of wrongdoing.
The faith consciousness taught to adults is mostly the same as
taught to children; child faith isn’t up to the task of dealing with adult
questions and crises, and because Church concentrates on childhood faith
education, and doesn’t distinguish adult faith from child faith, adults are
not adequately educated in adult faith. Religion under these constraints
does not, cannot, mature, ripen.

21. Roots of Disrespect for Women & Disregard for Nature
As to the status of women in cultural history, there is indeed a
long train of philosophical/ theological thinking back into the deep past
of consciousness by which thought advances insights into understandings
of self that yet obtain in the "Sacrament of Natural Order"

The PARADIGMATIC HUMAN (female/ male in God's image) is
the continuity personality of the gendered personae (not the presumed
male) in which the divine/ human hypostasis self reveals and by which
the intrinsic order of humanity and nature obtain.
It is quizzical but notable to observe in Sacred Scripture the male
accounting of females in the genealogy of Jesus. All females accounted
are notably less than reputable in the male estimation. One wonders
about the "rationality" behind the selective accounting of writers who
have Jesus arise from less than reputable female ancestry.
Perhaps the answer is found in the "rationality" brought forward
by St. Thomas Aquinas in the philosophy/ theology of Scholasticism,
which still obtains officially in Roman Catholic Theology. In patriarchal
culture/ theology, the female is memorable (demeaned) for the "intrinsic
disorder" and blight of nature that she introduced into human heritage,
i.e., Original Sin.
"St. Thomas [reflected] the best science of his day when he
said that a woman is a misbegotten or defective male ('mas
occasionatus' I.99.2. ad 1, Summa Theologica)
'The active power which is in the male seed is intended to
produce a perfect image of itself, a masculine sex', he said. 'When
a female results it is either because of a weakness in this active
power or because of some indisposition of the materials provided
by the woman or even from a change produced by some outside
factor... for example, from south winds, which are humid. (ID:
I.92.1. ad 1)
"Clearly such erroneous biology easily leads to other equally
bizarre conclusions. Thomas says, for example, that women need
the virtue of sobriety more than men 'because there is in them a
greater proneness to concupiscence... sobriety is more required in
women' (ID: II.11, 149. 4)
"These supposedly scientific conclusions led to spiritual
implications as well. Women cannot be validly ordained to the
priesthood, said Thomas, regardless their other qualifications,
since 'no status of prominence can be signified in the feminine
sex, because women have the status of subjection, and so cannot
receive the Sacrament of Orders.' (ID: Supp-39)
"Thomas and other great thinkers [accepted] what was almost
universally believed to be scientific fact. It illustrates, however,
the kinds of baggage we need to sort out to understand better the
relationship of men and women in human society and in church.
Ultimately the answer appears in the fundamental equality
between men and women as taught by Jesus and the rest of the
New Testament, a position these theologians found it almost
impossible to integrate with what they 'knew' to be scientifically
true." [John Dietzen, THE NEW QUESTION BOX, "Status of
Women", Guildhall, Peoria, IL 61651]
As long as Churches hold this ancient and wrong understanding
of women, they propagate derogatory and damaging interpretations of
the man/ woman relationship and nature. The Church's propagation of

discredited "science" discredits Church and its hierarchy, for they are
perceived to objectify themselves and Church in an unwarranted
arrogance that puts them above humankind and paradigmatic nature.
Before hierarchy advance other ill-conceived pronouncements
regarding gender difference, discrimination against women and disregard
for nature, they should distance themselves from Scholasticism's longstanding blunder, and deal with the "baggage" of wrongful theological
extrapolations advanced on it, e.g., denying women their place in the
priesthood of humankind, for such denial agitates and aggravates
intrinsic disorder by demeaning sacramental femininity and corrupting
interpersonal relationships and ecological economics (Eucharist).
As Walter Brueggeman well says, "Adam, that is, mankind, has a
partner and mate, adamah, land. Humankind and land are thus linked in a
covenantal relationship analogous to the covenantal relationship between
man and woman ...unfortunately in our society we have terribly distorted
relationships between man and woman, between adam and adamah,
distortions that combine promiscuity and domination.... Likely, we shall
not correct one of these deadly distortions unless we correct them both".
[Bernard Evans & Gregg Cusack, Editors, "The Theology of Land",
1987, The Liturgical Press, Collegeville, MN]

Section V

Friday Readings

WORLDVIEW
Earth-Cosmic Unity/ Continuity

The Sacrament of God-Present
Divine/ Human Hypostasis

“No hands but your hands”
“No voice but your voice”
“No eyes but your eyes”
“No feet but your feet”

Earth-cosmic relationships are the soul/ substance workings of wave/
particle transformation, where nature’s creative mysteries happen.
Wave/ particle expression is the interface where speed-of-light energy
undergoes substantive transformations in the matrix dimensions of the
cosmos. It is the face of primordial divine/ human communication and
place of intelligent design. Here occur the analogies of co-dependency
and the reciprocal workings of grace/ nature.

1. What is the Crisis of Conscience?
If the many crises of our time can be conflated into a single
phrase it is the phrase “crisis of conscience”. Because of universal
ecological/ environmental degradations, the human population is coming
to realize that the “economics” of corporate consumerism is a way of
living that cannot be sustained or justified in its present form. Universal
guilt over the wasting of Earth and each other is beginning to prod more
consciences, and with increased worries, people take up the blame-game;
a game that is counter-productive.
The crisis stirs feelings of guilt for good reason. Of course, we
are all complicit in wrongdoing and we must all be honest in our
discernment of common guilt, and equally honest in recognizing the
universal need to change our self-destructive habits.
Belief, worldview and politics are all skewed to sustain each
other in the consumerist culture. For culture to be changed, the erroneous
tenets of belief, worldview and politics need to be challenged, and their
deception, misinformation, and misdirection need to be exposed. There is
reason to believe that the elections of 2006 were in fact a referendum for
change from political, cultural misdirection. Public consciousness toward
change and renewal is likely to continue because of growing global
ecological and social crises, and exposure of gross corporate corruption.
The status-quo of “orthodox” thinking, that is, of staticism,
centrism and dominion, is sustained by the entanglements of old belief,
worldview and politics. Belief effects worldview; worldview effects
culture; and culture effects politics. Static belief fixates worldview; static
worldview fixates culture; and static culture fixates politics, a diabolical
trinity of self-defeat.
For millennia, worldview has been fixated in cosmic centrism,
dominion theology and imperial politics. Formulations of dominion
theology animate dominion politics and the overreach of colonialism; the
ongoing overreach of Christian/ European colonialism now weighs
heavily on its inheritors, us. Consciences chafe under the unconscionable
habits of social/ ecological degradation.

The global consequences of dominion politics have proven to be
socially, economically and ecologically unsustainable and unjustifiable.
Global concern for survival now compels changes in belief, worldview,
culture and politics. The insights of “Second” Enlightenment, of the
mounting crises of conscience, compel everyone. Enlightenment compels
global societal movement from imperial culture to Earth Community. It
can’t happen too fast. [Reference: David C. Korten, “The Great
Turning from Empire to Earth Community”]

2. The Psychic Precondition of Cosmic Evolution
“Psychic precondition” is the energetic circumstance qualifying
the wave/ particle interdependencies of the evolving cosmic continuum,
and is the energetic base of intuitional and intentional rationality — what
is the “intelligent design”.
Psychic precondition invests a constellation theory of harmonic
complexity, the “superstring theory” of everything that functions in the
orchestrated hierarchies of cosmic energy, what might be called “other
universes”. The realms of harmonic resonances underlie the complexes
of energy/ matter, which is to say that energy/ matter evolution supposes
the realms of energetic resonance.
The constellations of harmonic energy are the precondition and
expansive basis of consciousness (light energy) that substantiates the
universe and characterize the psychology of physical constructs and
energetic relationships. The various hierarchies of psychic consciousness
function in multiple realms of rationality and may be accessed by selfreflective focus, whether within or outside physical constructs.
Analogs of hierarchical “precondition” may be representative in,
for example, the signs of the zodiac that present personal predispositions
of intelligence, emotional and rational. Realms of Psychic Precondition
(predisposition) permeate the “infinite sea” of dark and light energy;
alterations and bonding of wave resonances weave complex patterns of
continuity and stability, more enduring than erratic physical bonds that
are subject to entropic degradation.
We might suppose there is in these harmonic realms no entropic
degrading as we experience it. Human soul, Earth-soul and intentional
consciousness are commonly identified and secured in faith awareness,
in the resonance of preconditioned harmonics accessible for attenuation.
Earth-life, for example, interactively builds on gradations of light
complexes which endure in the continuous phases of wave/ particle
iterations. Self-reflectivity finds its grounding, its stability, continuity,
subjectivity, and amplification in the preconditions of hierarchical
resonances. Intuitional reflectivity communicates consciously and
subconsciously with energetic insights that can be accessed. Indigenous
cultures find social harmony and stability in correspondence with nature.
We ourselves metamorphose from within the sea of infinite substance
(St. John Damascene); nurtured in amniotic consciousness and delivered
intentionally from the Cosmic Womb.
The cosmic psyche of purposefully patterned resonances (intelligent
design) influences social (memetic) patterning and comes to be culturally

encoded. Gene-coding implicates patterns of psychological development.
These patterns are rational complexes that inform consciousness and
form the faith-basis of moral relationship. “Moral ordering” is an
evolving insight of intentional consciousness, culturally patterned and in
communication with the Psychic Preconditions of self-reflectivity.
“…as we survey the principle features of (the) post-Einsteinian
world …step by step we [move] into the Hebrew prophet’s
eschatological world. A universe bound fast to grim, timeless
necessity gives way to a stochastic or chancy universe in which
contingent and irreversible time begin to count again. For Western
culture, which has always been essentially time-oriented, this is of
enormous importance. It means that our physics and astrophysics can
be contextualized within the biblical perspective.” [David Toolan,
“At Home in the Cosmos”, pg 179, 2001, Orbis Books, Maryknoll,
NY]
For five decades I’ve been struggling to develop an understanding
(theory) of “ultimate reality” in a way compatible with Catholic Faith
Tradition and evolution. In the principled compatibility of divinity/
humanity, humankind supposes divinity even as divinity supposes
humankind. The reconciliation of the divine/ human perspective is
necessarily ongoing and changing as is human awareness, which is to say
“evolution evolves”..
I have a sense that constellations of psychic precondition exist in
the infinite realms of consciousness — what is “divine instance”. The
physical calculus of the superstring theory allows for multiple universes,
what are realms openly psychical and immaterial in character. This
suggests that there are ordered constellations of interactive harmonic
energy, qualified psychically but not necessarily physically—what are
the preconditions of personal spirituality and the after-life post-condition.
The psychic connection between the living and the “non-living”
is a long celebrated awareness, identified in Christian experience as the
“Communion of Saints”. The holiness of cosmic order characterizes the
holiness of the living person in the psychic preconditioning of intentional
faith-life. We, who have experienced the passing of an especially loved
one, experience a new closeness and “communion” of awareness that
was not possible previous to the passing of the loved one. The journey of
deep cosmic faith-life is real. Awaken to it. We belong to it and we can
own it consciously.

3. One Earth/ One Spirit, One Humanity/ One Church
“All of us long for a Pentecostal church; a church in which the Spirit
rules, and not the letter; a church in which understanding breaks down
the fences we erect against each other. We are impatient with a church
which seems so unpentecostal, so unspiritual, so narrow and fearful”.
Joseph Ratzinger, May 28, 1977. [AMERICA Magazine, John Jay
Hughes, “Longing for a Pentecostal Church”, pp 23-26, Vol. 196, No.
10, Whole No. 4767, March 19, 2007]

Recently, Pope Benedict XVI has specified some fine-tuning in
the disciplines of ritual, (SACRAMENTUM CARITATIS) by which church
seems to distance the hierarchy from the laity. Sharper division of clerics
from laity isn’t helpful. Corporate overreach is hugely destructive. To
institutionalize is to incorporate. Rules, ideologies, and control define
corporations. “Imperial” bureaucracy is recognized for what it does.
Consistent with its imperial culture, it isn’t surprising that the
corporate leadership of Roman Catholicism continues its imperial style
of dominion and control; the people should, however, know and affirm
steadfastly their authenticity and right against institutional overreach, and
object with firmness but always with charity.
In Jesus’ time, the corporate (church) ideology was characterized
by Judaism and the Roman political authority — neither of which Jesus
endorsed, both of which he eschewed. Jesus, like life, is about something
immensely larger and beyond being institutionally defined and narrowly
confined by imperial worldview and dogma. This doesn’t mean that
institutions have no right or claim to legitimate self-interest, or that they
are not of social value; it does mean they are not above the people they
serve, nor are they above their obligation to serve.
Institutions have their ideology, self-identity and need of selfmaintenance; but above all, they are about serving the universal good and
the people. Life, like Jesus, eschews abusive definition and confinement
by corporate overreach. To enthrall people in service to the institutional
hierarchy by edicts, demands and excommunication is inappropriate.
Institutions that violate, alienate, impoverish and frustrate the people are
inauthentic. If church fails to serve, it defrauds. Papal identity is “Servus
Servorum”, servant of servants. People need to disenthrall themselves
from institutional overreach when it fails authenticity.
Institutional Catholicism has self-perpetuating objectives, which,
intentionally and by culture of hierarchical bureaucracy, have historically
been given priority consideration over people. Outdated, self-arrogated
requirements of imperial church no longer well serve the people. Ovid
writes, “tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis” (times are changing,
and we change with them); another way to say it: Populi mutantur, et
ecclesia mutatur in illis (people change, and church changes in them).
Institutional ideologies and objectives of one time (as in the time of Trent
and Vatican I) may lose credibility in another time, as the circumstances
of today clearly indicate vis-à-vis Vatican II.
Institutions tend toward commercialism, toward pursuits of
money by which to expand their bureaucracies. Corporations almost of
necessity conform to contemporary corporate models. As Catholicism
morphs into the modern corporate model, it almost certainly will adapt
to market strategies; conventional money-raising devices, hyped selfpromotion (idolatry) and bureaucratic profiteering (prostitution), which
are unseemly. Jesus preached a Pentecostal church, what people want
and need — not a church of overreach which uses threats of guilt, fear
and alienation to serve interests of corporate advantage and arrogation.

4. Intrinsic Ordering
The capacity for committed living is a mark of maturity.
Maturity is a mark of real readiness for committed living, not in words
only but in persistent, consistent action. Maturity is the focus of vowed
service, what is the Sacrament of Confirmation. To be meaningful, action
must be pertinent to real need. There are three aspects to committed
living as it pertains to real need, namely, mutuality, complementarity and
subsidiarity.
Mature behavior is effective to real need when we recognize
personally how we relate mutually to all life, and how to a certain extent
all life depends on the authenticity of our individual, personal living/
doing. We are effective in what we do when we recognize that our
personal talents relate directly to effecting outcomes that are not likely to
happen except for the contribution and commitment we make personally.
And finally, maturity tells us that when we have a capacity for doing a
certain work, here and now, that we do it here and now, and that we
don’t look for some other far away something to do what we can, e.g.,
some other institution. This is what it means to live maturely and
faithfully in keeping with the principles of mutuality, complementarity
and subsidiarity. It specifies what "The People Church" is, does.
Marriage exemplifies what maturity is personally and socially. In
the “Naturalis Sacramentum Ordinis”, the nature of needed commitment
is multi-faceted. If “marriage” is understood in the sense of mature,
committed living, informed and focused on the social purposes of civil/
religious harmony, it can rightly be understood in a sense larger than the
husband/ wife relationship.
Religious living in same-sex communities can surely be mature
and purposeful, and can in fact address more broadly the necessities of
mutuality, complementarity and subsidiarity, that is, serve more
inclusively the broader needs of social/ ecological symbioses. It's what
religious communities are about! This larger sense of mature
commitment is equally religious, moral, and necessary as is the husband/
wife commitment. Procreation is important and necessary, but so is
committed living on behalf of the greater common good in the world
beyond the family setting.
Arguably and "obviously", I would say, a commitment to the
common good supposes the husband/ wife commitment, and the
husband/ wife commitment supposes the common good commitment.
The mutuality, complementarity and subsidiarity of each of these
commitments to the other are reciprocally related and open to many ways
of personal/ social fulfillment. We are called to affirm our individuality
for common wellbeing. It's the Gospel message; it's the Christian Way.

5. Science and Invention
Science and invention relate to each other reciprocally and
mutually; each is means/ end to the other. They are processes that lead to

new knowledge and discovery of new solutions, insights and methods.
But as it is with other things human, they can be and are used abusively.
Science and invention both challenge status-quo thinking. People
who dislike change take a dim view toward both because they unsettle
old ways. New ideas and ways tend to make obsolete old ideas and old
ways. Invention is a process of associating and correlating new
knowledge in novel ways that open to new perspectives. It’s the nature of
reason to be engaged in processing newness even as it is the nature of
wave/ particle dynamics to continually renew every molecule of every
body system. Science is a method of investigating and testing new ideas
whether or not they open to better ways.
The appropriation and exploitation of inventions is done not
always in socially beneficial ways. Consider how the drug industry
exploits the patent system to their advantage primarily even to the point
of making fraudulent claims and doctoring data to mislead the public. It
is also true that new products are discovered that are also very useful in
medical applications.
Science too is useful and necessary. It is the tool by which new
medicines are proven, whether useful or not, and how to use them. Of
course areas of science and invention cover so many more things than
medicine. The abuses of science and invention cause the unsettling of
public consciousness and bad feelings toward abusers. Science and
invention are both off-putting when they exploit and abuse. New product
manufacture has long term consequences to ecology and environment. It
is the long term consequences of manufacturing waste and resource
consumption that are now getting more scrutiny because of species
extinctions, pollution, global heating and genetic damage.
The reduced state of ecologies from environmental wasting now
demands stricter disciplines in the use of science and invention. The
political/ religious/ cultural paradigm that has created the global fix is
antithetical to doing what needs to be done to repair it. Nothing less than
a new political/ religious/ cultural paradigm must be found — one whose
consciousness is symbiotic and sensitive to the necessary dependencies
of environment/ ecology. Unmitigated resource consumption is not
sustainable. Of necessity, we must all learn to live more simply, less
expensively.

6. Philosophical Invention
Recognizing patterns in the evolutionary history of the cosmos and
of self-reflective consciousness is a useful mental exercise toward coming
to a sense of greater harmony in one’s personal/ social living. It is certainly
true that patterns of childhood continue to play out in the way one lives as
an adult. I would suggest that it is healthy to look back to patterns in one’s
childhood that now operate in one’s adult life. Such patterns may be a mix
of healthy habits and of less healthy habits. The exercise can be of value in
reconciling ambiguities and bringing to bear the better patterns of personal
experience.
In my own case I see connections of my childhood in the playing
out of my adulthood. Perhaps the most lasting patterns that have carried

through are the play experiences that I enjoyed as a child with my younger
brother and my closest older brother. Year after year, our summer times
were spent together in play in a corner of our mother’s garden. We made
our own toys. From the pile of throwaway iron parts of old machinery,
wood or whatever, we would make barns, houses, play machinery, tractors,
combines, bailers and all the other sorts of things used on farms in those
days.
We had great fun and kept each other occupied for hours on end.
We had no sense of deprivation; our farm environment and creative ideas
made up for the other things we didn’t have and obviously didn’t need. We
probably did not realize it at the time but we were cultivating a talent for
improvising and accomplishing by the tasks we put before ourselves.
Thinking through solutions to problems was an exercise of philosophy, and
making our own play things was an exercise of invention.
As a seminarian I had two years of philosophy, with emphasis on
Rational Psychology, and I obtained a bachelors degree in Liberal Arts. I
spent 11 years of concentrated study in Liberal Arts, Philosophy and
Theology and in living in religious community with other like-minded
males. After coming to the decision that this would not be my life, I
returned to the rural environment I had left. Circumstances were much
different now. My first concern was to find employment so as to become
self-supporting.
Two of my brothers were in business providing services and agriproducts to farmers. They invited me to join their business. An important
part of their business was building bins for farmers to store their grain, and
equipping the bins with ventilation fans to finish the drying of the grain and
to keep it cool to prevent deterioration.
This opened a whole new venture on the farm scene. Controlling
the grain environment and preserving the living integrity of seeds was an
unknown technology. I sensed the need and opportunity to research the
problem and to develop seed science technologies and techniques that
would give farmers control of their grain from moment of harvest until such
time as they would sell or use their grain. In the process of researching and
finding solutions to cure and preserve grain in storage, I developed a series
of pioneer patents that opened up a new field of grain care that used the
natural resources of atmospheric air to induce dormancy in corn kernels
within hours of putting the grain in the bin, by cooling the grain to wet-bulb
temperatures and gradually reducing the moisture content to marketable
levels without exposing the grain to environmental stressors.
Looking back I can see how the inventive experiences of my
childhood well served my inventive interests in adult life and how my study
discipline in philosophy and theology gave me principled standards of
ethics by which to discipline the direction of my thinking in developing
new and workable ways with grain.
My life experience has been directed by processes of “philosophical
invention” and I owe thanks for its successes to the patterns of learning and
living that I acquired in my childhood and youth.

7. The Deception Called God
Let me make it very clear from the start that I believe in God and
in the universal faith that illumines the personal consciousness of God.
Roman Catholic faith-consciousness works best for me. A problem I
sense is that human fictions have been pinned on God-consciousness in
the course of history and that they obscure the universal intuitions of
self-reflective consciousness. An overriding problem is the appropriation
of God-understanding by the empire politics of despotic Roman culture.
The fact that intelligence is imprinted in the genetic nature of
self-reflective consciousness is by now a universal awareness. But so is
the human capacity to be devils to one another. The good thing about
God-consciousness is that it challenges self-reflection to weigh what it
means to be Godlike, what virtues qualify the divine “Persona”. The
distillation of divine virtues and the attachment of these to the human
person give living dimensions to what humankind conceives as divinity,
as God—what one personally should strive to emulate. God self-reveals
in consciousness, in personal rationality and in collective understandings
as they form in the course of time.
The god that is dead is the god depiction that is irreconcilable
with consciousness. The great social problem that Vatican II confronted
is the problem of an outdated religious consciousness fixated in dogma
evolved by and in empire-thinking, politicized in ideology and structures
representing a god consistent with dominion and control in a closed
worldview.
Modern consciousness rejects the deceptions of imperial politics
and dominion theology. These ancient fixations of cultural imprint are no
longer socially acceptable or workable.
The venue of divine revelation is still in a place proper to natural
consciousness and subject to continued updating in the dialog of reason
and experience. The dialog of experience/ reason continues to deepen
and broaden faith consciousness, divine consciousness. The value of
reason to faith and the certitude of experience is that they broaden and
deepen intuitional awareness. Faith is the intuitional polestar, the
magnetic field that keeps reason focused on true North. Without the
mutual functioning of faith and reason, both are compromised, and so is
consciousness of the divine, of God.
“Who” is God? The more we cloak God in human likenesses the
more we might either deceive or open understanding. God is Spirituality
that empowers all being, all personality, all becoming. As being/
becoming is experientially real so is the Spirituality, the Consciousness
that comes before it — the Reality we call “God”.
The exercise of mindsets that contradict this understanding flies
in the face of consensus understanding. The denial of consensus reality is
unhealthy and certainly hurtful to intuition and consciousness, to the
formation of right-mindedness and personal/ social wellbeing.
GREEN Religion invigorates vitality in organic consciousness
and opens it to deeper and broader understandings of God, of self. The
mutuality of reason/ intuition deepens and broadens belief in God.

8. Dogma Drives Cultures
In the traditional culture of Roman Catholicism the global
extension of dominion has been the politically justified objective of
institutional imperialism. Emblematically, dominion was prosecuted
violently under the joined standards of the sword and the cross. The
unified zeal of Church and State sought control over the spiritual/ secular
realms of global people.
The Habsburg dynasty in Europe that survived into the last
century has its origins in the disbanded remnants of the Knights Templar
(the popes’ army) who prosecuted the theology and the wars of the
Crusades. Their committed objective was the spread of the Christian
Kingdom. Through history Roman Catholicism has cultivated more than
a justifiable complicity in violence and dishonesty toward non-Christian
nations, other Christian denominations and other religions.
Imperial Roman Colonialism is yet a suppressive and exploitive
reality that came about by the power of the sword and the cross, and the
mission zeal of the Church has accomplished the overreach and purge of
non-Christian cultures. It cannot be denied that the proselytizing of
Catholic religion has been a factor in the wars of cultures that rage today,
not to say that there have been no positive contributions. National selfinterests in guises of faith justification still underlie the objectives of
overreaching and of resource control by violent means.
Global contention to control and profiteer on natural resources is
massively wasteful and destructive of ecologies, people and cultures. The
theology and politics that prevail today can be credited for fueling the
wars of the Crusades and colonial overreach. Roman Catholicism (my
Church) is still complicit in the political theology that motivates the
ideological wars of empire and religion.
Cultural history is driven by faith dogma. Nothing less than a
radical paradigm shift of faith/ theology is needed if the violent pretexts
for wars of religious ideology are to be removed and if peace is to be
waged in place of them. It is inappropriate, in the face of global
catastrophes now happening, for Roman Catholicism to be highlighting
the “defects” of other religions even as it continues to cover up and deny
its own defects. Catholicism needs to manifest explicit humility if it
would redress the centuries’ damage of explicit arrogance and overreach.
A conscionable response is now required of all, especially of us
Catholics, if we intellectually assent to the reciprocal relationship of
grace/ nature. Our response should be “credo ut intelligam” (I believe so
that I might understand!). What we mean by this is to witness to others
that we understand that consciousness/ conscience requires us, to be
faithful to truth (wisdom, humility); and truth requires us to be informed
and to submit to behavior that the good sense of wisdom, intelligence,
and truth compels us.
The conclusion of conscience is this: faith supposes reason, as
emotional intelligence supposes rational intelligence, as grace supposes
nature. The way of peace is by the culture of peace.
Now more than ever, the People Church needs to present itself in
candor and humility because of the Church’s damaging history of excess

secrecy and arrogance. By sincere Sacramental respect for nature, for all
life, Christian Church, The People, may yet approximate more closely
the Divine Exemplar and be a deserving agency of grace.

9. Individualism Run Amok
We are early taught the principle of physics that every action has
an equal and opposite reaction. The culture of dominion theology/politics
in imperial Europe enslaved people to the point of denying personal
opportunity and frustrating individuality. The Protestant Reformation can
be interpreted as an equal and opposite reaction to religious/ political
dominion.
Out of Enlightenment (Modernity), a culture of individualism
evolved in which individual liberty went to the opposite extreme of
imperial suppression. Political/ theological domination oppressed,
repressed individuality to the point of reducing the individual person to
irrelevance. The compressive force of personal oppression reached a
pressure point that could no longer be contained. What has happened is a
mini big bang and chaotic dispersal of personal energy. The explosive
chaos of energy after the big bang is the anarchy of individualism now in
search of place in a new order of social relationships. The example of
Jesus and the Gospel of the Sermon on the Mount illumine Eucharist and
sense of essential interpersonal relationship.
Second Enlightenment (Postmodernity) seeks the sustainable
correlation of energy/ matter, of spirituality/ secularity in which
individuality and social necessity coordinate in an accommodated and
sustainable manner. The paradigm for that order is organic nature, the
sustaining accommodation of symbiosis, the accommodation of the
individual to the social, the reciprocal and essential co-dependency of
natural relationships — what is “green religion”.
In the evolving order of accommodated relationships, everything
correlates to everything else. Actions have equal and opposite reactions.
The art of the sustainable is the science of anticipating outcomes. The art
of anticipated outcomes is the science of sustainability. Art and science,
religion and reason, person and community are corresponding reciprocals
in every aspect of the human condition: grace does suppose nature. As
individuals and as communities we need to accept literally and radically
the truth of the social/ personal, the religious/ civil dictum: GRACE
SUPPOSES NATURE.

10. Romanticism and Realism
The truism has it that truth is stranger than fiction, and so it is.
Pope John XXIII is the great realist; Popes John Paul II and Benedict
XVI are the “Roman-ticists”.
Roman-ticism contrasts understandings of subjectivity and
objectivity. What is real is relationship; the reality of relationships is
inter-subjective and inter-objective. The subject is the doer, who acts

upon the object. Subject and object relate reciprocally, that is, they effect
change in each other.
“Romance” refers to the languages of the narrative adventures
developed from Vulgar Latin and dealing with chivalric heroes. The
horse-back heroes of chivalry date back to the times of the Church’s
army, the Knights Templar, whose lives were dedicated to securing and
extending the Church’s Kingdom in the Holy Land. Romanticism is an
artistic and literary movement that began in Europe in the late 1700s.
The movement asserted the subjective values of experience as opposed to
the dominating enthrallment of objectivism as it prevailed politically and
religiously throughout Europe.
Pope John XXIII is a realist in his theological valuation of
subjective experience. John Paul II and Benedict XVI are more in the
mold of Roman classicism that absolutizes knowledge by obliging
subjects to conform to rigid, objective dogma, as in imperial dominion
by kings and popes over subjects. Subjects on the lowest rung of the
ladder of feudalism are effectively slaves to the classes above them; as
such they are the marginalized and exploited, while regents/ popes are
“divinely” superior and dominate.
The meaning of religion is discerned in the meaning of life.
Fiction is about art imitating life; often, life imitates art, especially in
circumstances in which the lives of subjects are the objects of dominion.
Because humans have imagination, they fictionalize reality. Royalty had
court jesters who exorcized royal fiction. Fiction and reality involve the
cross-over of fiction and reality in life.
It is not always easy to distinguish reality from fiction, especially
when fiction is long habituated. However, when fiction is exposed for
misdirection, it is no longer acceptable for imitation. If power structures
are so entrenched as to insist that their fictions are real, subjects may
have no choice but to rise up against the fiction and refuse to be
enthralled by it. This is what is happening in Roman Catholicism, and to
the alienation of women by Dominion Theology.
The classical Romanists of the Catholic hierarchy have hyped
their fiction so effectively as to isolate and alienate women from their
natural and essential roles of being the nurturers of humankind. Women
are objectified by males whether in Church or whether in real life. The
abuses of sexuality have taken on so many different facets that the old
fictions of sexual theology no longer make sense.
Notwithstanding women’s civil and urgent efforts to correct the
patterns of historical overreach and abuse by male clerics, nothing has
changed. Church officially has outlawed even the discussion of the
priestly ordination of women. Since talk is outlawed, women have little
recourse but to act, as conscience dictates, in the interest of life on Earth,
of Church, and the nurture of the human family.
Women are moving forward and are assuming for themselves
their own place in the Catholic priesthood. This new movement presages
a rebirth within Roman Catholicism from its entrenched stagnation and
unproductive objectivities. An account of this unfolding story appears in
NCR, the National Catholic Reporter, “Women find a way”, by Pamela
Schaeffer, pg 15, December 7, 2007.

It’s the women who are the realists, who are reclaiming their role
in life as subjects and not objects of male religious/ political dominion.
By the restoration of their roles in Church a fresh greening of religion is
anticipated.

11. Catholic Romanticism
Romanticism is cultural celebration of war and the justification
of violence in fiction and in real life. Except for imagination and fiction,
societies might think very differently about war and the irreversible
damage it causes. The damage is physical, to human life and to nature;
the fiction of hyped chivalry conditions the mind to accept not only the
perversion of war but also the perversion of the mind that celebrates it.
Wars are mostly optional, warped choices, not necessities; they are
waged for purposes of overreach, dominion and ideological pretext.
A new generation of thinking is developing which challenges
chivalrous tradition and concludes that there are better ways. It is all too
obvious that the global culture of war is a culture of social suicide and
ultimate ecological calamity.
The Social Gospel of Jesus Christ proposes the antidote to war,
violence and self-destruction. Until now, the Gospel of Jesus Christ has
been largely superseded by the dominion culture of Romanism and
Romanticism. The Council of Trent might have changed the dominion
culture of religion and politics, but it didn’t; nor did the Thirty Years
Wars of Religion that ensued.
The classicism of imperial Rome has fallen into disrepute, as
well it should. Roman royalty culture has given way to Enlightenment
and a new social/ political realism, typified in the American Revolution
and its establishment of the Constitutional form of government. The
Constitution was meant to produce a peaceable way of resolving internal
and external disputes. It hasn’t quite succeeded; but with a little help
from socially focused religion, it might get there yet. Surely, it is the best
hope for humanity and life on Earth.
The classicism of imperial Rome still obtains in the theology and
politics of the Roman Catholic Church. Even though the giving up of its
earthly kingdom was forced upon it, the Church has not yet adjusted its
mind to the reality; it is still a struggle for it to reconcile its mind to
universal “kindom”, and spirituality in keeping with the Gospel teaching.
It was around the turn of the 20th century when Christian
churches began to move away from the pathologies of institutional selfobsession and discover the Sermon on the Mount, the social Gospel
message and the theological virtues of Godlikeness — that was after Pius
IX, the last of the pope-kings, had his earthly kingdom (the Papal States)
wrested from him/ Church.
Leo XIII and popes following him began the shift to social focus,
which eventually led to the convocation of the Second Vatican Council;
in Protestant circles, Walter Rauschenbusch, Martin Luther King and Jim
Wallis track with what has been happening in Roman Catholicism.
Not to neglect the contributions of Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
who intervened new quantum cosmology into the developing religious

ferment. The roles of informed cosmic awareness (quantum science) are
essential to understand universal religious belonging. The point is that
evolutionary consciousness gives new and hope-filled dimensions to
theological virtue. From the perspective of evolutionary consciousness,
there is still more to be said about the encyclicals, Gaudium et Spes,
Fides et Ratio, amor (eros) et caritas (agape) — “God is Love”. It is still
too early to know, but the direction of Pope Benedict's papacy is hopeful.
When the laity of all Christian denominations and other religions
choose a future based on the Social Gospel of Jesus Christ, it is likely
that a quantum movement from ecclesial narcissism will occur, and that
people and churches will become authentically open to a more universal
sense of faith, hope and love — then, interfaith discussions can become
serious. It can't happen too soon, for only when and if this happens,
might religion and Earth experience new greening together.

12. Male Proclivities
I am of the opinion that the evidence of cultural history, of
genetic coding, and of biological structure and process support the theory
of hard-wired proclivities at work in human male behavior. Just as there
are in radical nature “natural causes” giving evidence for what is called
original sin (which is now more “common” than “original”), so there are
graces that are “natural means” by which salvation and redemption from
sin are found. Just as grace supposes nature, it is also true that “disgrace
supposes the dissing of nature”. Good as we are personally, each of us
has to know that in the face of evil doing “but for the grace of God, there
go I”, and likewise, bad as we are, we can be assured in the face of others
doing good, that “by the grace of God there I can also go”.
Radical evolution is a very recent cultural awareness that is
unsettling to fixated thoughts and habits. We are deeply cultured against
the thought of “feral” instincts linked to human history, but that does not
mean that our denial is right in its conclusion. We are culturally inclined
toward imperial (patriarchal) dominion, but that does not mean that
imperial culture is without anti-social tendencies and “radical” deficits.
Roman Catholicism and Anglican Catholicism preserve natural affinities
for each other in their cultural tendencies toward imperialism. That
doesn’t mean they are right.
The implications of what is presented here are breathtaking and
provocative, but that doesn’t mean that they are without basis in reality.
These considerations are unsettling also to me, and I question myself if I
want to be identified with them. But, when I put my ideas to the personal
test, I am convinced that they are more right than wrong.
I asked myself: do I have proclivities to be “opportunistic”? Yes.
Do I have a proclivity toward “promiscuity”? Yes. Do I instinctively
fight back when I’m challenged? Yes. Am I inclined to speak and behave
embarrassingly in all-male situations? Yes. And I could go on and on as
to atavistic instincts of “feral” origin that are in me. But, does that mean
that I am fated to succumb to these proclivities? No.
Male cultural history, feral/ human, reveals proclivities toward
pretenses (pomposity and grandeur) and predation. The coloration and

antics of males of many species are a wonder to behold, and though
obvious are also devious. Females love and suffer the pretenses of males.
Proclivities in themselves are ambivalent, that is, they can serve
both good and/or hurtful purposes. Cultural rituals of royalty and religion
serve purposes of need but also intentions of greed.
I do not see how we can deny that the radical exploitation and
degradation of nature and social relationships are disconnected from the
“feral” irrationality of “hard-wired” instincts that lie deeply buried in the
avian-reptilian brain that lays under the cortical brain of each of us.
Are the conclusions that I’ve come to absolute and categorical?
No. But they have merit in the face of cultural denial and its outcomes. I
think they are persuasive. I think we deny them at our own peril.

13. Rising from the Ashes
The Habsburg imperial dynasty in Europe arose from the ashes
of the military-religious Order (Knights Templar) that dominated culture
for 500 years before collapsing in flames and ash. It was in Modernity
(the nineteenth century) that the theological/ political underpinning of
imperial church/ state wholly imploded, culminating its return to ashes in
the flame-out of two World Wars. Vienna was intensely involved in the
rise and fall of dominion theology/ politics from its beginning to its fatal
implosion.
The lesson of history is straight forward — the intimate linking
of religion/ theology in their joined interests to State politics, culture and
public interest, foments ruin and catastrophe. Cultures tend to engrain
themselves into old stripes of thinking and doing, and of becoming
inwardly corrosive and outwardly destructive. When worldview endures
unchanged in its errors so do habits of misinformed thinking — the
consequences compound to the point of crisis and eventually wreak great
unsettling and undoing. The iterations of ruin follow the same patterns,
that is, of blindness to the lessons of history and fixation against change.
History can teach only if we want to learn.
We who claim to be postmodern are in fact programmed in premodern and modern genes — in habits of dominion, exploitation, and
control. We live in the nineteenth century twilight zone, disillusioned
with the past, wanting to be free of it, but not realizing that we can never
be free of the past. We are physically and psychologically conditioned by
history, but that does not mean that we are fated to repeat the mistakes of
history. It will, however, take a change of worldview to get past the
fixations and mistakes of the incestuous culture of dominion theology
and imperial politics.
Robert Weldon Whalen’s SACRED SPRING says: “What we
label ‘postmodern’ — uncertainty, bricolage, fluidity, iconoclasm, a
frightening strain of nihilism, crass materialism, a yearning for spirit —
is better thought of as ‘modern,’ as part of that vast experiment from the
last fin de siècle only now returning to life.”
The organism we modern/ postmodern people are possesses the
germinating seed loaded with genes of the past and defective from light
deprivation. It will take time and exposure to new light, before religious

consciousness begins to green. When cultures collapse, religion collapses
with them. We are the remnants of collapsed cultures. A renewed sense
of religion hasn’t happened yet. Old wars continue to be fought. We are
exposed to more collapse, burning and return to ashes.
Vienna has been the place of the growth and collapse of the
Habsburg dynasty. The “fracturing social hierarchy…symbolized in the
Habsburg Empire…exercised a remarkable attraction on the sensibilities
of the latter half of the century.” The Viennese avant-garde personalities
are “among modernism’s primal creators… we moderns are their
children…the stuff of Viennese dreams…Viennese modernism … was at
root a religious phenomenon. It witnessed to what Paul Tillich would call
a moment of ‘kairos,’ a ‘fulfilled time’ in which the ‘Other’ intruded into
human space and time. Modernism arose because God visited Vienna …’
But isn’t it true that an insistent secularism is the very engine of modern
times?”
At a church conference in Vienna in the fall of 1894, an ominous
warning was delivered: “Everything we think of as ‘civilized’…comes
from Christianity. And yet in our own day, Christianity is under fearsome attack. Who is attacking Christianity? A vast, sinister, destructive,
secular conspiracy; In literature, in science, in politics, in journalism —
yes, even in theology — wherever we look, the ‘evangelists’ of antiChristianity are at work … ‘I set before you today life and death,
blessing and curse. Put your hand out. What you choose you will be
given …Wiesinger warned, it might well be that death and curse would
be all that Europe’s tidal wave of secularity would bring.” (ID, 1-4)
Robert Whalen states the point and premise of his book: “to
question that which is beyond question,” that is, “that ‘modernism’
…had little if anything to do with the ‘sacred’ …My claim is not simply
that one can do a religious reading of the Wiener Moderne; one can do a
religious reading of anything. My point is that ONE MUST”. (Emphasis
added)
Religious instincts may be buried and frustrated, but the fact is
that they are intuitional seeds planted in the deep psyche, ready to come
to life and green up when the conditions are right. The social conditions
are right, now, for “green religion” if we are ready to receive the Light.
Conscious light and green religion are first personal and individual
before they are communal. We must personally and socially flourish.

14. A Cautionary Tale: Knights Templar & the Popes
The Knights Templar was the pope’s army, which fought the
wars of the Crusades. The Crusades episode in history is with profound
repercussions now, to global nations and to the Roman Catholic Church.
The Knights Templar was a military religious Order following
the Rule of St. Benedict. The Order was founded in the Holy Land in
1119 and was suppressed by the Council of Vienne in 1312. The Order
had ecclesiastical rights and jurisdictional privileges by the commission
of popes and kings. The mandate of the Knights was to facilitate the
spread of Christianity by prosecuting the Crusades, wresting the Holy
Lands from Islam and securing the holy sites.

The Knights took orders directly from popes to whom alone they
were accountable. The military might of the kingdoms was effectively
put in the hands of the popes. Within 200 years, however, serious
conflicts arose between the papacy and kings. Under French initiative,
the morality and fidelity of the Knights were challenged and the Order
was suppressed for reasons of alleged sexual deviancy and heresy. The
Knights had become an enormous economic, political and religious
problem for the kingdoms.
What the Crusades accomplished is tragic. A bitter and lasting
“accomplishment” is the schism between Eastern Christianity and the
Church of Rome. It should come as no surprise that eastern Christianity
distrusts Rome until now for the havoc it instigated. In the short term the
Crusades succeeded in taking control of the Holy Land. But control was
short lived. Islam not only recovered the Holy Lands but pushed back
into Europe. Christian and Islamic relations remain toxic ever since. The
Knights and the Crusades are no credit to Christianity, to civilization; to
the contrary, there is need to call into question the culture of dominion
theology/ politics that drove (drives) religious militancy.
The theology and politics of dominion fly in the face of common
sense, the Gospel and mandate of Jesus Christ. Modern consciousness of
the global circumstance, in the light of history, should realize that much
reconciliation is needed and must happen before Christianity can put its
violent and socially frustrating history behind it.
The history of the Crusades lays bare the bankruptcy of violence,
war and dominion as public policy. We of the Christian West are the
inheritors and progenitors of violent Roman History. The turmoil of the
Middle East and of the globe has always been and is about sibling rivalry
for the inheritance of the Land of Promise. American obsession in the
Middle East at the present time is in the “Sand of Promise—Oil”.
All people of the world are “relatives”, family, and are obliged to
the common effort of letting peace break out not just in the Family of
Abraham but in the global family. Life's possibilities are being destroyed
by the machinery of war! By the mentality of war!
References:
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15. A Crusades Iteration
One thousand years ago, Roman Catholic Europe was beginning
its wars of Crusades against Islamic Middle East. The wars of Crusades
dragged on for several hundreds of years, wasting Europe and the Middle
East alike.
America is now revisiting the Christian/ Islamic tragedy. There
is no military solution to violence, in the Middle East or anywhere. There
is no solution, resolution, until there is religious recognition. THE
PROBLEM IS RELIGION. Religion is the problem for and within Islam,

for and within Christianity; religion is the problem between Christianity
and Islam. Religions are about common, moral relationships and a will
for symbiotic accommodation. If religions are not this in the least, they
are inauthentic on their face
A religious accommodation is first needed before violence in the
Middle East can be ended. The hope for a sustainable eco-social future
and civility rests in people sharing a just, universal sense and experience
of moral sensitivity.
All people are one humanity. The families of the world are one
family, children of one God. All are from the one and same cosmos,
universal in process and consciousness. We are divided only because of
individual, corporate overreaching, self-serving, dissembling and
willfulness. The alienation and disadvantaging of others and the culture
of dominion are antithetical to religion. Sense of self, communal
wellbeing and civil relationships are corroded by religious pretenses.
Working for peace is the conscionable obligation of all religions,
of local churches, mosques, synagogues, temples. Reconciliation is a
work that belongs to all religions, to all people. Politicians and soldiers,
all people involved in conflicts need to turn to their religions and hold
them accountable for complicity in fomenting wars of ideology — in
God's Name.

16. The American Impediment
The dominant ethics/ politics in American culture, which came
from Europe, have brought about the dead-end wasting of the global
ecology/ environment. American ecologies were pristine 600 years ago,
not today. To the contrary, there have been many extinctions of species,
habitat destructions, out-right pillaging and waste of indigenous people
and natural resources.
European colonial republicanism is the underlying philosophical
ethic of American economics/ politics. The worldview/ ethic that have
occasioned today’s global ecological/ environmental catastrophes are
incapable of reversing and repairing the havoc of their doing. A changed
worldview and ethic are needed to escape the impediment.
What Vatican II has acknowledged is that worldview changes. A
misinformed worldview misinforms; dogma premised on misinformed
worldview is inapplicable. Politics, ethics and education premised on
erroneous dogma misinform, misdirect and do damage. Worldview has
to be updated, so does dogma pending on them, and so do politics, ethics
and education.
American politics, business, religion and ethics derive from the
corporate vision of Hegelian feudalism. Hegel’s authoritarianism bases
its ethics and politics on the republican rationale of an oligarchic elitist
class which controls public ethics, education politics and business
economics. [Marxist Communism was also premised in Hegelian
authoritarianism.] Like Hegelian philosophy, the American neo-colonial
(neo-con) philosophy eschews the one-man-one-vote principle of true
democracy in favor of republicanism wherein control is effectively in the
hands of an elite minority.

Radical Republicanism is what the GW Bush Administration has
given America. Its outcome epitomizes the bankruptcy of a worldview
that compounds self-inflicted catastrophes. The irreversible catastrophes
already imposed on nature, the culture of dead-end politics and ethics,
demand now the wisdom of a deep-root change of worldview that breaks
away from corporate feudalism and moves toward a communitarian ethic
that educates the public in participatory religion and government that
together sustain the natural paradigm and preserves natural diversity.
Nature is to be obeyed, not demeaned and destroyed.
At the heart of the American impediment is the legal positioning
of corporations in equal standing with the human person, with guarantees
and privileges a person has. This privileged standing opens to abuses of
corporate collusion to defraud the public, and it grants immunities and
privilege equal to and above what individuals have.
The abusive manipulation of corporations by the oligarchy lets
them impoverish the public with impunity, maintain their control over
public wealth and hold the public submissive. Elected representatives of
the people in government are beholden to corporate money and become
party to the abuse of public wellbeing. They privatize profits and go
public with debt—the postmodern version of feudalism.
When government represents corporations to the harm of the
public, it is with corrosive outcomes, and it needs to be corrected. The
people have it within their power to bring about change by controlling
the kind of people they elect to represent them. What is called for today
is public representation in government that preserves the trust of the
people, and refuses to let it be purchased by corporation interests. When
the interest of the people is faithfully represented in government, the
abuses of corporations can be challenged and laws can be enacted that
correct for the overreach of corporations.
For American government to break from corporate feudalism it
is first necessary that public opposition to corporate abuses are registered
in the Houses of Government. [The trading of corporate stocks is a
hotbed of intrigue, collusion, deceit and public thievery.] For this to
happen, the people and their representatives have to come to a worldview
that stops abuses, and structure society on egalitarian and communitarian
principles. Corporate structures should not be given equal standing to
persons, and human worth should not wasted by corporate conspiracy to
defraud the public.

17. American Corporate Feudalism
The developmental economic model of Western societies is
based on the continued growth of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
and ascendancy up the corporate ladder. This model is now exposed to
be ecologically and economically unsustainable. The exploitation of
Earth, and corporate investment in war to obtain and assert control over
global resources, are undoing societies and corrupting them from within,
whether by Western capitalist societies or former communist societies
now emulating the Western model. Western Capitalism may have won
out over Communism, but are we ultimately the losers?

Strong arm state control (Communism) and corporation-vested
control are philosophical inheritances of GWF Hegel. Under Communist
control slavery was real and mostly unvarnished. Corporate control
varnishes its form of “slavery”. The American corporate model can be
characterized as a morphed form of Hegelian feudalism. The farm and
laboring public are in fact indentured to a corporate oligarchy which
dominates economically and politically. American Republicanism in
recent years has removed the varnish from its intentions of dominion by
selling its soul to corporate interests.
Karl Rove and his Republican Party capitalized on Hegel’s
model by which the one-man/ one-vote policy could be manipulated and
circumvented. Their political strategy was not to appeal to the whole
public but to engage ideological interest groups and play on their fears
and special interests, thus dividing the electorate over controversial and
unsettled issues. Hegel eschewed the one-man/ one-vote approach to
democracy and preferred a republicanism in which the individual vote
matters less than corporate group allegiance.
Perhaps never before have the American people been so crassly
given over to corporate control as now. Unfortunately, the lobby control
of corporations is so strong that democrats and republicans alike give
themselves over to corporate money interests. It’s time for a change.
Who of the presidential candidates is less beholden to corporations and
more likely to adopt real cultural change away from the corporate
feudalist model? The answer to this question may determine American
culture for decades to come.
Ecological spoliation is radically aggravated by global corporate
feudalism. Aggravated environmental pollution and climate warming are
consequences of corporate exploitation and disregard for ecological
necessities. The paradigm of corporate dominion is mortally destructive.
A new worldview and political paradigm is needed which seeks first to
sustain global ecologies and to avail public resources justly, recognizing
the equal dignity and rights of every human being.
The problems with corporations cannot easily be dismissed with
simplistic jargon and half-true slogans. Of course all corporations are not
bad. Corporations have played important roles in all our lives.
As creations of human imagination, corporations take on the
purposes and designs of the human imagination, some good and some
bad. So, as evil exists in the designs and purposes of human doing, so it
exists in the purposes and doing of corporations.
Neither individual human beings nor corporations are free to run
rough-shod over people and nature. Both must be held accountable for
the abuses they inflict.
In the last four Administrations, a kind of libertarianism has been
accorded to corporations as though they are ends unto themselves. The
open license of corporate imagination to profiteering has resulted in
conspiratorial liberties that have hurt a lot of trusting people; there was
Enron and the likes, now its loan fraud on homebuyers.
Corporate globalization, e.g., NAFTA, is profoundly and fatally
flawed by dissolute corporate ethics. Religious fundamentalism, not to its
credit, has hitched its wagon to corporate absolutism and has been party
to republican overreach. Corporate profiteering on war and the marketing

of arms of war by the American Government are a world scandal doing
incalculable harm globally and to the American people.
The social ethic which holds employers accountable to their
employees and to the public is ravaged by an anti-social republicanism
which corporately abides arrogance, ignorance and obsession to control
and plunder. Such obsessive corporatism defeats fundamental civility
and moral rationality.

18. Neo-Cons & Neo-Colonialism
(Who should unsettle whom?)
In the present political climate voters are forced to link religion
and politics in ways uncharacteristic of politics historically. The politics
of radicalizing voters over unsettled issues of faith and morals was itself
an issue in the voting cycle of 2006. The question is: "Is it the role of
politics to unsettle religion or for religion to unsettle politics? Or should
either unsettle the other?"
This puts religion and civility to the test. Conventional wisdom
has it that religion and politics are subjects not to be talked about in
“polite company”. By that measure, polite company probably doesn’t
exist any longer. Please be tolerant of my "impoliteness" here, but, can
we in good faith keep silent any longer about political/ religious
improprieties? It seems to me that the mendacity of the public discourse
demands confrontation. I begin with: Neo-Cons and the politics of
“inquisition”.
A question for historians (and American voters) to ponder is
whether the Roman Inquisition was a governmental institution used by
imperial politics to cow the public into political submission, or was it a
religious instrument that used politics to purvey religion's preferred
orthodoxy. This is relevant today because politics have brought about an
"inquisitional" rebirth in America, whose true dimensions have yet to
unfold.
Is the new inquisition a rightist church instrument used to cow
politicians into conformity with its theology of dominion, or is it a
partisan political tool used by Right Wing politicians to polarize people
over unsettled faith and moral issues?
In either case, the neo-inquisition is a medieval ploy that fits the
category of Machiavellian manipulation, namely, to divide and conquer.
The sinister politics of a past time should serve as an object lesson in the
present—not as something to be re-incarnated in the context of American
politics.
It is totally inconsistent with a theology of liberation and with
the politics of open public expression to unleash inquisitional tools on
the American public for purposes of reinstating the religion and politics
of guilt and fear. The neo-inquisition of "new" conservatives needs to be
challenged by people of all faiths and by American voters before it
wreaks greater catastrophe on our nation, the world and people of good
faith.

19. Nafta Nimbies and the New Imperialism
A group of the Political Right is aligning itself with the Religious
Right for the obvious purpose of building a lasting coalition of political
dominance. Both seem to come from a new generation that subscribes to
an old world order. The control they seek is the hegemony of inheritance,
imperial, feudal, colonial and corporate. We Westerners carry in our
genes the latent but strong proclivity to the ancient dominion disease.
The new imperials in control of the United States Government are
a group of neo-conservatives, “neo-cons” for short. This group might
well be called “Nafta Nimbies”. (NAFTA, acronym for North American
Free Trade Agreement; and NIMBY, the acronym for elitist isolationists,
whose theme is Not In My Back Yard). It would seem that a significant
part of their joined “successes” can be credited to their religion/ politics,
namely that of imperialism, which survives religious cultures.
The Council of Trent, and the First Vatican Council after it, boldly
and unequivocally canonized imperial theology as the light bearer for
Roman Catholicism even as the Holy Roman Empire was coming to ruin
due to Reform Protestantism, and the endless feudal fighting of the city
states and the Thirty Years Wars of Religion.
Dominion appetites, habituated in imperial, feudal and colonial
cultures over untold centuries, have contributed to imperial instincts. In
the present day of religious/ political activism (Rightist Groups) these
proclivities have resurfaced and threaten to amplify havoc on havoc as
happened in imperial times.
Notwithstanding the Second Vatican Council, current theology and
politics in the Roman Catholic Church seem to be sliding back into the
imperial habit, and the political Right is catching the imperial fever and
infecting Americans.
The Nafta/ Nimby theology (classist ideology) believes that greed
is a virtue and that the means to its end, in the service of their profit at
the expense of the public, is a priority right. Its political philosophy holds
that power is political capital that must be spent to advance globally the
corporate benefits of exploitive consumerism.
The present generation of young folks seems to be something of a
split personality, that is, some espouse the imperial theology but are
unsure of their philosophy, and some espouse the philosophy but are
unsure of the theology. Others buy in lock-stock-and-barrel to both, the
theology and the philosophy.
The Vatican II generation in part perhaps eschews the theology and
politics of old imperialism, but may not recognize its new guises; and
perhaps the later generations reject the old and new imperialisms, their
theology and philosophy, but don’t recognize them for what they are.
Though I am a born-and-bred Council of Trent Catholic, I reject the
worldview of new and old imperials, their theology and philosophy, and
I wholly subscribe to evolutionary consciousness and the Liberation
Theology of the Second Vatican Council.
For now, the vocal Right seems to be having its “imperial” day.
War and violence, in new and ever more terrible forms, are used in the

advance of corporate profiteering under practices of deceit, as for
example, the “elective” Iraq war and its colossal wasting.
Out of respect for our common needs and interests, none of us now
should be so foolish as to let our souls, our consciences and our politics
be seized and fixated in imperial arrogance. Rather, we should pursue the
enlightenment of organic authority humbly, and respect its democratic,
egalitarian authority, which is vested in all life. We do not need another
Thirty Years War of Religions. The theology and politics of American
neo-imperialism is not likely to stop terrorism, it can only aggravate it.

20. Insult and Injury
Persistent insult traumatizes and eventually causes physical
injuries. The persistent traumatizing of the psyche disturbs subtly, and
impacts cumulatively on genetic impression and expression. The term
“epigenetic tag” (q.v. google) is of recent interest in the health field and
is significant in terms of physical and psychological wellbeing.
Epigenetic tags attach to genes like barnacles. Genes remain
intact but are affected in their expression, whether for good or bad.
Unhealthy eating and sleeping habits can have “tagging” effects that
modify gene expressions, by turning genes on or off. Good food and
good habits can effect beneficial gene-function, strengthen immunities
and promote health and longevity.
In an analogous way, the persistent culture of guilt and fear in
family and in social/ religious culture is with disturbing effects on the
human psyche and bears negatively on physiological function as well.
The cultural suppression of the human person registers in forms of
repression and depression, which interfere with healthy function and
directly cause mental disease. Mental disorders arise out of persistent
cultural suppression as with hyped mind-control practiced in cults and
repressive religions, e.g., male-dominated patriarchy.
Gender-specific personality traits are characterized female/ male
in every person. In the “normal” disposition, sexual psychology and
physiology can widely vary, in males and females. A rough and robust
male may have gentle dispositions that are more characteristically
female, whereas, a stunningly beautiful female may have personality
strengths that dominate and intimidate the stoutest male. Within
physiological/ psychological extremes can be a mixed spectrum of
personality traits that defy sexist stereotypes.
Godlikeness shows up in the variable differences of the gendered
person. Every person, male and female, in the likeness of God, is male/
female characterized. However variable the genetic disposition, it is a
“natural” ordering and isn’t rightly characterized as “intrinsically
disordered”. Such belittling of genetic diversity is hurtful, demeaning,
wrong, and unchristian. Sensitivity, acceptance and unconditional love
are due all persons, however God/ nature has created them, male or
female. Equal rights and consideration are owed to every person. No
person or institution can rightly arrogate judgmental claims that deny
common respect owed to every individual.

21. What Happened to Humility?
Polarities of popular belief provide politicians with natural wells
of opportunity to exploit. Politicization is precisely what has happened to
religions through history and at this time. The manipulative politicization
of religion is oppressive, suppressive, repressive and depressive.
Machiavellian sycophancy, playing up to the worst of human instincts
under the guise of righteousness, is about as perverse and cynical as it
gets — more satanic than Christian, the antithesis of humility.
The word "catholic" in its stripped down meaning is not only
nonpolitical it is also instructive. From the Greek "katholikos" it means
universal, as in cosmic. The word "Christian" too is straightforward and
nonpolitical in its meaning. A Christian is a person who has made the
life and teaching of Jesus Christ the model of his/ her living. I don't know
anyone more nonpolitical in our present understanding of the term than
Jesus, and he instructs us: "Love one another as I have loved you."
Being a Christian is a way of life, more than a creed, more than
institutional impositions. A way of life is determined by the personal
rationale one acquires from learning and experience. Worldview is about
how one sees oneself in relationship to all other and how one pursues
life. Worldview is for the individual person what ecclesiology is for
Church, namely, how Church understands itself and acts in the world.
A "Catholic Christian" is a person who understands her/his place
in the universe in relation to all other life, and who is faithful to the truthcomplexes (worldview) of relations that make fulfilled living possible for
all. A Catholic Christian is humble, organic, not overreaching, and is as
concerned for the wellbeing of others as for her/ himself.
"Worldview" is a conceptual mosaic of public understanding
pieced together from insights of faith and reason. Worldview includes
faith/ reason's consensus understanding of holistic relationships. As
worldview is consensus public understanding, so "ecclesiology" is the
church's self-understanding of place and role in the world. Something is
radically wrong when worldview and ecclesiology conflict for both are
conceived from the same realities! Circumstances of living relationships
change over evolutionary time and so do worldview and ecclesiology;
the contexts of the time require openness to change if harmony in
interpersonal relationships is to be sustained.
If ecclesiology conflicts with worldview, Church's credibility is
suspect. There is now an inherent conflict between imperial politics and
democratic politics, the right of people to political expression. Church
credibility depends on public consensus. The crisis of Church today is
that imperial theology still defines an ecclesiology that is contrary to
what is acceptable to modern world consciousness. The dominion model
of theology and politics defrauds people and is irreconcilable with the
public right of personal, political expression. The fixation of religious
belief in the specifics of an outmoded worldview foments conflicts and
imposes injustice and real harm on people.
HUMILITY is authentic self-consciousness recognizing Earth/
human connection in humus; humus is the vital supposition of organic

life, of the God/ land/ human Covenant. Humus is life's grail vessel,
earthly tilth, life’s organic means and end, the Matrix womb of divine
imagination, the cup and bread of Eucharist, the place and substance of
ascendant life's deep harmony.
Faith-justified life supposes humility even as humility supposes
faith and justified living. Except faith consciously roots in and identifies
with humus it takes leave of vitality's essential sense. Humility and
vitality alike are fatally wasted by ignorance, arrogance and greed, by the
theology/ politics of dominion.
Preachers and politicians alike too easily disdain humility with
pretenses of righteousness. My sense of history tells me that the satanic
mind of "antibiosis" roots in dominion theology and that the service mind
of "symbiosis" grows from the open humus of liberation theology. The
anti-symbiotic mind is closed, that is, set in absolutism (ignorance), egocentrism (arrogance) and occupied in self-aggrandizing appetites (greed).
Symbiotic openness is rational, humble and altruistic. We grow in
rationality by trustful communication; we discover essential relativity in
intentional consciousness (mindfulness), and, conscience compels us to
choose service to one another and holistic/ sustainable wellbeing.
Women wake up to your feminist, Eucharistic Vocation! To your
Divine Ordination in Nature! In Church! You are the uplifting soul of
organic inheritance! You are the affective intelligence of humankind!
You are the grounding of vitality’s self-reflective “Middletree”, the Eden
Tree that God proscribes from consumption!
Unless the essential symbiotic mutuality of faith and reason, of
women and men, is holistically witnessed by Church, moral credibility is
suspect and relationships in family and marriage are conflicted. In the
conflicted mind, ignorance, arrogance and greed find opportunity to
enthrall and dominate. People! We need to remain grounded in humility.

Section VI

SATURDAY READINGS

RENEW
Sabbath and Jubilee

Healing and Restoration
Environmental & Economic Justice

1. “Evening Thoughts”
Thomas Berry’s EVENING THOUGHTS is electrifying from
beginning to end — scary but hopeful; scary because it exposes the deadend direction of culture, and hopeful because it illumines what culture
needs to do to remain vital. The book is published by the Sierra Club
Books and masterfully edited by Mary Evelyn Tucker.
First, I present here his summary of misleading abstractions
(“transcendences”) that push humankind and Earth-life into wasting. The
book presents an overview of human belonging in Earth Community,
The Great Story, human denial, and self-undoing. His book includes
three APPENDICES; the last APPENDIX arrays Berry’s life experience
and his professional credentials. The first APPENDIX outlines factual
bases for human self-understanding of place in the Earth Community; the
second APPENDIX offers a global ethics code informing jurisprudence,
by which sustainability and inter-social justice might obtain.
My purpose here is to give a sense of the first two APPENDICES.
[Caveat: I do not set myself up as an expert on Thomas Berry; much less
do I claim to present “the orthodox” interpretation of Thomas Berry.] I
believe in his general thesis, its urgency, and I have every confidence in
his expertise.
In response to an essay I wrote and sent to him “Service to
Religion in the Third Millennium”, August 5, 1992, he wrote back to me:
“Please excuse this brief response. I wish I could elaborate more fully.
You have indeed set forth the fundamental vision needed for effective
entry into the future. The quotes you use from my book I fully approve. I
do hope that your vision will become effective on a broad scale
throughout society.” (August 9, 1992) [q.v., Sylvester L. Steffen,
RELIGION & CIVILITY, pp 277-286] At this later date, I have every
reason to think that he still endorses my effort.
THE ABSTRACT I PRESENT HERE IS TOO CONDENSED TO
GIVE AN ADEQUATE ACCOUNTING OF TOM BERRY’S BOOK. MY
PREJUDICES MAY QUALIFY BERRY’S WORDING. READ THE BOOK
YOURSELF. IT MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANT READ OF YOUR LIFE.

Thomas Berry is an eco-social visionary and pioneer. He has a
strong sense that global cultures need to put in place a new paradigm if
they would reverse the downslide toward eco-social ruin. He specifies
the need for radically new understandings and ethical principles by
which to interrelate within an interdependent eco-social system. He has
put forth “Twelve Principles for Understanding the Universe” and “Ten
Principles for Jurisprudence Revision”. I will conflate the content of
these in the two paragraphs that follow.
PRINCIPLES FOR UNDERSTANDING: (1) The unfolding of the
universe is a developing story with a past, a present and a future. For the
first time, “The Story” can be and needs to be told “with scientific
precision through empirical observation” (2) The universe and life within
it is “an interacting and genetically related community of beings bound

together in an inseparable relationship in space and time” (3) At all levels
of reality, the universe tends toward “differentiation, spontaneous selforganization and bonding”. (4) It has constructive and destructive aspects
that are “consistently creative”. (5) Within the solar system, Earth vitality
operates by self-emergent life-systems that “integrate their [individual]
functioning with [the] larger [interdependent] complex”. (6) The human
community “is genetically coded toward further cultural coding” and
invents “remarkable diversity in the various regions of the Earth”. (7)
“The major shaping forces of human societies” occurred in the Neolithic
period (12,000 years ago) and continue to characterize communities in
various “intellectual, artistic and emotional developments”. (8) Some
five thousand years ago “specialized social functioning” arose, centered
in the “eastern Mediterranean, in the Indus Valley…and in the North
China Yellow River Valley”. (9) Processes of empirical observation,
begun in the early-sixteenth century Europe, have led up to extraordinary
achievements of integrated understandings of the cosmic-Earth-life
continuum. (10) Scientific achievement has enabled “the violent
plundering of Earth” and the permanent and profound alteration of
biological systems and geological structures. Global human domination
has broken free from bio-system balance and is internally tilting largesystem balance toward irrecoverable imbalance. (11) A new sense of
“eco-centrism” is beginning to replace “dominant anthropocentrism”.
Some programs seek the integration of “human technologies with the
technologies of the natural world. A sense of larger interspecies social
order is being developed”. (12) The “emerging Earth community” lacks a
“mystique that will provide the high exaltation appropriate” for inspiring
a sustainable will, which “can be found in celebrating…the seasonal
sequence” and “the irreversible transformational sequences” of the
Earth’s evolutionary unfolding.
PRINCIPLES FOR JURISPRUDENCE REVISION: (1) Sustainable
existence requires rights of self-social-expression. (2) “The universe is
self-referent in its being, and self-normative in its activities”. (3) The
universe is a community of subjects, each with its own rights. (4) All
subjects of communal Earth-life derive individual rights by reason of
common origins and co-dependencies. (5) Universal and common rights
are: “the right to be, the right to habitat or a place to be, and the right to
fulfill [individual] role in the ever-renewing processes of the Earth
community”. (6) “rights are role-specific” (7) “Human rights do not
cancel out the rights (natural) of other modes of being.” Property
ownership rights are relational to modes of being proper to and within
the property. (8) Species depend on individuals in species-relationship;
species rights apply to species individuals. (9) Intrinsic relationships bind
all species, all property, so that broadly, rights-claims pertain across the
entire network of the biological continuum. (10) All humans have rights
of access to the natural world, so that, individuals and groups have no
right to exploit in a manner that deprives humanity of necessary access.

2. Theology of the Land
FACT: “farming” has morphed from its ethical, spiritual roots to
become chemical “pharming”. QUESTION: Where are the bishops, the
Church, government and the National Catholic Rural Life Conference
(NCRLC) as to the unjust overreach (prostitution of agriculture) by the
pharmaceutical (tobacco & petrochemical) industry?
Church, like people, loses direction if it loses sense of belonging
in, with and to the community of nature. Vatican II inspired promising
beginnings toward the renewal of Church and society. If theology calls
for a communitarian society, then Church should model ethically and
symbiotically the communitarian society called for by Vatican II. Post
Vatican II, Liberation theology pursued the “communitarian” renewal of
Church and society. Where does the effort stand forty years later?
Pope Benedict XVI told a congregation at a Palm Sunday service
that "earnings, success and career must not be the ultimate scope of life."
He said that only those with "hands not soiled with corruption" could
expect to reach God.
In 1985, the Virgil Michel Ecumenical Chair in Rural Social
Ministries (St. John’s University, Collegeville, MN) and the National
Catholic Rural Life Conference (Des Moines, IA) began an ongoing
study of the “Theology of the Land”. Like all who attended the
Conference, I came away encouraged and motivated to persevere in the
compelling call of Vatican II.
A distinguished panel articulated the “general dimensions of a
new theology or ethic of land ownership and land use… LEONARD
WEBER examines the economic philosophy that has shaped American
attitudes toward property in general; he proposes alternative models and
directions for socially responsible land ownership and use. WALTER
BRUEGGEMANN explores the biblical covenantal relationship as a way
for us to speak about land management. C. DEAN FREUDENBERGER
addresses the implications of a new land ethic for the food and
environmental crisis that has spread across the entire globe. JOHN HART
offers the creation-focused spirituality and religious faith of Native
American peoples as source for rethinking land ethics in America…
RICHARD AUSTIN proposes the rebuilding of human relationships with
the land in the context of environmental concerns and the rights inherent
in the land.” [Co-Editor Bernard F. Evans, Chairman, Virgil Michel
Chair; the other Co-Editor is Gregory D Cusack, then Director of the
National Catholic Rural Life Conference (NCRLC).
Leonard Weber: “…contemporary Americans do not really
understand the American ethical heritage, and…the extent to which the
heritage has shaped national policies…I read with interest and with much
admiration ‘The Spirit of Earth’ (John Hart). Hart stressed that aspect of
American heritage he sees converging with his own Christian theology of
the land…he clearly acknowledges that his vision is at odds with the
dominant American tradition…it is necessary to try to make clear why it
is…that this vision is radical and morally unacceptable…It is my task to
discuss the understanding of land-use ethics that is presently found in
this country. This gives me the opportunity to describe the dominant

American tradition as well as to reflect on alternative systems of social
ethics…The land-use ethic that contemporary American society has
intended is primarily an economic ethic. The value of land is determined
almost exclusively by its role in the market system…land has no real
value until it is ‘improved’ (John Locke)…when labor is mixed with
it…The focus here is not so much on what I can claim for myself…It is
to think more about our social obligations…A human rights starting
point that recognizes social/ economic rights as well as civil/ political
rights leads us to…responsibility toward others…What should be
expected of business is that it is beneficial to society…I am suggesting…
that we may want to make use of the evolving concept (Paul VI
‘Populorum Progressio’) of social responsibility within a framework of
an emphasis on human rights… The concept might allow us to move
away from emphasis on individual rights toward an emphasis on the
common good.”
Walter Brueggemann: “…Adam, that is, mankind, has a partner
and mate, adamah, land. Humankind and land are thus linked in a
covenantal relationship, analogous to the covenantal relationship
between man and woman …unfortunately, in our society we have
terribly distorted relationships between man and woman, between adam
and adamah, distortions that combine promiscuity and domination.…
Likely, we shall not correct one of these deadly distortions unless we
correct them both. We shall not have a new land ethic until we have a
new sexual ethic, free of both promiscuity and domination. Applied to
land, we shall not have fertility until we have justice toward the land and
toward those who depend on the land for life, which means all the
brothers and sisters… It is clear that a land ethic that uses, abuses, and
discards is a practice of pollution and fickleness. It creates a fundamental
cleavage between a Creator who wills life and a creation that squanders
and finally rejects life…”
C. Dean Freudenberger: “…We are not free to do with the land
as we please; rather we, created in God’s image, have been endowed
with the responsibility for maintaining justice and righteousness within
dominion. This requires the restoration and preservation of all the
resources of the domain… Where humanity recognizes the collision
course of its technosphere with the biosphere of its inheritance,
pondering the issue of the theology of the land results in recognition of
the need to shift from a human centeredness to a God centeredness.”
John Hart:“…the congressional gavel hammers away treaties and
pounds into dust their promises to Native Americans… Hovering in the
background, benefiting from those gavels, are a handful of individuals
and corporate controllers: this wealthy elite expects to profit from the
poverty of the masses of displaced peoples of the land and to exercise
greater political and economic power over the land, its fruit and its
people… There is a crisis of ownership…there is a crisis of value…the
attitude of greed is primarily an atheistic and anti-social perspective…
for people of faith, a basic consideration between the prevailing profit
ideology that elevates greed to a virtue and religious teachings that
recognize greed as a vice and propose stewardship and sharing as
virtues… Spirituality for native peoples is creation-focused, that is, there
is a strong link, a deep sense of relationship, to the created world. Any

concept of human superiority to or domination over the rest of creation is
foreign and repugnant… Change is possible, and the best hope for
change is advocacy of justice by the churches. Church…must speak out
for social change and, through educational efforts and coalitions with
groups able to work together on specific issues, create a better future…
There must be a fundamental reform on land… Land must be used in
such a way that it is carefully conserved and restored so that earth might
regenerate herself and care for future generations of life forms that
depend on her.”
Richard Cartwright Austin: “My concern is rebuilding human
relationships with the land. In the Bible I find a moral ecology—a vision
of beautiful relationships between nature, humanity and the Lord… This
biblical ecology involves the rescue of both humanity and land from
oppression… In biblical tradition the Sabbath was more than a day of
compulsory worship… Through the Sabbath tradition the Hebrews
discovered design in relations between the Lord and the world, between
humanity and nature, and within human society… The authors of
Genesis understood the cycle of creative energy: work was not complete
until there was rest, reflection, worship and celebration… For the first
time in history…in the West… the majority of men and women do not
work in direct contact with the land, the sea, or the species of natural
life… Does the earth benefit from this reduced human presence? Not at
all. We burden the earth even more than before… As society leaves the
earth to machines, and the few people remaining are trained to think like
machines, the earth suffers… Instead of ‘compulsory recreation’ I
propose a human right of access to nature… The image of God in the
biblical understanding implies a human vocation to express to nature, by
our care for it, the justice and love of God… If we lose contact with God,
we lose touch with the source of our life and with the beauty of
transcendent justice and compassion… As the screws tighten, we will be
pushed to exploit each other and to exploit land and environment ever
more harshly. It is a wicked predicament for a once free people … Part
of the answer is to reopen the frontier… a first step is to legislate that the
holding of land by profit-seeking corporations is inherently inappropriate
…their bottom-line nature forces them to regard land as a commodity
and to exploit it… the human religious impulse [is] to see divinity in
nature or through nature… We are called neither to worship or abuse
nature, but to live creatively and productively with our fellow
creatures… to tend and keep the earth as God would have it kept…
Peace on earth includes sustainable ecological peace, peace among
species, and peace with our natural environment." [THEOLOGY OF THE
LAND, Bernard F. Evans and Gregory D. Cusack, editors, 1987, The
Liturgical Press, Collegeville, MN. ISBN 0-8146-1554-6]

3. The Future of Agriculture
The world's really big issue is THE FUTURE OF AGRICULTURE
AND FOOD SUSTAINABILITY: whether agriculture will be directed
toward the irresponsible exploitation of land/ nature in the pursuit of fuel,

more carbon contamination, and corporate profiteering, or whether
toward responsible usage in the sustainable provisioning of food.
Whither the future? Human destiny is at a crossroads as to ecological
wasting. What’s our collective desire? To expend natural resource use to
fuel machinery of exploitation or to use resources sensibly, ecologically,
and sustainably to secure network balances of life on Earth?
Monoculturing, the genetic modification of organisms (GMOs),
and drug culture are artifices of “vertical integration”, of corporatizing
life to secure profits for the few and to exploit nature and the people. The
diversity of life is fast being sacrificed on the altars of prostitution by the
imposter wizards of corporate “religion”.
The genetic modification of plant and animal life is potentially
with cataclysmic risks; the reason this is true is because biodiversity
includes interdependent web-complexes at every step of the way in
diversification. Just one “for instance”: honeybees! Honeybees are one of
plant-life’s most prolific pollinators and of great importance, biologically
and economically. In the bee’s life cycle, pollen is the critical food
source for the larvae and for the queen-mother bee.
Drug industry schemes of genetic engineering, to make grain
crops, soy beans, etc, compatible and “friendly” with systemic poisons,
whether insecticides or herbicides, pose long-term risks, for example, of
modifying pollen in such a way that it becomes damaging to pollinator
insects that rely on pollen for food. Right now, beekeepers are finding
that colonies of bees are dying off in massive numbers for undetermined
reasons. Environmental stressors accumulate and compromise web
linkages. The bee problem could be a long-term disaster of incalculable
proportions, not to mention the potential loss of a historically favored
food. If GMO pollen is destroying pollinator insects, it is a disastrous
threat to global agricultural economics.
Essential relationships in life are issues of morality, of religion.
The immorality of “abortion” is a problem less of family planning than
of corporate profiteering and the acquiescence of religions to corporate
overreach.
The fuel consumptive appetites of corporate technology are
insatiable because private profit is their driving engine. At the present
time, agriculture and land are at risk of becoming victims of technology.
The massive dedication of grain crops and land to corporate engineering
(to produce fuel to power the engines of technology) is a new and
worrying prospect with respect to the diversity of life on Earth, for the
specific reason that bio-diverse organisms in the soil, and plant-life
diversity itself, are being exposed to the sterilizing impacts of energyintensive agriculture.
The global corporatizing of agriculture has put the balance of
diverse Earth-life on a dangerous down-slope. Serious correctives are
urgently needed to flatten the tilt against biodiversity and to prevent
further corporate greasing of the slippery slope.
I am of one mind with Walter Brueggemann that an authentic
theology of land isn’t possible except with an authentic theology of
gender. Land justice is compromised when gender justice is —
specifically with respect to the essential mutuality, complementarity and
subsidiarity of female/ male persons and plant/ animal systems. Elitist

male-dominant patriarchy handicaps Church and humankind because of
its fixation in male-gender elitism and institutional infallibilism.
Vatican II meant to open Church to Liberation Theology. In
Latin Countries particularly, some political/economic/social theories of
Karl Marx were involved in Church dialog because of the fact of the
presence of active Communism in these countries. Burdensome cultural
overreach of women and the marginalized continue systemically.
Pope John Paul II feared risks of compromise from the dialog of
Church with Communism, so he appointed bishops who shared his
animus and would disengage Church from dialog with Communism. His
political paranoia targeted Liberation Theology, but it had its effect also
on the politics and structure of the NCRLC, post 1985. Before then, and
under the leadership of Bishop Maurice J. Dingman (Des Moines
Diocese) and Father Leonard Kayser, Acting Director of the NCRLC, its
activities were ecumenical, not politicized, in structure and philosophy. It
is my sense that the philosophy and structure have changed since 1985,
making the NCRLC more in tune with pre-Vatican II dominant theology.
While the NCRLC had been moving in more egalitarian grassroots
directions, it has since it seems to me, taken on a more institutionally
subservient character under Bishop Raymond Burke.
I mean not to discredit the continuing good work of the NCRLC,
but I am of the opinion that its effectiveness is diminished for the same
reasons that institutional Catholicism is, namely, fixation in traditional
practices of elitism and dominion, hierarchal heavy-handedness. I worry
also that it collaborates with other institutions in unjust control over land
and people, and by association with them, lacks sensitivity for grassroots
urgencies. Unethical corporate exploitation is in crises proportions and
continues to expand. It is unseemly, if not immoral, for Church to be
identified as one with the other corporations of exploitation. Persistent
institutional dominion frustrates communitarian authenticity and a just
theology of sex and land.
Communitarian justice and land justice depend on a theology
and science of gender equality. Family is dysfunctional, as are society
and Church, except for (female/ male) complementarity, mutuality, and
subsidiarity. Words ring hollow when practice betrays them, and that is a
problem for Church when it speaks disconnectedly from the people on
issues of rural, social justice.

4. No Easy Answers
In re: overpopulation, moral proportionality and Original Sin.
The Second Vatican Council came to a certain consensus with
respect to the “evolutionary” world and the need of continued updating,
matters as important as can be; namely, that the continuing processes of
analysis and synthesis are required, for, in matters of daily conscionable
choosing, the complexity of truth and consequence is such that there are
seldom if ever unambiguous answers to multi-faceted matters. [Const. IV
Gaudium et spes, Intro, #5]
The process of analysis calls for communicating intelligence and
the weighing of outcomes as they relate to actions taken. The process of

synthesis weighs the moral proportionality of choices and outcomes and
compels conscience to choose actions with consequences that favor the
greater good over outcomes of lesser good.
The processes of analysis and synthesis involve communication
consciousness and conscience. As end/ means, the processes seek a
unified and unifying objective, that is, of greater clarity as to personal/
social wellbeing in making decisions of conscience.
Case in point is the conundrum of overpopulation, of ecological
destruction and personal conscience in the matters of resource limits and
over-consumption, what is the original and continuing sin of consuming
Middletree Vitality.
Upon whom does this conundrum weigh most heavily? Surely, it
weighs most heavily on women, and least on male bachelors, clerics.
Over this issue there is too little awareness and sensitivity, and too much
myopia and hypocrisy. Recidivism into mindsets of Vatican I and escape
to less complex single-issues is a head-in-the-sand approach to morality.
The destruction of web-life ecologies by mindless exploitation is real
abortion with permanently adverse consequences to life, certainly with
moral proportionality corresponding with individual abortion. Why don’t
bishops weigh in on this moral conundrum? Their silence is deafening.

5. Expectations of Consistency
Our very existence, an outcome of persistent/ consistent nature,
is a compelling lesson for understanding who we are, what we are, and
importantly who we might become. This latter consideration, of who we
might become, goes to the issue of our own consciousness, of purpose in
nature, and of purposes we engage by our intentional thinking and doing.
What we do is driven by the energy of intention, by considered
reflections on nature’s purposes of persistence and consistence. As we
know from personal experience, we are not always consistent in the right
formation of consciousness, or persistent in making the choices that have
the better outcomes.
Nature gives us a track record to work from. The track record is
the codes of DNA scriptures that inform the every function of every cell
in our bodies. The body’s DNA coding is a model of consistence and
persistence, but also of openness in its ability to accommodate change
when the codes prove to be inadequate in dealing with the contingencies
of conflicting relationships — what is a task of the cortical brain.
Energy, spirituality, is the engine of transforming substance that
adapts to its own purposes. The edifying energy of nature is in us; selfreflective consciousness is at the helm. The energy of the body drives the
work of consciousness toward purposes (outcomes) that are durable
(persistent) and determinative (consistent) in effecting future outcomes.

6. Nature — Insistent, Persistent & Consistent
There is endurance and continuity in nature, in the evolution of
energy/ matter. The successes of nature, of symbioses, are outcomes of
cosmic-energetic insistence, persistence and consistence.
At subatomic, wave-particulate levels, the iterations of tasking
and proving challenge the endurance of relationships. Particle formation
and the endurance of bonds are matters of force-strength (instance and
insistence). Bonding is about the force attraction of quantum-charges.
Persistence and consistence are relational factors of in-tensional bonding.
The relationships of insistence, persistence and consistence obtain in
quantum-electric phenomena. If religion is about relationship, conscience
is about persistence and consistence in testing relational authenticity.
The analogies of reciprocals provide extended insights into the
axioms of evolution. The testing of the analogies of reciprocals is a
thought process that builds on the consistence and continuity of organic
wave/ particle interrelationships. Right-thinking proceeds one-step-at-atime in the evolving way of nature’s analysis processing. The building of
continuity, of the right sense of reciprocal analogies, edifies conscious
complexity, the stable ground of certainty, faith and belief. The advance
of understanding starts with a status-quo and proceeds to new awareness
of purpose (energy) and action (outcome).
The axioms of evolution are thought-products that make mind
connections to graduations of complexity in wave/ particle evolution. In
being aware of nature’s axiomatic way of being persistent and consistent
we come to a sense of nature’s evolving paradigm. And by coming to
this consciousness we are informed how to participate intentionally and
actively in the consistent and persistent advance of symbiotic purpose.

7. Why is the Religious Right the Religious Wrong?
It is wrong because it ignores and discredits the Catechism of
Cosmic Religion. What is the “Catechism of Cosmic Religion”? Nature
is primary scripture, the common, cosmic catechism. Nature provides to
all life, to all matter, the apt and necessary consciousness that enables
ongoing dialog by which it secures its own sustainability and by which
individual consciousness and interactive nature advance together. The
natural process of self-aware advancement in cosmic complexity is by
energetic question/ answer in which cosmic complexity self-explores
potentials and advances incrementally in the process of evolution.
The complexity-process of evolutionary consciousness is aptly
characterized in the term “Trimorphic Resonance” (q.v. at google) which
advances intelligence by way of interactive processes and harmonies of
communication, consciousness and conscience. The rules of engagement
in evolutionary consciousness are encoded and repeated in nature, the
first and universal catechism of religion. The genetic code in each cell is
nature’s living “catechesis”.
What is Catechesis? Catechesis is the traditional question-andanswer method used to teach religion to children. Generations of the

Catholic faithful grew up on the Baltimore Catechism, which was surely
more studied than the Bible itself. Before Vatican II, the theology of
infallibility prevailed in Church; after Vatican II Catholics became aware
of Church fallibilities. The Baltimore Catechism is no longer used.
Life’s complexities are bigger than what any person can grasp
and what any institution or organization can manage. Religious/ political
arrogance, to the contrary, has contributed to humankind’s heavy burden
of predicaments. Honesty demands awareness that communication is a
two-way process of information-exchange and -gain. Questions have
neither simple answers nor one only answer; they almost always raise
new questions. The authentic teacher is open to learn new perspectives
on “truth”, and so are “disciples” and “apostles”.
Who is a Catechist? Teachers/ learners are catechists. A
catechist is a person who makes it his/ her profession to engage with
others in dialog (question and answer learning) about God, nature and
self, for purposes of coming to greater understanding of mutual codependencies and of moral actions obliged by essential interdependency.
A catechist is aware of nature’s dependency on God and of the
interdependency of the human person on nature and other life. Morality
is understood as intentional consciousness and personal commitment
(mindfulness) to seek informed understandings of right relationships so
as not to violate the integral intelligence of nature and the Providence of
God, and not to violate the sustainable relationships of organisms in web
dependencies.
Dominion theology traditionally indoctrinates catechists for the
explicit purpose of advancing and proselytizing religious orthodoxy, that
is, the belief preferences of one religious ideology over others. In the
process, the self-serving interests of a particular religious ideology
become bases of conflict amongst churches competing to win public
acceptance of their preferred ideologies. In this unseemly warfare, the
integrity of common cosmic faith is shredded, people turn violent against
each other by artifice and wrong headedness, God is demeaned, religion
is discredited and life on Earth is trashed.
A right-minded catechist puts his/ her personal house in order by
becoming rightly informed in essential matters of authentic relationships
between self/other/nature/God; such right ordering is what Old Covenant
and New Covenant consciousness are about. Covenant Order is what the
call of personal vocation is about. Catechesis is about nurturing nature,
what everyone is obliged to do. Because each of us is called for life to be
nurturers, learners and teachers of common cosmic religion, each of us is
a “catechist”.

8. Politics, the Religious Right, and the Assault on Reason
Earth is in crisis. Nation’s are in crisis. Churches are in crisis.
Education is in crisis. In order to stem its own and nature’s wasting,
humankind is cornered now and forced to react to crises of its making.
What response is called for? To begin with, end the “assault on reason”.
Fifty years ago John Courtney Murray, SJ, sensed America’s
precipitous misdirection vis-à-vis education, philosophy and religion in

the public assault on reason, an assault on the process of intelligence.
The cultural mood Murray sensed pertained to the philosophy of
pragmatism and instrumentalism, positivism and materialism and the
“cult of the history of thought rather than of thought itself”. Linguistic
analysis purported to be “the philosophy to end all philosophies”. Murray
understood that the assault on reason “subrogates the capacities of
intelligence to something less than its potential”. It denies reason the
power to affirm transcendent truth, and the capacity to move cultural
consciousness beyond obsession with physical realities to the higher
realities of the metaphysical (conscious spirituality) order responsible for
visible, experiential manifestations.
Religion subrogates to “fideism” (the uncritical acceptance of
handed-down beliefs) a place above the warrants of reason and the facts
of history. Religious fideism exiles intelligence from its world and
adamantly rejects the notion of faith’s essential dependency on reason.
Religion’s assaults on reason correspond with philosophy’s assaults, but
from a different direction. Impaired by the schismatic philosophies, of
pragmatism, instrumentalism, positivism and materialism, reason and
religious belief have been watered down to little more than the exercise
of relativistic choice. They operate in individuals in a way that is
inconsiderate of the cumulative insights of intelligence and experience.
In November 1959, Murray spoke at St. Joseph’s College on
“The Liberal Arts College and the Contemporary Climate of Opinion”.
He spoke about the essential tradition of Liberal Arts and the task of the
liberal arts colleges, which “is the restoration of the Tradition of Reason,
as defined by the needs of the time”. In this address he put in words the
presupposition of Catholic Tradition that: “faith supposes reason as grace
supposes nature”. What this correlation states in effect is that faith and
reason, spirituality and secularity, religion and civility, are mutually
codependent and cannot be put in opposition to each other without
critical damage to each other. John Courtney Murray says:
“The light of reason flickers and is feeble indeed, and it is difficult
for man to sustain reason in its rightness. Nevertheless, reason is still
a light whereby man can make right judgments. Faith, of course, is
the fuller and steadier light, and the affirmations of faith have a
greater solidity, because the authority of God sustains them.
However, faith could be no light at all, if reason were not also a light.
FAITH SUPPOSES REASON AS GRACE SUPPOSES NATURE.

(Emphasis added) If the genuine powers of reason are destroyed or
undermined, the true notion of Christian faith suffers the same fate.
Faith becomes irrational, unintelligible, indefensible—and unworthy
of a man. Thus, the destinies of Christian faith are linked with those
of human reason…The integrity of her own faith is the primary
concern of the Church, but part of her faith is a belief in the essential
integrity of human reason. Without this belief civilization itself
would perish, for high philosophy, and just law, and intelligent
politics, which are the sustaining forces of civilization, cannot
survive in a climate of doubt or denial of the powers of reason.”
[Pamphlet, “The Liberal Arts College and the Contemporary Climate
of Opinion”, produced by St. Joseph’s College, Murray Archives,
file 6-480]

There is a growing public sense that the George W. Bush
Administration is a global tragedy and an embarrassment to American
pride and culture; that it “is an anomaly; tragedy and embarrassment”?
Yes. Anomaly? less sure. Political corruption roots in presumptions of
corporate consumerism. Recent corporate scandals and the irrational
fixity of the present Administration in corporate advantage are miscreant
products of the assault on reason.
Rationalism and fideism both are antithetical and destructive of
reason and faith; they are angry voices of contradiction. Dominion and
liberation, as theologies, are also set against each other in such a way that
some of the laity are caught in the centripetal swirl of ultra-centrist
fideism while some experience separation and alienation at the swirling
extremity—the push-pull of relativism.
The secure order of faith-life is maintained by a healthy tension
between the centrifugal swirl of reason and the centripetal pull of faith.
When the balance of tension fails, implosion happens at the center when
fideism overreaches, and explosion happens at the extremity when
rationalism overreaches. In Church, in society, in education, implosion
(collapse) and explosion (alienation) are both happening because of the
failed reconciliation of faith and reason.
Vatican II called for in-place correctives, namely, commitment
by the People Church to secure the mutuality of faith and reason. The
failure or success of faith and reason depend on the failure or success of
process. The collapse of faith signals the collapse of reason and the
dissolution of reason signals dissolution of faith; collapse and dissolution
signal the failure of process, that is, failures of untrustworthy
communication, of misinformed consciousness and of deceived
conscience. People are caught up in relativism; the failure of the reason/
faith process signals the failure of religion/ civility.

9. Bureaucrats and Political Corruption
Needing answer is the question, what is a “true” bureaucrat? By
some convention, the “true” bureaucrat is the zealot who stands by and
with the party, the institution with knee-jerk fidelity even if it means
violence to "truth".
Violence of person on person, institution on institution, religion
on religion, nation on nation, is politicized by zealotry. The conventional
bureaucrat is a person fixated in ideology, whose mind is imprisoned in
political enthrallment.
Governments have their zealots and religions have their zealots,
who stretch truth to the point of falsity. Zealots are people who know
only their truth, who put social sustainability, eco-sustainability at risk
because they violate common laws of justified living. Social (communal)
rights and personal rights constitute "human" rights, both of which need
securing and justifying in the accommodation of "truth".
Authentic people/ politics are frustrated by fixation in polarized
ideology, as for example, by fixations in two-party politics which get
caught up in stalemate, posturing. Fixations in institutional ideology,

monopoly and profiteering [what are bureaucratic truths] usually underlie
the corruption of institutions and their bureaucrats. Institutional-serving
"truths" drive eco-social corruption.

10. Is Religion Fated to be Deadly Dull?
The cultured cynicism of doubt is a thick cloud obscuring from
consciousness the vitalizing power of faith and sapping from religion its
green potential. Because faith has been formalized and routinized in
institutional specifications, it is predictable in content and in expectation
and with little apparent relevance to the times.
Content and expectation are disconnected from worldview and
need. Because the old worldview presumptions have lost their light, so
have presumptive faith and expectations of its providence. The insanity
of conscious fixation in antiquity is a deadly blight infecting all life.
When the worldview connection is enlightened, consciousness can rise to
newness and restore faith’s vitality, and the green of religion.
Because the persistent culture of distrust has obscured faith, faith
has lost power to inspire; and because hope has turned to desperation,
culture compels the obsessed ego to consume all the green of nature it
can appropriate. The ego-centric worldview drives the compulsion to
consume. Cultured ego-need is an out-of-control passion of destructive
violence to self, to nature — as environmental conditions testify.
The static worldview is blind to requirements of symbiotic
necessity. Insight into symbiotic necessity can restore vitality to faith and
green to religion. We need to resolve doubts so faith can warm to the
task of ecological restoration. It takes nothing less than the “revisioning”
of faith to restore life’s provision and nature’s capacity to sustain life.
Before hope for recovery can break through the clouds of fixity,
we need to find mental clarity as to what is the overriding need. “Green”
needs to be restored to faith before hope can flower. When hope flowers
love is empowered to work its vital mysteries of restoration. We need to
engage in enlightening life by the energetic sharing of faith.
In the deep chill of the winter the tree is dormant and the sap is
stilled. Until the sun drives off the winter chill the tree remains dormant.
The power of the photon is the power of green — the organic awakening
of the bud and the return to vitality. The photosynthesis of Christian
vitality is in the hold of a deep winter. Clouds of self-imposed doubt
obscure the light of reason — the patrimony of dominion theology.

11. Modernity and Absolutism
The German philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (17701831) is a philosopher of church/ state absolutism. The rise of European
fascism and the spread of Communism in the era of Modernity were
developments of Hegelian philosophy. The obscurantism of philosophy,
religion and politics yet pits absolutism against the people rights of selfdetermination. The decisive collapse of world Communism is a collapse
of government claim over peoples’ rights of self-determination and claim

of corporate profit over people enterprise. Morphed Hegelian capitalism
also does not serve interests of social wellbeing.
The road to the collapse of Imperialism and Communism has
been economically, ecologically, religiously and politically expensive,
and until now the lessons of corporate consumerism have not been
learned. The pendulum swing to corporate capitalism and away from
communist capitalism isn’t the answer either. Yet to be discovered,
thought through, and engaged are the social dynamics of evolution, what
are the lessons of ecozoic necessity, i.e. mutuality, complementarity and
subsidiarity.
Global societies have devolved the way of Armageddon, to the
global arming of nations in their delusional passion to own and control
world resources. There has been slight enlightenment as to the dead end
of that road. The collapse of imperial state/ religion in Europe has been a
prolonged ordeal that in the twentieth century has led to two world wars,
associated with fascist movements in Germany, France, Spain, Italy,
Russia, China and the colonized countries of the world, India, China,
Central and South America, the Philippines, Cambodia, Vietnam, Korea
and Japan.
The 20th century is indeed a period of Armageddon in which the
massive arming of nation against nation has joined people and politics in
self-destructive enterprises — what is the industrial-military complex of
corporate profiteering from arms sales.
Postmodernity is still occupied in the dirty and desperate work of
arming nations for purposes of dominating and controlling the shrinking
and already limited resources of Earth. Plain and simply, this is what the
global armed struggle is about and what the Second Enlightenment
challenge is about. Wars only aggravate global crises.
The nations of the world are a long way from escaping the
nightmare of Modern/ Postmodern Armageddon. The task at hand for
enlightenment is to bring about an end to the horrors and mortal wasting
of global warfare, which will not happen except global people move in
critical numbers to put in place a radically different paradigm than the
one now in place. The progress of Postmodernity is tentative and
stumbling but elements in it tend toward the restoration of some sanity to
the global scene; that sanity can be enlightened and stabilized by the
intentional working of faith (religion) and science (reason) in concert.
The culminating event in Roman Catholicism that opted the
parting with the religious/ political culture of absolutism, and that makes
possible a convergence of faith and reason, is Vatican II. This break from
Hegelian absolutist philosophy has happened in principle, but not in fact.
There are two aspects that societies need to work through toward
freeing consciousness from its destructive and habituated paradigm, and
these are: discovering the dead-end traps of the existing paradigm that
stand in the way of a joined, new religious/ political paradigm that faith
and reason tend toward; and, the other is to wean the credulous public
away from nostalgic religious enthrallment in the deceptive comfort
habits of trust in dominion theology.
The public needs to be sensitized to, and to listen to the voice of
authentic conscience within, and acknowledge the One Spirit at work in
self-reflective consciousness.

12. Culture Wars: Religion vs. Civility
Ours is an epic time marked by continuing wars between religion
and civility, but also a time for the exposure of complicit ignorance and
arrogance. Each of us has the capacity to be irreligious and uncivil; but
each of us also has a capacity to be religious and civil. Incivility betrays
religion; irreligion betrays civility.
Quantum religion is “good news”, the Word underlying the uplift
of consciousness. Religion and civility are about the primacy word/ work
of conscience, of faith, hope and love — these harmonize the primacy
relationship of word and work, and they authenticate personal self in
relationship to other. Growth of consciousness into broader and deeper
understandings of universal truth enables ascendancy over ignorance and
the control of arrogance.
Culture wars are waged in the shadows of burned out lucifers.
State sponsored violence throughout history has been justified for many
reasons, but the meanest violence is religious, “in God’s name”. This is
true not only in Middle East circumstances but also in ancient indigenous
cultures and in the Medieval/ Renaissance cultures of Christianity. It
should now be abundantly clear from history that neither individuals nor
civilizations can abide the dogmas and worldviews whose credibility has
crashed. The need is overdue to develop new dogma that accommodates
the evolutionary worldview now globally shared.
The fratricide being waged between Shia’s and Sunnis in Iraq
today, for example, has an etiology akin to the Christian faith/ reason,
orthodoxy/ secularity conflicts that are aggravated by the divide between
the static worldview (SWV) and evolutionary worldview (EWV). Of a
kind are the ultra orthodox/ secular conflicts that persist in Judaism. The
inherited feud within Abrahamic religions has through history been
spectacularly violent and destructive. But it isn’t too late to learn from
history, and change.
The wars of religions are generally in contexts of ideological
orthodoxies exerting conformity on the populace to the beliefs and rituals
of habituated religion, whose “holy” men, priests, rabbis, imams, gurus,
etc., interpret “the divine” for popular consumption. Determinative of
Western cultures is the history of Europe from Constantine (c. 350) to
the present time, for it was within this time-frame that Catholicism fixed
its worldview, its orthodoxies and defined its dogmas and developed its
rituals under presumptions of patriarchal/ hierarchical right, privilege
(imperial might) in matters spiritual and secular.
As cultural belief advanced understandings of the divided and
conflicting realms of the spiritual and the material, orthodox beliefs
developed around the presumed higher valuation of the spiritual over the
material, and the realm of the “secular” (material order) was derogated
and dominated by the “higher” spiritual realm. In effect, religious culture
is now set against secular (civil) culture, and in the culture wars of the
Holy Roman Empire for hegemony of the spiritual over the secular,
faith’s dominion over reason, the spiritual over the material were (are)
accepted as fact. Soul and body we are culturally alienated.

The material order belongs to the spiritual; the spiritual order and
the secular order belong to each other. We need to end this schism of
corporately cultured convenience.
As long as the schismatic belief (that spirit and matter represent
respectively “good” and “evil”) that the spiritual is “godly” and the
material is ungodly, alienation is reinforced in the minds of the people;
but when the worldview of spirit/ matter dualism is exposed for its error,
so is the corporate dogma of dominion theology/ politics.
The quantum-relativity-science of evolution changes worldview
understanding. Understanding the process-insight of energy becoming
matter, the sustainability of organic life in wave/ particle, and the
connections of cosmos and life change everything. Evolved energy
(spirituality)/ matter (materiality) is the joined unity of soul/ body. By
assuming radical disconnect between energy and matter, humankind has
in fact fictionalized a schism upon itself and dictated a worldview that
alienates self from understanding its own authenticity.
The soul/ substance of life are the gratuity of nature’s symbiotic
paradigm evolved over billions of years, and still evolving. The valuation
of the spiritual, independent of the material, extrapolates a schizophrenic
consciousness on the religious/ civil person, and causes consciousness to
disconnect the spirituality of organic life from its matter. And by so
doing the understanding of ecological economy is miscalculated, is
disrespected and degraded. Soul/ substance suffer together when the
oneness of cosmic continuity is violated.
The global ecological/ environmental crisis is a religious/ civil
crisis. Recovery from the crisis begins with healing the religion/ science
rift, the faith/ secularity rift, and with putting religion and secularity on
the same page with nature and grace in the new paradigm of evolution.
The cultured schism of energy vs. matter, of soul vs. substance is
a burnt-out lucifer that no longer illumines. Unless religion/ secularity
awaken to their joined and essential mutuality, and unless an ethic and
dogma joining faith/ reason, religion/ science are formulated, humankind
will continue the way of disintegration and dissolution. The deceptions
of the static/ centrist worldview have to be laid bare and evolutionary
faith needs to be illumined and affirmed.

13. Prevision/ Preconditions for Global Revitalization
As I reflect back on my personal witnessing of the Second
Vatican Council it is clear to me that unlike previous Church Councils it
intended to put in place conditions that would lead to real reformation.
Just as there has been a continuity-train of complicit religious/ political
preconditions and of failed vision leading to ecological and economic devitalization, so there is need now for a new prevision and the putting in
place of preconditions that enable global revitalization. Social justice and
societal sustainability depend on secured ecological economics.
The preconditions of cultural wasting are a complex weave of
web failures that are now understandable as a failure of culture to value
and sustain Earth vitality. It represents a vision failure that shows up in
misinformed and distrustful behavior. The prevision now required for

revitalization, is clear, namely, the development of trustful relationships
that sustain life’s values and web-complexes.
The unraveling of distrustful, in-place habits of ecological /
environmental degradation, and the re-visioning of new preconditions
that reliably correct for past habits of distrust are now required of global
humankind. The process of pre-visioning is a process of conscienceformation, namely, coming to rightly informed understandings whereby
personal relationships and actions are authenticated in the social context.
What is needed now is nothing less than the Reformation of
religious/ political behavior. Arguably, this is the prevision put in place
by Vatican II, namely, of a worldview that understands the whole of the
cosmos as a vast evolving complex of connected and interdependent
agencies, which are reciprocal in their relationship to each other, that is,
that they are means and end to each other. Vatican II put forth an
essential liberation theology in which all people are of equal worth, in
contrast to a long-cultured theology of corporate, hierarchical dominion.
Trust, the precondition of mutual regard and fidelity, is what
religion is about. In the least, religions have in common the requirement
of fidelity, of trustful mutuality, the glue that sustains religion, civility
and social harmony. The failure of trust inevitably results in the failure of
religion, civility and harmony.
The patriarchal prevision of past cultures fails to anticipate the
toxic pollution of corporate consumerism’s waste, which fuels epochchanging global warming, environmental wasting, species extinctions
and collapse of web complexes. Pre-visioning requires the admission of
cultural denial, of self-deception and of religious/ political complicity in
putting in place falsely justified behavior that aborts web-life.
The global crisis is fundamentally a crisis of failed faith and
violated trust. Corporate consumerism and the capitalizing of economies
on consumerist presumptions are miscalculated and dead-ended. False
economic presumptions are driving humankind and web-complexes to
ruin. In the consumerist rush to covet and control, people are divided
economically between the “haves and the have-nots”, with an ever
enlarging class of marginalized and despairing people. Under conditions
of desperation, social control is lost and violence becomes the tool of last
resort against injustice. Global societies are caught up in a maelstrom of
man-caused violence.
Failed religion and failed enlightenment tell the need for Second
Reformation, Second Enlightenment. The preconditions and prevision
for Second Reformation/ Enlightenment are anticipated in the paradigm
of cosmic evolution and natural symbioses. Global revitalization calls for
a re-visioning of worldview, which involves the telling of a “New Story”
and the implementation of what Thomas Berry calls the “Great Work”.
In the same vein of re-visioning, David C. Korten calls for the “Great
Turning from Empire to Earth Community”.
Korten prefaces Chapter 22 “Change the Story, Change the
Future” by quoting Thomas Berry’s statement of prevision:
“History is governed by those overarching movements that give
shape and meaning to life by relating the human venture to the larger
destinies of the universe. Creating such a movement might be called
the Great Work of the people… The historical mission of our times

is to reinvent the human — at the species level, with critical
reflection, within the community of life systems.”
He then presents his prevision for reclaiming the future. The task
for changing the future compels the global population to
“make the choice to change course, to turn to life as our defining
value and to partnership as the model for our relations with one
another and the planet. Then we must reinvent our cultures, our
institutions, and ourselves accordingly. It seems a hopelessly
ambitious agenda, yet the key to success is elegantly simple: free
ourselves from Empire’s cultural trance by changing the stories by
which we define our possibilities and responsibilities” (pp 355-356)
Sources:
Thomas Berry, EVENING THOUGHTS, 2006, Sierra Club Books;
David C. Korten, THE GREAT TURNING, 2006, The People-centered
Development Forum

14. Dominion Quest
The inherited schism we live by today derives from mechanistic
“enlightenment” and post-reformation rationalism, which eschewed the
primacy of spirituality; on the other hand, Counter-Reform Religion
advanced a hyped fideism that divided the realms of faith and reason to
the point of discrediting and invalidating reason’s essential role in the
formation of faith.
In Christian consciousness, the balance of reason (rational
intelligence) and faith (emotional intelligence) has been radically skewed
by the science/ religion conflict following the Reformation and claims of
infallibility by the First Vatican Council. The First Vatican Council
condemned Modernity; and Modernity (Enlightenment) anathematized
Roman Catholicism; and by proclaiming papal infallibility the Church
meant to confront Enlightenment and keep its dominion hold. The crisis
of corporate domination now exposes the urgency of reconciling religion
and science. Institutional centrism and overreach disregard individual
and common rights, and rights of posterity; institutions are misinformed
and need to be rethought.
The Second Vatican Council opened Church to reconciliation
with Modernity. The Council put in place a bridge that would open
communication of the past with the present; it recognized and accepted
the fact that the worldview has shifted radically from fixation in staticism
and absolutism to the openness of evolution, and the need for new
analyses and syntheses of theological understandings in light of newly
evolved consciousness. The reconciliation of science and religion implies
a universal religion, not just a religion of one or a few denominations, for
the truths of science impact the morality of behavior and the credibility
of all religious belief. Faith and reason, irrespective of denomination,
function together in one and same realm of consciousness; neither can be
denied without prejudice to the other.

The complex justifications of dominion habits over land use and
ownership need to develop on a moral-based, evolutionary consciousness
of relationships, in common, namely, on the awareness of symbiotic
dependency on both the biotic complexity as well as on the psychic
designs of (intentional, human) agencies.
Life isn’t a mere mechanical complex, it is purpose driven by the
psychic powers of intention, insight and love, irrespective of religious
cultures. The psychology/ theology of corporate dominion is a reflex
imprint of hierarchical patterning that seems to be hard-wired in the
tensional dynamics of particle physics. But hard-fixed patterning is not
capable of coping rationally with the deep complexities of symbiotic
patterning, its reflective abilities, its organizational strategies and its
encoded memories of successes and failures.
Processes of electromagnetism and of strong-force/ weak-force
dynamics account deeply for the physical tensions driving cosmic
emergence, which are precursors and continuing mechanisms underlying
evolution. Consciousness and conscience matter to sustainability and
they are open agencies of evolutionary purpose; they are the psychic
agencies of moral maturity and personal accountability; these come with
and from self-reflectivity. Reason and faith share in the empowerment of
emergent soul; it is at our own peril that we sell one or the other short.
We are products of the past; we all own the future and the future
owns us, which is the point of religion, moral maturity and bridging the
man-made chasms between faith and reason, religion and science. The
task of each is to be torchbearer of vital continuity and not wanting for
fuel to keep our candles lighted.

15. Self-Tithing
Sabbath and Jubilee intend to authenticate the mutuality of self
and other. We live in the present with the responsibility of sustaining
life/ nature into the future so others can have the same opportunities and
self-expressive privileges we have. To this end, we need to live lightly in
our relationships with nature and each other. People on land need to
avoid the over-load of land. The fishers of seas need to secure fish
populations and let the fish flash their glory in playful and abundant
schools. Populations need to avoid the violation of the support limits of
land and sea.
Farmers need to set aside secured plots of land, free from
cultivation, and create natural reserves that nurture the soul and allow
natural biotic diversity to thrive on its own terms within filter strips,
watersheds, ponds, lakes, windbreaks and cover maintained for sheer
beauty and functional harmony of the bio-system. Ranchers need to
preserve the vegetative wilds against overgrazing. Foresters need o
replant trees ceaselessly, replant and replant! And secure forest diversity.
All of us need to avoid polluting and poisoning environments. The waste
of resources not only diminishes them but the byproducts of manufacture
end up polluting and poisoning all environments.
Landscapers, greenhouses, architects and contractors can be
agents of change for the better. They especially are in positions to inspire

others toward holistic thinking, conserving and living, toward planning
and planting set-aside acres. Homes should be designed to use and
preserve nature’s bio-regional and freely accessible resources, to have
retreat rooms in them away from the traffic and bustle of life and
dedicated to the cultivation of spirit. All who enter should be put in a
calming spirit of deference and respect for life, for loved one’s known
and unknown who yet enrich us. We need to reflect that we are those
loved ones from whom future generations will seek guidance. Decency,
self-respect and obligation to covenant compel us to behave honorably so
as not to cheat the inheritance rights of future generations. How sorry if
we are remembered remorsefully by them for the mess we’ve left behind.
Time-tithing is spiritual/ physical exercise. Active spirituality
provides body with the soul-motive it needs. Failed self-esteem results
from failed soul-nurture, failed body-nurture. Soul-nurture is exercised in
reading, meditating and writing. A minimum of two hours each day
should be dedicated intentionally to soul-nurture, to ecological culture.
Soul-nurture is body inspiration. Sensitivity for and awareness of
body-needs are conditions of good health practice. Good biology is good
theology. As prayer doubles in value when sung (quis bene cantat, bis
orat), so out-loud reading doubles in value, thinking value doubles by
writing and writing-value is doubled by poetry. Focus groups and
websites abound for personal/ public inspiration. Go, participate and
invite others to make faith/evolution, green-tithing and spiritual/ physical
exercises parts of every day living; use this book to these purposes.
We live in a time of globalization, a time, as Peter Berger puts it,
when and where “everybody can talk to everyone else”. Everyone is ensouled to contribute to positive globalization. The opportunity is afforded
in global communication. When consciousness is globalized, it discovers
and empowers liberation. Liberation challenges the bars of fixation. The
thralldom of dominion culture is challenged by the necessity of
openness. Theological liberation invigorates the spread of evangelism,
what is happening today. Liberation compels the meeting of minds in
emotional/ rational intelligence, in spirituality that is open to faith and
reason and in the symbiotic intentions of woman/ man together. The
cultured fixations of patriarchy melt before the sanity of emotional/
rational intelligence — a healthful outcome facilitated by green-tithing.
We need to honor and respect, and teach honor and respect for
the vital weave of grand community to which we all belong, on common
terms. We need to support each other, carry one another’s burdens, be to
each other sources of uplift and not of diminishment. Song, dance and
joy are natural to life; we need to pro-actively make joy commonplace,
especially for the children from their earliest years. Joy enriches.
The Christian mandate to love God wholeheartedly and one’s
neighbor as oneself is also the cosmic mandate of symbiosis. Saying “I
do” to the mandate of love is empty except intention translates into
action, work. Love’s mandate holds us responsible to symbiosis in all
aspects of interpersonal relationships, specifically, and especially, to
ecological sustainability, what is the God/ Land/ Human Covenant.
So, what is the “greening” of religion, of Church about? it is
about making visible the unseen God; making audible the unheard God;
making tasteful the non-consuming God; making solicitous the parenting

God; making transparent the grace apparent in nature; and making
intense the Love presence of Divine Providence.
We need to know it is better to give than to take, better to return
nature’s abundance than to lessen it, better to affirm life than culture
death — these address proactively the cosmic economies of symbiotic
ecology and Eucharist, the Sacrament of human/ divine mutuality. The
challenge of spiritual/ secular reconciliation is great but the effort is
worth it. The challenge is ours for we are civilization, we are Church”.

16. Re-Membering and Remembrance
Beginning with the ovum, every human cell has three distinct
strands of DNA, maternally sourced; two are outside the cell-nucleus and
in the cell plasma, and one is within the nucleus. Plastids are outside the
nucleus and carry their own distinctive DNA; mitochondria are outside
the nucleus and carry their own distinctive DNA. [See: Monica Steffen,
“The Evolution of Symbiosis”, QUANTUM RELIGION, pp 117-133].The
nuclear component of genetic DNA is provided half in the nucleus of the
ovum and the other half from a single sperm. The only male contribution
to embryonic cells and the consequent human person is the DNA
component carried in the sperm. Life in the main is maternally sourced.
Plastid DNA programs food production, as in photosynthesis;
mitochondrial DNA regulates metabolic processing of energy in cells;
and nuclear DNA programs genotypical/ phenotypical processing, as in
the staged processing of the life journey of every person.
Isaiah famously said, “All flesh is grass”. Another way of saying
it is “DNA is green (grass) before it is red (blood)”. Bread is grain seed,
the transubstantial vitality of self-aware consciousness. Life’s capacity
for changing sunlight into starch (by way of plastids and photosynthesis)
is maternal (light-sourced); life’s capacity for recovering energy from
starch (by way of mitochondria) is maternal (light-sourced); and life’s
capacity for “intending integrity” (nurture) is maternal (light-sourced).
Maternal dispositions nurture genetic memory, sacred remembrance, by
another word, “Sacrament”. The Sacrament of God-Present is maternally
sourced.
DNA intends and attends to the intentional wholeness of evolving
energy/ matter, what is called “Eucharist”, the transubstantial processing
of cosmic energy/ matter. The Sacrament of Eucharist is Intelligent
Design, the “sacred memory” of intentional divinity self-unfolding in
vital integrity. We are, personally and individually, expressions of
Intelligent Design, of “sacred memory”, the intentional Sacrament of
Life, the presence of divinity in humanity, humanity in divinity.
Worthiness of purpose shapes the values of our actions, whether
their outcomes advance or diminish wellbeing. The point and purpose of
Sacraments are to activate the conscious graces of wellbeing in order to
enlighten judgment to make decisions that advance wellbeing. The better
we grasp the graces that advance wellbeing, the more fulfilled our lives
will be. Deeper insight into the theological dictum “grace supposes
nature” helps greatly our efforts toward more fulfilled lives. For
example, understanding the relationship of DNA coding to Sacrament,

gives perspective on how grace depends from and advances in the
intelligent design of vitality and intentional living. Sacrament, intentional
living, is the end/ means of Intelligent Design, of DNA coding.
The singular Sacrament that overarches all other Sacrament is
EUCHARIST. Eucharist celebrates the dependency of human life and
consciousness of the natural potentials of “trans-substantial” matter. If it
is true what Isaiah says that “all flesh is grass” then the substance of our
own persons is grass in origin. Bread is made from the flour of grass
seeds and best represents the intentional Presence of Intelligent Design in
correspondence with Sacrament and DNA. Notwithstanding the identity
of all other Sacraments in Eucharist, they individually serve as marker
events in the journey of every life and deserve ritual celebration in their
own right for their edification value.
Sacraments can be identified for their vital roles in nurturing
natural structuring. Sacraments are both the natural structures (signs) of
life and the spiritual, energetic dispositions (grace) that nurture the
relationships that advance and sustain wellbeing.
Sacraments can indeed be characterized in the grace they convey
(nurture) and in the edification (sign) they leave in life’s (nature)
advance. Nature and nurture are characteristically both sign and grace of
Sacrament encoded in DNA expressions. The celebration of Sacrament is
an individual as well as communal celebration.
The iterations of life, conception, gestation, birth, growth,
maturity and death are Sacrament events of soul/ body growing into
understanding, wisdom and grace; these are discoveries and realizations
of self-worth, of life’s true valuation and of fidelity to Intelligent Design.

17. Holding the Accountant Accountable
In a scripture parable the dishonest accountant is respected for
his extraordinary talent of looking out for himself rather than for his
employer during the time of his hire. When the employer discovered
bookkeeping irregularities, he gave the accountant notice that his
employment would be terminated. The accountant was in a panic about
his future, so he called on debtors who had contract obligations. The
accountant changed the bills and reduced the amounts of indebtedness so
he would have friends he could fall back on when his employment
ended.
The accountant was praised not because of his wrongdoing but
for his zeal and imagination in looking out for himself. The “children of
darkness”, according to the parable, are far more imaginative and zealous
in their self-serving than are the “children of light” in their cleverness
and zeal for doing the works of light, serving the needs of others.

18. Is Atmospheric Heating Happening?
A parable: You are an intelligent and curious person. One day as
you were thinking, a quirky thought came into your head, “how long will
it take me to blow up an over-sized beach ball if I blow only one puff of

air a day into it? Will it take me six months, a year, 3 or 6 years?” I will
find out. So you do it.
It took you four years (only a guess). So you kept it in your study
to edify you in the value of time invested—and it served as an object of
fruitful meditation.
Several years later (by now your child is four years old) the ball
has become a fixture that you notice less and less. Not your child though!
It puzzled him, and he had one curious question, “how long it will take
for the ball to go flat if I pull the plug?” Then one day when he and his
mom were home alone, the child’s got the better of him. He did it. He
pulled the plug. In less than forty seconds the ball was flat.
It took tens of millions, billions of years, for photosynthesis to
collect photons of light, carbon and oxygen from air, soil and water, and
accumulate carbon deposits under ground, coal and oil, the fossil fuels.
What took nature eons to remove from the air, humankind has
released back into the air in a matter of several hundreds of years. When
heat and carbon dioxide are returned to the air in such a short time, what
is going to happen to the air? It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to know
that heat and carbon dioxide have been and are still rapidly accumulating
in the atmosphere. It’s the only place it can go.

19. Natural, Providential Relativity
In the quantum-electric universe there is a relationship of unity
composed of and composing energy/ matter/ time/ space. These are the
four obvious dimensions of cosmic continuity. The concept of “place” in
the universe is characterized in the relationships of these dimensions, as
is consciousness. Place and consciousness are experiential relationships
defined by the time/ space of the human lifetime. The awareness of
conscious relationship is experientially “transcendent”; that means that
the awareness is teachable, that the imprint of purpose inheres in selfawareness and is transmissible. Teaching and learning are lifetime
processes of transmission.
The purposeful, transformational dynamic of energy/ matter/
space/ time is a “religiously” energetic relationship celebrated in the
rituals of “sacrament”; their relationships are embodied in the scientific
word “relativity”, which states the unity origins of psychological/
physical identity in the quantum-electric dynamic of energy/ matter.
In a series of public addresses (General Audience, Summer
1999), His Holiness Pope John Paul II introduced relativity (relationship)
into the religious understanding of hell, purgatory and heaven. What is
unsettling to the notion of their “place”, traditionally described as afterdeath destinies, is that His Holiness made clear that they are not “places
in the clouds”, but are rather descriptions of relationships with God. Pope
Benedict recently stated that “God is Heaven”.
Transformational relationships, including human relationships,
work because of relativity. In the specific, relativity, relationship, is an
essential aspect of “Providential” necessity that substantiates everything,
but is nevertheless, subsidiary to and consequent from prior relationships
and transformations; prior relationships are the qualifying agencies of

successive relativity — relationships-in-process.
God is perhaps best understood as the gratuitous agency behind
all providence. Prior relativity is subsidiary to (antecedes and enables)
successive relativity; the time-processing of relationships is in the space,
the composition/ disposition of essential continuity. The unity and
continuity of cosmic transformation is the “place”, i.e., the time/ space of
relativity in the given moment, whose consciousness of Providence is in
relationships that embody for humans in their lifetimes, understandings
of hell, purgatory, heaven and Love’s enduring consciousness — God.
The processing agency, of resurrection, ascendance, and transcendence,
is Word, the Logos of communication (faith), of consciousness (hope)
and conscience (love). [See PRIMARY SCRIPTURE, pp 20, 21]

20. Relativity & Religion: the Dance of Reason & Faith
The advances of science are intimidating to most of us, yet, we
who are teachers, parents and ministers owe it to personal authenticity
and to those who rely on us not to be fearful of new learning even if it is
complex; in good faith we must do our very best to understand it and to
reconcile it with the cumulus of learning we already own. To do less is
not to be good examples to children; and at worst, it may a breach trust.
St. John, the divine, tells us, "In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word was God." The Word, as
metaphor for God, tells us that above all else God communicates. God
communicates in and through creation, which is the First Scripture, and
in “second scriptures” which inform and update consciousness.
Word-Made-Flesh, the personal presence of Jesus Christ, is, in
Christian faith, the divine continuity of communication, consciousness
and conscience. In the conformity of these we experience the divine/
human calling of love's rationality, of conscionable fidelity.
The quantum-electric synergy of organic symbiosis informs the
common spirituality of the cosmos. No matter how complex a molecule
might be, the human body, for example, its word/ work is cosmic,
quantum-electric. The work of nature is body whose nurturing agency is
soul. In the language of Sacrament, the body is the "sign" whose work is
"grace", the inspiration/ expression of soul. In the celebration of ritual
Sacrament, except we also associate the “natural” sign with its “nurtural”
grace, we fragment and misconstrue the holistic character (natural/
supernatural) of Universal Sacrament.
Christian theology's crisis today might be stated as a crisis of
credibility; so long as extrapolations in matters of nature, Earth/ human
relationships and belief do not correlate knowledge and experience, the
credibility of theology is in question. Therefore, until the new universal
paradigm of evolving consciousness replaces the static/ centrist paradigm
of ancient theology, the credibility of belief will be in question. Cultured
staticism, centrism, absolutism and dualism, are antithetical to natural
insights and experiential consciousness.
A deeper insight into the "scripture" of the universe informs
respectful relationship; thus, the case for replacing in religion its staticcentrist worldview with the transformational. Until this quantum leap in

theology is made, the dead-end conundrum frustrating conscience and
civility yet remains. [See Primary Scripture, pp 27-30]
Nature is the “wisdom” paradigm, the text and context, the “word”
on which authentic religion/ consciousness advance. When we suppress
Jesus' humanity (natural humanity) by exaggerating his divinity, we
misperceive and misrepresent the unity and continuity of the natural and
the supernatural, and we deceive ourselves in rationalizing and
advancing a worldview that does not correspond to reality’s experience.
Religion mistakenly premised and reasoned is undeserving of belief.

21. Reflections on Faith and Frustration
At this juncture of our common faith-journey we do well to
reflect on the enduring values that derive from the open dialogue of faith
and reason, objectivity and subjectivity. Dialog between fideism and
rationalism, and between objectivism and subjectivism, has proven to be
impossible. The radically pollarized fixations of these “isms” are sources
of personal/ social frustration, of psychological disease, alienation, abuse
and calculated “civil” violence — a sorry legacy.
The fideism of religion and the rationalism of Enlightenment
have worked and still work at cross-purposes, as is also true of the
objectivism of absolutism and the relativism of subjectivism; their
standoff frustrates purposeful outcomes and puts religion in conflict with
science. The schizophrenia of conflicted voices is a bi-polar cacophony
that disturbs psychic order. The remedy to disabling bi-polar disorder
begins with the restoration of healthy dialog between faith and reason,
objectivity and subjectivity.
It needs to be understood that reason and faith, subjectivity and
objectivity, are means and ends to each other. Mental health is a growth
outcome in which the interactions of faith/ reason and objectivity/
subjectivity function effectively and mutually.
Developmental education needs to conform to the psychology
and physiology of human growth and development. One is not born with
the functionally perfected skills of interactive faith/ reason, objectivity/
subjectivity. The tuning of these skills is gradually learned and acquired
with practice. The foundations for these skills need to be put in place in
synch with developmental stages and capacities.
The harmonies of faith/ reason, of objectivity/ subjectivity, are
the harmonies of science and religion, of reconciled personal fulfillment
and social civility — what are the sustaining values of education. The
reordering of social priorities begins with the reprioritizing of education.
The harmony of these accomplishes the reconciliation of religion and
science, what authentic education does.

Section VII

SUNDAY READINGS

RETROSPECTIVE
Innocence and Altruism

“A Child shall lead them.”

1. “A Child Shall Lead Them” Is 11-6
Only a child has the clarity of innocence to assess the big issues
and only a child has the altruism of right response to big issues; adult
perseverance in innocence and altruism resolves ambiguous issues.
The sophisticated of the world lose their sense of innocence and
altruism, and succeed in frustrating both. The person who endures in her/
his lifetime in the clarity of innocence and altruism becomes for her/ his
generation the rejected prophet. My life has been a pursuit of grand goals
and is not wanting for rejection. And that’s ok for I know that ultimately
truth has its way. Our times continue to reject truth; the tragedies of truth
denied are playing out now.
Religion and science have from my earliest consciousness been
the joys of my life but also the frustration of my life. Even now, religion
largely rejects evolution and science largely rejects religion. Luther’s
revolt against religious corruption and Catholic religion’s counter-action
against him were at a basic level about conflicts over faith and reason.
The crises of our time relate directly to the schism of faith and reason,
which poses a cultural dilemma and an awareness of conflict complicated
with global tragedy.
Since childhood I’ve felt duty-bound to confront and reconcile
my own conflicts with religion/ science, faith/ reason. Effort to reconcile
them has been self-fulfilling and satisfying to me even if it doesn’t in my
lifetime succeed on a larger scale. Reconciliation, if it is to happen, will
happen by the coalescing of the religious understanding of Eucharist and
the understanding of Evolution, for each is universal means/ end to the
other.
We are personally Eucharist to one another; we are transformed
by and in the personal/ social experience of coming together. Coming
together requires mindfulness, the will to engage reason’s enlightenment,
and fidelity to faith’s formation (communication), to hope’s in-formation
(consciousness), and to love’s re-formation (conscience).

2. On the Fast Track
We ride on Western Culture’s train that runs on the illusory rails
of fideism and rationalism; this iron machine slip-slides on the fast track
at the edge of disaster. With all our knowledge and technical skills,
surely we can replace the illusory rails and construct a stable track on
faith and reason.
In the cultured deception of private ideologies, we behave badly
toward ourselves and each other, and to the Sacrament of Natural Order.
By our infidelity we rush blindly toward perdition, not knowing what we
are doing or where we are going.
By our individualistic alienation, we compound our errors and
our crises. But there is a way out. By return to mutual fidelity we can
begin to mend our ways and mitigate damage done. To convert from

error and damage we need to change our mode of travel and replace the
rails of fideism and rationalism with faith and reason.
Waste and hurt are happening globally, in every bioregion, in
both hemispheres. The culture of deceptions happens bioregionally, in
specific ecologies that have specific resources that are exploited and
trashed. There will be no reversal of global waste and tragedy until there
is informed conscience and local fidelity in each and every bioregion.
To begin the process of healing and restoration, it is necessary
that citizens assess bioregionally their specific circumstances as to ecolife, resource exploitation, and environmental pollution and degradation.
An evaluation of unsustainable practices needs to be made and actions
taken toward sustainable ways of living.
The processes of clean-up and restoration are never-ending. City
and country people together have to find consensus as to needs, problems
and local collaborative action that can and needs to be taken. Recovery
and restoration begin with local communities coming together and
forming grassroots coalitions, whereby to coordinate community support
and the work of bioregional rehabilitation.
There are already here-and-there beginnings in place, and there
are now available materials and ideas, known and unknown that can be
pulled together and made accessible to those who want to begin their
own bioregional program of recovery and restoration. Global recovery
begins with local recovery. Start a grassroots group in your community.

3. Choosing Faith and Life
Faith and reason are energetic (spiritual) resources common to
everyone. Their place and work is in individual consciousness. The
engine that drives the social train is energized not by faith alone or
reason alone, but by reason and faith together. Faith is the cumulus fabric
of conscious certitude that has been woven, one stitch at a time, in the
course of the unfolding of the energy/ matter complex of the cosmos —
what is the cohesive consciousness of Intelligent Design.
Subtle and creative as reason is, it is non-functional except in the
context of the collected certainties (faith, memory-experience imprint)
that reside deep in consciousness. Faith is a received gift of inheritance,
coded in DNA, waiting for and depending on development by intentional
living. The symbiotic purposes of Natural Sacrament come to be
unfolded and achieved by the fidelity of reason to its grounding in deepfaith inheritance. As individuals, as local communities, as global family,
we correlate symbiotically when we live by securing faithfully the
mutual working of faith and reason in our personal lives.
We already know the disaster that comes from setting faith
against reason, and reason against faith. Real, pro-active change cannot
happen except faith and reason track together in mutual harmony, as
already patterned in the symbiotic success of paradigmatic nature.
Our conversation with God is personal; it is one and the same
voice by which we converse with nature and others. The voice of faith
compels us to respect and reverence the whole grand scheme of nature’s
Intelligent Design. Nature’s Intelligent Design is the place of our destiny

and bliss. By wrongdoing and infidelity to nature, to God, to others, we
can make nature and our lives fateful and full of terror. Indeed, the
choice is ours personally; we can choose faith and life, or we can choose
fate and death.

4. Of Kinship and Kingship
Intentional consciousness has been long and slow at work in
evolution, an essential aspect of which is self-reflectivity. Life tends to
do what works for life’s best interest, for the individual and for the
community. The power of intention (purpose) is a “virtual” power and a
consciousness that is personified in the individual and in the communal.
Individuality and community are mutually reflective and instructive.
Virtual power, self-awareness, is a cosmic consciousness that
governs relationships, which are the bases of reality—a reality that is not
static but which is ever dynamic and transforming. The relationship of
cosmic kinship in the human family is not in question, but the arrogant
claim of kingship is.
Throughout its evolution, humankind has gotten many things
right, virtually and intentionally, subconsciously and consciously. But
humankind sometimes traps itself in dead-end deceptions. Self-deception
occurs in fundamental matters of self-reflective consciousness and sense
of reality. The reconciliation of the virtual and the substantive-real is
complicated and implicated, for the “conception” of reality and the
“reality” itself are inseparably linked and not easily understood except if
their implications and complexities are disassembled. Mental fabrications
may deceive consciousness to think of aspects of reality as distinctions
real in themselves when they are not. In the same way that matter and
energy are not separable, so body and soul, the spiritual and the secular
are not. Herein is the universal, cosmic basis of all relationship, of all
kinship in common.
The Protestant Reformation and the Enlightenment, movements
arising out of the conflicted imperial Church/ State, are about the schism
of faith and reason and cumulative worldview fixations that radically
divide people of faith and people of reason. For times untold, patriarchy
co-evolved with cultures in which imperial hegemony and the theology
of dominion reinforced each other. To this day the antagonism between
faith and reason is a schizophrenic trauma that prevails in personal and
public consciousness. Right reason eschews both religion’s fideism and
enlightenment’s rationalism for they distort the commonsense of right
order and violate the integrity of soul.
Unless and until spiritual consciousness, vested in physical
reality, discovers the essential mutuality of faith/ reason, humankind will
continue to radicalize a deceived sense of self. Religions are consciencebound to re-evaluate the premises of their theo-logic as new insights
require, for if theology is premised in absurd and violent presumptions, it
is absurd and violent.

5. Virtual Reality and New Age Metaphysics
The philosophical worry I vent is an appropriate civil lament for
our personal agony is a universal tragedy. It is right and necessary that
we examine fully the lamentable breach of Faith and Reason, its causes
and consequences, for we are personally and socially tangled in webs of
tortured weaving. By entering the entanglement we may discover the
reasons of desperation, but also redemptive reasons. By understanding
and admitting our tangles of deception we may discover the apology
underlying the rationality of Vatican II, the fundamental insight that goes
beyond the hard-fixed theology/ politics of Tridentine fideism and
Enlightenment rationalism—what is the consciousness of evolution.
Socially important is movement of public consciousness to a
new synthesis of metaphysical (spiritual) reality, and to the justified
application of remedial living that can bring healing to our blighted souls
and ecology. Fixation in backward thinking can become a demeaning
pathology if we fail to take steps forward, namely, to new enlightenment
insights that can heal the breaches of Faith and Reason and the cultural
desecrations of the Earth-cosmic continuum.
Entry into evolutionary consciousness and commitment to equal
rights and personal self-worth are priority conditions for healing the rift
between Faith and Reason. An informed recognition of the mutuality of
Faith/ Reason might for the first time effectively open civilizations to a
realization of human potential, free of cultured alienation, arrogance and
passion for power and control over people and Earth resources. This,
after all, is the mature consciousness Jesus came to in his desert retreat
before entering his public life. His example and teaching are held out for
all to imitate and emulate.

6. Summary Judgment
Perseverance in faithful living leads to self-enlightenment and
socially hopeful outcomes. Wisdom needs time and expects public
commitment. Wisdom is the honest realization that enlightenment is an
insight that has been passed on to us by those who have gone before us.
Wisdom is what the Parable of the Ten Virgins is about. Wisdom is
humility’s enlightened attentiveness, what we call “soul”. Humility
demands the honesty of admitting above all else the need of fidelity’s
conscionable response to life’s patient investment in us.
So, I must ask myself finally, “What compelling enlightenment
have I come to?” In summary judgment of my life, the enlightenment
I’ve come to is a question, what I suppose everyone might be well
advised to ask of himself, herself: “How should, can, I (humankind)
proceed to disrobe myself from the cultural fabric of self-deception?”

7.

Down-to-Earth Cosmic Sense

The little town of Bethlehem, the
“house of bread” is by grain associated with
the biblical hero, Joseph of Egypt, son of
Jacob and Rachel, and with Jesus the son of
the carpenter, Joseph. Bread from cereal
grain, the sign/ means of “Eucharist”, keeps
alive the messianic means and mission to
serve human needs in every generation and
to identify what all have in common. My
father is Joseph Nicholas Steffen, an
immigrant farmer. My mother is Mathilda
A. Schmitt-Meier Steffen, daughter of an immigrant farmer. I am the
next to the last of their children. Like Joseph of Egypt, I occupy in my
family the penultimate place in the sibling relationship, a family of 8
boys and two girls. By the age of 10 (1943), and profoundly impressed
by the Joseph Story, I had already come to a clear sense of my priestly
purpose. The religious literature that came into our home stimulated my
interest.
I was greatly impressed by the life of a holy young woman in
France, Theresa Martin, who has come to be known as the “Little
Flower” of Jesus. She was held up to us as an example of how the least
likely person is also called by God to lead the many. Already in my
childhood, the question came to me if I might be called in some way to
lead others. I could not know then and I cannot know now if and how I
might lead. It cannot be known in advance how anyone of us might lead,
or know the reach one’s life may have.
I suspect that the way to leadership begins with a dream, a seed
of consciousness that implants itself so insistently that one is compelled
to cherish it in mind and carefully attend to it. At this very moment, to be
sure, a child is born, a child lives destined to lead. The inspiration to
lead, to see the need and to step up and respond to it, is a messianic call
that begins in family, in the child who will not be held back by the
frustrations of sibling relationships and culture.
If one could choose the year in which to be born, one would
probably avoid 1933. If one could choose a day on which to be born, one
would probably avoid February 26 of that year. By this date, Adolph
Hitler was in the process of officially taking political control in Germany
and pushing the world toward the Second World War. Franklin D.
Roosevelt was now in the second month of his first term as president of
the United States. These world figures could hardly be more different or
more significant in the roles they played on the world scene over the next
ten years and after. [On this day a blizzard was in full force across Iowa.]
And if one could choose a family in which to be born, one would
probably not choose a family of ten children on an Iowa farm at a time
when all Iowa was buried under a desperately depressed economy that
prevailed nationally. But, my personal angels for their own good reasons
chose for me to be born in such a family under such circumstances and
on that very day.

In all honesty, I assure you that my growing-up experience was
wholly without trauma or depression. It is my sense even now that my
childhood experience was nothing short of idyllic. And at the present
time, seventy-five years later, I can say the same about my whole life
experience. In the later years of my life I gained the audacity to take on
myself the task of being torchbearer for the “Second” Enlightenment.

8. Confusion and Escape
I’ve thought a lot about why we become the persons we are.
Obviously, the world around us, its people and cultural traditions frame
our lives in fundamental ways. Then, there are our interests and the
people of the times who captivate us. As we learn about people, we
develop our interests and persuasions that push us in defining ways. So I
look back and try to capture the seminal ideas and people that have
contributed to who I am.
The special freedom I enjoyed in my childhood years, from 1935
to 1945, cultivated in me the habit of an uninhibited imagination. I was
the middle of the three youngest boys, between Cletus and Ralph. In the
course of those years the three of us spent the better parts of our summers
under the shade of three pine trees on the far northwest corner of our
mother’s garden. In that corner we built a county network of roads and
fields. We cobbled machinery and structures with parts from junk piles
and the farm workshop. In our play we did all the seasonal things that
were done on farms and in communities of farm families. The three of us
played off each others imaginations in making everything we needed to
make make-believe real.
As I look back I consider the great good fortune that was ours in
our idyllic childhood. I don’t recall that any one of us was more
dominating or imposing than the other. And as I recall, this kind of
regard for one another largely prevailed also with our peers in school.
The culture and ethics we learned in our one-room country school were
as true and healthy as any we might have gotten from a private religious
school or a “factory” school. We were not only family at home but we
were also family at school.
The culture of imagination and free expression is what we
learned from family and in the one-room school. Religion? It was
naturally a part of everything. We prayed regularly at home as family,
before and after meals, the rosary in the evening and Mass in the
mornings before school. Our church was located at the same country
crossroads as our school. On Saturday mornings, in the Spring and in the
Fall, my parents would chauffeur the Franciscan Sisters, who taught at
St. Mary’s School in Waterloo, to our country church where they taught
us Catechism. For two weeks in summer, after school was over, the
Sisters would teach Summer Catechism and prepare kids for Confession
and First Holy Communion. It was from the Franciscan Sisters that I first
learned about St Theresa, whom I admired greatly then and still do.
We “three little guys” had great camaraderie but we were also
very individual. We of course did the things kids do, being a little daring
in exploring limits that parents tolerated. We did not let our parents know

everything we did, at least so we thought. This was particularly true with
regards to smoking escapades, making corncob pipes and smoking corn
silk. Whenever we got found out, Cletus was the one who most suffered
the consequences. Ralph was the youngest and I had expressed my
intention to become a priest, so Cletus was left hanging out there, alone. I
always thought that if one of us was to run away, Cletus would, for I
thought he had the most reasons to, and I and Ralph were contributors to
his troubles.
In the middle of our idyllic years, war came. I remember
December 8, 1941, and crowding around the staticky radio trying to
catch the words of President Roosevelt as he told about the bombing of
Pearl Harbor and the decision of America to join the war against the
Axis, Germany, Italy and Japan. Very soon thereafter our oldest brother
Richard (JR, Rich) signed up with the Marine Corps and traveled by train
to San Diego, California. By the time that the World War and the Korean
conflict ended, five of my brothers ended up serving in the military, in
the South Pacific, in the Aleutian Islands, in Germany and in Korea. As I
recall it was also in 1941 that our oldest sister Marie entered the convent
with the Dubuque Franciscan Sisters. With the departure of the two
oldest siblings, the family dynamic very much changed.
The next great change in my life I recall was my entering the
Divine Word Seminary High School. I left family in search of my
lifework. I left behind the security of family and entered the uncertain
culture of an all-male community, which at the time seemed to me to be
a settling choice rather than an unsettling one. Indeed, my eleven-year
seminary experience was both settling and unsettling for it reinforced in
me the Christian faith commitment, and it opened my eyes to the
misdirection of Church/ faith.
After grade school graduation (1946) I entered the seminary with
the Divine Word Missionaries at Epworth, IA. I continued studies for the
Catholic priesthood until August 1957. My 11-year seminary experience
was importantly positive and formative, and my acquired sense of
responsibility to live in service to others—what priesthood is about—has
remained with me
Both of my sisters, Marie and Eleanor, joined the Dubuque
Franciscan Sisters. In religious life their names are Sr. Mary Samuel,
OSF, and Sr. Mary Justina, OSF. Both succumbed to multiple sclerosis
in their mid-years and became physically incapacitated from doing their
regular work. My brother Arnold became a Divine Word Missionary
priest and has from 1957 until now been in Papua, New Guinea; among
his appointments he continues the work of the Better World Movement.
More than I can say, I am indebted to the Society of the Divine
Word (SVD) for their excellent curriculum of studies that included a
broadly based liberal arts program, with emphasis on languages and
science, culminating in a BA (Liberal Arts) degree in Philosophy
(Rational Psychology). Language studies included English, Latin,
German, Greek and Hebrew. The SVD deserves great credit for its
commitment to provide a well-rounded education to all its students. As a
practical matter, education with the SVD was well balanced in terms of
exercising faith and reason. So I must credit them for the person I’ve
become; but I cannot blame them for the person I have failed to become.

My schooling in the culture and social mission of Church came from the
SVD. My sensitivity for choosing heroes to emulate is to be credited to
family upbringing and to the SVD.
My love for religion and science advanced together, mutually, as
did my sense of bewilderment over what seemed to me to be a mutual
distrust and confusion over “truths” of science (reason) and “truths” of
religion (faith); each discipline claimed a priority place over the other’s
realm, which confused me.
In my eleventh Seminary year, as
a first-year theologian, all were
required to write a serious paper;
mine was “Religion: A Rational
Consideration.” (See: Sylvester L.
Steffen, Appendix A, QUANTUM
RELIGION) In this paper I noted
the continuity relationship of
theology and cosmology, that is,
identity in matters of energy/
matter, soul/ body. [Insert: Sylvester Steffen and Arnold Steffen, c.1956] The
correlations I drew between science and religion were modest and
cautious, but significant in the evolution of my personal consciousness.
This paper marks in me an already-rooted sense of the need to reconcile
religion and science, for in reality each is an important aspect to common
consciousness. Conflicted truth unsettles conscious holism and rattles the
brain with schizophrenic voices of disagreement.
I came to the conviction that I needed to pursue science as
intensely as I had pursued religion, so I decided with much reflection to
discontinue pursuit of the priesthood. Life now became more complex
for me, for I had two parallel lives to live, the optional one, in which I
continued seeking the reconciliation of science and religion, and the one
that required me to earn my own living and not depend on an institution.

9. The Common Weal & Social Evolution
I have committed myself to the broad mission of understanding
and exposing causes of personal/ social self-disintegration, and of finding
remedies. Understanding causes and remedies begins with understanding
theological/ political rationales of unjust cultures and their institutions.
“First Enlightenment” is a flawed development of Western imperialism;
the “Second” Enlightenment I pursue seeks to understand causes of
cultural failures and to find remedies that correct the misdirections of
Classicism (Roman) and First Enlightenment.
Western cultures, including Roman Catholicism, are yet fatefully
enthralled in classical Romanism, and the unjust politicization of society
into class divisions, the oligarchy, the middle class and the indentured
class. Jesus Christ was unambiguously against the unjust politicization of
Church and State, which conspired together to destroy him.
The hierarchical politicization of religious/ political imperialism
in Church and State is at the root of continuing injustice, violence, and
human/ ecological disintegration. Only people, the good-faith members

of the classes, can change the political/ social status-quo of destructive
misdirection.
The Catholic Church did in later times reject slavery; which was/
is but a beginning of necessary social change. The next steps include the
rejection of violence, wars, and systemic injustice against women. It
begins with the rejection of politicized classicism in all its divisive forms
and with religious/ political movement away from systemic injustice.
The theme underlying all my writings is evolving consciousness,
the iteration processes of awakening and re-awakening, what happens
with intentional communication, consciousness and conscience.
Einstein tells us that the deceleration of speed-of-light energy
involves collisions and particle-formations, and atomic creations. All
structure formations are implicated iterations of deep cosmic evolution.
Present string-theory sees energy disposed in harmonic strands and
loops; closed loops are what are called “gravitons”. Substance-formation
is by way of collision exchange — communication. Aggregates of
molecular substances and development of energetic potentials
(consciousness) come about by the harmonic processes of in-formation,
awareness and sustainability.
The sustainability of particulate accumulation/ consciousness is
accomplished by re-formation, in the redundancies of symbiotic reawakening—conscience. The harmonic bonds of formation/ information/
reformation come together and amplify by the energetic processes of
“divergence” resistance, “convergence” attraction and “emergence”
connection — the intentional evolution of “conscious light”. The evolved
qualifications of energy are apt to their material forms, and the material
forms are apt for further qualification—thus, the unfolding potentials of
soul/ body.

10. The Culture Wars between Faith and Reason
The Renaissance represents a time of social evolution linking the
Middle Ages and Modernity. What was going on in that time period was
a contest between Faith and Reason. The Renaissance was a time of the
awakening of reason, science and humanism, steps beyond the cultural
frustrations of imperial domination and hyped faith-culture. People of
reason, like St. Thomas More, Desiderius Erasmus and Martin Luther
were icons of change and social evolution beyond the status-quo.
Martin Luther was somewhat ambiguous for he advocated from
within the Church for its internal reform from corruption and theological
misdirection; he did not, however, advocate for reason and humanism as
did Erasmus and More. Good sense became a battered shuttlecock that
flew back and forth between the advocates of Faith and Reason, Church
and Enlightenment; to simplify, it might be said that this is what the war
between Reformation and Counter-Reformation was and is about.
The Council of Trent worked the final schism between Faith and
Reason, what is the formal divorce of Church culture from societal
harmony. At the Council, the divorce between Fideism and Rationalism
was made final; the outcome that developed was the Thirty Years Wars
of Religion (1618-1648). Church made off with exclusive claim on Faith,

and Enlightenment made off with claim on Reason; and with their angry
parting, social consciousness was put in self-conflict and suffered radical
schizophrenia. The breach between Faith and Reason probably reached
its extreme during the papacy of Pope Pius IX at the time of the First
Vatican Council in which Pius IX insisted on his infallibility.
Not until Vatican II, influenced by the science/theology of Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin, SJ, did hope return for the healing of the breach
between Faith and Reason. Pope John Paul II advanced the cause of
healing in his “Fides et Ratio” Encyclical. Pope Benedict XVI has
affirmed his commitment to Faith and Reason and to the mutual need of
each to the other. In 1957, I committed myself to illuminating the joined
cause of faith and reason and their reconciliation.

11. Embracing the Challenge
The organization of content in my books occurred by intuitional
processing, gradually formulated in evolving patterns of communication,
consciousness and conscience, and less by some personally pre-planned
logic. In pursuing the reconciliation of religion and science, I realized I
was entering uncharted waters. Both subjects, religion and science, are
too implicated to allow easy discernment, easy organization. Developing
a reconciled rationale was slow in unfolding, and it came to me only
gradually and by process of spontaneous insights within poetic intuitions,
instincts and imagining.
When I began writing I had the general sense that I could easily
gather information, process it, and put it together in an understandable
and convincing manner. But it was more complicated than that. Religion
is uniquely complicated and esoteric and so is science. Each discipline
has its own non-obvious language and formal understandings. Working
through these by way of their correspondence was foreign to traditional
understandings. I knew what I was doing would likely be unappreciated
by institutions of religion and science, even antithetical. But I remain
undeterred because I am convinced of the need.
I knew very well that the task was much bigger than the small
reservoir of information in my head; so, what I needed to do was to
acquire a knowledge resource that would inform me in the related areas
of science and religion, faith and reason. I set about doing that by reading
materials on religion and science and by writing down insights as and
when they came to me — this process is what I mean by poetic instinct. I
found that it was more workable to let my ideas arise spontaneously and
to put them in poetry rather than in prose. What worked for me was not
to force myself to write but to write only when ideas gelled sufficiently.
Poetry is what I first wrote and self-published. My very first
publication was a book of poems called NEW GENESIS POEMS (1992,
G&R Publishing, Waverly, Iowa). The book was divided in three parts,
communication, consciousness and conscience. Also published by the
G&R Publishing Company were the Poetree Trilogies, NOVOGENESIS,
METAGENESIS and THEOGENESIS, (1999); and in 2000, the “2000:
Summary Prevision toward Global Revitalization”. In this “Summary

Prevision” I presented what I understood as global social crises of public
consciousness/ conscience and the frustrations of societal fixation.

12. Persist, is what Consistency Does
Our personal genetic codes are natural determiners of who we
are and what we become. They are natural laws written in our soul/ body.
The scripture of every life is individually unique in consciousness, in
form and in potential. Every life starts with, and retains throughout, the
original parent-mix of genes; what we make of them is left to us. Natural
consistency and persistency preserve flexibility to accommodate personal
anomalies and variations on life’s themes. Representative of the durable
nature of natural laws is the account of Ten Commandments given by
God to Moses. They proscribe anti-social behavior.
We need consistency in life, we want consistency. Our lives are
fulfilled when we persist in consistency. If we grow up in an inconsistent
environment we are likely not to have habits of consistency. Consistency
is what consistency does, it reinforces and clarifies; inconsistency
confuses. We need the reinforcement of clarification not more confusion.
Being consistent in actions reinforces consistency of thinking.
The joined reinforcement of thought and action enables us to be positive,
affirmative in the authentic direction of our lives. Positive witness is
contagious in the lives of others. Failures of persistency and consistency
compromise our personal lives by denying us positive energy.
Life, evolution and nature are positive but ever changing in the
human ascent on the Jacob’s genetic ladder. The positivism of selfreflection and natural consistency/ persistency work well together. It is
true that evolutionary success derives from natural positivism. Nature’s
paradigm is positive, the persistent/ consistent ethic of life. Persistency
and consistency are necessarily related, reciprocally.
There is a grace, a virtue, that is more fundamental than faith and
that is trust, for trust is the basis of faith. Personal friendships endure
when they are grounded in trust. Friendships are built on trust, on
honesty and integrity—bases of authentic persistency, consistency. Trust
is the rationality of religion, of communal harmony. Except for trust,
bonding fails, as does civil harmony.
What is it about ourselves that we do not trust, that we can trust?
By being honest about self-understanding, we better understand trust and
communal harmony.

13. The Luminaries of My Life
Every time has its luminaries, people who reflect a holistic
understanding of the world and of the particular needs of the time. The
primary luminary for Christians is Jesus Christ. Christian sense is that
Jesus is not just God-like but that he is God present on Earth. Jesus
possessed a universal consciousness of how people need to relate to one
another. Life genetically codes in consciousness the imprint of desire and

destiny and enables present and future generations to discern their place
and to live compatibly within nature’s economy.
The luminaries most compelling to me are people faithful to the
Gospel of Jesus Christ, who see the special circumstances of their time
and how the Gospel is to be understood and applied. The application of
the Gospel must be specific to the times if the needs of the times are to
be served.
My first luminary is Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, SJ. He was a
French Jesuit priest, paleontologist, also a soldier serving in the medical
corps during World War I. He developed an understanding of Church
and world politics of his time, and he discerned how the Gospel message,
particularly its redemptive potential, was not coming through to the
public. As a man of new science he was aware of the need for a new
theology that corresponded to insights of science. He perhaps more than
any one else has contributed a joined sense of Church and world than any
other person. Specifically, evolution and the essential continuity of the
unfolding cosmos gave him a sense of the unity of cosmic consciousness
and the physical expression of life. He had a sense that human soul is
cosmic consciousness, the energy/ spirituality of the cosmos.
The cultured dualism of matter/ energy, and the philosophical/
theological fixity of Church in medieval principles of Scholasticism were
obstacles to evolutionary openness. Chardin was chagrined by Church’s
mind against evolution. It wasn’t until Vatican II that Church changed its
worldview. In praxis, the change hasn’t filtered down in Church. In real
life, the ambiguities of cultural habit vis-à-vis conflicts of spirit and
matter prevail in institutions of Church no less than in society.
Teilhard de Chardin developed a warm relationship with the
sculptress Lucille Swan. However, she was disturbed by the disjunction
of Chardin’s avowed belief in evolution and his vowed fidelity to Church
impositions. In fact, she saw a contradiction in his beliefs and in his life.
She wrote him:
“You admit the necessity of working thought out with material in
order to reach ideas abstract or God-like, but you deny the use of
material (human) in order to reach the abstract or God-like. You will
say you deny only a part of human love but I think you are evading
the question, for the physical is not only a very important but
essential part for the race.” [“The Letters of Teilhard de Chardin and
Lucille Swan”, Thomas M. King & Mary Wood Gilbert, editors, ©
1993, Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. 20057-1079]
My next luminary is Albert Einstein; he did for science what
Chardin did for religion. He thought through the physical mechanisms by
which the cosmos evolved even as it preserved its continuity. His mindchanging insights were first published in 1905 (the year I identify as the
beginning of Second Enlightenment). Einstein’s insights are about the
wave/ particle nature of light, of energy and matter, the gravitational
attraction of bodies, and the oneness of energy/ matter. Taken in context
with the insights of Chardin, the continuity of soul/ body is reinforced in
Einstein’s science.
I choose next another contemporary, Mohandas K. Gandhi, a
lawyer, statesman, theologian, public servant and national leader in

India. Even though he was not a Christian, he was more radically
Christian in his beliefs of non-violence and Christian love than perhaps
most Christians. He radicalized the teachings of Jesus at the national,
governmental level. The message of Jesus is also a secular message, not
merely a spiritual one, for in fact, as Chardin and Einstein perceived,
spirituality and secularity not to be disconnected from each other any
more than energy and matter, soul and body are.
My next luminary is Joseph Campbell, the interpreter of world
mythologies. In an incomparable way he discerns the patterns of social
consciousness in religious/ cultural ritual and symbols. His insights
illumine rituals, myths, and cultural interpretations of scriptures and
traditions for the benefit of modern understanding.
Cultural exclusionism roots in fixations of religious belief that
put people in unresolved conflicts with each other. It is storied in
scriptures and is handed down in tradition. Until religions back off from
dogmatic affirmations of exclusionism and preference, violence will
continue to plague humankind. Joined theological, philosophical and
scientific sense reveals the common bases of cultural consciousness,
without which accommodation, universal respect can never be achieved.
The final luminary on my list here is Martin Luther King who
most effectively confronted the illegitimacy of racial intolerance and its
utter injustice. Dr King exemplifies how the Gospel message of peace
and justice needs to be interpreted in the modern context and how it
needs to be implemented in societies at all levels, in churches, schools, in
state and federal legislatures and in interpersonal relationships.

14. Talk, and Slow Evolution
The analogies of reciprocals provide bases on which to enlarge
understandings of relationships as, for example, “faith supposes reason
as grace supposes nature”. Louis Dupré in his book “The Enlightenment
& Intellectual Foundations of Modern Culture”, pg 17, states a principle
at work in evolution, namely, that everything is end/ means to everything
else. Means and ends are reciprocally related as has been said, that is,
every outcome is a means as well as an end.
Professor Daryl P. Domning, author of “Original Selfishness:
Original Sin and Evil in the Light of Evolution”, writes in The National
Catholic Reporter “Unfinished Business”, September 28, 2007, pg 13,
how evolution gives a better sense of Original Sin than the Garden of
Eden Story in Genesis.
In a larger sense, I believe that A UNIVERSAL CONVERGENCE
OF SCIENCE AND RELIGION IS INEVITABLE IF THEOLOGY AND
SCIENCE ARE DONE RIGHT AND RIGHTLY CORRELATED.

The correlation of science and religion calls for depth
psychology that thinks connections through and works thinking through
by synthesis and analysis of reciprocal analogies and correlations; thus
the observation of “the method of evolution: perficiendo cogitata
cogitando sic perfecta” (by working through what’s been thought
through and by thinking through what’s been worked through). In other

words, the evolution of consciousness cannot be rushed by jumping from
topic to topic without connecting them by analysis and synthesis.
There is one far-back aspect of evolution that has profound
implications in human socializing today and on the impact of humans on
natural ecologies and human/ natural reciprocity. This consideration is
important because of the contradictory outcomes that arise from the same
religious consciousness.
The thesis I propose here is this: the atavistic animal sex-instinct
to herd and dominate has been brought forward by evolution in male/
female consciousness and does damage to the human psyche, to social
relationships, and to ecology. The psychology of physical/ theological
dominion, of political imperialism and patriarchal dominion, control and
exploitation of global weblife, all link back to the hard-wired coding of
feral instincts: consider the habits of dominion-culture, male-dominant
clericalism, sexual abuse and hierarchical insensitivity.
Theological absolutism leads to excess in evoking contrasting
outcomes: ecstasy and depression, elation and despair, love and hate,
peace and violence. The success of human dominion over other life is the
outcome of human evolution, but so is the outcome of the violent and
terminal wasting of ecologies. Confronting human proclivities toward
violence and stemming exploitive appetites is the way to prevent selfdestruction.
Our future lies less in our capacity for dominion than it does in
our capacity to engage universal consciousness and do an about course
from lethal consumption. The softer potentials of brain processing
(reason) need to be invoked in the universal effort to escape the culturetraps of absolutism and dominion.
As The Second Vatican Council has recognized, and as public
consensus has come to recognize, ALL IS “OF A PIECE”. [Vat II, Cons.
IV, “Gaudium et spes”, Intro, #5] Evolutionary consciousness knows that
success and failure are “of a piece”; ecstasy and depression are “of a
piece”; elation and desperation are “of a piece”; love and hate are “of a
piece”; peace and violence are “of a piece”. The correlated sense of
religion and science needs to be made “of a piece”. Can we “think” our
way out of this dilemma? Thinking is the step that comes before action.
We have to try. We can think and can make it work. Let’s do it.

15. Church, Faith and Truth
The People of God expects Church to be true to faith and faithful
to truth. Because Church is The People, the people must expect from
themselves the same they expect from Church. To do otherwise is to live
disconnectedly and pretentiously. Fidelity to truth is a challenge because
truth-understanding enlarges and changes as knowledge enlarges and
changes. Church, like truth, is edified in consciousness, one insight at a
time, in formation, in information, and in reformation. Faith is what faith
does, what truth requires. Mindful remembrance and re-membering are
works of faith, truth, Church — enabling growth into the fullness of life.
Authentic faith and religion avoid suggestions and expectations
outside the laws of natural order. What does the understanding that grace

supposes nature and faith supposes reason imply? That divine
implication is in and through natural means. A theology that preaches
and imposes expectations of divine intervention outside natural means is
inauthentic for it “puts God to the test”. It is under irrational pretexts that
humans excuse themselves for consequences of their wrongdoing. For
example, cultural infidelity to the God/ Land/ Human Covenant has
adverse consequences for humankind; divine intervention should not be
expected to remedy and exculpate humankind from the consequences of
human wrongdoing. Reversing personal behavior from inauthenticity to
authenticity is the way humans repair damaged relationships.
The history of religions/ cultures is about trust/ distrust, fidelity/
infidelity, and challenges to Church and civil culture. History records the
honorable and dishonorable, the conscionable and the unconscionable.
The lessons of history can be accessed for teaching only if we are open to
learn.

16. Quorum-Sensing, Symbiosis and “killing with love”
(The Christian Mandate of Love’s Enlightenment)
Some three decades ago I was appointed trustee to a new School
of Religion at a time when war was heavy in the air — the Vietnam War
and the “Cold” War with Communism. I found myself caught up in the
role of mediating between the new Vatican II minded staff and a cadre of
well-intentioned Vatican I minded lay people. It didn’t go well at all. The
theology being taught was a new emphasis on radical Christian Love.
The mantra was to kill with love, not with war. The warrior parents of the
community were up in arms and the young staff was their target. Like
Jesus, the staff was being squeezed by the polarity of conflicted politics/
worldviews.
We should ask: “Has anything changed?” I think, yes. What has
changed is that nature (ecology) is speaking now with an angry voice and
is reciprocating with a violence of her own that is commensurate with the
violence against her. In the tit-for-tat game with nature, we lose.
If war and consumption are not the most destructive things to
humankind and to nature, I don’t know what is. What Jesus meant to do
by his life and teaching was to witness peace and love as the antidote to
violence and exploitation. In order to save Planet Earth and ourselves,
probably the most constructive thing we can do is to declare peace
absolutely, and to refuse to be violent.
To the wisdom of this world such a suggestion is preposterous,
but no more preposterous than the alternative of compromising personal
integrity and violating nature. Bringing an end to war is possible if a
critical mass of like-minded people persevere to that purpose. Is such an
endeavor as this unparalleled in nature? No, it’s what symbiosis does.
The host of NOVA, Neil DeGrasse Tyson, Iowa Public TV, on
August 21, 2007, told the story of the serendipitous findings of Bonnie
Bassler, at Princeton University, working with the bacterium vibrio
harveyi (http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=6061852)
and its remarkable ability to gather a quorum and radiate synchronously
a wondrous blue light. Bacteria are everywhere intermingled together in

billions of numbers. They continually put out signals, and like-bacteria
connect with each other and come together to form a quorum and signal
together. What was demonstrated and what is unique about vibrio
harveyi is their ability to turn on their lights together.
In the mode of paradigmatic nature and as inheritors of nature’s
strategies, surely humans possess the capacity to develop a consciousness
that enables symbiotic understandings and actions so as to avoid actions
that are anti-symbiotic and destructive to wellbeing. Isn’t this precisely
what the example and teachings of Jesus Christ and the mission of
Christianity (all religions) are about? Creating an enlightened consensus?
The madness of war and violence is anti-symbiotic and totally
destructive. It’s an ancient addiction that can be broken if there’s a will,
but first humankind must in critical mass determine that it wants to break
the addiction. The common signal must be “no” to the addiction of war,
and “no” to violence. Minds of this persuasion must put together their
signals to find the quorum and illumine the message for all to see.
True religion is a rational work meaning to occupy the mind with
good; it needs now and always to signal its determination to build trustful
relationships. War can be “killed” by love, by purposeful trust. All the
other good things that can happen when wars are ended will be amazing!

17. Equal Opportunity Sin
In a representative form of government, the election of a person
to a high office is for serving the people and the greater public good.
Public election is a sacred privilege, an honor and obligation. Except
elected representatives are faithful to their trust obligations to the people
and their country, there is risk of great harm to the people and the nation.
Perhaps the worst form of public infidelity and sin against the
people is pretentious and false representation, that is, the use of an
elected office for purposes of exploitation and self-gain. This despicable
practice of pretense and self-gain has in recent years become almost an
art form for retiring Senators and Congressmen, whether Republican or
Democrat. There has been put in place a rotating door between the
offices of corporations and those of Senators and Congressmen, by
which elected members can retire from the business of the people and
take employment in the business of corporations — and make even more
money than they could as representatives of the people.
For shame! “What would Jesus do?” There is only one occasion
described in the Bible when Jesus vented his anger in a physical form.
He scattered the tables of merchant peddlers and moneychangers and
drove them out of the Temple.
Now is a time for righteous anger. It’s time to throw fraudulent
Senators and House members out of the chambers of government. Put the
issue to the candidates you vote for in every election. Right now, require
your presidential candidate to support a bill that outlaws Senators and
Congressmen from exiting their office through the “rotating door” and
becoming lobbyists for favor-seeking corporations. The breach of public
trust and the corruption of elected representatives will never be prevented
until this corruptive practice is shut down.

The problem of pretentious “clerks” isn’t just in State it also is a
problem in Church. To get a perspective on clerical infidelity in Church
see QUANTUM RELIGION, pp 252, 253.
Awaken to this urgent public matter right now. We need to wake
up to this infidelity if the authenticity and credibility of America (and
Church) are to be respected in the company of nations and if rights and
interests of the people are to be served.

18. Good News and Green Tithing — 1
Evangelical faith and green-tithing are not just compatible but
can and should be mutually reinforcing to spiritual/ physical wellbeing.
If disconnect from and disrespect for nature, God, are doing us in, where
do we go from here? Obviously, we need to discover intentional and
respectful connections with nature, with God. And how do we do this?
By “green religion”, that is, by faithful return to the God/ Land/ Human
Covenant. We do this by word/ work commitment to heal the spiritual/
material schisms of religious and secular consciousness.
In the Christian calendar, the season of Advent — the precursor
time of “good news and glad tidings”— repeats annually. “Good news”
is consciousness of Gods Word; “glad tidings” are about hope, the way
out of our problems. A start to the way out of ecological problems begins
with “green tithing”.
Religion is about consciousness and conscience, about spiritual
implications in material relationships, in secularity. Spirituality is about
valuation and ethical choosing in the usage of material necessities.
Holistic living, commitment to unitary spirituality/ materiality, is what
religion and civility are about, what the spiritual/ secular harmony is
about, and what evangelism and green-tithing can bring about.
The care of nature and tithing has ancient endorsement; but so do
proclivities to idolatry. Idolatry is a passion for the “green”, whether
green represents money, or obsession to own and control people and
resources. Jesus was exposed to the temptation of “green” sin, but he
avoided it by eschewing Temple endorsement/ glory and the temptation
to obsess over people and resources.
Authentic religion rejects idolatry, which means rejecting the
false lures of praise and passion, and the violence of arrogance that
attaches to them. Obsession for green profiteering isn’t only a sin of
idolatry it is also a sin of prostitution for it involves violence and the selfserving exploitation of nature for nature’s sexual favors.
We must realize that the first victim of violence (wars) is Mother
Earth, natural ecologies and wildlife, especially given the destructive
power of modern technology and weapons. Waste isn’t measured only in
terms of rubble and ruin but also in the waste of people (soul-power,
spirituality) and resources dedicated to the production of weapons and
the doing of violence. Arguably, America today has the doubtful and
unenviable distinction of being the global “destroyer-in-chief”.

19. Good News and Green Tithing — 2
The tithing that God and nature now call for is the same, namely,
giving back to nature, to God, what belongs to nature, to God. Tithing in
this sense needs to happen across the board and globally by any and
every one in a position of owning and using property or having control
over people and property. Authentic tithing is self-investment in nature
even as nature invests self in us.
It is unacceptable (as is happening) to exploit natural habitats
and wildlife to extinction; lemming-like, we madly rush to our own selfextinction. We need to reverse the panic now, but how? By beginning a
perpetual process of permanently setting aside (a minimum) 1/10th of all
land, sea and air resources as life-recovery refuges, places where wildlife
and human life are together safeguarded. The mindset of safeguarding
nature needs to be made a permanent awareness and commitment by
everyone, to hold sacred the natural right and need for species to interact
and secure one another. This needs to happen globally in order to secure
the richness and diversity of bio-regionally dependent flora and fauna.
By beginning now to tithe back to nature what nature gives us
we may yet save our souls and bodies; we cannot be healthy, sane, saved,
except the other in which we subsist is healthy, sane and saved. Hold
public servants responsible to public service, and from indenture and
corporate control. Wellbeing is the birthright of all; the accumulations of
wealth in disproportionate and selfish interest, is not a birthright. Quite
the contrary, the extravagance of wealth accumulation and corporate
control are about idolatry, prostitution. We need to open self and others
to equal right and responsibility, to restoration and the securing of natural
sustainability.
Sabbath (rest) and Jubilee (restoration) are anciently recognized
personal and public needs. Sabbath and Jubilee serve the purposes of
green-benefit by engaging attention to personal health and nature’s
health. Sabbath and Jubilee represent time-dedication to green-tithing,
the tithing of hours, days, weeks, months, that keeps the soul in touch
with body, intentions in touch with soul, and both in touch with cosmic
spirituality, nature’s needs, and divine implication in all matters.
Sabbath is about personal peace and recovery, health of mind/
body. Jubilee is about social restitution and forgiveness. There is no
peace except there is justice and restitution; there is no mind/ body health
except there is forgiveness. It is n the nature of interdependency that we
“prey” upon each other for existence and subsistence, and that other
preys upon us; our need is to relate lightly, symbiotically.
Peace and recovery are correlatives of justice and restitution.
Community grows in harmony when peace is rooted in justice, in
restitution; health thrives in the process of perpetual recovery and
forgiveness. Personal/ social justification, as the South African Peace and
Reconciliation Group realized, is premised in the understanding that “I
am in you as you are in me.” We can be violent and suffer each other’s
violence, or we can attend to harmony and enjoy peace together.

20. “Sacred Spring”
Whatever metaphor is used,, tectonic shift, supernovae collapse,
the 19th and 20th centuries are times of epochal change, and Vienna is the
epicenter—ground-zero—of the conscious leap that is registered also in
the documents of the Second Vatican Council. Deep and dark powers of
thinking were at work before and continue to be, after the leap that was
Modernity. The seismic shift may have happened in the past but the
after-shocks are very much in the present.
Vatican II formalized in its Constitutions the new awareness that
all is “of a piece”, that change is inevitable, that the old becomes passé
and the new affects changes. The cultural shift is away from the deeply
cherished beliefs of absolutism, staticism and centrism, to acentrism,
relatedness and transformation, enlightened in science and the awareness
of the corrupting outcomes of dominion culture. The old static-world
paradigm has collapsed on itself; the new one is in place and in process
of making changes that have long been frustrated by fixity. New changes
are yet forthcoming in Church or in culture; the people will not forever
remain blind to Church/ cultural blindness, but will seek its own vision.
A description of conditions at ground-zero (Vienna) and at timezero (19th-20th Centuries) is detailed in Robert Whalen Weldon’s book
“Sacred Spring”. The book gives a vivid sense of the turmoil of religion,
culture and politics at time-zero and ground-zero. It’s about the collapse
of old world fixities, the chaos that ensued, and the glimmers of insight,
ever so faint, that broke through the heavy clouds of desperation. It
chronicles the groaning and labor of a new order birthing, including also
the promise of new religious enlightenment.
Rough slippages of change along fault-lines crumbled old fixities
and structures. Fixities of absolute thinking are losing their hold; and
while cultures hold their breath collectively and wait for more structures
to crumble, they move on into the brave new world.
The ultimate reality invoked in the absolute old-world paradigm
has been shredded along with the paradigm, for both are now exposed as
fixations of misguided consciousness. Misdirection has driven societies
to eco-social waste. The paradigm of evolving consciousness, however,
is optimistically and reflectively based in the sense of reality’s potential
amplified in sustainable symbiosis.
Sustainable symbiosis is about relationship, the dynamism of the
moment that iteratively and continuously defines “ultimate reality”. If
reality is about the relationships that define it, so is religion — religion is
the self-reflective conscience of the relational self — what is, “ultimate”
reality in the moment. Our vision of religion is blinded by the traditional
tunnels of static-centrist thinking. We need to awaken to the reality that
religion has to do with the intentional engagement of graced relationships
which operate in the Natural Order of Sacrament.
Eco-social survival demands global religious change for humans
are mortally destructive of the life-complexes upon which they depend,
which is to say, that religion informed in dominion culture is irreligious.
The theologian Paul Tillich says: “Religion…is ultimate concern…
religion is the ultimate substance, the ground, the depth of man’s

spiritual life.” [“Sacred Spring, God and the Birth of Modernism, Fin de
siècle Vienna” © 2007, Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2140
Oak Industrial Drive NE, Grand Rapids, MI 49505, pg 304]
The graced relationships of intentional doing are the essential
works of religion, of salvation.

21. Encountering the “Unconditioned”
This Sunday afternoon, 30 September 2007, 4:00 P.M., Felicitas
(the light of my life for 48 years and the mother of our six daughters) and
I are reading in our Garden Room. I am reading the last pages of Robert
Whalen Weldon’s book “Sacred Spring”. These are the words I am
reading:
“’The Matrix,’ humans have engaged in ontology, in the
struggle to distinguish between ‘seeming’ and ‘being,’ [is] not
simply out of a some leisurely curiosity, but out of the urgent
need to know how they should live, and how they should die,
and whether any of it matters anyway… when we speak about
‘God’ we speak about ‘reality,’ about ‘being,’ about that which
makes the ‘real’ real, that which makes ‘being’ be. ‘God,’ to use
Tillich’s phrase, is the Unconditioned, that is, reality as it really
is. Our awareness of the Unconditional is a matter of ‘ultimate
concern’ because meaning, purpose, and trajectory to our lives
can be found only in ‘being,’ not in ‘seeming,’ only in the
Unconditioned, not in the conditional…
“Therefore, to continue with Tillich, we are, or should be,
‘ultimately concerned’ about the Unconditioned. Such ‘ultimate
concern’ about the Unconditioned is called faith… if telling the
truth means speaking in accord with reality, then the
Unconditioned is the foundation of truth…much that we claim to
be true is false; much that we think real is an illusion; much that
we say about God is really a human projection and distortion.
God, the Unconditioned, transcends human institutions and
categories, and therefore, maybe we ought to retire the word
‘God’, as Tillich suggested, and clean it up as well as we can of
human accretions…
“Though an awareness of the Unconditioned involves
knowledge, it is more than a kind of cognition, because it
includes ultimate concern… An encounter with the
Unconditioned, however, engages my ultimate concern, and this
engages me intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually…
“Tillich argues that much of modern thought, from Nietzsche
to Heidegger, is an effort to understand the Unconditioned. An
encounter with the Unconditioned occurs, for instance…in the
blink of the eye when time seems to pause, or rupture entirely,
when things become terribly important… An awareness of the
Unconditioned occurs in those odd times…when, through
memory, time cracks and the past flows into the present.”

Even as I was reading I heard the muted warble of a house wren
some distance from the house. It surprised me because I hadn’t heard or
seen wrens since the first of September. Time cracked, the past flowed
into the present. I was in another moment, the first week of June, 2001.
Our oldest daughter, Monica, was basking in sunshine, in a
reclining chair looking out the window into the Garden Refuge watching
a happy pair of wrens warbling to each other. As they warbled to each
other, she thrilled to the sound and declared, “The song of the wren is the
most beautiful sound in the world!” — Only a couple days later, in the
same chair, looking out the same window, the sun shining, the long
dreaded hour arrived, she had a seizure caused by the fast growing tumor
in her brain.
In the wee morning hours of the next day,
June 9, a month and four days beyond her 41st
birthday, she radiantly, calmly moved on to
her final encounter with the “Unconditioned”.
Monica’s waving angel signature is for us the
encounter symbol that cracks time and returns
us to our encounters with the Unconditioned.
Responding to the angels beckoning, we
unfailingly return to Green Religion freshness.

APPENDIX: Whither the Future?
The Green Religion Phenomenon & Cultural Direction
Culture is experience of living inside the spectral phenomenon, and so is
the individual life we live. We experience and participate in culture and
green religion in individual/ social life experience. Self-authenticity is a
matter of self-discovery and identity in authentic culture. We are to each
other “sign and grace”, which is to say, we are Sacrament to each other
within the “Naturalis Sacramentum Ordinis”.
1. The STATE
There are divisions that are real and divisions that are mental.
The cultivation of imagined divisions can provoke real divisions. Much
social undoing is a matter of entertaining habits of imagined divisions
(entes rationis, objects of the mind) that are not real in themselves.
The philosophy/ theology and politics of Imperial State, though
seemingly rational and compatible for purposes of maintaining control
over the people, in the long run may not succeed, for the application of
hurt and oppression may become so intolerable that counter-cultural
movements arise within the populace who feel forced to deconstruct the
unjust absolutisms of imperial imposition.
I have repeatedly asked myself, without finding a satisfactory
answer, why does religion divide people and not bring them together.
What’s become clear to me is that people, culture and institutions misuse
and misunderstand “natural” necessity and abusively impose on each
other. History is replete with the evidence. I’ve set out to challenge
cultural misunderstandings and expectations so religion might yet
become a force that brings people together rather than divides them.
The institutionalized fideism of imperial State/ Religion imposed
an exaggerated sense of divinity on the people, to the point that it made
human fleshiness despicable even to human understanding, so that what
is considered good is spiritual, and what is bad, is material. The dualism
of mind/ body distinction became the dogma of culture and people were
psychically set against themselves for the reality of their fleshiness. The
hypostasis of the divine/ human is a mystery beyond the ability of the
mind to fully grasp, but the culture of exaggeration and artificial division
surely serves no social purpose.
The exaggeration of extremes, the holiness of the spiritual and
the sinfulness of the material, promotes radical and violent behavior by
reason of zeal cultivated at the polar opposites of mental divisions; the
effect of such culture is the promotion of real divisions and violence
amongst people on bases of ideological belief and preference.
This is a problem in Christian religious understanding, vis-à-vis
Jesus, his mission of social service, and our selves in relation to one
another. Through history, imperial theology has so focused on dominion,
divinity and kingship that it has constructed a God who is exacting and
intolerant of the limitations of fleshiness. In Church’s severity of focus,
the needs and weaknesses of physical reality are dealt with not only

insensitively but intolerantly and severely. Thus, dominion theology has
intentionally cultivated in the people emotions of guilt and fear, which,
alongside the sword of imperialism are tools that suppress legitimate
human expression.
Under the severe circumstances of Church/State imperialism, the
human spirit developed a counter-cultural response that was/ is resisted
by dominion philosophy/ theology; the conflict came to a head in the
Protestant Reformation, but it persists even now in the absolutist culture
of denominational Christianity, including Roman Catholicism.
Notable developments occurred within cultures that are socially,
politically connected, for example, humanism, Renaissance, colonialism,
Enlightenment, positivism, secularism, socialism, capitalism, corporate
feudalism, and Communism. In today’s political climate, the corporate
model preferred by Church and State is the morphed model of feudalism,
the model of global corporate capitalism that puts the control of money
in the hands of an oligarchy that controls public politics. The mindset
(worldview) of this power structure retains a disrespectful attitude
toward nature and natural resources, and toward the people who are
treated disrespectfully and unjustly as just another natural resource to be
exploited.
The social crises of today all root back to the culture of the
hyped difference between the human and the divine, for the unseemly
purposes of using the divine/ corporate culture as a device to dominate
nature and human consciousness.
It is also true that the counter-cultural response of the public to
dominion overreach has created extremes of its own that are unhelpful in
bridging the schismatic divide. For example, hyped individualism has
gone to the other extreme and has set the individual interest against the
social interest, namely, the unbridled pursuit of personal advantage and
profiting without regard for the social cost. This egotistic extremism is
part and parcel of the corporate culture which enables the profit motive
to trample the biological sensitivities of natural ecologies. Individualism
reigns in the corporate culture and the profit motive is given dominion in
motivating personal greed and corporate exploitation.
A radical defect of corporate capitalism is the legal anomaly that
assigns to the corporation the status of legal rights equal to the person.
The consequence of this legal artifice is that entrepreneurs can conspire
corporately to profiteer and yet be held harmless for corporate overreach.
The threats that challenge nature are in fact threats that challenge
humankind. Disrespect, dishonesty and greed are undoing nature and
humankind; the religious/ cultural philosophy and politics that obtain are
not sustainable. Natural symbiosis is being deconstructed by the human
interventions of irrational and irreligious culture.
In seeking solutions to the religious/ political/ social conundrum,
humankind must confront the devils of self-destruction residing in the
Church, the State and in the People. There is no real division between
People, Church and State; Church and State are categories of social
ordering and self-understanding enabling access to common necessities,
spiritual and material. The State is the political/ governmental
organization of civil society. Its purpose and intent is providing a secured

environment in which citizens together can work in mutual and common
interests.
In the context of the evolving Earth-cosmic continuum, the
Church can be understood as the personal/ social consensus of morality
in developing consciousness. The State is the social structure of political
hegemony that is mindful of and morally sensitive to the essential
dynamics of Earth-life as they pertain to the co-dependencies of ecologyeconomy-Eucharist.
Vital materiality is sustained in the transformational self-giving
of living creatures to each other, within species and across-species.
Experience and consciousness tell us that life is a cyclical, organic
process of self-giving parents, the utilization of other species for food,
clothing and shelter, responsible inter-social relationships that sustain
and secure workable, symbiotic ways of living, and lifetime involvement
in species preservation..
Spirituality (morality) and physicality (structures) are mutually
authenticated by informed consciousness and conduct of people, that is,
by their integrity of correlating faith and reason and educating the
generations of the faithful to the communal necessities of life on Earth,
especially the human necessities of communal harmony.
If it is true, and if we can come to a consensus understanding that
it is true, namely, that the wasteful conflicts of our times date back to the
culture of imagined divisions, i.e., between energy/ matter, soul/ body,
spirituality/ materiality, religion/ politics, the human/ divine, then it may
be possible to bridge the real divides that exist within cultures by focus
on symbiotic solutions, namely, being not merely tolerant of differences,
but pursuing positively the good that can be found in differences. It is
possible to extirpate ourselves from the fictioned dichotomies of past
dogmatic absolutisms.
We should neither exaggerate nor underestimate the value of the
divine, and we should not exaggerate or undervalue the human; both are
intimately intertwined, co-dependent.

2. The CHURCH
Roman Catholicism roots back to ancient Middle East culture,
the background culture from which came Jesus, The Christ, the teacher
of counter-cultural reaction to unjust systems and the humanity of service
to the oppressed and marginalized. Notwithstanding the counter-cultural
mission of Christianity, Christian Churches became inculturated in the
politics of imperial overreach and themselves objects of counter-cultural
reaction.
We human beings are a conundrum to ourselves for we create
the very cultures we later find oppressive; we are in fact subjects and
objects, oppressor and oppressed. We experience internally the conflicts
of good and evil, the struggle to determine the morally right way of
behaving toward each other. The conundrum never goes away.
In the Order of Natural Sacrament, each is to other subject and
object; the destiny of consciousness (soul) and substance (body) is
transformation, in and by encounters that are ongoing between subjects
and objects. In the transformational encounter of subject/object, everyone

is morally responsible not to abuse personal rights and overreach others,
but to be responsible in matters of mutual/ common rights and interests.
Encounters occur in the venues of substantive and spiritual need,
which is to say that we function at the same time in the conscious world
of moral awareness and in the material world of physical necessity. The
joined imperatives of the spiritual and the material are the worlds of the
spiritual order (Church) and physical (State). The realities of spirituality
and secularity cannot be separated from the realities of rights and
responsibilities, the moral basis of religion and civility.
We are wrong to separate religion and politics absolutely; when
we do separate them it is because of our skewed sensitivities of religion
and politics. We have within us the Angel spirit that leads us to right
relationships and the Devil spirit that persuades us to advantage ourselves over others.
The ups and downs of religion cannot be understood except in
the context of the ups and downs of culture, of tensions between Church
and State, between person and person, between ideologies and beliefs.
The history of the cultural ups and downs of Roman Catholicism and the
Christian West is recorded in the history of the popes. By approaching
cultural history through papal history we can experience the recurring
conundrum yet bedeviling humankind in its personal/ social struggles
with its inner angels and devils.

The Military Papacy
(The Jesuits and the Popes’ Armies)
The history of Roman Imperialism is essentially linked also to
Church imperialism and the king-status of popes. The global expansion
of empire and political dominion are what imperialism is about. By the
very nature of imperial intention and function, violence and wars are
fomented, for, a primary mission of the princes, Church and State, is the
preservation and extension of their dominion. By cultural definition,
dominion means the overreach and suppression of indigenous people.
The tools of suppression are physical and psychological;
psychological tools are ways of persuasion, including the use of guilt and
fear; physical tools are laws and weapons of war used too enforce laws
by use of imprisonment, torture and execution. Church used them all.
Church had the powers of State to enforce its prescriptions and
proscriptions. Church had its own military. The Knights Templar was the
first papal army whose mission was to extend Church dominion and to
secure the Church’s domain. The Church Crusades against Islam are a
tragic testimony to the Church’s misadventure into State imperialism.
After the Crusades, and coincident with the rise of humanism in
Europe, were public protests against the heavy hand of Church dominion.
Imperial corruption within the Church sparked public dissatisfaction
which grew around the formal protests of Martin Luther. Even amongst
the Catholic clergy there was positive response to Luther and his call for
reformation.
Because of the attrition of protesting priests and monks from the
Church, the Spaniard, Ignatius of Loyola started a new Company of
militant clerics, the Society of Jesus, the Jesuits, who became the popes’

“new army”. Ignatius set out to build the clerical priesthood. Ordinary
clerics wore cassocks, caps and hats like the popes, except theirs were
black. To this day, the Jesuits take a fourth vow of fidelity to the pope.
Because of their sworn allegiance to the pope, the black-robed Jesuits
came to be called the “black popes”.
The Jesuits through history have fought at the front lines of the
Counter-Reformation. Counter-reformation motivated the origination of
the Company. Notable of Jesuit contributions to imperial justification is
the theological backbone of imperial ecclesiology which was provided to
the Church by Robert Cardinal Bellarmine, SJ, the Inquisitor General of
the Church and the chief theologian for the Council of Trent.
The turmoil within the Church today, specifically, with respect
to the conflicting ecclesiologies/ theologies of Trent and Vatican I, vis-àvis Vatican II, rests heavily on the shoulders of the Jesuits. What seems
ironic and problematic is that the Jesuit priest/ scientist Pierre Teilhard
de Chardin, though he didn’t participate in Vatican II, contributed to
Vatican II thinking and theology in his linking of evolution, theology and
religious consciousness. The distance between Bellarmine and Chardin is
cosmic. As I write, the Jesuits are engaged in appointing a new Superior
“General” (note the military title still obtains).
The Society is internally torn as to which ecclesiology/ theology
it is obligated, that of dominion as preferred by Trent/ Vatican I, or that
of liberation, the ecclesiology/ theology of Vatican II. Will the Society of
Jesus side with imperial dominion as in the past or with the “People
Church” of Vatican II and commit unreservedly to the mission of social
justice? Or will it in practice be indeterminate? Can the Society of Jesus
be an agent that reconciles the schism between dominion and liberation
dividing Church and Society today? Only the future will tell.

The Popes from Trent to Vatican I
[The abstracted material on the lives of the popes here is from Richard P.
McBrien’s book, “Lives of the Popes”]
Much is written about religion and less about civility. One would
think that religion and civility suppose each other, and one is right in that
supposition, but that is not how it has played out in a world in which
religion (morality) and civility (secularity) are alienated.
As one reads the life and times of the popes, from the Council of
Trent to Vatican I, one is amazed by petty papal self-serving and cultural
(religious) disregard for civility. Civility is a huge component of religion
— the failure of civility is arguably proof of failed religion; the violent
history of the imperial papacy reveals lessons of failed civility.
In fairness to the popes and their times it should be noted that
civility is an evolving consciousness. Humanism, the sense of humanity
and the culture of natural sensitivities, still doesn’t fare well in fideistic
culture.
Dominion theology, like the imperial culture that gave birth to it,
is passé. The reason this is true is because consciousness has evolved and
has come to a new sensitivity toward nature and the egalitarian nature of
the human person. The present is future-oriented and it consigns the past

to history. The past cannot return; humankind must learn from history if
it would avoid repeating past mistakes.
Evolving consciousness demands attention to civility; humanity
can neither abide nor survive the cultural mindset and political structures
of the past. It is revealing and useful to see how mundane and selfserving popes have been. We may think it unlikely that popes, cardinals
and bishops today are unlike Church princes of old; not so.
1. Paul V, pope from 1605-1621
Camillo Borghese, 1552-1621
His “inflated view of papal authority” governing in the secular
world (McBrien, pg 299) stirred up public opposition. Perhaps the most
unlikely things he did, from the modern viewpoint, were to censure
Galileo and place on the Index of Forbidden Books the treatise of
Copernicus challenging the Earth-centered universe. [All documents
pertaining to this wrongful judgment against Galileo were released to the
public by John Paul II in 1984. In 1979, John Paul II, publicly and
officially, admitted the Church’s error in this matter.]
Paul V excommunicated Venice’s Senate and put the city under
interdict, refusing the Sacraments to all within the territory.
This impossible situation put Cardinal Robert Bellarmine, SJ, on
the side of the pope and against Fra Paolo-Sarpi who asserted that the
pope had no temporal authority. Paul V also embroiled himself in state
issues between England and France. His interventions in politics divided
Catholics.
The Borghese family rivaled the Orsini and Colonna families in
wealth. The pope’s nephew, Cardinal Scipioni Carafelli Borghese (papal
Secretary of State), financed the building of the Villa Borghese in Rome.
2. Gregory XV, pope from 1621-1623
Alessandro Ludovisi, 1554-1623
He appointed his 25 year old nephew Ludovici Ludovisi as his
cardinal-secretary of State. From this appointment, his nephew became
“extremely wealthy”. Gregory XV established the Congregation for the
Propagation of the Faith in order to coordinate worldwide missionary
efforts. He appointed thirteen cardinals to serve the Congregation. The
missionary effort had as its focus the curbing of Protestantism, which
effectively made the Congregation de facto headquarters for the CounterReformation. He solicited the help of the imperial court to enlist Catholic
princes and the empires in his restoration efforts. He canonized a series
of saints whose lives were notable for their Church work. [Theresa of
Avila, Philip Neri, Ignatius of Loyola, SJ, and Francis Xavier, SJ]
3. Urban VIII, pope from 1623-1644
Maffeo Barberini, 1568-1644
Following the example of prior popes, he “appointed a brother
and two nephews to the College of Cardinals, promoted other brothers to
lucrative positions, and generally enriched his relatives so extravagantly
that he suffered pangs of conscience in his old age” (ID, pg 302)
The Thirty Years Wars of Religion (1618-1648) dominated his
papacy. The outcome of the war did not end the Counter-Reformation or

the Church’s animus toward Protestantism. The pope attended to internal
Church matters. He expanded Church missionary work to include other
Orders besides the Jesuits. Urban reiterated the condemnation of Galileo
and the Church’s renunciation of the Copernican system (1633); failure
recant was cause for torture.
Toward the close of his pontificate, Urban VIII’s greedy
nephews implicated him in a disastrous war. The scandal of his
“extravagances and shameless nepotism” (ID, 304) disgusted the people
and put his papacy in bad memory and cast ill repute on the Church.
4. Innocent X, pope from 1644-1655
Giovanni Battista Pamfili, 1574-1655
Angered and frustrated by Urban VIII’s shameless enrichment of
the Barberini families, Innocent determined to take action against them;
ultimately, Innocent was induced to pardon them.
While he “did nothing without consulting…his ambitious and
greedy widowed sister-in-law Donna Olimpia Maidalchini, he did refrain
from appointing her son” Cardinal Camillo Pamfili as his secretary of
State. Known as “papessa” she was consulted by Innocent in everything
he did.
The Thirty Years Wars of Religion ended during his papacy. He
was unhappy with the concessions made to Protestants. His formal
denouncement of the Peace of Westphalia was published in 1650, which
was ignored by the public. Innocent extended support to the missions.
The Jubilee Year of 1650 which he proclaimed was well received.
5. Alexander VII, pope from 1655-1667
Fabrio Chigi, 1599-1667
After being crowned pope, one of his first actions was to force
“papessa” Olimpia to move out of Rome. At the beginning he also forbad
his relatives from visiting Rome, but he relented, with the blessing of the
Curia, and showered his family with privileges and rewards.
Alexander VII participated in negotiations leading to the Peace
of Westphalia but vigorously protested what he considered anti-Catholic
provisions. During his papacy, architect Bernini constructed the Bernini
columns surrounding St. Peter’s square as a monument to Alexander VII.
Bernini also designed the tomb in which Alexander’s body is reposed.
Alexander irritated King Louis XIV to the point that the king
withdrew the French ambassador to Rome, expelled the papal nuncio in
Paris and threatened to invade the Papal States. Because Alexander VII
had no allies to defend him from the French he had to give in to every
concession the French required.
6. Clement IX, pope from 1667-1669
Giulio Rospigliosi, 1600-1669
His preoccupation was in politics but his interest was in the arts;
he was a writer of poetry and religious drama. He preserved a civil
relationship with the French Court notwithstanding Innocent’s rancorous
relationship. The French had a free hand in ecclesiastical appointments,
including the appointment of avowed Jansenists to bishoprics.

Unlike other popes, he did not use the papacy to advantage his
family. His papacy was a respite from the corrupt practice of nepotism.
Because of the ill-advised campaign he financed to have the Venetians
liberate Crete from Turkish occupation, which failed, the Holy See was
left with crushing debts to Venice and collaborators in the misadventure.
7. Clement X, pope from 1670-1676
Emilio Altieri, 1590-1676
His papacy got off to a bad start. He appointed his cardinalnephew Paluzzi degli Albertoni to handle the ecclesiastical affairs of
State. Paluzzi effectively negated State authority and used his position to
enrich himself and his family.
Bad relations continued with King Louis XIV of France who
diverted money from going to the Church. The French continued to insist
on freedom in ecclesiastical affairs.
Before his death, Clement X canonized a large number of saints.
8. Innocent XI, pope from 1676-1689
Benedetto Odescalchi, 1611-1689
Even though he was anti-Jesuit and Jansenistic, Innocent XI is
regarded as the outstanding pope of the seventeenth century. Before his
crowning he made clear his intentions to bring to completion the work of
Trent against Protestantism and threats of Turkish Islamists.
He sought to outlaw nepotism but the Curia prevented him. He
irritated the people by prohibiting carnivals, but was unsuccessful in
preventing them. He was in constant conflict with the king of France.
The conflict became so sharp that King Louis and his ministers were
excommunicated. The King occupied the papal territory of Avignon and
arrested the papal nuncio. Open schism was avoided by the intervention
of François Fénelon.
With the help of the Holy League of the empire, Innocent was
more successful in the campaign against the Turks.
9. Alexander VIII, pope from 1689-1691
Pietro Ottoboni, 1610-1691
The public cheered the election of an old and worldly pope. His
life style was in stark contrast to his predecessor. He made his 20 year
old grandnephew a cardinal and elected his nephew Giambattista
secretary of State, and bestowed lucrative benefits on both. His public
service decisions were favorably received, but not his decision to support
the Republic of Venice against the Turks.
The defense of orthodoxy was a high priority. He opposed both
the laxity tendencies of the Jesuits and rigid tendencies of the Jansenists.
He acted against Quietist theology which held that salvation was attained
by passive acceptance of grace.
Alexander VIII took conciliatory action toward France. The
appointment of bishops by kings was not acceptable to him. Before dying
he annulled the Gallican Articles which had granted ecclesiastical
concessions to the king of France.

10. Innocent XII, pope from 1691-1700
Antonio Pignatelli, 1650-1700
Innocent XII was a reformist pope who targeted the culture of
nepotism. The conclave that elected him was very divisive because of
pro-French and pro-imperial factions. From the beginning of his papacy
Innocent XII made it clear that the poor and the needy were his nephews
(his priority interest). He mandated against the appointment of relatives,
allowing the appointment of one relative only as cardinal.
Innocent XII worked out a compromise with France and restored
the French hierarchy to the good graces of the Holy See. The French
Church’s insistence on autonomy from Rome remained unresolved.
Innocent XII weighed in on the side of Bishop Jacques Bossuet against
François Fénelon, though he didn’t declare Fénelon heretical.
11. Clement XI, pope from 1700-1721
Giovanni Francesco Albani, 1699-1721
Albani was ordained a priest just before his elevation to the
papacy. After his election he was consecrated bishop and became Bishop
of Rome. Albani drafted Innocent XII’s denunciation of papal nepotism.
Pressed by King Louis XIV, he excommunicated Jansenist leaders and
condemned Jansenism.
Clement XI actively promoted mission work but unsettled the
mission work in China by forbidding the usage of Chinese rites. This led
to the persecution of Chinese Catholics. He was a patron of the arts and
contributed generously to the Vatican Library. He became politically
embroiled in succession problems of the Spanish Crown, between the
Bourbon Philip V of Anjou and the Habsburg Archduke Charles. This
resulted in a diplomatic break with Spain. His military ventures backfired
when the Spanish fleet he supported against the Turks was used to take
Sardinia from the empire.
12. Innocent XIII, pope from 1721-1724
Michelangelo de Conti, 1655-1724
Due to bad health and his dislike for the Jesuits, his short pontificate was unproductive. Educated by Jesuits, he came to have a strong
dislike for them. His political efforts to mollify the ruffled feelings of the
royalty were mostly ineffective.
13. Benedict XIII, pope from 1724-1730
Pietro Francesco Orsini, 1649-1730
Because of the complexity of religious and family affiliations,
there were many crosscurrents at work throughout his papacy; these were
with tumultuous effect. To start with, his election was a compromise
reached after French, Spanish and Habsburg factions couldn’t come to a
consensus. He didn’t want to be pope, but his Dominican Superiors
ordered him to accept. Because of his Dominican background, his Order
expected favors from him in their squabbles with the Jesuits.
From the time of the Counter-Reformation, it was considered an
abuse of the office of the bishop to be head of more than one archdiocese
(pluralism). He violated this practice by retaining the bishoprics of two

archdioceses, Benevento and Rome. This bad example undermined his
credibility. Because of the unscrupulous behavior of underlings, who
enriched themselves, the finances of the Papal States collapsed. His
cronyism alienated Benedict XIII from the people of Rome.
14. Clement XII, pope from 1730-1740
Lorenzo Corsini, 1652-1740
While his papacy failed, there is a monument in testimony to it.
The Trevi Fountains of Rome acclaim his papacy. Clement’s health was
bad from the beginning. He became blind in the second year of his
papacy. His cardinal-nephew Neri Corsini handled papal affairs for him.
Money-raising procedures were enacted, including lotteries to restore the
depleted finances of the Papal States. In spite of his efforts, the debts of
the Papal States continued to deepen.
Respect for the papacy continued to deteriorate as they had in the
time of Clement XI. Spain overran the two Sicilies and the pope was
forced to recognize the kingship of Don Carlos over them. By means of
family wealth he notably beautified Rome and enlarged the Vatican
Library, adding many valuable items to its collection. He was buried in
the Corsini Chapel (St. John Lateran) which he commissioned.
15. Benedict XIV, pope from 1740-1758
Prospero Lorenzo Lambertini, 1675-1758
It took the conclave six months to settle on him as pope. He was
the first pope to author an encyclical. Born in Bologna, he became pastor
there and eventually archbishop. He was a conciliator and a political
realist. He was accommodating to political rulers. He maintained good
relationships with Spain, Portugal and Prussia, but didn’t do well with
Austria. Papal benefits were confiscated by Austria, whose troops
invaded the Papal States.
Many bishops at the time lived away from their dioceses. He
circulated a letter to get them to be active and maintain residences in
their dioceses. He relaxed canonical requirements in mixed marriages,
which had been put in place by the Council of Trent.
He was respected by Christians and agnostics alike for his public
works. Voltaire even dedicated his tragedy “Mahomet” to him.
16. Clement XIII, pope from 1758-1769
Carlo Rezzonico, 1693-1769
Catholic countries had been agitating for the suppression of the
Jesuits. This matter dominated his papacy. Expulsions of the Jesuits
occurred in France, Spain and in Italy (Naples, Sicily and Parma). He
called a special consistory to deal with the Jesuit problem but died the
day before it was to meet.
17. Clement XIV, pope from 1769-1774
Giovanni Vincenzio Antonio Ganganelli, 1705-1774
Clement acceded to demands for the suppression of the Jesuits in
1773. The politics of papal election were driven by the Jesuit problem.
Cardinals favorable to the Jesuits were designated as unacceptable

candidates. Cardinal Ganganelli was the only cardinal belonging to a
religious Order (Franciscan) and he did not express a position toward the
Jesuits.
Clement healed the breach with Portugal by favoritism in the
appointment of Portuguese bishops; he delayed taking action against the
Jesuits, but on July 21, 1773 he issued a papal bull that completely
dissolved the Society of Jesus worldwide. Russia and Prussia refused to
promulgate the bull. The promulgation was not well received by the
cardinals and the Roman nobility. Papal prestige was severely damaged
and Clement is remembered as one of the weakest and unhappiest of a
long line of popes.
18. Pius VI, pope from 1775-1799
Giovanni Angelo Braschi, 1717-1799
The French Revolution occurred during Pius VI’s papacy.
Napoleon invaded the Papal States and imprisoned the pope. The pope
died in exile, a prisoner of Napoleon Bonaparte.
At his election, Cardinal Braschi was equally acceptable to proJesuit cardinals and to anti-Jesuit cardinals. But he fell back into old
ways of popes in matters of outdated protocols and in the practice of
nepotism. His injudicious use of resources on relatives and construction
enterprises bankrupted the treasury.
Pius VI lacked a sense of diplomacy, and in the vacuum, secular
forces advanced modernity and weakened the powers of religious Orders
and the papal jurisdiction. He attempted to get Russia and Prussia to
suppress the Jesuits, but they refused.
The Church in France was split in two factions, those favoring
the Revolution and those opposing it. By his action of befriending the
loyalists he antagonized the French people. The pope condemned the
Civil Constitution and stood firm in his condemnation. Napoleon
defeated the papal forces and sued for a large indemnity and other
concessions at the Peace of Tolentino (1797).
Following the death of a French general during a riot in Rome,
the occupation of the Papal States was ordered. Pius VI was deposed and
held in captivity until his death. Many thought he would be the last pope,
but he left instructions for a conclave in an emergency event.
19. Pius VII, pope from 1800-1823
Luigi Barnabà Chiaramonti, 1724-1823
Varied and special circumstances, political and ecclesial,
attached to the election and early years of Pius VII’s papacy. Eventually,
Napoleon occupied Rome and annexed the remaining Papal States. The
pope was arrested and confined. Under conditions of duress, Pius VII
signed the Concordat of Fontainbleu (1812) with the renunciation of the
Papal States. Two months later, the pope retracted his signature.
In the following year, Napoleon was suffering major military
defeats. The pope was released from confinement in March 1814. The
same month Paris fell. Napoleon abdicated in April. The pope returned to
Rome, had his secretary of State reinstalled, who negotiated the return of
most of the Papal States, except Avignon and Venaissin.
In August 1814, Pius VII restored the Jesuits.

20. Leo XII, 1823-1829
Annibale Semattei DellăGenga, 1760-1829
Leo XII’s papacy returned to harsh conservatism; he condemned
religious toleration, reinforced the Index of Forbidden Books, reestablished the feudal aristocracy of the Papal States and confined Jews
to ghettoes. His police State imposed censorship on the press, capital
punishment and the formation of secret societies. The Papal States fell
into economic stagnation because of the pope’s reactionary policies. The
rising middle class was angered and the Papal States acquired the
reputation for backwardness.
Leo XII eventually recognized that his policies in Rome couldn’t
work with European powers so he adapted a more conciliatory policy
with them. The pope’s agenda reflected a policy of rigid clericalism and
paranoia toward the modern world.
21. Pius VIII, 1829-1830
Franceso Saverio Castiglioni, 1761-1830
As bishop of Montalto, he was imprisoned for six years for his
refusal to swear allegiance to the Napoleonic regime.
Pius VIII returned to the more liberal policies of Paul VII. On
the other hand, he blamed the breakdown of religion on Protestant Bible
Societies, on attacks on Catholic dogma and the sacredness of marriage,
and he also blamed secret societies. He specifically blamed Freemasonry
for the decline of moral standards. His harshness was measured by
pastoral accommodation, as in matters of mixed marriages.
Pius VIII’s pro-Austrian bias meant that Church policy toward
the young Churches of Latin America were less progressive than Leo
XII’s. He accepted the July 1830 Revolution in Paris favoring LouisPhilippe over King Charles X who promised to support the 1801
Concordat that restored Catholicism in France. He won assurances from
the Sultan of Turkey to safeguard religious and civil rights of Armenian
Catholics.
22. Gregory XVI, pope from 1831-1846
Bartolomeo Alberto Cappellari, 1765-1846
Gregory XVI was the last monk (reformed Franciscan) to be
elected pope; he used troops to crush insurgencies of free expressions in
the Papal States; at the same time he was a strong promoter of the
missions. He denounced and forbad usage of modern means in the Papal
States, such as railways and streetlights.
Though he had been a professor of science and philosophy, he
published a book advocating papal infallibility, the independence of the
Holy See and its divine right of temporal authority.
He came to be elected pope by the joined support of the ultraconservative cardinals and the pro-monarchical statesman Klemens von
Metternich who wanted an absolutist pope who would stand strong
against “the political madness of the age”. Cardinal Cappallari resisted
election until his superior general ordered him to accept.
Upon election, he was immediately faced with a popular uprising
in the Papal States calling for greater freedom. On and off internal

conflicts in the Papal States eventually brought France to intervene and
occupy the Papal Sates for seven years. In dealing with political and
theological matters, Gregory was a reactionary. He issued an encyclical
that denounced freedom of personal conscience, freedom of the press and
the separation of Church and State.
Gregory XVI equated the roles of Church hierarchical structures
with the monarchical institutions of the Papal States. He espoused the
neo-Scholastic ecclesiological position that the clericalized, monarchical
structures of the Church were divinely mandated. He firmly supported
monarchical regimes against democratic movements. He declared that
“the divine origin of the papacy was the basis of the papacy’s temporal
sovereignty over the Papal States”. (ID, pg 338) In Singulari Nos (1834),
he condemned Lamennais’s opposing ideas on the political situation in
the Papal States and censured theologian Georg Hermes for exaggerating
the role of reason in the understanding of faith, even as he did the French
priest Louis Bautain for exaggerating the role of faith at the expense of
reason.
Gregory XVI was firm in denouncing slavery and the slave
trade. He established some seventy new mission dioceses and vicariates,
including the appointment of almost 200 missionary bishops. The end of
his papacy found the papal treasury totally drained because of military
actions to maintain order in the Papal States.
Pius IX, pope from 1846-1878
Giovanni Maria Mastai-Ferreti, 1792-1878
Pius IX, the last king-pope and the pope of the First Vatican
Council, persuaded the Council Fathers to declare his infallibility. To the
very end of his life, Pius IX fought the loss of the Papal States, for he
shared with his predecessor the view of the divine election of the Church
hierarchy in State matters.
Pius IX is in the company of Gregory XVI in being one of the
more reactionary popes in history. He is remembered perhaps most
notably for condemning the modern world and its major developments,
and for engineering the declaration of papal infallibility.
As bishop, he was liberal in support of administrative changes in
the Papal States and in his sympathy for the Italian national movement.
But the cardinals were polarized in reactionary and liberal factions.
Pius IX’s first papal move granted amnesty to political prisoners
and approved the reforms of the Papal States. His actions of resistance
against the Habsburgs were enthusiastically acclaimed. But things
changed as it became clear that he supported the temporal sovereignty of
the Holy See. This position fixed the Papal States in a position which
prevented the unification of Italy, for the Papal States divided Italy into
North and South halves. Pius IX’s uncompromising policies eventually
motivated revolutionaries to seize Rome and proclaim a unified Italian
Republic. For a decade, Pius IX was held in Rome, prisoner of the
Vatican, under the protection of a French garrison.
During his imprisonment he issued his “Syllabus of Errors”
against naturalism, rationalism, and liberalism. But, the Syllabus wasn’t
without ambiguity; in it, it is stated, “the Roman Pontiff can, and ought

to, reconcile himself to, and agree with, progress, liberalism, and modern
civilization”. (ID, pg 346)
The subsequent proclamation of the dogma of papal infallibility
gave rise to problems inside and outside the Church. “Old Catholics” of
Holland rejected the dogma, and anti-clericalism spread throughout
Europe.
But, for all the fury and disruption of his papacy, perhaps the
single most propitious outcome of the papacy of Pius IX was the final
liberation of the Church from its fixation in temporal sovereignty over
and preoccupation with the Papal States.
It wasn’t until into the successor papacy of Leo XIII that the
reality of Church liberation from secular affairs of State finally settled in.
Though Leo XIII continued to be a “prisoner” of the Vatican for a time,
he eventually moved on to occupy himself with and to sensitize the
Church to the gospel work of peace and justice for all humankind.
Institutional theology and ecclesiology have yet to catch up with history,
notwithstanding the Second Vatican Council which declared the theology
of Gospel service and the new “People Church” ecclesiology.
[Ambivalent Ecclesiology? The Protestant Reformation confronted
the corrupt imperial culture of the Church. Ignatius of Loyola formed
the Society of Jesus for purposes of defending imperial ecclesiastical
culture against protests and for replenishing the Catholic priesthood
due to attrition caused by the Reformation. Where do Jesuits stand in
affirming, defending (Vatican II) Catholic Ecclesiology? Is Church
Ecclesiology imperial/ exclusive or collegial/ inclusive? ]

3. The PEOPLE
Encountering the Other
In the quiet of personal aloneness, we engage conversation with
God, the Self of intuitive consciousness; whereas, in our conversation
with others, God is present, face-to-face. The encounter with other opens
us to greater possibilities of communion and self-enlargement.
In the quiet of aloneness our souls enter the still waters of
intuition where self-reflectivity plumbs the depth of possibility. Surface
reflection distracts from depth perception and entraps us in ego-centrism,
narcissism. In depth perception and encounter with others, possibilities
become realities. Wisdom begins in the joined consciousness of self and
other; wisdom is realized in the intentional encounter with other. Self and
Other are the matter/ spirit of consciousness — who we are, what we are,
what we do.
Coming to the place of our cosmic belonging is a journey of
lifetime encounter. Aloneness remains unfulfilled until it is realized in
the potentials of encounter-process; realization is consciousness entering
the self-perfecting processing of conscience, what is the process of
learning, of perpetual becoming.
Becoming is the process of self and other in mutual encounter of
learning/ teaching. In the process of becoming it is the role of everyone
to be learner and teacher, for one’s personal lifetime. If life is about
anything, it is about education, evolving in consciousness, the perpetual

process of the intentional encounter of the self and other in every aspect
of authentication, spiritual and material, personal and social.
Encounter essentially begins with intentional oneness escaping
aloneness in the dialogue of two-ness. The dialog of two-ness is the
process of learning/ teaching, a process of intelligent design by virtue of
female/ male personality. Learning doesn’t happen in oneness rather it
begins with and continues in two-ness. The motivation of learning is the
intention of purpose, the encounter of faith-consciousness residing in
oneness and seeking reason in other. “Fides quaerens intellectum”.
Wisdom, the encounter of becoming, of enlarging human
potential, is the encounter of personal faith with faith-wisdom in other.
Faith-sharing is the quintessential process of divine/ human encounter,
the hypostasis of Wisdom and the openness of the self to fullness. The
residence and expression of divinity is in humanity. The Godlikeness of
Jesus is the ascendancy of consciousness to which everyone is called.
Jesus walks the Earth on the feet of modern humanity. The historical
Jesus lives in modern lives. God, Jesus, is voiceless, handless, except for
the hands and voices of those who take seriously the mission to be Jesus,
and to do, as Jesus did.
The dynamics of self-fulfillment in other is the process of
wisdom, what is the object of education, of lifetime learning/ teaching, of
the “ripening” of religion. In this process of change, Intelligent Design
gives humanity standing in Godhead, a realization “as important as can
be”. (Vatican II, Const. IV, Intro)

4. The TRUST
A. Wisdom, Eucharist & Symbiosis
In the course of a personal lifetime, every person must accede to
the reality of being subsumed and expended in and by the Sacrament of
Natural Order—what is Eucharist. The processes of personal expenditure
are in the interest of other and in the necessities of social wellbeing. The
DNA clocks are set and started at conception and the basic rules of
personal transformation which engage everyone are prioritized according
to biological (physical, natural) and spiritual moral (religious, nurtural)
necessities.
Religion isn’t something that exists outside personal/ social
consciousness. Collectively, consciousness organizes a social sense of
moral behavior, what is called “religion”. The personal sense of religious
consciousness goes through stages of change and maturity even as body
and conscious conviction/ understanding change and mature. Faith
matures as consciousness matures; it makes sense to liken religion to a
green apple, which takes a seasonal cycle to ripen. Religion takes a
lifetime to “ripen”. Growth into wisdom, age and grace is a lifetime
process.
A problem with institutional religion is its tendency to fixate in
ideologies that serve the institution. Institutional fixations are less easily
changed than individual consciousness, and they get in the way of
personal faith and individual maturing. Notably, institutional faith/
religion focus on common denominators that can lastingly be instilled in
immature minds. The faith of childhood is inadequate for a lifetime even

as is childhood education. This does not say that childhood faith is
unimportant; it does say that mature, adult faith needs to grow beyond
childhood understandings.
In the real world, wisdom consciousness is an adult awareness;
and except faith and religion mature to adult wisdom/ awarenesss, they
are inefficacious in dealing with the real needs of the individual person
and global humanity. Attention to lifetime wisdom-learning can’t begin
too soon.
Wisdom and sense of lifetime should root early in consciousness.
Children are naturally inclined to want to learn; the sooner a child comes
to a sense of connectedness in the Sacrament of Natural Order, the more
ready the child is to grow in wisdom and grace. With the sense of
connection in the Naturalis Sacramentum Ordinis, a sense of kenosis,
Eucharist and symbiosis, and of destiny, comes more easily.
Kenosis is the altruistic “out-pouring” of self in service to other;
Eucharist is sense of divine presence in creation and the capacity of
humans to be invested for their lifetimes in “divine” transformation; and
symbiosis is the intentional accommodation of differences for purposes
of defusing frictions and healing fractions that disrupt wellbeing.
Wellbeing and conscience compel reason to seek out symbiotic
solutions to differences in Church, in State and amongst people. The
common glue of intentional accommodation is TRUST. Education is a
community strategy of engaging personal/ collective consciousness
(reason) in the common effort and interest of symbiosis. It is not enough
to seek the mitigation of frictions, it is also necessary to search for and
engage positive potentials in differences that may further wellbeing, what
symbiosis is about.
This double aspect of symbiosis, identifying differences and
incorporating their values, is complex and challenging, something human
consciousness hasn’t handled well in the past. The method of symbiosis
(evolution) derives from the emotional/ rational abilities of people to
accommodate. Emotional/ rational maturity is something that evolves as
the neural, psychological capacities of a person mature.
B. Age-Appropriate Education
As a general principle, there should be common recognition that
the family is the right and proper place where first education happens,
and where oversight of education should come from. Age-conditioned
reciprocals that pertain to age-appropriate readiness and moral capacities
are: neural/ conscious development; rational/ emotional development;
and personal/ social development.
The security and consistency found in the home environment are
affective/ effective for the healthy growth and development of children.
In the caring home environment, parental love provides for spiritual/
material (soul/ body) nurture and for emotional/ rational security; absent
these and in the presence of negligence, children easily suffer frustration,
fear, set-back, and dysfunction.
Neural response to stimuli is a feedback process responsive to
parental attention and inattention. Child frustration picks up on parental
frustration. Parental failure and neglect not only interfere with the child’s

development of potentials but they wound the child’s consciousness; the
scars of wounds can be and often are permanent.
Parents should understand that they are the primary educators of
their children for their lifetimes. To the extent circumstances allow, athome education until the age of eight should be the norm, precisely
because an environment of insecurity and inconsistency outside the home
environment elicits negative emotions from children.
Age five to Twelve: home should continue to be the dominant
environment also for this age group. The environment of the home and
the small community is more intimate and less threatening. The removal
of stressors, to the extent that it is possible, facilitates focus on learning
and interpersonal care for others. Mega school systems involve so many
outside factors, for example, of infra-structure and personnel, that make
it difficult to maintain an atmosphere conducive to learning. Smaller is
better. The schooling of boys and girls together should also be the norm.
An environment conducive to interpersonal sensitivity is particularly
important with this age group.
Collaborative education should be a constant: in classrooms,
older children teaching younger children, easy-learners teaching slower
learners. There is no teaching more effective than experience, and there
is no substitute for experience in the development of mature sensitivities
and capabilities.
Family culture should abound in courtesy and gentleness, wellpracticed in self-restraint and other-concern. Recourse to roughness and
violence, whether physical or verbal, should be consistently avoided.
Concern for other at all times is the expression of sincere love. Love is
learned by example and experience, and so is violence. Gentleness and
sensitivity are anti-dotes to violence.
Gentleness and sensitivity are more than the avoidance of
violence, they are action expressions mindfully engaged in interpersonal
relationships. The humanity of sexuality is a spiritual sensitivity of otherconcern that never imposes on another with crudeness of manners or
words. This is a learned grace that comes in the normal setting of boygirl upbringing. Family intimacy should be safeguarded by first concerns
for sensitivity to others; provocations and imposition, whether in words
or actions are inappropriate. The absence of sensitivity leads to offensive
overreach and violence toward the person of another.
Sensitivity is an inner mental disposition; courtesy is the external
expression of sensitivity. The psychology of being teacher/ learner to one
another speaks to servant relationship, that is, to “universal priesthood”,
Eucharist and charity (self-donation); these are about God-presence in
the Sacrament of Natural Order, in which we are individually Sacrament
to each other.
While adult supervision in the culture of boy-girl relations is
appropriate and necessary, it should not be heavy-handed or excessively
restrictive. Persons of proven judgment and practiced understanding in
matters of interpersonal relationships should be advisors in matters of
boy-girl guidance.
The economies of access to resources have been an argument
favoring school consolidation. That one-time advantage is a disadvantage
now because all study materials which heretofore have been in “hard”

form, books, etc, are all available on the computer. Classrooms can be in
homes where children have access to all learning materials (with softer
carbon footprint) and at lower cost. The use of virtual learning tools
under parental guidance facilitates children to advance at their own pace.
Education is so central to personal/ social bettering that it needs
to have greater communal coordination so as to prevent it from being a
source of communal division and conflict. Even beyond mitigating
conflicted interests, as advanced for example in/by competing ideologies,
there exist in local communities neutral institutions that are useful venues
where common ground can be sought to relieve frictions and frustrations.
Denominational churches, for example, should not be adverse in getting
together at neutral venues, e.g., the Community Library, where they can
share faith understandings and discuss their differences.
Because of computers, home-schooling now makes more sense
than ever. Parents who want to home-school but who are at a loss how to
go about doing it need professional help. Local libraries are perhaps a
logical place for parents to find the professional help they need to have
an accredited home-school program.
Developmental education needs to be age-appropriate, that is, it
needs to correlate with the psychology and physiology of the child’s
growth and development. One is not born with the functional perfection
of interactive faith/ reason, objectivity/ subjectivity. The gradual tuning
of these skills is learned and “owned” only with practice and guidance.
Step-by-step, these skills need to be put in place as children develop.
The harmonies of faith/ reason, of objectivity/ subjectivity, are
the harmonies of knowledge (science) and moral judgment (religion), of
reconciling personal and social fulfillment — what are the sustaining and
enduring values of education. The reordering of social priorities begins
with reprioritizing education, even as reprioritizing education begins
with social reprioritizing. The reciprocal harmony of social/ educational
priorities facilitates the mitigation of frictions and the reconciliation of
religion and science.
It needs to be understood that reason and faith, subjectivity and
objectivity, are means/ ends to each other. “Sanity” (mental health) is a
growth outcome in which the balanced interactions of faith/ reason and
of objectivity/ subjectivity function effectively and mutually.
The supposition of means and ends to each other is a supposition
of evolutionary consciousness by which the achievement of a specified
end (objective) becomes a new means for a newly specified (subjective)
end (intended outcome). The evolution of intentional (subjective) means
toward purposes of specified (objective) outcomes is what education and
morally fulfilled living are about. ["Cogitata perficiendo, cogitando sic
perfecta": working-through thoughts and rethinking thoughts workedthrough — the “method of evolution”]
C. Values-Based Tutorial
To get to the nub of our spiritual/ material crises: education is
steeped in cultural indoctrination of consumerist ideologies; it has been
closed to the evidence of misinformed consumerist indoctrination; and its
credibility is defrauded because of closed mindedness and failure to
update and upgrade; this true of religious education as well as of secular.

Consciousness roots in the prevailing worldview even as it takes
in information that can change worldview. Modern education is without
a well defined and sustainable worldview, even as is global corporate
culture. From bottom to top, education is flawed and people are globally
impoverished because the natural roots of grace, human development and
ecological economics are ignored.
If “grace supposes nature”, and if we do not expect “grace” from
sustained natural relationships, we disavow nature’s grace-laden means.
Because we are urban cultured and educated, in worldview and ethic, we
are less directly connected to nature and we tend to validate corporate
disavowal of nature. This is a failing of religious and public education.
When we obsess in the city of God, we ignore the “country of God”, and
eschew natural necessity and dependency sense on land and ecology.
Because we are not taught how to live respectfully in and with
nature we grow up naturally uneducated. Mostly we experience that food
and other needs come in packages from store shelves. Drug commercials
bombard us to convince us that life’s cure-all is found in pills and elixirs.
Because we are inconsiderate of the natural (material), secular,
and we cultivate priority connection to the supernatural (spiritual), grace,
we think disconnectedly and behave disconnectedly; and in so doing we
violate intuitive consciousness with the culture of ecological disregard.
Because we are religiously cultured in denominational ideology,
we learn alienation, disconnection and disrespect toward the spirituality
of other cultures; we excommunicate ourselves from the communities of
web-life. In the cultured notions of self-alienation are the beginnings of
violence toward ourselves, others, nature and elemental trust. Natural
Law, the grounding of trust, is primary in everybody’s life. All order and
trustful relationship flow from fidelity to Natural Law, what is the code
of “primary scripture”.
Natural Law is primary in everyone’s life. Living connected in
grace is living in the harmony of natural associations. Consciousness,
like life, is an unfolding complex of intentional relationships that are
determined by self-reflective mindfulness. Modern education needs to be
mindful of today’s social/ religious crises and cultural inattention to a
reality-based, sustainable worldview.
Education’s problem isn’t money; it is about misdirection,
cultural, religious alienation and disconnection. Disconnected culture
fabricates a politics of education that sees nature as a cash cow; this
misdirection vitiates the value objectives of education/ nature and
impoverishes us in mind, body and treasure. The priority of life is and
should be about how we live connected to nature in grace and social
sensitivity. Before we redesign education we need first do some hard
thinking/dialoguing about the sustainable worldview and the culture of
deception.
What is needed is a total revamp of the philosophy of education.
From their earliest years children need to be taught their essential
connection to Earth/ ecology. The culture of Earth-connection is learned
from hands-on experience with nature and life at an early age. Kids are
naturally frustrated with school when connection to Earth isn’t explored
and experienced. The prison-like structures of schools puts kids in an
environment that obscures the first and really important lessons that

matter, namely, that we come from Earth and belong to Earth-Nature. It’s
in Earth-connection that we intimately and constantly experience the
natural, the Divine, and the human.
Education is a good place to start. Society needs competition in
excellence but it also needs collaboration in excellence. Religious school
systems, in overt competition with public schools, represent unhealthy
and uneconomical redundancies. Can't accommodation be found in
which operating costs, infra-structures, energy consumption, ideological
conflicts, etc, are mitigated by collaboration rather than competition?
Ecological spoliation is radically aggravated by global corporate
feudalism. Aggravated environmental pollution and climate warming are
consequences of corporate exploitation and disregard for web ecologies.
The paradigm of corporate dominion is mortally destructive. A new
worldview and political paradigm is needed which seeks first to sustain
global ecologies and to avail public resources justly, recognizing the
equal dignity and rights of every human being.
“Values-based education” means first and foremost truth-based,
not deception-loaded hype, pretensions, misinformation and alienation.
Education should not be ideologically prejudiced in the sense that it
distorts perceptions from purposes less than objective but that it
comports to universal reality and wellbeing.
The commonalities of wellbeing, of soul/ body, are the truthbases of value. The exploitation of nature, the encouragement of greed,
of self-advantaging, are not values of common wellbeing. Mind/ body
health is a primacy value. Evolutionary symbiosis teaches the good sense
that “good biology is good theology”, the lesson of “primary scripture”.
Spiritual openness to collaboration with secularity is Christian
and a sustainable way of remedying systemic injustice. Isn't this really at
the heart of Vatican II enlightenment, the Christian Way of Truth and
Light, of openness to liberate theology from institutional stuffiness? The
truth is that imperialism imperils nature and people, and when we imperil
nature we imperil ourselves.
Life is assembled from shards of light spirited from the darkness.
Our purpose in life is to brighten the night and sustain light’s purposes
and enable the work of organic nature — tikkun olam. [Rachel Naomi
Remen, “Kitchen Table Wisdom”]
Religion is a green apple; and with every season a new crop
ripens. Religion fails except people live religiously, mature religiously.
The ripening of personal religion can be compromised like GMO
tomatoes, tasteless, and designed for market advantage rather than
human health. Religion like nutritious food is healthy when its focus is
wellbeing, not mercantile advantage—and so it is with education.
D. COLLABORATIVE FRAMEWORK: Community Education Planning
1. Considerations—Global communication and interaction have not been
available to universal consciousness to the extent that they are today.
Values and objectives of teaching/ learning fail in consideration of global
impact. The local community is globally connected. Because local
regions impact globally, it is urgent that they understand their global
impacts: thus, the need for understanding how the local and global
interact in connected universe. Elements in communal planning include

worldview, communal/ personal interests & objectives, local & universal
resources, and informed modeling.
2. Worldview—is a factor determined by culture and knowledge; culture,
like worldview, changes as knowledge changes. Knowledge is a matter
of teaching and learning; the cultural spectrum of worldview evolves as
knowledge evolves, even as evolution drives knowledge. Knowledge and
worldview need to grow mindfully together.
When education isn’t structured to update cultural suppositions it
fails in its role to keep worldview informed. Complicating this matter are
engrained ideologies, especially those driven by competing religions.
Community education needs to be sensitive to religious pluralism but it
also needs to be morally open to common, enduring understandings.
3. Communal Interests & Objectives—The personal and social needs of
body and mind are learned necessities. Education attends to teaching
physical, psychological and ecological health of the community and of
individuals. Food resources of the bioregion are a treasure of natural
ecology that is specific to every region and which defines the biotic
diversity/ sustainability of the region. Of prime local/ global interest is
effective use and preservation of bioregional resources.
Unrestrained biotic exploitation and the pollution of air, land and
water are crises of universal proportions needing immediate attention and
remedy. No community trust is of greater personal and communal value
than the bases of vital sustainability specific to the bioregion. Economies,
whether local or global, are sustainable only when the renewable
resource-bases of the bioregion are used effectively and sparingly, which
involves the application of limits and the maintenance of ecological
balance.
4. Local & Global Resources—The bioregional resources taken in total
constitute Earth-life’s global resource-base. Bioregions are dependent
upon each other for many reasons because the air and water of the globe
are common to all ecologies, in terms of direct implication in the living
process, and in terms of direct and indirect affect on weather and climate
changes. When communities are informed of the interdependent forces at
work and attending bioregional balance, the communities are better
equipped to use resources in an economical and safe way. No part of
education is more important to humankind than such knowledge and
intelligent accommodation.
No longer can it be presumed that Earth resources are unlimited
and that they can be exploited with impunity. Because of the dire
circumstance of all life on Earth at this time from mindless exploitation,
urgent action is needed in implementing a whole new rationale that is
globally and locally informed.
5. Communal Modeling—There are institutions within each and every
local community that can be mobilized to collaborate in coalition efforts
toward universal betterment of local and global ecologies. Profiteering
self-interests which get in the way of the greater community interest need
to accommodate. The common and universal needs of global humanity

are too critical to allow greed to alienate people from each other and
wreak physical and psychological havoc on one another and earth-life.
Distortions of religious ideologies and the claims they make on public
education come to mind. Sensitivity to nature is first and foremost also a
matter of religious conscience.
Institutions that are situated to cooperate with one another are
libraries, schools, churches, governmental offices and businesses. What
they have in common is a global communication network of computers
which connect local/ global people and institutions to each other. Global
communication makes available the educational resources of the world
and global facilitation in sustaining local ecologies.
It is suggested that the local library is a logical center for
organizing the local/ global collaborative enterprises, whether they
pertain to accessing educational materials for schools and institutions or
for planning local/ global models that are sustainable. Greater communal
efficiencies can be realized when private and public schools are joined in
local/ global enterprises.

AFTERWORD: Green Religion & Green Apples
The “Religious Paralysis Syndrome” — RPS
WHAT RPS IS: It is an immune deficiency disease (IDD)
acquired in childhood — what might be called a psychological version if
infantile paralysis. RPS is a disease of cultural repression in which
mental depression roots. Few people are completely unaffected by it. It is
a disease that disables information-processing. It affects judgment,
clouds worldview and the functioning of communication, consciousness
and conscience. It is an acute mental disorder that consigns intelligence
to the limited capability of childhood.
RPS SYMPTOMS: A person suffering from the disease lacks a
capacity for critical judgment. Vision and judgment are impaired by
small-world processing that is fixed in childhood experience and sense of
life. The impairment limits intellectual processing to rigidity of religious
strictures and holds reason to the mold of authoritarian suppositions
fixated in dominion theology.
Victims are incapable of progressive thinking. Their rationality
is regressive, that is, new experiences are turned backward and closed to
accommodation and change. The rigidified mindset of childhood stays in
place for a lifetime. Evidence of damage occurs gradually in outcomes of
maladjustment, disregard and social-eco-environmental insensitivity,
persistence in ignorance, arrogance, greed, egoism and cultural violence.
RPS CAUSES: The transmission of disease happens by adult
imposition, that is, by adults who themselves suffer from it and whose
consciences are rigidified in the mold of RPS and who cannot think
outside it. The disease is genetically predisposed, that is, it is culturally
(in memes) and biologically (in genes) ingrained. RPS is perniciously
difficult to eradicate because of deep cultural habit and because of the
imprint of inheritance. The grave crises of the eco-environment are now
awakening people to search for causes and solutions.
The crisis people are discovering is culture-caused waste of the
eco-environment, whose cumulative damage has been long in the process
of developing, and whose cause stems from RPS disease. Recovery from
eco-environmental degradation and social violence cannot happen until
RPS is recognized and remedied in personal/ social consciousness.
One Journey’s Ending is Another’s Beginning
To religion fixated in dogma, change is threatening; and because
it is threatening it is generally resisted by religious institutions. I began to
be aware of this in the spring of 1957, and I took on myself the challenge
of reconciling religion and science, where change and fixation clash. My
consciousness is reconciled. I have found reconciliation in the process of
reason. The process of actual reconciliation is personal and unique for
everyone, even though all come to self-reflective reconciliation by the
same rational method of evolving consciousness.
I became aware of the rational method of evolving consciousness
by the 1980s, which I understand as the process of trimorphic resonance,
the intentional process of harmonized communication, consciousness and
conscience.

The trimorphic resonance process is the method of evolution, of
change by way of physical/ psychical harmony/ resonance. The insight of
evolutionary process affirmed me in the awareness of essential continuity
in cosmic relationships, and of the axiomatic iterations of complexity by
way of the analogies of reciprocals, which in their elemental sense mean
that in the continuity of cosmic evolution everything is means and end to
everything else.
Take trimorphic resonance, for example: when information is
exchanged in communication, the parties of communication come to new
understandings (consciousness). Information-exchange is the “means” of
coming to new understanding; new understanding is the “end” (outcome)
of information-exchange. The new “end” is new consciousness which is
the new “means” by which new communication and new consciousness
continue to engage each other; the process repeats over and over and
refines consciousness in ever greater subtlety, complexity, and potential.
Each harmony supposes other: communication supposes consciousness;
conscience supposes communication; and consciousness supposes
conscience.
The analogies of reciprocals open consciousness to the sense
that everything is interdependent and connected, which is to say: the end
supposes the means as the means suppose the end; religion supposes
science as science supposes religion; morality supposes authenticity as
authenticity supposes morality; and faith-emotional intelligence supposes
reason-rational intelligence as reason supposes faith.
The awareness of the symbiotic processing of life roots in the
consciousness of the analogies of reciprocals. Consciousness of the
correlation of religion and science is an outcome of understanding the
reciprocal relationships of spirituality and materiality. The reconciliation
of religion and science is the reconciliation of spirituality and materiality
in their mutual correspondence and reciprocal identity.
GREEN RELIGION, the book, is formatted to exercise the reader
(the group) in skills of association. The essays in the book’s Seven
Sections correlate with each other and life, in many and different ways.
Each reader may come to new and even conflicting conclusions.
When I wrote the essays, I did so not from some preconceived
outline; rather, as pertinent ideas and associations presented themselves I
put them in writing. These unplanned writings came together over a
period of a little more than a year. Later I arranged them in something of
a logical manner, so that when they are read, they give a holistic sense of
religious/ civil connection and human place in the Sacrament of Natural
Order.
By reading and rereading the essays, whether privately or in
group study, understanding evolves in the sense of inter-dependency in
matters spiritual and material — what is the reconciliation of religion and
science. Green apples sweeten only with time.
Reconciling religion and science is a personal, lifetime task; it is
the process of maturing, of green religion ripening; it gives one a sense
of cosmic at-homeness and of belonging in and to the Natural Order of
Sacrament. The reconciliation of self in social reality helps one bridge
self-destructive schisms, which are now urgent matters of the modern
global crises of disconnection and alienation.

EPILOGUE: One Reality
The Unity and Continuity of Prephysics-Physics-Metaphysics
Philosophy (reason) and theology (faith) seek together the same
purpose, i.e., to understand the common reality to which all belong. We
are churched in a schismatic consciousness, namely, that spirituality is
one realm of reality and materiality is another. We are pulled in opposing
directions because we are conflicted with the seeming cross-purposes of
spirit/ matter. The schism can be healed by knowing the identity/ unity of
spirit/ matter, in intention and pursuit of common purposes — what
philosophy and theology do together, what reason and faith do together.
The title terms here are from Greek philosophy. The root word is
“physics”; in Greek, "physika"; means the physical world, things having
dimensions that are quantifiable, that can be measured, weighed, etc. The
word "meta" means with, alongside, so "metaphysica" means spirituality,
psychical awareness, that which accompanies and is associated with
matter, namely, immaterial, energetic processes, like consciousness,
intelligence — what are qualities substantively expressed.
From experience we know that nothing comes from nothing and
that everything comes from something. So, from where does spirituality,
non-physical qualities come from? The traditional answer is God, who is
Unconditioned Spirituality. God is also understood to be the Creator of
the material world as well; so metaphysical consciousness is spiritual
awareness that directly links Divinity as the source of materiality.
The science of quantum relativity introduces factual insights that
change the handed-down dualistic world of Aristotelian Philosophy and
Scholastic Theology (the philosophy/ theology of St. Thomas Aquinas
that prevails officially in the Catholic Church). Einstein’s theory of
Special Relativity says that all matter is from energy, is energy. What
that says is that "unqualified" energy (prephysics) becomes qualified in
the substance (reality) of all matter; in quantum science, physica,
material things are understood to come from something prior, namely,
from "prephysica", some prior subjectivity (cosmic energy). The energy/
matter dualism that’s preferred in Scholastic Philosophy/ Theology no
longer informs postmodern awareness.
Scholastic Theology teaches about “divine providence” operative
in nature. The question for believers today is “does quantum science do
away with the understanding of divine providence, of God present in
creation?” No. Quantum science gives a new, fresher and more credible
sense of God, of Divinity.
Understanding prevision and provision, the essential providence
of nature, of God, is found not in the dualism of physics and metaphysics
but in the continuity and oneness of prephysics, physics and metaphysics.
It might now be said that the tradition of dualistic rationalizing,
energy vs. matter, is “debunked” by prephysics, the understanding of
unqualified energy from which physics and metaphysics derive and are
sourced.

The premise of Prephysics may be to some a provocative insight
for it challenges the revered philosophy and theology of metaphysics.
Not completely true, for it makes sense of the energetic manifestations of
metaphysics in physical substances.
All substance is internally dynamic, hence, matter is energetic,
“spiritual” in its qualifications; in fact, it is the “spiritual”, energetic
dimensions of matter that drive transformations and enable relationships.
New science presents new factual basis supportin the primacy of
spirituality, the primacy of conscience.
I have come to a reconciliation of science and religion: religion
is authentic to the extent that it functions effectively in the living
relationships of conditioned subjectivity with Unconditioned Objectivity
(Spirituality). Religious consciousness, individually owned, is the "green
apple" that needs a lifetime to mature; religion is personal/social process.
My reconciliation is: prephysics suppose physics/metaphysics as
physics/metaphysics suppose prephysics; substance supposes spirituality
as spirituality supposes substance; nature supposes grace as grace
supposes nature; reason supposes faith as faith supposes reason; science
supposes religion as religion supposes science; prevision supposes
provision as provision supposes prevision.
I’ve come to appreciate a philosophical solution to the cultural
schism between physics and metaphysics, between philosophy and
theology, which underpins the practical. From correspondence with my
treasured friend, the late James N. Studer, OSB, I believe that he also
came to a sense that there is a solution to the schism of matter and
energy, physica and metaphysica. On February 9, 1993, Father Studer
wrote me:
“You exercise a metaphorical flight that takes you beyond what
by my metaphorical action I can handle. Your poster with the
figures like ‘in pontifical umbrage of [phylum filled tomes]’
does not make enough sense to me literally to handle it
metaphorically. You…build in almost unconsciously, my system
of criteria for judging fundamentally what is real. You build it
into a powerful intuitional system that is often sufficient to use
implicitly the rational criteria (ordinarily more obvious, more
complementary) that I need for appropriate qualification of an
ordinary intuitional system for judging. You don’t need a
metaphysics. We more peasant types do.”
[RELIGION & CIVILITY, pp 67, 68, www.authorhouse.com]

How Religion is GREEN
07/ 07/ 07 — OPEN LETTER TO Pope Benedict XVI
Dear Holy Father:
Religious culture needs to reveal to consciousness the essential
connections of Prevision and Provision in the Naturalis Sacramentum
Ordinis if reason and faith, science and religion, would find
reconciliation. An understanding of the essential continuity of Prevision

and Provision can help people converge universally in hope and
affirmative Love. The basis for the co-identification of reason and faith
in universal purpose is presented here in brief in the sense of "GREEN
Religion” inside the cosmic/ cultural spectrum of Intelligent Design and
Purpose.
Inside the Cultural Spectrum:
Because of public consciousness awakening to social/ ethical obligations
of avoiding the trashing of Nature, it’s become common to use the word
“green” with religion. The word green makes the religion/ ecology
connection, for the color of life is photosynthetic chlorophyll.
There is a profound and scientific sense that needs to be fleshed out in
order to get a fuller understanding of what “green” religion means from
the human perspective. From the consensus human perspective, there is
an essentially energetic component of consciousness that connects
culturally with self, family, community, Earth and the Cosmos. The color
refraction of this connection is G.R.E.E.N.
G is for GOD, Intelligent Design, Who/ what consciousness experiences
and recognizes as the Provident, purposeful Personality/ Rationality in
Creation.
R is for RELIGION, the consciously mindful human insight (religere),
and the divine bonding of necessity (religare) that gives inherency and
coherency to the Vital Continuum.
E is for ECOLOGY, the means of provision, the “house”, the network
domain of life built of and by light energy. The living complex sustains
diversification, the continuum from which humankind obtains.
E is for EDUCATION: consciousness derives from within life’s network
domain; it is a subtle energy complex and process that is transmitted
from generation to generation, and which enlightens humanity to divine
sense and expands the self-originating potentials of learning, teaching
and prevision.
N is for NATURE/ NURTURE: Nature is about ecological balance;
Nurture is about learning and teaching the sustaining lessons of ecology,
of reciprocity — intentional symbiosis. Self-reflective consciousness is
intensional and intentional. The deep wave/ particle bonding and
transformation of all cosmic substantiation is internally tensioned (ex
opere operato) and intentionally motivated (ex opere operantis); internal
tension is in the nature of strong force bonding, as in the atomic nucleus,
and intentional motivation is force-dependent, as the weaker bonding of
electrons.
The energy of the cosmos is defined by the electromagnetic
spectrum, which characterizes all edification, substantive and spiritual,
provision and prevision. The “cultural spectrum” is the energy of social
edification, substantiated and empowered in/ by the wave-lengths of the
electromagnetic spectrum, namely, wave-lengths of the infrared, visible
light, radio-waves and broad-band, all of which process by way of

communication, consciousness and conscience, what constitute reason
and the “process of reason”, TRIMORPHIC Resonance, PROTENNOIA.
Self-reflective consciousness is conscionably able to choose
relationships that serve wellbeing. The cultural amassing and selecting of
purposeful actions and constructs, also worldview, serve the sustainable
intentions of culture. It is a fact-based understanding of cultural
experience (wisdom) that the sharing of faith serves wellbeing, personal
and social, what is the authentic sense of essential religion.
Faith-sharing is about expanding self-reflective sense and the
continuity linkages of the self in family, community, Earth and Cosmos.
This insight is consistent with the sense of “aggiornamento” and
evolutionary consciousness referenced in the Second Vatican Council.
[“Gaudium et Spes”, Fourth Constitution, Intro.]
With filial affection, I am respectfully,
Sylvester L. Steffen
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This Historical Moment
Election Year 2008: Human Issues, Crises and Opportunity
The ultimate waste of wars and global warming are urgent warnings of need for change to avert
worldwide catastrophes; the opportune moment to begin real change is this Election Year 2008.
The Issues of Humanity in need of change are: Family Issues — ECOLOGICAL; Women’s Issues
— ECONOMICAL; and Religious Issues — ENVIRONMENTAL. All social/ ecological
relationships have impacts, for better and for worse, on local and global environments. Religion is
about the morality of relationships, that is, the capacity of human relationships to advance or
frustrate wellbeing, to sustain or destroy environments. FAMILY is the nuclear environment of
sustainable humanity, and the global environment is the holistic family-of-life
In religion’s terminology, acts of committed self-giving are acts of Eucharist, the sacrament of
sacred remembrance. Thus, the moral sense of and the sustainable working of Eucharist, of
ecology/ economy/ environment, is what the sacrament of natural order (NATURALIS
SACRAMENTUM ORDINIS) is about; in a word, what SYMBIOSIS is about.
Human futures and the future of ecologies/ environments are vested in Eucharistic sensitivity, in
human intention and actions These are issues of equitable and sparing use of ecological resources;
issues of sustaining and restoring ecologies and environments; issues of intentional self-giving in
the care for all life on Earth; what are moral, religious issues.
The social means of sustainable, moral living are: Mutuality, Complementarity and Subsidiarity.
MUTUALIY: Environment and the life within it correlate interactively — mutually; faith and

reason relate mutually; people individually relate to each other mutually. All individuality
depends on interaction with all other; thus mutuality is morally and universally compelling.
COMPLEMENTARITY: the way in which mutuality happens is by way of the “complements”, the

gifts, potentials, qualities that every individual has in working with others to advance the
wellbeing of all. Male and female complement each other in mutual works of producing life,
caring for family and maintaining the holism of environments for present and future life.
SUBSIDIARITY: in the here and now, under present circumstances of possibilities and needs,
symbiosis compels the immediate action of moral choice to do the right thing, that is, to selfcommit to other, to respect and sustain individual and social wellbeing. Subsidiarity is about codependency, moral insight, right judgment, and right action in the here-and-now

Election Year 2008 is about the real opportunity for change toward greater personal/ social/ moral
sense, and greater commitment to mutuality, complementarity and subsidiarity — in a word,
commitment to UNIVERSAL SYMBIOSES. Called for are changes from ecological wasting and
self-degradation to the healthy maintenance of ecologies, economies and environments. These are
issues of global crises and of golden opportunities for change, this year.

PREVISION
PROVISION
Prevision and Provision are what religious sensitivity, adulthood is about.
Joseph of Egypt exemplifies prevision and provision. As the Eucharistic
archetype, he represents the universal priest.
The adult authority figure knows that planning and provisioning are his/
her responsibilities. Anticipating, planning and providing are moral acts
— what intelligence and maturity do, what parents, nature, God, do.
Successful living involves intentional symbiosis, intelligent designs and
insightful maturity; this is true for individuals, families, communities,
institutions, nations, and Churches.
The failing of Church and priesthood to anticipate and provide for the
needs of Sacramental Eucharist speaks volumes as to failed intelligence,
failed faith and failed maturity.
Religion is organic. Religion is a green apple; it renews seasonally; it
takes a lifetime, a season to ripen, to grow from childhood into adulthood,
to mindfulness and fullness in wisdom, age, and grace.
Religion does not exist outside real-world relationships. Religion is social
and personal. Religion is discerned in conscionable concern and in the
adult caring of people for each other. Religion is about service, not about
imposing on others. Religion is cultured altruistic sensitivity.
The CONSCIOUS LIGHT TRILOGY is about personal religion and adulthood;
about nature and light; about living intentionally inside the cultural
spectrum and provisioning Eucharist/ Grain.

Joseph of Egypt art by Monica Steffen

